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Introduction

This report describes the activities of the Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro (LNL) of
INFN during 1996. The main field of research of the Laboratory is experimental nuclear
physics with the use of the heavy-ion beams from the XTU Tandem accelerator and from
the new ALPI Linac booster. In the past year the XTU Tandem has been working (beam
on target) for 5440 hours, and has accelerated 21 different ion species ranging from n B
to 197Au. ALPI has suffered from many failures of the cryogenic system especially in the
first part of the year; a total number of 702 hours of beam on target has been delivered
by this booster. The final tests required for the licencing procedure have been successfully
performed in May.

The project of the new positive ion injector PIAVE has been formally approved and
funded by INFN in July. PIAVE consists of two Superconducting RFQ and eight QWR
following the HV platform where the ECR source is installed. Its construction has been
initiated and is running within schedule.

A large part of the beam time has been used for experiments with the 7-ray spec-
trometer GASP frequently in coincidence with ancillary detectors such as the light particle
detector array ISIS, the recoil mass spectrometer RMS and others). Many interesting re-
sults continue to be obtained in the fields of high-spin nuclear structure, superdeformation
and spectroscopy of exotic nuclei and of highly excited nuclei. The assembling of the next-
generation 7-ray detector Euroball has made considerable progress and first experiments
are planned for April 1997.

The construction of 8TTLP and GARFIELD (multidetector arrays for light and heavy
particles) is near to the end, and in-beam tests of part of the setups have been performed.
A new detection facility (IRIS) for studies of proton radioactivities using RMS has been
tested. Interesting results were obtained from studies of highly excited nuclei (emission
of particles and of 7-rays). Various experiments on low-energy heavy-ion reactions have
been performed with the TOF spectrometer PISOLO, where both subbarrier fusion and
multinucleon transfer reactions were studied. Other experiments concerned the study of
preequilibrium giant dipole resonance excitation in deep inelastic collisions and entrance
channel effects. Analyses of data taken at CERN by the Obelix and WA97 experiments
have continued during 1996.

The two smaller Van de Graaf accelerators have been mainly used for applied re-
searches in various fields. The CN 7MV accelerator has provided 2153 hours of beam on
target and experiments in medical physics, neutron physics, radiobiology and microdosime-
try were carried out. The collaboration in the national project ATER for hadrontherapy
is continuing successfully. The AN2000 accelerator (2 MV) is one of the most powerful
installations devoted to applied research in Italy; it has delivered 2685 hours of beam for
experiments in many fields such as geology, studies of atmospheric aerosols, environment
and industrial technologies. It is also equipped with a micro-beam facility, and it is used
also by the Laboratory for Material Science, active at LNL; among other things, this Lab-
oratory is involved in the development of surface passivation and protection for HPGe
detectors within the EUROBALL project.



AURIGA is an ultracryogenic detector of gravitational wave bursts. The first cryogenic
run. started in May 1995, has been continued during 1996, and it has been dedicated to
measure the noise of the antenna and to perform diagnostic tests. The PVLAS set-up,
which aims at measuring the vacuum magnetic birefringence, was completed at the end of
the year, and the permission for its use is expected for the beginning of 1997.

At the end of this introduction it has to be mentioned that this Laboratory is consid-
ering the possibility of constructing a radioactive beam facility which should be a major
committment in the next 5-10 years. Early discussions and feasibility studies on this have
begun during 1996.

fof. Massimc^Nigro
Director

Legnaro, April 1997
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Gamma-Ray Studies of the 37P Nucleus Produced in Deep-Inelastic Col-
lisions

B. Fornal1, R. Broda1, W. Krolas,1 T. Pawlat1, J. Wrzesiriski1, D. Bazzacco2, D. Fabris2,
S. Lunardi2, N. Medina2, R. Venturelli2, G. Viesti2, G. de Angelis3, D. R Napoli3

1 Institute of Nuclear Physics, Krakow, Poland
2 Dipartimento di Fisica and INFN, Sezione di Padova, Padova, Italy
3 INFN, Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro, Legnaro, Italy

In a series of recent experiments we have shown that the yrast spectroscopy of
neutron rich nuclei, populated in heavy-ion multinucleon transfer reactions (~10% above
Coulomb barrier) can be studied very successfully in 7-7 thick target measurements. In
one of these studies1) the deep-inelastic collisions occurring during bombardment of the
160Gd target with the 160 MeV ^S and 167 MeV 37C1 beams, produced a number of
neutron-rich sdf shell nuclei, which are otherwise hard-to-reach. As a result, new yrast
excitations in neutron-rich ^Si, 34Si , 34P, 38S and 39C1 nuclei were identified.

In order to extend investigations towards even more exotic species we performed
a 7-7 coincidences measurement in the 208Pb + 37C1 reaction at E/a6(37Cl) = 230 MeV
(about 25% above the Coulomb barrier) using the ALPI accelerator and the GASP array.
Our expectation based on the N/Z ratio equilibration process was that the distribution of
projectile-like products would be shifted towards more neutron-rich nuclei as compared
with the 160Gd + 37C1 reaction. Indeed, the analysis of the obtained data yielded new
spectroscopic findings in the 32Si and 32A1 nuclei of which very little was known2*.
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Fig. 1. Level schemes of MS and 37P isotones.

A follow up more detailed analysis, in which 7-7 cross-coincidence technique was em-
ployed, located excited states in the completely untouched from the spectroscopic point of
view 37P nucleus. By setting gates on 7-rays in 205~210Po, transitions in partner phospho-
rus products could be displayed. Among already known lines from 34P and 35P we found



new transitions, with energies 871, 903, 1182, 1301 and 1315 keV, clearly occurring in
one of the phosphorus isotopes. Gates placed on these unknown lines showed 7-rays from
the partner 205-206.207.208pi:) products with the cross-coincidence yield pattern expected for
37P. The deexcitation cascade, thus assigned to 37P, is displayed in Fig. 1.

In 37P, which is expected to have 7rsi/2 ground state configuration and two valence
neutrons outside the N=20 closed shell, the 7rs1/2(i

/f7/2)2 seniority-3 excitations should
produce states with I" values up to 13/2+.

The (ff7/2)2 ^=2 multiplet of 2+ , 4+ and 6+ levels with energies 1292, 2825 and
3674 keV, respectively, is known in ^S isotone (Fig. 1). In addition, the 4~ and 3~
states, arising from the 7^1/21^7/2 configuration in 34P, were found to lie very close to each
other: at 2305 keV and 2320 keV, respectively. Therefore, we expect that coupling of the
unpaired S!/2 proton to the {IAT/2)2 2+ , 4+ and 6+ excitations should produce in 37P pairs
of closely lying states (3/2+, 5/2+), (7/2+, 9/2+) and (11/2+, 13/2+). It is very likely
that levels identified in this work in 37P at 1182, 2483, 2497, 3354 and 3400 keV, are of
this nature.

References
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Coexistence of collective and non-collective structures in the odd-
A f7/2 nuclei

RBednarczyk", J.Styczeri", R.Broda", M.Lach", W.M§czyfiskia, W.Nazarewicz6-c'd,
W.E.Ormand6-c, W.SatulaM, D.Bazzacco6, F.Brandolini6, G.de Angelis', S.Lunardi6,
L.Miiller6, N.H.Medina6, D.R.Napoli', C.M.Petrache6, C.Rossi Alvareze, F.Scarlassarae,
G.F.Segato6, C.Signorini6, F.Soramel9
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The continuous development of the high spin structure studies in the light odd-A
f7/2 nuclei reported previously [1,2] has led to final conclusions which will be published
elswhere [3].

As it was already shown, the results of the shell model calculations are in very good
agreement with the data concerning the negative parity levels in 45Sc, 45Ti and 43Ca.
This model is also able to reproduce the level energy sequence and the transition rates
in the rotational-like intruder-positive parity band in 45Sc. The collective features of the
intruder band understood in terms of the enhanced inband E2 transitions and the regular
energy spacing, in the shell model approach, can be attributed to the number of valence
proton and neutron pairs in the fp shell.
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Figure 1: Comparison of the experimental bands in 45Sc with the yrast structures in 44Ca
and 46Ti. The corresponding total routhian surfaces for 45Sc are shown in the insets.



The fact, that good overall agreement between experiment and the shell model calcu-
lations is achieved for both positive and negative parity states in 45Sc, is an indication that
the large configuration space consisting of the full fp shell enables one to describe strong
collective effects. For comparison, the Woods-Saxon-Strutinsky total routhian surfaces
with pairing [4] have been also calculated for the positive and negative configurations in
45Sc (they are plotted in the inset of Fig.l). According to these calculations, the negative
parity structure is nearly spherical and the positive parity structure is deformed. Indeed,
as is shown in Fig.l, up to P = 19/2+ the positive-parity band can be viewed as a proton
d3/2 hole weakly coupled to the deformed 46Ti core. On the other hand, the negative
parity structure can be understood in terms of the proton f7/2 particle coupled to the
spherical core of 44Ca.

In summary, the nuclei around 45Sc are among the most spectacular examples of
nuclear shape coexistence. The succesful reproducing of the observed collective and non-
collective effects by the large scale shell model calculations helps in better understanding
of the microscopic mechanism of creation a deformation in atomic nucleus.
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DSAM lifetimes of the ground state band in 48Cr
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The nucleus 48Cr has been recently studied at this laboratory ^ with GASP and
a further investigation will be soon performed with EUROBALL. This nucleus, being at
the middle of the I/7/2 subshell, is considered of great interest because it is suitable to
study the interplay between single particle and collective degrees of freedom. As recently
discussed 2 ,̂ in the framework of CSM the collectivity observed at low spin should drop
down as one approaches the band termination, when the 8 I/7/2 neutrons and protons
fully align to spin 16+. Well above the band termination superdeformation is predicted,
resembling a quasimolecolar state of two 24Mg nuclei2). In the intermediate region a fast
alignment driven by T=0 pairing should occur 5 '. Below band termination, Shell Model
calculations in the full f-p shell 3) reproduce well the ground state band energies up to
1= 16+ and correspondingly predict B(E2) strengths, that smoothly decrease when ap-
proaching band termination. Similar conclusions were obtained with CHFB calculations.
Very recently however experimental B(E2) strengths were determined in disagreement
with these theoretical predictions 4 '. This fact should be further checked because the
theoretical predictions are unambiguous.

In this contribution we present a DSAM lifetime measurement for the same levels
as in ref. 4, but with much higher statistics and with a lineshape analysis. We note that
in Ref. 4 only a centroid analysis was performed with a possibility of systematic error.

We have populated 48Cr in the reaction 28Si(28Si,2a) at 115 MeV. The target con-
sisted of 0.8 mg/cm2 of 28Si on 15 mg/cm2 of Au. The spectra at 34° and 146°, shown
in Fig. 1, were gated by the 752 keV (2+ -> 0+) and the 1106 keV (4+ - • 2+) transi-
tions, which do not show Doppler broadening. The transitions of 1874 keV (10+ —> 8+),
1347 keV (12+ ->• 10+), 1869 keV (14+ -> 12+) and 3032 keV (16+ ->• 14+), have been
analysed. The first and the third transitions overlap each other. For the lineshape anal-
ysis a modified version of the MonteCarlo code LINESHAPE 6) has been used, which
incorporates MINUIT for the error analysis. The sidefeeding was described with an E2
cascade of up to 5 transitions. The kinematical effects caused by the alpha particle recoil
was included by us in the program as a random effect. The angular distribution of the
evaporated alpha particle was assumed to be isotropic in the CM system, with an average
energy of about 15 MeV. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the fit for the 3032 keV line, for which
the correction is very important, is rather good. The analysis of the lower transitions is
quite complicated by the overlapping of the 1869 keV and the 1874 keV lines. The 1869
keV transition turns out to be quite a bit faster than previously reported *\ while the
following 1347 keV transition is slower. The analysis of the 1874 lifetime is particularly
critical, because it is mostly populated by the yrast band and therefore, even if it would
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Figure 1: Forward and backward experimental lineshapes of the transitions on study. The
contribution to the lineshape of the 1869 keV is shown a dotted line.

Table 1: Experimental values of lifetimes and B(E2) strengths compared with theoretical
predictions for

Spin

10+
12+
14+
16+

E.
(keV)

7063
8406
10277
13306

E7

(keV)

1874
1347
1869
3032

r

(PS)

0.21(7)
1.10(16)
0.34(6)

0.080(15)

B(E2)ea:p
(eV)

present work
170(40)
170(25)
100(16)
37(6)

B(E2)t/ieor

(e2b2)
ref.3
202
145
114
60

B(E2)exp .
(e2b2)
ref.4
<40

300(40)
70(3)
45(3)

be fast, inherits the little broadened shape of the preceding transition. To make this
point clear, the 1347 keV experimental lineshapes of Fig. 1 have been compared with
those obtained by putting a very narrow gate on the 1874 keV. In this case the 1347 keV
line turned out much narrower and the lifetime of the 1869 could then be estimated with
a further Montecarlo analysis.

In Table 1 the deduced lifetimes are reported, as well as the B(E2) strengths. A
good agreement is found with the theoretical predictions. The previous experimental
values are also reported. From the B(E2) values an empirical deformation parameter /3
of about 0.1 was found when approaching the band termination. This point out that in
that case, a Shell Model description 3) may be better suited than a CSM one 5).

The DSAM analysis of sidebands is in progress.
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Band termination and second backbending in 50Cr
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Recently, the new developments of the theoretical methods, together with the advent
of highly efficient detector arrays, have opened the possibility of studying the structure of
I/7/2 nuclei at high spin where the interplay between single particle and collective degrees
of freedom are expected to be clearly exhibited.

The nucleus 50Cr has been studied with the 7-spectrometer GASP following the
reaction 24Mg(32S,a2p) at 130 MeV bombarding energy. The beam was provided by
the Tandem XTU accelerator of the Legnaro National Laboratory. A self-supporting
24Mg target with a 400 /ig/cm2 thickness was used. The experimental set-up consisted
of the 4TT GASP 7-ray array plus the Air charged-particle detector ISIS. The spin and
parity assignments have been based on the angular correlations and distributions of the
gamma rays and on the decay patterns. The determination of the nuclear recoil direction
according to the geometry of the detected charged particles in an event-by-event analysis
allowed for a precise Doppler shift correction. This led to an improvement in the gamma-
ray energy resolution of i.e., ~ 40% around 1.3 MeV.

The yrast levels of 50Cr up to spin 12+ are well known in literature. Recent exper-
imental studies by J. Cameron and coworkers[l] have investigated the structure of this
nucleus at higher spins. In the present work, we were able to identify several high-energy
transitions above 4 MeV and to construct the new, complex level scheme shown in Fig. 1.
The level scheme of 50Cr, as deduced from the present experiment, displays a particular
"tree-like" pattern. While at low spin there is a simple band structure, above the 12+
level the scheme becomes much more complex. Up to spin 1=10, the yrast band is charac-
terized by stretched El transitions, and shows a rotational-like structure. Two strong Ml
transitions are observed above the first 10+ state together with a very weak 12+ —+10+

E2-transition which gives rise to the first backbending. This features can be understood[2]
in terms of a change of shape, from prolate to triaxial. As pointed out in ref.[3], 50Cr
could become soft against 7 deformation when increasing angular momentum: the four
protons drive the nucleus into prolate deformation while the two neutron holes drive it
into the oblate direction. Other possible interpretation of the backbending in terms of
the crossing with a high K band have been suggested recently by Zamick, Fayache and
Zheng[4]. Above spin / = 12, the observed transitions are of high energy character and
most of them are strong Ml transitions. At / = 14 the nucleus reaches the maximum
angular momentum that can be constructed with 4 protons and 6 neutrons in the isolated
/7/2 shell. This is consistent with the fact that at high rotational frequency , the spins
of the valence particles in a high-j shell become increasingly aligned along the rotational



axis. The nucleons thus rotate in orbits near the equator of the core, making an oblate,
non-collective state. The generation of high angular momentum by such a mechanism is
energetically favoured and at / = 14 the valence-particle spins become fully quantized
along the rotational axis which gives rise to a band-termination state. To generate higher
spins, nucleons have to be promoted to high lying single particle states. This explains
the high energy (5.119 MeV) transition to the 16+ state[2]. The 18+ ->16+ transition of
2.921 MeV produces the second backbending in 50Cr.

(14) "T

51 9.1

I TTT*
M3O.9 dej ll«.l

i

MCr

Fig. 1 Level scheme ofs°Cr obtained in this experiment. Energies of the -y-ray transitions
are given in keV.
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Several studies have established that the nuclei with N« Z in the middle of the /7/2

shell show strong deformation near the ground state. The nucleus 52Fe is important for
the study of the nuclear structure evolution in the upper part of the JT/2 shell towards
the doubly magic 56Ni nucleus.

Previous experiments1) have shown that the yrast 12+ state in 52Fe is a long lived
isomeric state which mainly decays /?+ towards high spin states in 52Mn. Shell model
calculations in the (/7/2)n configuration predicted that the 12+ state should to lie below
the 10+ state and that the energy separation between the 12+ state and the yrast 8+ should
to be less than 370 keV in order to be consistent with the experimental E4 lifetime1 \ The
predominant (more than 99.6%) (3+ decay made difficult the identification of low-lying
states in 52Fe by means of fusion-evaporation reactions. Therefore, apart from the 12+

state, only the 2+ and 4+ T=0 yrast states were known previously.
The use of a highly efficient array of gamma detectors as GASP made possible the

investigation of such very weakly populated states. We have populated 52Fe via the 28Si
+ 28Si reaction at 115 MeV beam energy. The target consisted of a 0.8 mg/cm2 foil of
28Si evaporated on a 13 mg/cm2 gold backing. We were able to identify states in 52Fe
up to spin 10+. For the first time we proved that indeed the 10+ state lies at a higher
excitation energy than the 12+ state. A simple explanation of this effect can be given by

considering 52Fe as 2-proton and
2-neutron /V/2 holes in the 56Ni
core. In this case the 12+ state
would correspond to the fully
aligned configuration, with maxi-
mum spatial overlap of the single-
particle wavefunctions and there-
fore, energetically favoured with
respect to the 10+ state. Another
important result of this work is
that the position of the 8+ state
is established at 6.494 MeV, i.e.,
326 keV below the isomeric 12+
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Fig. 1 Coincidence gamma spectrum obtained from
a 777-cube by double gating on the 52Fe transi-
tions. Transitions are marked by their energy in
keV.

state. The level scheme of 52Fe,
as it was established from our
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Fig. 2 Level scheme of the 52Fe nucleus obtained from the present work. The
width of the arrows is proportional to the relative intensity of the 7-rays.

work, is shown in Fig. 2. Note that we have also observed a 2754 keV transition feeding the
4+ state and establishing a level at 5138 keV excitation energy. This state is most probably
the 5~ which was previously reported2* in 52Fe. According to theoretical considerations3*
this El transition would be a measure of the isospin admixture in the ground state band.
In Fig. 1 a double gated spectrum, on all the transitions, is shown. Due to the poor
statistics and to the long living character of the 12+ isomer, we could no get evidence of
the E4 transition to the 8+ state.

Lifetime analysis for these transitions is still in progress.
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The investigation of the 69i71Se isotopes gave the first experimental evidence for the
existence of oblate deformed bands involving the g9/2 orbital1). The 35th neutron of 69Se
can only occupy the [440]l/2 or [404J9/2 Nilsson orbits. The small signature splitting
observed of the g9/2 band indicates that Coriolis interaction is small and hence that the
K value associated with the Nilsson orbit is large, which suggests an oblate deformation
of the band. Total routhian surface (TRS) calculations predict oblate deformation at
low rotational frequency, but show that already at HUJ=Q.7 MeV a shape transition to
a well deformed prolate minimum (/?2 w0.3) starts to develop. The presence of a wide
shell gap related to the g9/2 intruder orbital is expected to stabilize prolate deformation
at nucleon number 32. High-spin states of the N=Z=32 ^Ge nucleus were populated
using the 32S + 40Ca reaction at a beam energy of 140 MeV. 7-coincidence events were
detected using the GASP array coupled to the ISIS Si-ball for reaction channel selection.
The partial level scheme of the MGe nucleus, shown in fig. 1, is characterized by three
E2 cascades. The ground band and the negative parity band were previously known2),
whereas a new positive parity band was identified. The ground band is consistent with
the excitations of 4 particles into the f5/2 orbital. Negative parity states require the
promotion of one particle into the deformation driving g9/2 orbital, which is expected to
polarize the system to prolate shape. Higher excited positive parity states require the
promotion of two or four particles into the g9/2 orbital, the latter becoming the lowest
at high prolate deformation. We suggest therefore that the new positive parity band has
four quasi-particles, two protons and two neutrons, in the g9/2 orbital. The alignment
frequency of these four particles probes the pairing correlations at high spin. In the
N=Z nuclei the short range correlation is expected to be dominated by neutron-proton
pairs3'4). The neutron and proton can couple their angular momenta either anti-parallel
(like identical particles in time reversed orbits with J=0 and T= l ) or parallel ( J=J m o i

and T=0). Hartree-Fock-Bogolyubov calculations5) indicate that either the T=0 or the
T=l pairing is effective, suggesting a possible phase transition between the two pairing
modes at high spin. The additional binding arising from the T=0 np-correlations can be
related to the microscopic origin of the Wigner term in the nuclear mass formula. One
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Fig. 1. Partial level scheme of64Ge deduced
from the GASP data.

Fig. 2. Aligned spin versus rotational fre-
quency for 64Ge.

way to generate a phase transition from T=l to T=0 pairing is by rotation. The T=0
coupling has the interesting property of being less affected by the Coriolis interaction,
which tends to break time reversed pairs with T=l . Neutron proton pairs coupled in
parallel can be relatively easily decoupled from the deformed core and consequently the
nuclear rotation resembles that of a rigid-body-like rotor, although both proton-proton
and neutron-neutron pairing are present3'.

In fig. 2 we show the aligned angular momentum as a function of the rotational
frequency in 64Ge for the ground band (filled circles) and for the excited positive parity
7rg9/2!/S9/2 band (filled diamonds) compared with cranking calculations performed using
only the T= l component of the np pairing interaction at four different deformations (rang-
ing from /?2=0.1 to /?2=0.3). The experimental rotational frequency of the alignment of
the 7rg9/2^g9/2 configuration is lower then predicted by theory by «0.4 MeV. However, the
T=0 pairing is expected to shift the calculated alignment frequencies to lower values3'.
This strongly indicates the importance of the T=0 component of the np pairing, which
seems to be active already at relatively low excitation energy.
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The recent finding of the neutron N = 40 subshell closure in the Z — 28 closed
proton shell ^Ni1) raised an attractive possibility to treat this nucleus as a stable core in
shell model calculations. This would give a more realistic starting point for extrapolation
of such calculations towards very neutron-rich Ni isotopes and thus may contribute to
better understanding of the nuclear structure at extreme isospin values. Obvious difficulty
in pursuing such approach is the present marginal experimental knowledge of nuclei which
are the closest neighbours of the ^Ni core. New prospect to change this situation is
related to the well developed techniques of gamma spectroscopy in deep-inelastic heavy-
ion reactions. In several gamma coincidence experiments performed by us with 64Ni
and 76Ge beams bombarding thick 208Pb, 130Te, 198Pt and 186W targets, many of this
hard-to-reach nuclei were populated with yields suitable to extract new spectroscopic
information. We reported earlier level structures established in the two-neutron hole 66Ni
and one-neutron hole 67Ni isotopes2). In this contribution we present preliminary results
obtained for the one-proton 69Cu and two-neutron 70Ni nuclei.
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In the study of the 69Ni radioactive decay3) a number of states were located in
the 69Cu daughter nucleus; however, their structure remained unclear due to the limited
spin-parity assignments. In all of our experiments mentioned above we observed the
population of a new isomeric state in 69Cu with the half-life of 350 (60) ns and gamma
decay proceeding through some of the known states, as shown in the level scheme of Fig. 1.
The structure of the new isomer is clearly related to the 5~ isomer observed in ^Ni1); with
high probability it is the 13/2+ highest spin member of the proton P3/2 neutron g9/2P^h
multiplet, since it is not populated in the 69Ni 9/2+ beta decay. Consideration of the
observed gamma decay from this 13/2+ isomer down to the 3/2~ ground state lead us to
indicate the most probable assignments for a number of intermediate states. Inspection of
the radioactive decay data and the present results allow to interpret most of the observed
states.

We described earlier4^ experiments aiming to identify the two-neutron gl/2 struc-
ture in the 70Ni isotope. The expected 8+ isomer was recently identified by the GANIL
group5). We confirm now the presence of this isomer in the data from our preliminary
test experiments. It appears with the expected yield which will allow us to extract the
half-life value.
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In a series of recent studies we have reported new results on near-yrast states in
neutron-rich Ni and Fe isotopes produced in deep-inelastic reactions1 >2'3). The prelim-
inary structures established in Fe isotopes indicate strong attractive interaction of the
proton fr/2 holes with the neutron g^/? particles which may significantly rearrange neu-
tron subshells. Whereas this study is not yet concluded we report now our parallel effort
to extract new spectroscopic information on near-yrast excitations in even neutron-rich
A > 70 Zn isotopes, which have two proton particles above the Z = 28 shell. Very limited
information concerning these difficult to reach isotopes was available, mainly from the
study of radioactive decay of Cu nuclei and reactions with light ions4'5'6'.

We have analysed the data obtained from experiments performed using a 76Ge pulsed
beam delivered by the ALPI accelerator on 186W, 198Pt and 208Pb thick targets, and a
^Ni beam from the Tandem on 208Pb target. In all cases the beam energy was 12-15%
above Coulomb barrier. Gamma rays were detected with the GASP multidetector array.
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Except for 70Zn which is known from the 70Cu high-spin isomer /?-decay study4',
only low-spin states / < 4 were known prior to our analysis. Besides these transitions
connecting known low-spin states, we observed several new transitions, relatively strong,
which are arranged in level schemes shown in Fig. 1. The 7-7 coincidence relations,
relative intensities and the comparison of data from various colliding systems were used
to construct the proposed level schemes. In order to obtain spin-parity assignments for
these new near-yrast states we plan to use the results of angular correlation analysis. For
this, the coincidence data were sorted into appropriate matrices corresponding to 5 angles
between 7 detectors. This analysis is now in progress.
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The available experimental information about the N=Z nuclei in the A« 80 mass
region1'2) apparently indicates a shape evolution of these nuclei from the very deformed
76Sr towards the thought spherical 100Sn. Consequently, a study of these nuclei would
provide valuable information about a shape transition dominated by the T = 0 residual
interaction.

Studying N = Z nuclei with Z larger than 38 is rather difficult since they can be
populated only with very small cross section in fusion-evaporation heavy-ion reactions.
The MMo is the heavier N = Z nucleus about which some experimental information (the
transition 2t-^0f of 443.8 keV) exists2).

We have populated MMo via the 28Si -f 58Ni reaction at 90 MeV beam energy as a
2n channel. The target consisted of a stack of two 0.5 mg/cm2 58Ni foils. The detection
system consisted of GASP in configuration I and ISIS An charged particle detector. Data
were collected only when at least two Ge detectors and three elements of the BGO inner
ball fired in coincidence. The previously estimated cross section for the population of

MMo, in the equivalent inverse kine-
matic reaction2), is about 7.0 fib. The
main point of the analysis consisted
in identifying the contaminants which
give contributions in the 444 keV line
and to get rid of them. The only con-
taminant we found is 83Y which has
a very strongly populated 444.6 keV
transition coincident with many tran-
sitions in the region where one expects
to lie the second yrast transition of the
MMo (500 to 1000 keV). In Fig. 1 a gate
on this line is shown in two cases: a) a
7-7 matrix (VETO) built in anticoinci-
dence with the charged particle detec-
tors (in order to enhance the relative

contribution coming from the 2n channel) and b) a 7-7 matrix built in coincidence with
three protons (the ^ Y channel). Of special interest is the 673 keV line which in the
case a) appear to have an intensity roughly doubled than in case b). Since we could not

Fig. 1. Coincidence spectra cut on the 444 keV
7-ray transition in the VETO matrix (upper
panel) and in the Sp matrix (lower panel)
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identify this line in coincidence with the ~ 444 keV transition in other reaction channels
we thought that the supplementary contribution in the VETO matrix comes from the
2n channel. In order to evidenced this fact we had to develop a method to clean the
VETO matrix from the contribution of the charged particle channels. The channels with
charged particle observed in this experiment are lp, 2p, 3p, a,pa and 2pa. Coincidence
7-7 matrices were built for each of these channels. We modeled the background in the
near neighbourhood of the 444 keV line in the VETO matrix as a linear superposition of
the charged particle channels with some scaling factors (by a x2 minimization procedure).

Once established the factors we
subtracted the contribution of each
charged particle channel scaled with
the proper factor from the 444 keV gate
in the VETO matrix. The same was
also done for the 673 keV line. The re-
sults are shown in Fig. 2 where it can
be seen that the 673 keV line remains
at the level of ~ 600 counts in agree-
ment with the estimated cross section
of the 2n channel. This is the evidence

EDetlBr|keV1 that the 673 keV is the 4f to 2f 7-ray
transition in ^Mo,

Fig. 2. Spectra gated on the 444 keV transition
(upper panel) and on the 673 keV transition
(lower panel) from the VETO matrix cleaned This result completes the image of a
from the contribution of charged particles chan- general trend of the even - even N =
nels Z nuclei. In Fig. 3 the correlation be-

tween the 4f and the 2* states en-
ergy is shown. It can be noticed that
all the N = Z even - even nuclei lie
well above the universal anharmonic vi-
brator line3). Exceptions are made by
52Fe, known as a shell model nucleus,
and 72Kr which presents a shape coex-
istence.
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Fig. 3. The correlation between 4+ and 1\ states
energy in the mass region from A~ 50 to ~ 80.
The solid line represent the anharmonic vibra-
tor behaviour. The points indicate the available
experimental data for the even-even N = Z nu-
clei.
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In our recent work1'2) we have analyzed, in the framework of the Interacting Bo-
son Model (IBM-2), the excitation energy patterns and electromagnetic properties of
low-lying positive-parity states in even 98~114Ru and 10°-116Pd isotopes in an attempt
to identify states which possess a mixed-symmetry (MS) character, i. e. which are not
completely symmetric in the proton and neutron degrees of freedom. We concluded
that, to correctly reproduce the properties of the levels along the two isotopic chain, it
is necessary to take into account (already at energy below the 3 MeV), the presence of
MS states, the lowest ones being the 2^ and Zf states.

However, for some isotopes the paucity of experimental information (as, for ex-
ample, uncertainty on spin-parity assignment), makes it difficult any comparison with
theoretical predictions.

As a part of an experimental program aimed at gaining new information on levels
in even ruthenium3) and palladium isotopes which could possess MS properties, we
have measured the K-internal conversion coefficients of several transitions connecting
low-lying levels in 104Pd, populated in the decay of 104Ag. This nucleus was produced
at the CN accelerator via the (p,n) reaction, at a beam energy of 6.8 MeV.

The main goal was to determine the spin and parity of those states which are
good candidate for being of mixed symmetry type when interpreted in the framework
of the IBM-2 model. The data on conversion coefficients allowed us to assign the parity
of several levels and to determine the spin (or limits thereof) of eigth levels up to an
excitation energy of 3 MeV. The information on the parity is particularly important as
it enables us to exclude from the comparison between experimental data and theorical
predictions those states clearly lying outside the standard model space of IBM-2.
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114Sn is a semi-magic nucleus with Z=50 and N=64. In its ground state this nucleus
is spherical. Like in several neighboring tin isotopes [1,2], in u 4Sn a deformed intruder
band with K=0 and positive parity is known, which shows a band crossing around the
10+ state. Additionally two rotational bands were observed up to spin 23 k [3,4]. These
bands have negative parity and are supposed to constitute the two signatures of a strongly
coupled band with K=5. The moments of inertia of the negative parity bands and of the
positive parity band above the band crossing are almost identical. This is an indication
that the deformations of the bands are similar. In order to determine the deformations
we performed coincidence lifetime measurements using the recoil distance Doppler shift
(RDDS) and the Doppler shift attenuation (DSA) methods.
These measurements were performed with the GASP spectrometer in its configuration
II and the Cologne plunger apparatus. Excited states in 114Sn were populated by the
reaction 10°Mo(18O,4n)114Sn at a beam energy of 70 MeV. The target for the plunger
measurement was a 1.1 mg/cm2 100Mo foil enriched to 97 %. The recoiling nuclei were
stopped in a 5.7 mg/cm2 gold foil. For the DSAM measurement a 0.95 mg/cm2 100Mo
foil, also enriched to 97 %, was used with a 110 mg/cm2 bismuth backing. The recoiling
nuclei had a mean velocity of about v/c = 1 %. For the DSAM run 7-108 and for the
RDDS run 1.9-109 events of fold three and higher were accumulated. In the plunger run
we measured at 19 different target-to-stopper distances ranging from contact of the two
foils to 620 jim.

The data sorting is almost completed now and preliminary lifetimes of some positive
parity intruder states are obtained. Figure 1 shows in its upper part the shifted and
unshifted components of several transitions of the positive parity intruder band both,
measured at forward and backward angles, respectively, relative to the beam. Up to now
the lifetimes of the 14+ to the 24+ states could be determined. The corresponding mean
quadrupole moment was calculated to Qt= 2.84eb from which a deformation of/? = 0.21
is deduced. As an example the line-shape fit for the 938 keV transition depopulating the
18+ level is shown in the lower part of figure 1. Further data analysis is in progress.
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Figure 1: Upper part: Gated spectra showing the transitions depopulating the levels 18+

up to 24+ of the positive parity intruder band.
Lower part: Fit of the lineshape of the 938 keV transition depopulating the 18+ level.
Shown are spectra measured at forward and backward angles with respect to the beam
direction.
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In an earlier experiment, performed at the GASP spectrometer (configuration I) in
October 1994, the magnetic dipole band in 128Ba was studied, using the 96Zr(36S,4n)128Ba
reaction. Sum-energy and multiplicity data, obtained from the inner BGO ball, were used
to separate different reaction channels in this experiment. This allowed the additional
investigation of the 5n-channel leading to 127Ba. Using a proper gate on sum-energy
and multiplicity, a new 4k x Ak 77-matrix with 7.3 x 108 events was created. Analysis
of the data leads to a vastly extended level scheme for 127Ba with respect to previous
experiments [1,2]. A total of 109 levels, of which 39 were previously unknown, and 215
transitions, of which 64 are new, were found. In the positive parity yrast band the heavy
projectile of the reaction allowed us to observe levels with spin up to 65/2/i. In Fig. 1
the Moment of Inertia J^ and the experimental routhians of this band are shown. At a
frequency huizz 600 keV a previously unknown up-bending was observed. The calculated
experimental routhians suggest the break of another quasi-particle pair at this point.
Currently (coincidence-)angular-distribution data and and DCO ratios are analyzed, to
determine level spins and transition mixing ratios.

to (k.V) fw (k.v)

Figure 1: The moment of inertia J^ and experimental routhians for the positive parity
yrast band in 127Ba as observed in this experiment.
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The nuclei with mass numbers Awl30 belong to a transitional region, lying between
nearly spherical and strongly deformed nuclei. It has been shown [1,2] that their potential
surfaces are of triaxial shape and soft with respect to triaxial deformation. The softness of
the nuclear potential with respect to the asymmetry parameter 7 assumably arises from
the interplay of the valence protons and neutrons, occupying low-lying and high-lying
Nilsson orbitals within the hn/2 subshell, respectively [e.g. [3]]. In this picture valence
protons drive the nucleus to opposite deformations, resulting in a moderately deformed,
soft nucleus, displaying clear evidence for triaxiality.

In a previous experiment on 128Ba it was possible to connect the socalled "T-
band" , which has recently been interpreted in the framework of the tilted axis cranking
model (TAC) by Frauendorf and Donau [4], to the normal level scheme [5]. Furthermore
lifetimes, extracted from the DSAM analysis, and intraband branchings resulted in B(M1)
and B(E2) values for the high lying transitions within the T-band in 128Ba [6].

In order to put the TAC to an extended test we performed a coincidence recoil-
distance Doppler-shift experiment using for the first time the new Cologne plunger appa-
ratus in combination with the GASP array in its configuration II. We used the reaction
116Cd (160, An) 128Ba at a beam energy of 76MeV to populate excited states in 128Ba .
The plunger target consisted of l . lmg/cm2 116Cd rolled onto a backing of a ~2mg/cm2

thick tantalum foil. The recoiling nuclei with an average velocity of v/c= 1.01(1)% where
stopped in a 6.2mg/cm2 thick gold foil. We collected 2.4xlO9 unfolded coincidence
events of divided up among 18 different target-to-stopper distances ranging from 14 /im to
1008/xm. The analysis of the data has not been completed yet. In a preliminary analysis
we were able to extract lifetimes for the 13" and 14~ states within the T-band from the
277 keV and 296 keV transitions, respectively, which confirm neatly the smooth decrease
of the B(E2) and B(M1) values for the higher lying states with decreasing spin. Although
K, the projection of the total spin onto the symmetry axis in the intrinsic system, is not
a good quantum number in triaxial deformed nuclei, the experimental reduced transition
probabilities can be described nicely in the picture of a symmetric rigid rotor with a high
K value, while the existing TAC calculations are not consistent with the experimental
values.

Another interesting question arising from the results of a previous RDDS-experiment
by Bohm et al. [7] is the behaviour of the reduced transition probabilities within ground-
state (GSB) and quasi-7-band (7-band) with increasing spin. We determined five lifetimes
in the GSB and three in the 7-band with considerably increased accuracies, compared to
the previous results. Figure 1 shows
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the B(E2;J-hJ-2)/B(E2;2f->(tf) ratios deduced from the lifetime data obtained in
both experiments. We additionally present results from calculations within the framework
of the IBA 0(6) and U(5) limit, the general collective model (GCM) and the rigid sym-
metric rotor model. Notice that the results from both experiments agree roughly within
the experimental errors, although our B(E2) values for the 7-band are all smaller than
the values deduced from the prior experiment. Obviously none of the given collective
models is able to describe the behaviour within GSB and 7-band below the backbending.
The 0(6) limit of the IBA describes the development of the B(E2) values in the GSB
perfectly up to the 8* but fails with regard to the 7-band. On the other hand the GCM
underestimates only slightly the values in the 7-band but clearly overestimates those in
the GSB.
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The shape change between the odd-mass nuclei 129Ce and 131Ce has been recently
investigated at the LNL-XTU Tandem by measuring the static quadrupole moments for
the 9/2 isomeric bandheads of the negative parity rotational structures1). In the performed
experiment the 7~ isomeric state with T = 1 5 7 ns and EI=2454 keV in 130Ce (ref.2)) has
been also populated. In the present contribution we report on the quadrupole moment
determination for this isomeric state.

The state has been populated by the U6Sn(16O,2n)130Ce reaction using a 70 MeV 16O
pulsed beam on a thick isotopically enriched metallic 116Sn foil in which both the beam
and the excited Ce nuclei were stopped. The TDPAD method has been applied. The
7-rays depopulating the isomer were detected with two planar HPGe detectors positioned
at the angles of 0° and 90° with respect to the beam direction. More experimental details
have been presented in ref.1).

In off-line analysis, two-dimensional matrices of energy versus time for each HPGe
detector were formed. Typical delayed 7-spectra are shown in Fig. 1. The 7 lines
belonging to 130Ce isomeric decay indicated in the figure were used to project energy-
gated time spectra. After background subtraction and proper normalization of the time
spectra the modulation ratio Rexp(t) = [I(t,0°) - I(t,90o}/{I{t,0°) + I(t,9O0)] has been
constructed. Such ratios are illustrated in Fig. 2. for the time spectra corresponding
to the 121 keV dipole transition and for the sum of the time spectra corresponding to
the 254 and 455 keV E2 transitions. The data clearly show the quadrupole interac-
tion perturbation pattern and were analysed with the appropriate theoretical function
Rtheo{t) = \A2e~ilTrt> YLs2ncos{nw0t). The hyperfine frequency u)o resulted from the least
squares fits led to an average value i/<3(7~,13OCe)=65(4) MHz for the quadrupole coupling
constant. By using the known EFG calibration for CeSn system3) at room temperature,
the absolute value |Q|(7"-,13OCe)=162(21) fm2 was determined.

The 7~ 2454 keV isomeric state has been described2) by a two-neutron configuration
involving the [523]7/2~ and [404]7/2+ orbits coupled at K*=7~. This assignment is
supported by the lack of signature splitting in the band developed on the state, as well
as by its isomeric nature. By taking K=I=7, from the spectroscopic quadrupole moment
measured in the present work, a moderate quadrupole deformation £2=0.15 is determined.
We note that on the basis of the measured quadrupole moments for the 9/2~ states1'4),
the same quadrupole deformation £2=0.15 was derived for 131Ce, while a significantly
larger deformation of £2=0.25 was determined for 129Ce. A rather smooth variation of
quadrupole deformation»along Ce isotopes was predicted recently by TRS calculation5).
Contrary to these predictions the present quadrupole moment measurements indicate a
drastic shape change between 129Ce and 130Ce nuclei.
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The observation of superdeformed or highly-deformed bands in certain regions of
the nuclear chart relates to a favoured shell structure for particular nuclei with ellipsoidal
shapes having a major-to-minor axis ratio 2:1 or 3:2. In the A=130 mass region, large
shell gaps in the static single-particle level diagram develop at N=72 and Z=58, 60 for
the 3:2 shape. The corresponding "doubly-magic" nuclei are 130Ce and 132Nd. However,
at high spins the nuclear rotation induces effective gaps at neutron numbers N=73, 741*,
which correspond to nuclei where HD bands have been observed, i.e. to 131Ce, 132Ce and
133Nd, 134Nd, respectively. There, the occupation of the additional aligned i/i'i3/2[660]l/2
intruder orbital stabilizes the HD shape and allows the HD bands to compete energetically
with bands at normal deformation. The existence of a double shell closure at HD shapes
for Z=60 and N=72 can be proven at best by the observation of HD structures in 132Nd,
where the i13/2 neutron intruder orbital is expected to be occupied only at high frequencies
through particle-hole excitations.

We therefore performed a thin-target experiment in which high spin states in 132Nd
have been populated via the 1O4Pd(32S,2p2n) reaction at a beam energy of 160 MeV. We
observed four HD bands with intensities (relative to the population of the 2p2n reaction
channel) of ~2.5%. The various observed normal-deformed bands have been extended at
higher spin by several transitions. The experimental alignments and dynamical moments
of inertia of the various bands are shown in fig. 1. Of the three recently published HD
bands in 132Nd2\ only two are confirmed (band HD-1 and band HD-2). Band HD-2
has been extended at higher spins by three transitions. Its dynamical moment of inertia
shows a perturbation at hu> w 0.65 keV, which is also observed in the ^-band at h~u « 0.7
keV, but opposite to that in band HD-2 (see fig. 1). These perturbations were assumed
to be due to an accidental mixing between levels of the two bands and pushed us to
search for the possible connecting transitions between the involved states. We were able
to firmly establish the 1313 keV (36#£)_2 —>• 34+_fcand) connecting transition, which fixes
the relative positions of the bands and the even spins and positive parity of band HD-2.
The observation of this connecting transition was also useful for identifying the linking
transitions between the lowest states of band HD-2 and the </-band, since we only had to
look for the energy differences between the levels in the two bands. The observed linking
transitions account for ~65% of the band intensity.
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Figure 1: a) Experimental alignments for the bands in 132Nd discussed in the present
work. A reference with Jo = 12.5 ft2MeV"x and J\ — 20.0 ft4MeV"3 has been subtracted,
b) Dynamical moments of inertia of the HD bands observed in 132Nd.

Two new regular sequences of transitions have been identified (band HD-3a and HD-
3b), which talk each other at low spins. They have been linked to states in the (/-band
through weak high-energy transitions. The observed decay out accounts for only «30%
of the band intensity.

The present experiment revealed well populated HD bands in 132Nd. This speaks in
favour of the prime role played by the shell gaps for Z=60 and N=72 in stabilizing the HD
minimum in the A=130 mass region. The polarizing force towards higher deformation of
the fii3/2 orbital intruding from two oscillator shells above appears to be of only second-
order importance. The interpretation of the observed bands in the framework of the
cranked Strutinsky approach based on the Woods-Saxon potential is in progress.
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We report on the progress in the data analysis of a recoil distance Doppler shift
(RDDS) coincidence measurement for 133Nd. The experiment was performed with the
GASP spectrometer in configuration II and the Cologne plunger apparatus. The reaction
104Pd(32S,2pn)133Nd was used at a beam energy of 135 MeV. 1.7 • 109 events of fold two
and higher were accumulated in total at 18 target-to-stopper distances in the range from
20-3000 /xm.

Employing the differential-decay-curve-
method (DDCM) *) we deduced the lifetimes
of the three lowest states of the superdeformed
(SD) band and confirmed the values of a pre-
vious measurement for the 25/2+ and 21/2+

states2^, drastically improving the accuracy
to 5%. With these experimental results we
were able to investigate the decay of the SD
band quantitatively. As observed by Bazzacco
et al. the in-band intensity completely decays
to normal-deformed (ND) bands at the 17/2+

SD state. This decay was attributed by Baz-
zacco et al. to an accidental mixing with the
17/2+ ND state of the [400] 1/2 band. On the
basis of the branching ratios the square mixing
amplitude a2 had been calculated in the frame
of a two level mixing approach 3).

Using the measured lifetimes we can cal-
culate a2 in two additional ways:
a) From the lifetime of the presumably pure SD
25/2+ state.
b) From the lifetime of the 17/2+ state.
The extracted amplitudes, shown in table 1, are
consistent and thus confirm that the decay out
of the SD band is to a large extend due to the admixture of the ND 17/2+ state.

(404)7/2

(530)1/2 X
(514)9/2

Figure 1: Partial level scheme of 133Nd,
showing the lower part of the SD band

the linking transitions to ND states.
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Futhermore, no indication is found that the SD potential minimum vanishes prema-
turely. Using the quadrupol moment QSD = 6.92 ±0.14 eb of the SD band, deduced from
the measured lifetimes, it is possible to approximate the branching ratio of the in-band
transition to the 13/2+ SD state, which is assumed to be the band head. This relative
intensity is found to be beyond the sensitivity of the performed experiment.

Table 1: Mixing amplitudes for the
ND component of the 17/2+ state
gained from independent calcula-
tions.

method

25/2+ QSD, T
21/2+ branching ratios
17/2+ r, QND

0.24±0.03
0.24±0.02
0.28±0.09

In a further analysis of the experimental data we obtained the lifetimes of ten
states in different ND bands, built on the Nilsson orbitals [404]7/2, [541]l/2, [514]l/2 and
[530]9/2 3). In the neighboring nuclei 132-134Nd the quadrupole moments of the ground
state bands increase from Qo(134Nd) = 4.29 ± 0.04 eb (taken from another GASP run) to
Qo(132Nd) = 5.41 ± 0.05 eb . This increase, going from N=74 to N=72, is considerably
larger than expected from the B(E2,2+ -> 0+) systematics established in this mass region
and shows the strong effect of the valence neutrons on the nuclear deformation in these
Nd isotopes. Similar changes in deformation, respectively Qo-values, are also expected
from the occupation of different Nilsson orbitals by the odd neutron in 133Nd. This is
confirmed by the measured quadrupole moments presented in figure 2.

[404]7/2 [541]l/2 [530] 1/2 [514]9/2

— \ —

<Q>=4.83±0.12eb
II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 11 12 13 14 13 16 17 11 12 13 14 13 16 17 II 12 13 14 13 16 17

Figure 2: Transition quadrupole moments of the ND bands. The solid and dotted lines
represent the weighted mean values and their statistical errors, respectively.
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Nuclei in the mass A=130 region show a variety of different structures. At low excitation energies
they are moderately deformed and rather 7 soft. The softness is assumed to originate from the interplay
of the opposite deformation driving forces of the valence protons and neutrons which occupy the low and
higher lying Nilsson orbits of the A11/2 subshell, respectively. Many aspects of the low lying states could
be successfully described by various collective models like the IBM, the general collective (or Frankfurt)
model (GCM), the triaxial rotor model and others.

We performed a recoil-distance Dop-
pler-shift (RDDS) experiment at the GASP
spectrometer in its configuration II. Ex-
cited states in 134Nd were populated via the
110Pd(28Si,4n7)

134Nd reaction at a beam
energy of 125 MeV. The target was a 1.02
mg/cm2 enriched 110Pd foil. The recoiling
nuclei had a mean velocity of v/c = 1.6%
and were stopped in a 11.5 mg/cm2 gold
foil. With this experimental setup we col-
lected 1.47 • 109 events of fold three and
higher. With the Cologne plunger appara-
tus we measured at 22 different target-to-
stopper distances ranging from 5 to 2000
/im. The data analysis was performed
with the differential decay curve method
(DDCM). The 40 Ge-detectors of GASP
can be grouped into seven rings. All de-
tectors of one ring are positioned approx-
imately at the same polar angle with re-
spect to the beam axis. For each target-to-
stopper distance the data were sorted into
22 matrices corresponding to different com-
binations of pairs of detector rings. Up to
now 5 lifetimes of states in the ground state
band (gsb) are determined. Fig.l shows the
result of the DDCM analysis for the 6+-
state. The accuracies obtained for the 2+,
4+ and 6+ states are better than 5%. For
the 8+ and 10+ states this quality could not
be obtained so far because of contaminating
lines. Fig.2 shows the relative S(i?2)-values
in 134Nd calculated from the measured life-
times. The results of two
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Figure 1: DDCM analysis for the 6+ -state. Lower part: derivative
of the 6"^ decay-curve. Middle part: unshifted component deduced
from spectra gated on the shifted components of a direct feeder. Upper
part: r-curve, obtained by calculating the ratio of corresponding values
shown in the middle and lower part of the figure.
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previous measurements l i2) are also given. These results differ considerably from those in this
work. As this experiment was performed using the coincidence technique and with high statistics we
consider the new results more reliable.
Calculated 5(£'2)-values in the framework of the rotor model and the IBA O(6) limit agree nicely with
the experimental values of this work as can be seen in Pig.2.
The corresponding experimental transition quadrupole moments are constant and give a mean value of
Qo = 4.29 ± 0.04 eb corresponding to fi = 0.235. This value fits very well to the systematics of the /?
values of the neighboring even-even nuclei. In a previous GASP measurement we measured for 132Nd a
value of Qo = 5.47 ± 0.05 eb (/? = 0.30), which is considerably larger than expected from the systematics.
This indicates the strong influence of the two valence neutrons on the nuclear deformation going from
134Nd to 132Nd.
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Figure 2: B(E2)-values in the gsb (filled circles) of 134Nd. The values are compared to those of ref.1)
(open circles) and ref.2) (filled square) as well as to predictions of different collective models.
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In a recent thin-target measurement with the GASP array we extended the known
level scheme of 134Nd up to very high spin1) (see also a separate contribution to this annual
report). Besides the already known highly-deformed (HD) bands2), two other bands have
been observed up to high spins. They initiate as normal-deformed structures and evolve
into HD structures through the step-wise occupation of the N=6 1/113/2 intruder orbitals.
The crossings between N=4 and N=6 orbitals observed in the different bands were nicely
explained in the framework of the cranked shell model. However, in order to prove that the
observed structures have similar shapes after the occupation of the deformation driving
N=6 orbitals, lifetime measurements were strongly requested.

We therefore performed a thick-target measurement using the 28Si+110Pd reaction
at 132 MeV. The target consisted of a 1 mg/cm2 110Pd foil on a 10 mg/cm2 gold backing.
The GASP+ISIS setup was used for the detection of 7-rays in coincidence with light
charged particles. In the present experiment, the use of the ISIS ball for the selection of
the reaction channels was important, since the yrast HD band of 134Nd has several 7-rays
similar to transitions in the HD band of 131Ce, which is populated via the o3n reaction
channel.

We have been able to extract fractional Doppler shifts for three bands in 134Nd, as
well as for the HD bands of 133Nd, 135Nd and 131Ce. Some of the extracted F ( T ) values and
the corresponding fits are shown in fig. 1. Preliminary results show that the quadrupole
deformation at high spin of the three bands in 134Nd for which lifetime informations
have been obtained is higher than that of the low spin bands. Moreover, there are clear
indications that the deformation of the excited HD band is higher than that of the yrast
HD band. This is in agreement with the assigned configurations for the yrast and excited
HD bands, which at high spin involve one and two 113/2 intruders, respectively. The results
on the HD band of 135Nd are similar to those of ref. 3, whereas those on the HD band
of 133Nd give evidence of a shape change along the band. The quadrupole moment of the
HD band in 131Ce is in good agreement with the recently published data on 131il32Ce4^.
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Figure 1: Extracted F(r) values for'the three bands in 134Nd which at high spin acquire
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Most of the multi-quasiparticle rotational bands observed in the A=130 mass region
are based on configurations from which the decay towards low-lying states is not hindered.
This is the case for the various dipole bands observed in several even-even nuclei and
interpreted either as prolate or oblate configurations. Bands based on intrinsic states
with long lifetimes are not usual in this mass region, since the pronounced triaxiality of
most of these nuclei leads to /T-mixing and therefore to weakening of the /i*-forbiddenness.

In the present work we present new results on h\gh-K dipole structures in 134Nd,
which has been populated via the 110Pd(28Si,4n) reaction at a beam energy of 130 MeV.
Three bands consisting of dipole Ml and quadrupole E2 crossover transitions are identified
in 134Nd (see fig. 1). Built on the 8~ T1/2=410±30 fis isomer we have identified a band
which extends up to the 13~ state (band 4). It is fed by band 6 which most probable has
negative parity. The third observed band (band 5) decays only towards the ground state
band through transitions with energies higher than 1.2 MeV.

In order to get a quantitative insight into the structure of the dipole bands ob-
served in 134Nd, we performed calculations in the framework of the projected shell model
(PSM)1). Configurations have been assigned to the different structures as follows: pro-
late uhu/2[l}®ugV2{l] with A'* = 7", 8" for band 4, prolate 7r(/in/2)2[§, §, Kn = 1+] 0
i/[404]7/2 0 [523)7/2 with total K=8~ for band 5 and oblate 7r/in/2[y] 0 7r^7/2[|] 0
H^n/2)2[K = 1,2,3] with total K=9", 10", 11" for band 6. A very satisfactory agreement
between theory and experiment has been obtained (see fig. 2). An important support
for the assigned configurations was obtained from the comparison of the experimental
B(M1)/B(E2) ratios with those calculated with the semiclassical formula of Donau and
Frauendorf. A further insight into the structure of the observed dipole bands was ob-
tained from the analysis of the alignment properties. An intriguing stepwise gain of ~ 2h
is exhibited by band 6, which is not easy to understand. It could be due to the crossing
with four-quasiparticle configurations, but also to a sudden change of the triaxiality of
the nuclear shape. A more detailed theoretical investigation of this effect is needed.
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134 Nd

Figure 1: Partial level scheme of 134Nd showing the bands discussed in the present work.
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A high statistics thin-target experiment has been performed to investigate the very
high spin structures in 134Nd. The GASP array and the 110Pd(28Si,4n) reaction at 130 MeV
have been used. Four unpaired crossings between the TV = 4 and the N = 6 1̂ 13/2 intruder
orbitals have been identified, leading to a good understanding of the high-spin alignment
mechanism in the A=130 mass region1^. The analysis of the data from this experiment
allowed to establish the decay out of both the yrast and excited highly-deformed bands
of 134Nd2'. Knowing the spins and excitation energies of all observed high spin bands, we
could extract the single-particle alignments and total excitation energy which are drawn
in Fig. 1.

The microscopic structure of the observed bands has been consistently understood
in the framework of the cranked Strutinsky approach. For an easy comprehension of
the configurations assigned to the different bands, the single-particle neutron routhians
calculated at & = 0.30, 04 = 0.016 and 7 = 0° for 134Nd are given in Fig. lc. A clear
one-to-one correspondence exists between the experimentally observed crossings indicated
in Fig. 1 and the calculated ones.

The alignment plot shown in Fig. la nicely reveals the two-step alignment process
in band 3 of 134Nd. The adiabatic character of the corresponding bandcrossings, indicated
by vertical or gradual upbendings of the aligned angular momentum, gives evidence of a
sizeable mixing between the N = 4 and N = 6 configurations. The successive occupation
of the first and second N = 6 intruder orbitals indicates that, at difference from the paired
alignment exhibited by normal-deformed nuclei between the ground-state band and the
S—band, in highly-deformed nuclei, the unpaired alignment is the favored mechanism for
generating high angular momenta.

From the total excitation energy plot shown in Fig. lb, one can clearly distinguish
between the configurations involving one or two N = 6 intruder orbitals. The excited HD
band experiences a low-frequency crossing at hu w0.35 MeV, which marks the intersec-
tion between the 1^5/2 (normal deformed) and v€>i (highly deformed) configurations, and
another crossing at hu> ^0.6 MeV, which marks the intersection between the i/6i-^d5/2

and the 1/62 configuration. Band 3 after the second crossing at spin around 30h~ has a
slope similar to that of the yrast HD band and to that of the lower part of the excited
HD band. The slope of band 3 after the third crossing at spin around 40ft, is similar to
that of the higher part of the excited HD band, marking the occupation of the second
N = 6 intruder orbital. The near degeneracy of band 3 and yrast HD band in the range
where one N = 6 orbital is occupied, gives evidence of the minor influence on the nuclear
shape of the negative-parity uhg^f fi/2 intruder orbital involved in the configuration of
the yrast HD band.
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The nucleus 134Nd can be considered one of the best examples of adiabatic config-
uration changes in the A = 130 mass region, where the spectroscopy of the HD intruder
configurations now is well understood.
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Figure 1: a) Experimental alignments for the bands in 134Nd discussed in the present
work. A reference with Jo = 12.5 h2MeV~x and J\ = 20.0 /i4MeV~3 has been subtracted,
b) Experimental total excitation energy for the different bands in 134Nd. A 55 ^2MeV~1

rigid rotor reference has been subtracted. The interpolated dashed lines indicate the
configurations with zero (6°), one (61), and two (62) m'13/2 intruder orbitals. c) Single-
particle routhians for 134Nd calculated at /32 = 0.30, j34 = 0.016 and 7 = 0°.
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Information on highly deformed rotational bands in the doubly odd 134Pr nucleus
has become available quite recently1'2'. One of these bands has been tentatively assigned a
7r(hn/2)3 ® ^7/2^9/2) configuration, while the other band is thought to have the 7r(hn/2)3

® ^13/2 configuration. Thus one would expect the latter band to have a more deformed
nuclear shape.

The present note reports on a Doppler broadened lineshape lifetime measurement in
this nucleus. The rotational bands in 134Pr were populated by bombarding a Au-backed
n o Pd target with 130 MeV 28Si beam provided by the XTU tandem accelerator of the
Legnaro National Laboratory. The GASP array, BGO inner ball and the multi-telescope
particle detector ball (ISIS) were utilized in order to select the events from the p3n channel
leading to 134Pr. Data were of sufficiently good statistics to obtain clean gated spectra
of both highly deformed bands. The analysis of data is in progress. Fig. 1 shows the
broadened line shapes at the forward and backward ring of detectors for the lines in the
positive parity band.
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Figure 1: Doppler broadened and shifted peaks observed in the positive parity highly
deformed band of 134Pr. The peaks are labeled with their energies as measured at 90°.
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The deformation of the relatively strongly populated highly-deformed (HD) band in
137Nd (RS5% of the total population of 137Nd) has been well studied in recent works1'2).
This is not the case for the weaker HD band of 136Nd («2% of the total population of
136Nd), for which results have been only reported at the recent Argonne conference3',
indicating a very low quadrupole moment of Qo = 1.4 ± 2.7 eb. This is in complete dis-
agreement with the theoretical calculations in the framework of the cranked shell model4',
which predicts quadrupole deformations of /?2 ~ 0.3 for the possible configurations of the
HD band, leading to a quadrupole moment of Qo ~ 6 eb. Moreover, the previously
reported low quadrupole moment3' is out of the systematics of the Qo moments in Nd
nuclei, which exhibits a gradual decrease with increasing neutron number from Qo ~ 7 eb
in 133Nd5> to Qo « 4 eb 137Ndli2>.

In order to clarify this problem and to put on solid grounds the configuration as-
signment to the HD band of 136Nd4', we extracted the quadrupole moment of the HD
band in 136Nd using the centroid Doppler shift method from a thick-target measurement
performed with the GASP array. In the 110Pd (30Si, xn) reaction at 130 MeV used to
populate high-spin states in 136Nd, also the HD band of 137Nd was populated very well,
allowing to determine its quadrupole moment.

The 30Si beam with an energy of 130 MeV was provided by Tandem XTU accelerator
in Legnaro and bombarded a 1.5 mg/cm2 thick 110Pd target on 10 mg/cm2 Au backing.
The GASP spectrometer has been used for a standard coincidence experiment where
events have been collected when at least three suppressed Ge detectors and three elements
of the BGO inner ball fired in coincidence. The total number of such events was 2.3 xlO8.
The lifetimes of the states of the HD bands have been extracted by analyzing various
77 matrices corresponding to detectors lying at different angles. In the GASP geometry
there are seven rings of detectors at 34°, 60°, 72°, 90°, 108°, 120°, and 146°. Matrices
have been constructed by sorting the events having on one axis the detectors lying in a
specific ring and on the other axis the detectors lying at all other angles) and requiring
a coincidence condition on the transitions of the HD band. By gating again on a HD
transition we obtained clean doubly-gated spectra at various angles which have been used
for the centroid-shift analysis. In Fig. 1 the spectra of the HD bands of 136Nd (left side)
and of 137Nd (right side) are shown as they appear at 34° and 146° in coincidence with
the in-band transitions detected at all other angles. The analysis has been somewhat
complicated since some lines of the two bands have similar energies.

The observed shifts were divided by the full Doppler shift in order to generate the
fractional shifts (F) as a function of the energies of the HD 7-ray transitions. The full
Doppler shift corresponds to a decay occurring when the residual nucleus has the initial
velocity. The in-band quadrupole moments were extracted from the \2 minimization of
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Figure 1: Spectra of the HD bands of 136Nd (left side) and of 137Nd (right side) at 34°
and 146° in coincidence with the in-band transitions detected at all other angles.

the calculated F values with respect to the experimental points using the Braune-Schwalm
stopping powers6^. It is well known that the absolute values of Qo are affected by an uncer-
tainty of 10-15% due to the imprecision of the stopping powers. However, the advantage
of using the above reaction, which populates the HD bands in the two nuclei, allows a
reliable comparison of the Qo values of the HD bands in the two neighboring nuclei.

A preliminary analysis shows that good fits to the F values for HD band in 137Nd
cannot be obtained with a constant in-band Qo. A reasonable fit is achieved only with
different Qo values (Qo « 5 eb for low spins and Qo ~ 4.5 eb for higher spins), being in
agreement with previously published results2). The Qo value extracted for the HD band
of 136Nd is clearly higher, of the order of 6 eb. Assuming a prolate shape, the quadrupole
deformation of the 136Nd HD band results to be /?2 w 0.3, which agrees well with the
deformation (/?2 = 0.31,7 = 3°) of the two quasi-neutron configuration 113/2 — /19/2//7/2
predicted by TRS calculations4).
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A detailed spectroscopic study of the low and high spin level structure of the N=77
nucleus 137Nd has been performed with the GASP array using the 110Pd(30Si,3n) and
the 123Sb(19F,5n) reactions at beam energies of 125 and 97 MeV, respectively. The level
scheme of 137Nd has irregular character up to ~4 MeV of excitation energy1'. Above this
energy various regular 7-ray sequences are observed, among which three pairs of bands
connected by strong dipole transitions.

One of the models which can help in describing consistently the level structures from
low to high spin is the interacting boson-fermion model plus broken pairs2'. It has been
applied to 137Nd, with special emphasis on the negative-parity bands consisting of Ml
and E2 transitions. Although generally the fermions in broken pairs occupy all valence
single-particle orbitals from which the bosons have been mapped, for the description of
high-spin states close to the yrast line the most important neutron and proton orbital
is /in/2, which is the only one included in the one-plus-three fermion basis. Using the
normal IBFM-fbroken pairs model2' one succeeds to reproduce the main features of the
bands through (1//111/2)3 and vhn/2®{xhn/2)2 configurations. However, the calculations
do not reproduce the regular AI=1 level spacing.

In order to describe the regular AI=1 high spin structures we included an additional
term in the boson quadrupole operator of the neutron dynamical interaction

X'
L\L-2

which might arise as a nontrivial higher-order contribution in the construction of the
quadrupole moment from the generators of the U(6) boson algebra. The calculated exci-
tation spectrum with the new term in the neutron dynamical fermion-boson interaction is
displayed in fig. 1. We notice that with the inclusion of the new term, the calculated spec-
trum reproduces quite well the regular AI=1 level spacing for the high spin bands. The
calculations also reproduce the observed intensities for the low spin part of the spectrum
(one-neutron states), for transitions in the three-neutron structure based on the 27/2"
state, and for transitions in the vhn/2 <S> ("•^n/2)2 one-neutron two-proton band.
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Figure 1: Comparison between the experimental and theoretical negative-parity states
in bands 1, 6 and 7 of 137Nd calculated with the new term in the neutron dynamical
fermion-boson interaction.
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In the region below N = 82 and around Z = 64 the Fermi level is close to the hn/2

orbital for both protons and neutrons. Consequently l l /2~ states occur at low excitation
energy in odd nuclei of this region with collective structures built on these single particle
states. In the case of doubly even nuclei the importance of the h n / 2 proton and neutron
orbital is evident from the presence of two 10+ states, often isomeric, at low excitation
energy. In the N = 78 isotones of Sm and Gd, these two states have been identified as
the alignment of 2 protons or 2 neutron holes in the hn/2 subshell. The N = 78 odd
nuclei also show a discontinuity around 3 MeV in the regular AI = 2 sequence built on
the 11 /2~ proton single particle state. Two 27/2" states are indeed observed involving,
respectively, the alignment of two 11/2~ protons, giving a maximum spin of 27/2~, and of
two 11/2" neutrons, which gives rise to a multiplet whose maximum spin is 31/2". Two
different cascades are built on the 27/2" states which can be related to the structure of
the two core nuclei. Shape coexistence phenomena are therefore important at N = 78.

Some information on these structures in nuclei with Z larger than 64. for example, in
143Tb and 144Dy, where the h n / 2 proton configuration is even more dominant, is available
in refs.1"4'.

The present work is a report of the results on the 143Tb nucleus from a study of
the 54Fe + 92Mo reaction at 240-MeV incident beam energy. The 3p channel was one
of the strongest channels populated. The target used was an w 1.0 mg/cm2 thick 92Mo
foil. The GASP array with 40 Compton suppressed HpGe detectors and the 80-element
BGO ball together with the multi-telescope Si-Ball (ISIS) were used to identify the events
associated with the formation of 143Tb nuclei. A preliminary level scheme obtained from
the present measurement is shown in Fig.l. The spin assignments shown are from Ref.4'.
The data analysis is in progress.

At the incident energy used, the 2p channel leading to the N = 78 even isotone
144Dy is also populated relatively strongly. We hope to obtain further information on
this nucleus in order to interpret the different structures observed in terms of nucleon
alignment.
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Figure 1: Preliminary level scheme of 143Tb.
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High-spin rotational bands, built on states of large quadmpole deformation, have
been extensively studied in the mass regions with A « 130 and A as 150. Superdeformed
bands in neutron-deficient nuclei of the A « 150 region have recently been observed down
to N=79 in 142"144Sm, 142~144Eu, 144-150Gd, and "5,147,150-i52Tb. Highly-deformed bands,
on the other hand, have been observed in nuclei of the A « 130 region with fairly large
neutron numbers up to N=77 for 137'139Sm, 139-141Gd and 133"137Nd. One of the major
open problems is to establish the transition between these two regions. Since the Gd
nuclei represent the longest chain of isotopes in which either highly or superdeformed
bands are known, the missing nuclei 142>143Gd should be studied. We have carried out an
investigation of 143Gd with the 7-spectrometer GASP.

280 380 480 580
Channel Number

680

Figure 1: Sum of double-gated coincidence spectra of a superdeformed band in 143Gd. The
members of the superdeformed band and some transitions between normal-deformed states (in-
dicated by *) are labelled with, their energies in keV.

High-spin states in 143Gd have been populated with the 97Mo(51V,p4n) reaction at
a beam energy of 238 MeV and studied with the 7-detector array GASP and the charged-
particle detector array ISIS. In the analysis, a 7-7-7 cube has been sorted requesting
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the detection of one proton. A superdeformed band has been found consisting of 15
transitions, shown in fig. 1. The observation of normal deformed transitions in 143Gd,
e.g., the 559, 599, 628, 705, 817 and 1024 keV transitions [1], in coincidence with the
superdeformed band suggests that it belongs to 143Gd. However, this band is identical
to the superdeformed band in 143Eu, excited in the competing 2p3n channel. Since the
efficiency of ISIS to detect protons is ta 60% the cube contains also events from 143Eu. The
existence of the superdeformed band in 143Gd could only be demonstrated utilizing the
selective power of ISIS by sorting a 7-7-7 cube requesting the detection of two protons.
This cube does not contain events from 143Gd and a clean spectrum of the superdeformed
band in 143Eu could be produced. By a comparison of the spectra resulting from the two
cubes it could be demonstrated that a new superdeformed band has been found in 143Gd,
which is shifted to lower energies with respect to that in 143Eu by 1.4 keV on average.

0.6 0.8 0.4
Ti CO (MeV)

0.8

Figure 2: The dynamic moments of inertia as function of the rotational frequency for highly-
deformed bands in 1 3 9 i l 4 1Gd and superdeformed bands in 1 4 3~1 4 5Gd.

The dynamic moment of inertia 3 ^ of the superdeformed band in 143Gd is shown
in fig. 2 together with those of the yrast superdeformed bands in 144-145Gd and the
highly-deformed bands in 139I41Gd [2]. The superdeformed band in 143Gd shows no band
crossing. From its dynamic moment of inertia a deformation of #2 = 0.46 can be deduced.
Hence, the band in 143Gd can be considered as superdeformed. The highly-deformed
bands in 139'141Gd have a notably smaller 3f(2) than the superdeformed bands in 143~145Gd
indicating that the shape transition occurs inbetween. The analysis is still in progress.
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Theoretical calculations1' are suggesting the nucleus 144Gd as one of the best candi-
dates to investigate the interplay between the shell closure effects and the high-N intruder
orbitals occupation in developing superdeformed (SD) shapes. At low rotational frequen-
cies none of the high-N intruder orbitals characterizing the A=150 mass region is occu-

pied, the SD shape, with /32 ~ 0.45,
being stabilized by the N=80 neutron
shell gap. Only when cranking the
nuclear potential at higher frequen-
cies the N=6 proton intruder orbital
come close to the Fermi level. Con-
sequently, the experimentally observed
sharp crossing2^ is interpreted as a
crossing of the 7r6°i/7° vacuum with the
aligned TT62I/7° configuration resulting
in a change of deformation to (32 £s 0.51.

The quadrupole deformation
along the yrast SD band of 144Gd
has been investigated by the means of
the Doppler Shift Attenuation Method
(DSAM). High spin states in 144Gd
were populated via the 100Mo(48Ti, 4n)
reaction at 214 MeV beam energy. The
target consisted of a 1 mg/cm2 100Mo
foil evaporated on a 10 mg/cm2 gold
backing. Events were collected when at
least 3 Xjle detectors and 5 BGO detec-
tors of the GASP array have been fired.
The SD 7-ray transitions have been
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Fig.l: Double gated coincidence spectra cor-
responding to the rings of detectors at 35°
and 145°, respectively. The shift of the 7-
rays are indicated by arrows. Also the tenta-
tive spin assignments2^ are marked. Strong
contaminant lines are indicated with aster-
isk.

enhanced by double gating on them
and incrementing directly spectra cor-
responding to each ring of detectors in
coincidence with all the detectors. This
procedure resulted in a reduction of the
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side-feeding effect on the in-band lifetimes. The spectra corresponding to the most forward
and backward detectors of the GASP array are shown in Fig. 1.

The slowing-down process of the recoils, including multiscattering effects, was sim-
ulated with a Monte Carlo procedure using 5000 histories and a time step of one fs. The
electronic stopping power was taken according to the formalism of Braune3'.

The calculated F ( T ) values were ob-
tained supposing that the SD band
has a constant intrinsic quadrupole
moment Qo and that the side-
feeding of each level can be described
as being produced by a rotational
side-band (SB) having the same J(2 '
dynamical moment of inertia as the
SD band and a quadrupole moment
Qo^. It was also assumed that
all SB's have the same quadrupole
moment. The values for the Qo

and QQF quadrupole moments were
extracted by minimizing the \2 °f
the experimental points distribution
around the calculated F(r) curve. In
Fig. 2 the best fit of the experi-
mental data is shown; the contour
plot represent the variation of the \2

in the plane (Qo, QoF)- It, c a n be
noticed that there is not a definite
minimum value for the side-feeding
quadrupole moment but a valley
having of a very smooth slope. How-
ever, this valley correspond always
to a value of the SD quadrupole mo-
ment Qo = 13.75 ± 0.75 eb above the
backbending and Qo = 11.4 ± 1.1
eb below the backbending. These
quadrupole moments would corre-
spond to a quadrupole deformation
of 02 = 0.51 (04 « 0.050) and 02 =
0.44 (04 « 0.035) above and below
the backbending, respectively.
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Fig.l: Fractional Doppler shift attenuation fac-
tor for the yrast SD band in 144Gd. The points
are indicating the experimentally measured val-
ues and the continuous line represent the calcu-
lated curve corresponding to the Qo values 13.75
eb and 11.40 eb above and below the backbend-
ing, respectively. The inset is showing the min-
imization of the x2 value by varying simultane-
ously both Qo and QQ F .
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According to mean field calculations, the nucleus 144Gd (Z = 64 and N = 80) cor-
responds to sizable shell gaps in the single-particle level diagrams at high deformation so
that it can be considered as doubly magic at SD shapes. The yrast SD band of 144Gd,
identified few years ago at GASP1), was very weakly populated in that experiment and
no excited SD bands could be found. Their identification is important because it is the
most direct way for determining the lowest single-particle excitations above the Z = 64
and N = 80 gaps as well as the size of these gaps at SD shapes.

Excited states in 144Gd were populated using the reaction 100Mo + 48Ti at 215
and 209 MeV and their 7-decay measured using GASP. These beam energies, which are
slightly lower than the 221 MeV used in our previous experiment, were chosen in order to
optimize the population of high-spin states in 144Gd, as suggested by PACE calculations.
The main measurement has been performed at 215 MeV.

Seven SD bands have been observed in the present data set: three of them were
those already assigned to 144Gdx', and to the isotones 143Eu2^ and 142Sm3'. The four new
bands have all been assigned to the nucleus 144Gd on the basis of coincidence relationships
with intense characteristic transitions of the normal-deformed level scheme of this nucleus.
In Fig. 1 we show a coincidence 7-ray spectrum for each of the five SD bands assigned
to 144Gd; the spectra have been obtained by setting double gates on clean transitions in
each band. The dynamical moment of inertia of the four excited SD bands of 144Gd has a
slightly lower value than that of the yrast SD band above the crossing and stays constant
over the full observed frequency fange. Similar flat dynamical moments of inertia are
observed in the yrast SD bands of the isotones 142Srn3>, 143Eu2) and 145Tb4>, where they
are fairly well understood in terms of the occupation of only one N = 6 proton intruder
orbital. One can therefore assume that the excited SD bands discovered in 144Gd involve
a single proton in the N = 6 orbital, the other proton being in one of the orbitals lying
above the Z = 64 gap. The transition energies of the excited bands 1 and 2, as well as
those of bands 3 and 4, satisfy the characteristic relation for signature-partner bands, i.e.
the transitions energies of one band are arithmetic averages of the energies of near-lying
transitions of the other band. We therefore suggest the 61®[404]9/2+ (o=±l /2 ) and
61<g>[411]3/2+ ( a=± l /2 ) configurations for the first and second pair of excited SD bands
in 144Gd, respectively. These are the lowest excited proton configurations for a Z = 64
nucleus at high deformation (/?2 ^ 0-5).
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Figure 1: Doubly-gated coincidence spectra showing the five SD bands assigned to the
144Gd nucleus. The spectra were obtained by summing the spectra resulting from all
possible combinations of two-fold gates on clean transitions.

The fact that no excited SD bands involving high-N neutron orbitals are observed
in 144Gd, points to the higher stability of the N = 80 shell closure at SD shapes with
respect to that at Z = 64. The higher absolute intensity of the excited SD bands based
on proton excitations (« 20% with respect to the yrast one of 144Gd), if compared to that
of the analogous bands5'6) of other doubly-magic SD nuclei such as 152Dy (8% intensity)
and 192Hg (below 5%), indicates a less pronounced Z = 64 gap with respect to the gaps
at Z = 66 and Z = 80.
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In a previous work performed at L.N.L., the 12+ level at 4195 keV of 146Sm has
been identified1) as a likely candidate for double octupole-phonon excitation. The 7
decay of this level (and of a corresponding one in 144Nd) has a weak E3 branch to the
lowest 9~ state which, in turn, decays to the lowest 6+ state with a strongly enhanced
E3 transition (fig. 1). The 9~ and 12+ states could result - as in the case2) of 148Gd -
from the stretched coupling of one or two octupole phonon to the 6+ state of the (f/7/2)2

shell-model configuration.
In order to confirm the collective na-

ture of the 12+ —> 9~ transition, we have
measured the mean life of the 12+ state
with the Recoil Distance method, using
the GASP array in "configuration 2" (in-
ner BGO ball removed) and the Plunger
set-up of the group of Koln. The reaction
126Sn(24Mg,4n)146Sm, at the beam energy
E = 108 MeV, has been used to popu-
late the relevant states. Intensities of the
Doppler-shifted and of the unshifted com-
ponents (corresponding to decays in flight
or at rest, respectively) have been mea-
sured for the 411 keV transition, deexcit-
ing the 12+ level, in coincidence with the
in-flight component of the 1011 keV feed-
ing transition, for flight paths ranging from
about 8^m up to 6 mm (see fig.2).

In order to deduce the mean life, the

146Sm

Figure. 1: Partial level scheme of146Sm,
showing the single and double octupole ex-
citation built upon the [vfrfo)2, 6+ state.
Other levels, not relevant to the present
discussion, are shown on the right.

Differential-Decay-Curve method3) has
been used. First, a continuous curve
I,(D) has been drawn through experimen-
tal points (fig. 3a) in order to evaluate the
derivative dI,/dD. For each target-to-stopper distance, we derive a value of the mean
life

rm = IJ(vrdI./dD)
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where Iu is the unshifted component of the 411 keV transition in coincidence with the
shifted part of the 1011 keV line (fig. 36), and vr is the recoil velocity. Results are displayed
in fig. 3c. Errors shown are only the statistical ones. An additional uncertainty, due to
the procedure of background subtraction, has to be considered. A further analysis could
reduced somewhat this systematic error. At the moment, from a weighted average, limited
to the central part of this plot, we obtain as the "best estimate" of the mean life the value
rm = 15 ± 2 ps for the 12+ state. As the E3 branch corresponds to about 0.7 • 10~2 of the
total decay intensity, the E3 strength comes out to be Z?(E3,12+ -» 9~) « 60 W.u., i.e.
about twice the strength of the 9~ —• 6+ transition. Therefore, the collective nature of
the 12+ level - interpreted as a double octupole-phonon excitation - is confirmed.
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Figure 2: Part of typical 7 spectra of the
counters at 146", showing the peaks cor-
responding to the Doppler shifted compo-
nent (S) of the 1)11 keV transition and
to its unshifted component (U). The two
spectra have been taken in coincidence
with the Doppler shifted component of
the 1011 keV transition.
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Figure 3: Normalized integral of the
Doppler shifted component of the 411
keV transition, I, (part a), and of its un-
shifted component, Iu (part b), in coin-
cidence with the shifted part of the 1011
keV feeding transition, as a function of
the Sight path D. Part c shows the de-
duced values of the mean life.
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The new generation of 7-ray spectrometers such as GASP, when operated in coinci-
dence with high-energy 7-ray detectors, provides data of very high quality, which allow to
associate the coincident 7-ray continuum also to weakly populated structures as the ex-
cited superdeformed (SD) bands. An experiment has been performed at GASP in order to
study the feeding of the SD bands in Gd isotopes and to elucidate the role of high-energy
7 emission in the relative population of the normal-deformed (ND) and SD structures.
The high spin states in Gd nuclei have been populated via the 124Sn + 29Si reaction at
157 MeV. The target was a 400/ig/cm2 foil of metallic 124Sn enriched to 99.9%.

From the inner ball of GASP normally only two parameters are recorded i.e. the
fold and the total, but in the present case energy and time of each fired BGO crystal
have been acquired. The trigger to accept events was generated when at least two Ge
detectors and two scintillators of the BGO ball fired in coincidence. After unfolding, a
total of 0.6 x 109 Ge-Ge-Ge and 2 x 109 Ge-Ge-BGO triples data were available for off-line
analysis.

From the E^e — EGe—E^GO cube we have generated BGO spectra in coincidence with
the different SD and ND structures of the residual nuclei produced. Such spectra exhibit,
on a logarithmic scale, an approximately linear dependence on the transition energy above
«3 MeV. The slope of this exponential tail has been fitted through a theoretical statistical
7-ray distribution in the high energy part of the spectrum, in order to derive an average,
effective temperature Tejj of the residual nucleus.

The effective temperatures Tejj of the residual nuclei derived from the fit are plotted
on the left side of Fig. 1, where a clear trend of a decreasing Tejj value with increasing
number of evaporated neutrons is displayed. One notes also that the SD bands populated
in the reaction tend to have temperatures lower than those associated to the ND states
in the same nucleus. This is more evident for the yrast SD band of 147Gd, the one
most intensely populated. Since it is quite reasonable to state that the measured Tejj
reflects, qualitatively, the excitation energy above yrast of the entry states associated to
the different evaporation residues and/or structures, SD bands can therefore be directly
associated to entry states colder that those leading to ND states.

In order to have more insight into the significance of the changes of slope of the
high-energy gamma-ray spectra, we performed statistical model calculations by using a
Monte Carlo version of the code CASCADE, recently modified to include the gamma ray
emission. An example of the simulated high-energy gamma-ray spectrum for the 147Gd
nucleus is shown on the right side of Fig. 1. Effective temperatures T^j'f have also been
derived from the simulated spectra which show a decreasing trend with increasing number
of evaporated neutrons, as experimentally observed. Furthermore, we observe that the
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Figure 1: Effective temperatures extracted from the slope of the BGO 7-ray spectra in
coincidence with ND and SD structures of Gd isotopes (left side). Monte Carlo simulation
of the total high-energy 7-ray continuum of 147Gd, and of the 7-ray continuum with two
different high angular momentum conditions (right side).

shape of the high-energy gamma-ray spectrum is remarkably changed by selecting only
high angular momentum states in the compound nucleus decay (see Fig. 1 for the 147Gd
nucleus). This change reflects the fact that, with a high angular momentum condition,
the excitation energy available for the neutron and gamma-ray emission is lowered by
the increased amount of total excitation energy tied up as collective energy. From this
observation me may conclude that a second (or alternative) contribution to the difference
in effective temperature between the spectra associated to ND and SD states in the same
nucleus originates from the different angular momentum selection operated by setting
coincidences on the two structures. It is in fact clear that the coincidence with a SD band
filters out events originating from regions of very large angular momentum.

The lower effective temperature measured in coincidence with SD bands seems to
agree with the well known conditions on angular momentum and excitation energy neces-
sary for the population of such structures. In fact, the lower temperature values may be
associated both to a decrease of excitation energy above yrast and to a higher angular mo-
mentum for the entry region populating SD states. Which the two contributions is most
important cannot be derived from the present data; most probably, they are both essential
for generating the conditions which lead to the population of SD bands. The analysis of
7-ray continuum slope does not give evidence for an enhancement of the population of
the SD band relative to the ND states.
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The 148Gd 7-ray quasicontinuum in the 124Sn + 29Si reaction at 157 MeV.
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Recently, the study of the 7-ray quasicontinuum emitted in the decay of an excited

nucleus has proved to be helpful in interpreting the feeding and decay-out of SD bands

in the A~ 190 mass region1'2'. The same method can be applied also in the A~ 150

mass region where SD bands are not yet linked to ND states through discrete transitions.

We have chosen to analyse the quasicontinuum in the nucleus 148Gd, for which a set of

data is available from a recent study at GASP, and six superdeformed bands have been

observed3'.

The 148Gd nucleus was populated using the 124Sn(29Si, 5n) reaction at 157 MeV.

The target consisted of a stack of two 124Sn foils of 400^g/cm2 and the 7-rays have been

detected using the GASP array in its standard configuration. The obtained spectra have

been corrected for Compton scattering4' and detector efficiency. From the measured fold

distribution we deduced that the nucleus was populated with its maximum intensity at I~

54 H, as predicted by calculations with the HIVAP code. In Fig. 1 the spectra obtained

in coincidence with different folds selected in the innerball are shown. In the energy range

1200- 1600 keV a bump appears when states with I > 36 h are selected. Its shape was

found to be a Gaussian centered at 1.44 MeV. However, in the reaction U6Cd(36S, 4n) at

170 MeV, where states in 148Gd with spin 1= 46 h were populated5', the same bump was

centered at 1.24 MeV.

We observed also that in our experiment the quasicontinuum intensity relative to

the discrete component was larger than that observed in Ref. 5. We made therefore an

attempt to unfold the quasicontinuum in its components: the bump already discussed,

the feeding through El transitions as observed in Ref. 6, the contribution of the last stage

of the feeding process, important at energies below 500 keV, described in Ref. 5. In order

to properly fit the observed spectrum we had to introduce one more component extending

from 500 keV up to 2 MeV. The DCO analysis performed proves the statistical (isotropic)

behaviour of the two feeding components and suggests a stretched quadrupole character

for the bump and for the new component. This unresolved quadrupole component may be
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Figure 1: Behaviour of the observed bump when different spins are selected. The spectra have been
normalized to the intensity observed at spin I~ 51 h.
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Figure 2: Spectrum obtained after having subtracted the known feeding components. The nuclear
temperature parameters used are Tfjj= 0.8 MeV and T ^ = 0.3 MeV. The observed shape of the
unresolved quadrupole component is also shown.

due to a large number of short rotational bands composed of few transitions as suggested

in Ref. 5. In Fig. 2 a spectrum obtained after the subtraction of the feeding components

together with the deduced shape of the unresolved quadrupole component is shown.

The study of the quasicontinuum in coincidence with the superdeformed bands is in

progress.
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A candidate for a three octupole-phonon state, built on the (1 /̂7/2)6+ two-neutron
state, was proposed1) some time ago in 148Gd at Ex = 5390 keV with / = 15. An
experiment with the goal to identify the possible E3 transition from the / = 15 to the 12+

two phonon state was recently performed at GASP in order to prove the three phonon
character of the level. The 148Gd nucleus was produced with the reaction 28Si+124Sn (at
Ebeam — 125 MeV), which populated high spin states up to / = 46. Due to the complexity
of the level scheme, and to the presence, in its higher part, of a relatively strong transition
(deexciting a 22~ state) with energy very close to that we were looking for, the analysis
of the data did not allow a definite conclusion2^. We have only obtained a limit for the
searched transition, whose branch resulted to be less than 20% with respect to the main
El decay. We have therefore chosen a different reaction in order to selectively populate
levels of 148Gd with I~15, thus avoiding to excite the 22~ level emitting the contaminating
transition. The reaction uB-|-141Pr at 49 MeV has been used, that populates also non
yrast states in the proper spin range, among which other possible candidates for the 15~
three octupole-phonon state could be found. The measurement, performed at GASP, has
allowed to establish many new levels, not populated with the previous reaction, as well as
several new branches among known levels. In particular, the level at 5390 keV has been
found to decay to the 14+ level at 5026 keV with a 363 keV transition which, however,
has an angular distribution inconsistent with an El transition. We can therefore exclude
that the 5390 keV level is the searched 15~ state. We have then carefully examined the
energy region above E^ = 1.2 MeV, to search for new transitions feeding the 12+ phonon
state at Ex — 3981 keV, which could deexcite the true 15" octupole state. Eight of
such transitions have been found; three of them, with energies of 1316, 1417, 1793 keV
exhibit forward peaked angular distributions, which is what one expects for both E2 and
E3 multipolarities. Further analysis is in progress in order to distinguish between the two
possibilities.
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g-factors of the 2+ state in 160Dy with the transient field method
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The measurement of g-factors in the 7-band is important for understanding the
nuclear structure of even-even deformed rare earth nuclei, as nuclear models make different
predictions. We have published data in i64.166.168Er? which point to a bigger g-factor in
the 7-band than in the ground band (g): in average g7/gff ^1.25 ^.

The measurement in 160Dy is of particular importance because recently a value of
g7/g5 of 0.82(3) has been reported 2\ which largely differ from that found in the Er
isotopes and from preliminary data in 162-164Dy (1.28(10) and 1.33(12) respectively) 3).

The states were populated using Coulomb excitation induced by a 230 MeV 58Ni
beam at the LNL XTU Tandem. The beam current was typically of 2-4 pnA. The target
consisted of three layers: 1.5 mg/cm2 of 160Dy, 5.8 mg/cm2 of Gd and a backing of 25
mg/cm2 of Ag. The foils were attached to each other with a thin (0.2 mg/cm2) layer
of In. The external polarizing field, of about 0.04 T, was periodically inverted every
few minutes. The backscattered projectiles were registered with a 4x8 cm Parallel Plate
Avalanche Counter covering a solid angle of 2 sr. The Ge angles were ±68° and ±112°.
An example of a coincidence 7-ray spectrum is shown in Fig.l. The precession data were
analyzed with the code MAGMO 4*. The results are summarized in Table 1.

The ratio 9(2t)/g(6*) determined in the present work resulted in a value of 1.12(9).
We note that it has been previously found li2* that the g-factor is nearly constant in the
ground state band up to the 10+ state. The experimental values in 160Dy, 162Dy, 164Dy
resemble those in the Er isotopes 1\ therefore one can draw similar conclusions.

When comparing with the strongly coupled rotational model, from the formula:
0(2+) = gR + (gK ~ gn)K2/I{I + 1) and taking gR = g(2j)=0.363(9) one derives the
values (gK— 9R)= 0.06(4), 0.12(5), 0.11(5) respectively. From the known multipolemixing
parameter S for the A / = 1 transitions inside the 7-band of 162Dy 5^ and the formula

. . 0.93 • Ey-Q0

\9K ~ 9R\ =

the value \gx ~ gR |=0.10(4) is deduced in agreement with the g-factor data.
Our data are particularly important in the frame of IBM-2. The theory provides a

full predictions for g-factors and mixing ratios in the 7 -» 7 and 7 —¥ g transitions 5 ',
which depend mainly on only one adjustable parameter. However, when this is set in
order to reproduce our g-factor values a positive sign is expected for the 2+ —> 2+ mixing
ratio, while experimentally a negative one is reported in the literature.

It must finally be noted however that for 160Dy our value s(2+)/sr(6+) = 1.12(9)
disagrees with that of 0.82(3) recently reported 3*. We may comment that the comparison
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Table 1: Summary of the experimental g-factors in 160Dy.
I* E7 halfiife present work gre;

keV (ps)

6+
8+

10+
12+

297.2
385.7
461.9
522.8
966.2

18.6(10)
3.43(25)
1.56(7)
0.89(4)
1.31(9)

0.35(1)
0.34(2)
0.30(3)
0.30(6)
0.40(3)

1.
0.97(5)
0.85((6)
0.86(20)
1.12(9)

is done in our work simultaneously, while in that case the IMPAC measurement is done
in a separate experiment. The rather large error in our measurement is due to the fact
that, owing to technical problems, only one day was measured in the first semester. The
request to the PAC for recovering the lost time in second semester was not fulfilled.
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The lowest intrinsic excitation of well-deformed nuclei in the rare-earth region is com-
monly a K1 = 2+ state at an excitation energy of «sl MeV, classified as a one-phonon
7-vibrational state. In a pure harmonic vibration one then expects two two-phonon
states with K* = 0+ and 4+ at ~2 MeV, which usually is above the pairing gap leading
to possible mixing with two-quasiparticle configurations. Therefore, the question of the
localization of the two-phonon 7-vibrational strength has been raised because mixing
and effects from Pauli "blocking" of two-quasi particle states may limit the collectivity
of the vibrational states and cause fragmentation, recently discussed in ref. [1].
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Figure 1: Partial level scheme of 166Er.

In a recent experiment on 166Er evidence for two-phonon 7-vibrational states were
reported [2] indicating a fragmentation of the KT=4+ two-phonon vibration and the
first observation of a KT=0+ two-phonon state. However, the evidence for in particular
the latter state was weak calling for proper angular distribution measurements of the
7-ray transitions deexciting the states. We have Coulomb excited 166Er with three
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objectives. First to determine the spin and parity of the new states by measuring
the angular distributions of the relevant transitions. Second to search for the expected
rotational bands on top of the two-phonon states, and third to study the fragmentation
of the 7-vibrational strength by measurements of the interband E2 matrix elements.

..I. i,Lin Ai I I I U I L.4

1213 keV;

1 157 keV

180
Anqie

1000

Energy (keV) Figure 3: Angular distributions normal-
Figure 2: Top spectrum: gate on 1243 ized to 1.0 at 90°. The solid lines are
keV; bottom spectrum: gate on 1304 keV. guides for the eye only.

The experiment used a 58Ni beam with an energy of 240 MeV accelerated from the
XTU Tandem Accelerator of LNL bombarding a 1 mg/cm2 thick highly enriched 166Er
target. The 7-rays were detected using the GASP spectrometer in coincidence with the
scattered projectiles detected in two position-sensitive (both in the x- and y-direction)
parallel-plate avalanche counters [3] placed at 90° to the beam direction and at 7 cm
from the target. From a preliminary analysis four states were identified, which all decay
to the one-phonon 7-vibrational band. Three of them have similar decay properties, and
are suggested to have spin and parity 4+ (Fig. 1). In addition we have identified three
more states, which are suggested to be members of the rotational bands superimposed
on the vibration. Fig. 2 shows two Doppler corrected 7-ray spectra with gates on the
1243 and 1304 keV lines. Only two transitions are observed in each spectrum, namely
those from the 2+ and 4+ states, respectively, to the ground band. The background is
very small. In some of the lines only 4 counts are present in the peak height, but still
a clear line is observed, which shows the very high sensitivity of the setup.

Preliminary angular distributions were obtained from the 7-ray intensities measured
in the seven rings of GASP detectors gated with all scattered particles and with the
condition that one and only one 7 ray was detected in the BGO inner ball, which
thus acted as a 7-ray multiplicity filter. With this latter condition the background was
reduced considerably compared to a singles Ge spectrum, making it possible to observe
the weak two-phonon lines. Fig. 3 shows the angular distributions of the 1157 and 1243
keV lines. The 1157 keV line is isotropic, which strongly suggests that the 1943 keV
state in fact is a 0+ state. In conclusion, the 4+ two-phonon vibration appears to be
fragmented over several states, and the 1943 keV state appears to carry a large part of
the 0+ two-phonon vibrational strength.
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Sequences of enhanced magnetic dipole transitions which follow the rotational 1(1+1)
energy dependence have been observed recently in the light Pb isotopes l \ On the other
hand, lifetime measurements as well as the weak or unobserved E2 crossover transitions
show that the intrinsic quadrupole moment is small for these excitations. Thus, we are
faced with the question why regular rotational bands occur in almost spherical nuclei.
Originally it was attempted to describe the bands within the framework of the Cranked
Shell Model 2), but it soon turned out that the Tilted Axis Cranking (TAC) model is
more adequate 3). According to TAC, what mainly "rotates" in the observed bands are
only a few quasiparticles in high-spin orbitals with a large transverse component of the
magnetic dipole moment with respect to the total angular momentum. This component
of the magnetic dipole is responsible for the Ml radiation.

In 193Pb the dipole band based on the 29/2" state at 2584 keV has a n(h9/2i13/2)n-®
uh3/2 configuration 4K This agrees with the fact that a l l " level was found at 2934 keV in
194Pb which was described as a K = l l / 2 7r(/i9/2?i3/2)ll~ oblate configuration 5 ' . In 193Pb
a Ji3/2 neutron hole is coupled to this proton-particle excitation. Therefore, the neutron
and proton spins are nearly perpendicular to each other at the bottom of the band and
the total transversal component of the magnetic moment is very large as the proton
and neutron components add up. The TAC model predicts that angular momentum is
gained by an alignment of the neutron and proton spins into the direction of the total
angular momentum. Since this resembles the closing of a pair of shears, these bands have
been named "shears bands" 6*. Evidence for this peculiar behaviour is the decrease of
the B(Ml) strength along the bands. Several attempts have been made to find this effect
experimentally by lifetime measurements in shears bands, but only recently an experiment
was performed with sufficient accuracy to show the predicted decrease 7\ Whereas the
B(M1) values are a measure of the perpendicular component of the magnetic dipole vector
the g-factor determines its component along the direction of the nuclear spin. It is a direct
and very sensitive probe of the angular momentum coupling of the nucleons.

In this work we report on the first measurement of a g-factor in a shears band.
The result for the 29/2" band head at 2584 keV of a dipole band in 193Pb confirms the
perpendicular coupling of the proton-particle and neutron-hole spins. Since the lifetime
of the 2584 keV state is about 15 ns 4^ a DPAD measurement was possible using a magnet
providing 3.15(4) T.

The experiment was performed with the pulsed beam of the INFN tandem accelera-
tor at Legnaro. High-spin states in 193Pb were populated in the 17oEr(28Si,5n) reaction at
a beam energy of 143 MeV. The beam was pulsed with a repetition rate of 400 ns and a
pulse width of ~1.3 ns. The target consisted of a 0.8 mg/cm2 Er foil, enriched in 170Er to
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Figure 1: Ratio R(t) for the 158.4 ^e V transition depopulating the 2584 ^ ^ shears-band
head in 193Pb

97 %, which was rolled onto a 27 m g / c m 2 2 0 8 P b backing. T h e ta rge t was glued to an a i r -
cooled copper p la te which was placed between t h e pole t ips of the e lec t romagnet . D a t a
were taken with the acquisition system of the multi-detector array GASP. The lifetime
has been remeasured as 13.5 (5) ns.

In order to extract the g-factor, the ratio of the time spectra for the two field
directions R(t) = wup~^d°"'" was calculated for two planar detectors located at ± 135° to
the beam. The result is shown in Fig.l. As can be seen, R(t) shows a precession with
a period of about 30 ns, from which a value g = 0.68 (3) is deduced. The individual
quasiparticle g-factors were extracted from the experimental g-factor compilation of Ref.
8. An average gives for the neutron g{uii3/2) = -0.15. The g-factors of the ^(^9/2^13/2)11"
states are known in several Po and Pb isotopes and we adopt g(ll~) =1.11. Adding up
the two contributions one obtains for our state gcaic — 0.71 (4), which agrees very well
with the experimental value.

The present result represents the first direct confirmation of the approximately per-
pendicular coupling of the proton-particle and neutron-hole spins in a shears band. This
is an important confirmation of the explanation of the enhanced Ml sequences in terms
of shears bands.

This work was supported by BMBF Germany.
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On a separate contribution to this annual report we have reported the spectroscopic
study of high-spin excitations in the 208Pb using the 76Ge + 208Pb deep-inelastic reaction.
From the same experimental data we have performed the spectroscopic analysis of the
207Pb nucleus yrast excitations.

The in-beam and off-beam 7-7 coinci-
dence data allowed us to establish the level
scheme at high spin of the 207Pb nucleus
including the new isomeric state, shown
in Fig. 1. States below the tentatively
assigned 29/2+ state at 6047 keV were
known from the previous study1', except
for the two relatively strongly populated
near yrast states at 5282 and 5966 keV.
The main cascade of three intense transi-
tions above the 29/2+ state located new
high spin levels which were found to be
populated in the decay of a high spin long-
lived isomer. The isomeric half-life was de-
termined as 360(80) ns, but the isomeric
decay could not be fully resolved. Many
new transitions seen in this decay could
not be placed with confidence due to their
weak intensity. Consequently, the place-
ment of the isomer is uncertain. Neverthe-
less it must lie very close to the highest
energy observed state at 8475 keV, which
is the expected position of the one-particle
two-hole state of the ji5/2if3

2/2 configura-
tion. Any other consideration on the ob-
served high spin structures in 2O7Pb must
be postponed until spin-parity assignments
and full clarification of the level scheme are
resolved by future experiments.

207 Pb
Fig. 1 High spin states in 207Pb

above the i13/2 isomer.
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New High Spin States in the 208Pb Nucleus
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We have performed the spectroscopic study of high-spin excitations1) in the doubly
closed shell nucleus 208Pb using deep-inelastic reactions. The 420 MeV 76Ge beam from
the ALPI Linac accelerator bombarded a 20 rag/cm2 thick 208Pb target placed in the
center of the GASP gamma array. The beam was pulsed with 400 ns repetition time and
the collected gamma-gamma coincidence data included time parameters which allowed to
separate the prompt and delayed events as well as delayed coincidences involving up to
800 ns delay time between two gamma transitions.

28(8)ns
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_9352
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Fig. 1 High spin states in
208Pb above the 500 ns
10+ isomer
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The half-life, T1/2 - 500 ns, of the 10+ isomer in 208Pb greatly simplified the identi-
fication of high spin gamma transitions located above it. The analysis of prompt gamma
coincidences established the level scheme of 208Pb shown in the Fig. 1. Few weak tran-
sitions could not be placed in the level scheme due to the complexity of the coincidence
data. The cascade of three transitions of 2318, 291 and 947 keV energy firmly located
above the 14" level did show a delayed component, thus indicating the existence of a
new high spin isomer in the 208Pb nucleus. Time spectra obtained from the E-̂ -E-y-t cube
allowed to extract the 28(8) ns half-life of the isomer but its location could not be firmly
established. In the absence of experimental spin assignments and calculations of 2p-2h
states, it is too early to speculate in the present report on the nature of these states and
especially on the structure of the isomer. A clear interpretation is possible for the new
features established in the present work in the lower part of the level scheme. Below the
14" state, a fairly complex gamma decay was observed, which established the new 11+

level at 5749 keV and denoted population of the previously known2* second 10+ level at
5069 keV. The level structure and the gamma decay observed below the 14" 6744 keV
state are well understood within simple shell model calculations which involve the cou-
pling of the i13/2 neutron hole with various neutron particles, namely: j 1 5 / 2 (14~,13~),
i u / 2 (12+,11+ at 5749 keV) and g9/2 (11+ at 5236 keV, 10+ at 5069 and 4895 keV). The
present results allowed to establish the highest-spin excitations observed sofar in 208Pb,
thus demonstrating the power of the used technique.

In parallel new experiments were performed recently at GSI Darmstadt with beams
of 136Xe and 208Pb on 208Pb targets and using 5 new cluster detectors and the crystal ball.
These experiments were dedicated to gamma spectroscopy studies in the 208Pb region and
the collected data promise further interesting findings.
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The level density of 208Pb
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The reactions 75 MeV U B + 198Pt-)-209Bi' and 60 MeV 10B + 198Pt->208Bi* have
been recently studied by a proton-gamma coincidence experiment at the Laboratori
Nazionali of Legnaro.

The experiment was performed at the XTU Tandem facility using a beams of 75 MeV
n B (intensity ~3 pnA) and 60 MeV 10B (intensity ~5 pnA). The target was a foil of 198Pt
having 1 mg/cm2 thickness. Gamma-rays were detected with the GASP spectrometer1,
charged particles with the ISIS silicon ball2 upgraded by 6 Csl scintillators placed behind
the forward Si-telescopes. High energy gamma rays were also detected using two large
volume BGO scintillators.

By using a subtraction technique3, we have obtained the temperature of the protons
emitted in the first step of the decay chain which populate the 208Pb nucleus at an
excitation energy of E r~50 MeV. It is found that the temperature is T=1.6±0.3 MeV.
This value is well in agreement with the predictions from the Reisdorf4 parameterization
of the level density which includes the Ignatyuk ansatz on the disappearance of the shell
effects with the temperature5.

The comparison of the experimental temperature with theoretical models is reported
in fig.l. It appears that at Ex~50 MeV the bulk of the effects related to the shell structure,
responsible for the value of the level density parameter a=208/21 MeV"1 in the cold 208Pb
nucleus, have been already washed out. We noticed that the measured temperature is
compatible also with the energy independent value a=208/10 MeV"1, that corresponds
to the average value of the level density parameter in the cold nuclei in this mass region
having small shell effects.

Complete statistical model calculations6 using for the level density the values a =
208/10 MeV"1 and a=a(U) from the Reisdorf parameterization, predict shapes of the
total proton spectra which are very similar. In fact the protons are mainly sensitive to
the region of the phase-space at high excitation energy where the level densities associated
with the two parameterizations are one close to each other. On the contrary, looking at
the average number of neutron emitted in the xn and pxn decay channels, as derived from
the discrete 7-ray spectra, the predictions from the two level density parameterizations
show a sizeable difference, being the experimental data reproduced better by the Reisdorf
parameterization (see fig.2). Further informations on the disappearance of the shell effects
as a function of the excitation energy can be extracted from the analysis of the high energy
gamma ray spectra that is still in progress.
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The knowledge of the level density is of fundamental importance in the study of
the properties of the nuclei also related to astrophysical applications. Big differences in
the level densities are expected near the shell closures at low excitation energy where the
single particle corrections are noticeable. Because of the large shell correction, the most
favourable region to investigate the effect of the shell structure on the level density is
the region of 208Pb. For this purpose we have studied at the GASP spectrometer of the
Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro the two reactions 75 MeV n B + 198Pt and 60 MeV 10B
_l_ i98p£ 'pjjg b o r o n beams were delivered by the XTU Tandem accelerator.

The analysis of the emitted light particles is reported elsewhere in this Annual
Report1^. Here we want to focus our attention on the high energy 7-rays emitted in the
75 MeV n B + 198Pt reaction. As already done in the past these energetic 7-rays were
detected by two large BGO crystals replacing two Ge detectors of the GASP array.

The lineshape of the experimental 7-ray spectrum was studied with a statistical
model code2' using the Reisdorf parameterization3' for the level density. This approach
takes into account the shell corrections through an energy dependence of the level density
parameter a according to the formula:

where U is the excitation energy, 8U is the shell correction factor, and ED is the damping
parameter of the shell corrections.

In Fig. 1 we report a comparison of the experimental spectrum with different calcu-
lations using damping parameters ranging from 14 to 35 MeV. Giant Dipole Resonance
(GDR) parameters were taken from systematics and kept constant in the calculations. It
is clear that, in order to better reproduce the lineshape of the experimental spectrum, a
bigger ED has to be used with respect to the usual value of 18.5 MeV3'. As an important
remark, if we look at the 7-ray spectra in a particular decay step in the statistical code, we
note that the damping parameter does not affect mainly the GDR region of the spectrum,
but the exponential tail in the low energy region below the threshold for particle emission.
The latter observation means that a particular care in reproducing the so-called statistical
region, i.e. below 8 MeV, of the 7-ray spectrum has to be taken when the analysis of the
GDR strength function is involved.
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It would be also of great interest to study the features of the high energy 7-ray
spectrum as a function of the compound nucleus excitation energy to understand if there
is an energy dependence of this shell correction damping. For this purpose, we have
recently carried out further measurements of the n B + 198Pt reaction using the two beam
energies of 55 and 90 MeV.

The data analysis of this second experiment is in the initial stage.
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Coexistence of spherical, prolate and oblate shapes is
deficient nuclei belonging to the region extended between
The experimental information on the nuclei from this
region is still very limited due to the difficulties in ob-
taining the desired nucleus via conventional heavy ion
induced fusion-evaporation reaction. In fact, the dom-
inant role of the fission which takes place above the
Coulomb barrier, with respect to the particle evapora-
tion channels, demands for application of very sensitive
7 radiation arrays in conjunction with selective devices
such as recoil spectrometers and charged particle detec-
tors.
For our study, we selected the 46Ti-f 142Nd reaction. The
230 MeV titanium beam was provided by the LNL XTU
Tandem accelerator and bombarded a thin 142Nd target
of 0.5mg/cm2. The emitted 7 rays and charged par-
ticles were detected by the GASP array and the silicon
ball ISIS; the recoiling nuclei with mass centered around
A=184 were selected in the RMS and registered in co-
incidence with prompt 7 rays.
According to the statistical model predictions provided
by the PACE code in the chosen reaction, 90 % of the
produced compound nuclei undergo fission. Indeed, the
observed raw 7 spectrum contained a huge continuous
background related to the decay of the fission fragments.
The 7-recoil coincidences and the triple 7-7-particle co-
incidences allowed for good separation of 7 rays emitted
from the evaporation residues. As an examples of the
ability to select a weak reaction channels the cases of
178Pt and 181Au are presented.

The 178Pt nucleus was populated via 2a2n evaporation

predicted for the very neutron
platinum and lead [ref 1,2,3].

410B ££-) 4078 (17 )

3458 T (16+) 3 5 0 8 ' ( 1 5 »

Fig.l
The level scheme of 178Pt ob-
tained from the present study.
The spin assignment is based
on the comparison with the
structure of the heavier even-
A Pt isotopes

with yield of about 0.5% of the
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total cross section. Gammas depopulating the excited states in this nucleus were selected
by coincidence with two a particles. Apart from the known ground state band in 178Pt [4],
we have observed a new excited band very similar to the negative parity structure known
in 180Pt [5]. Such a level sequence may be interpreted as a decoupled two quasiparticle
rotational band with an admixture of octupole vibration.

In fig.l the proposed level scheme of 178Pt is shown. The level scheme of 181Au which
arises in the ap2n evaporation is presented in fig.2. It has been obtained from the analysis
of 7 spectra measured in coincidence with one proton and one a particle. The level scheme
is in accordance with the results recently obtained by the University of Tennessee group [6].
It consists of two rotational bands built on the proton hg/2 (band A) and one quasi-proton
(band B) configurations.

The obtained results show that a careful selection of gammas related to the specific
decay of an evaporation residue enables to extract from a huge fission background an
information concerning very weakly populated nuclei. Therefore, the application of more
powerful array as EUROBALL cooperating with a recoil selecting devices seems to be very
promising in searching of the excited states in the very neutron deficient Pt-Pb nuclei.

Fig. 2 The level scheme Q
of 181Au obtained from the nj
present study. The parities
and spins are taken from the
systematics of odd-A Au iso-
topes.
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Alternating Parity Bands in 223Ac
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During the last decade several high-spin spectroscopy groups have concentrated their
interest on the study of the light actinides, motivated by the suggestion that octupole
deformations could be the cause of the level structure found in this region. The evidence
mainly consists in the observation of yrast bands characterized by interleaved states of
alternating parities connected by enhanced B(E1) transitions. During the last few years
we carried out several investigations in this region focused on the evolution of octupole
collectivity related excitations as a function of N and Z (214-216Fr, 218.220,222Ac)

The conclusions were that both 216Fr and 218Ac are typically transitional species:
some features of the quadrupole collectivity admit a vibrational description while others
may be more easily understood in a deformed language. On the other hand the systematics
of the "opposite" parity states suggests that an octupole phonon is appropriate to account
for the observed features. This seems to hold for the next heavier doubly odd isotope 220Ac
as well, for which however, the quadrupole deformation is clearly larger. The evolution of
negative and positive parity states in the Ac and Th region as a function of the neutron
number suggests that the minimum for the negative parity states should lie, for Ac, near
to N=134. In addition theoretical calculations predict stable octupole deformations in
this region. The lack of detailed spectroscopy data on odd nuclei at or near the minimun
has hindered the study of specific effects related to reflection symmetry breaking.

The investigations performed so far in this region were largely restricted to radiactive
decay studies. In-beam measurements, which provide a more detailed nuclear structure
information are difficult for these isotopes due to the strong fission competition and the
limited number of available natural targets. Probably the heaviest odd Ac isotope reach-
able through a fusion- evaporation process involving stable target-beam combinations is
223Ac, which has N=134.

Actually, the only previously known information on 223Ac was the existence of few
levels obtained from the 227Pa a decay. This nucleus has been hence studied here by
experiments performed in two different laboratories. In the first experiment the cross
sections of the 208Pb(18O, xn)226~*Th, 208Pb(18O, p xn)225"*Ac, 2O8Pb(18O, a xn)222~*Ra
reactions were measured with the TANDAR accelerator at Buenos Aires.

The a particles were measured with several large area (~ 600 mm2) surface barrier
Si detectors looking at an Al catcher placed ~ 5 cm downstream from the target in which
the recoils were implanted. The production of the p2n channel (223Ac) maximizes at ~
92 MeV with a cross section of ~ 50 fib.

In the second experiment 223Ac was studied through the 2O8Pb(18O, p2n) fusion-
evaporation reaction at 92 MeV bombarding energy using the 8?r GASP-ISIS spectrometer
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at Legnaro. For this target-projectile combination the competition of the fusion-fission
channel is also very strong and is not possible to use conventional 7 — 7 coincidence
spectroscopy with a multiplicity filter. To reduce the intense 7 background originating
in fission, we used the ISIS array (40 particle telescopic detectors) to trigger the GASP
spectrometer, selecting the evaporation proton particles in coincidence with transitions
between excited states in 223Ac. This powerfull technique has been used here to identify
unambiguously the 7 transitions belonging to 223Ac.

A 2 mg/cm2 208Pb target was bombarded with a 10 pnA 18O beam during 36 hours.
A total of 1,3 millons events corresponding to 222Ac were acquired. Fig.l displays the
partial level scheme obtained at this stage of the analysis comparing the two bands es-
tablished with the level scheme of 221Ac132 and the isotones 222>224Thi32,i34. In going from
222Th to 224Th one still observes a fast decrease of the 2+ energy indicating a fast increase
in deformation. It so happens that the 2+ —> 0+ transition in 222Th (183.3 keV) is very
similar to the 4+ —y 2+ line in 224Th (185.7 keV). An analogous observation holds the
higher lying transitions (256.5 vs. 250.6 keV, etc.). Following a trend already observed in
lighter Ac isotopes we find again that the addition or removal of the odd Z = 89 proton
(to the corresponding Ra or Th equal-N core) has very little influence on deformation.
Compare for instance the 192 keV - based, E2 sequence in 221Ac with the ground band of
222Th. These observations provide the basis for the tentative level associations proposed
for the two bands in 223Ac.

This experiment has shown the extreme power and selectivity of the GASP-ISIS
array and demonstrated the feasibility of performing in beam 7 - ray spectroscopy in this
region of very strong fission competition at the a ~ 50/ib level.

221Ac
222 Th

90 132
223
89Ac134

4_,

90 T h 134

Figure 1. Collective gamma, ray sequencies in 223Ac134 comparing the two bands established
with the level scheme of221Ac132 and the isotones 222>224Thi32>134.
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The analysis of the energy spectra of the y-rays emitted in the *S + "Ge reaction at incident

energy E = 320 MeV measured in coincidence with the ejectiles produced in dissipative reaction

events was continued. The cumulative energy spectrum of the y-rays coming from the decay of the

ejectiles was calculated within the statistical model. Its comparison to the experimental spectrum

evidences an excess in the data for E-y = 8 to 12 MeV. Such an excess takes the form of a resonance

and is attributed to the preequilibrium GDR y-decay of the intermediate dinuclear system. The centroid

energy of the resonance corresponds to a dipole oscillation along the symmetry axis of the system

and its width is found to be comparable to that of the ground state GDR low energy component of the

deformed dinucleus.

The dipole strength excited in the intermediate system before fragmentation has been also

searched for in the y-ray angular distribution. To increase the statistics, the y-ray coincidence spectra

belonging to different fragments where grouped when showing a similar energy behavior. A great

attention was paid to the modification of the spectra introduced by the Doppler effect which is

difficult to determine due to the uncertainty in the y-ray source. Several simulation procedures were

used to evaluate the importance of the Doppler distorsion, however none of them was considered

completely satisfactory. The analysis in still in progress.

The measurement of the MS + MNi and MS + "Ni reactions was also begun with the aim to

compare the preequilibrium y-ray emission of two systems differing only in the entrance channel

charge asymmetry.
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It is now well established that Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR) emission from excited
nuclei populated in heavy-ion reactions can be used as a probe of the properties of these
systems in the early stages of their formation. In a recent paper, V. Baran et al.1'
presented new detailed calculations on the possibility to excite a so-called direct dipole
mode in charge-asymmetric reactions due to the charge equilibration dynamics. The
presence of such a direct dipole vibration can be understood by considering that, in a
very simple model, the Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR) is a vibration of a fluid composed
by Z protons against a fluid composed by N neutrons. This suggests that giant dipole
phonons could be excited in a collision between a target and a projectile having different
N/Z ratios.

The first experimental evidence of this prediction has been recently published2'. The
same compound nucleus was populated via two different target projectile combinations
with quite different N/Z asymmetries. The high energy gamma ray spectra show an
increase of about 16% of the intensity above 8 MeV when the charged-asymmetric channel
is considered.

In a recent experiment performed at the XTU Tandem accelerator of the Laboratori
Nazionali di Legnaro we have searched for a confirmation of the possibility to excite such
a direct vibration. For this purpose we have considered the two reactions 130 MeV 16O
+ 98Mo (N/Z = 1 and 1.33 respectively) and 240 MeV 48Ti + 64Ni (N/Z = 1.18 and 1.28
respectively) forming two Sn isotopes at the same excitation energy. The Sn region was
chosen because no mass-asymmetry effects in the entrance channel have been evidenced3'.
The higher beam energy with respect to that considered in ref. 2 was chosen in order
to magnify the searched pre-equilibrium contribution. The experimental set-up used was
GASP with the 4n silicon ball ISIS coupled with two large BGO scintillators to detect
the high energy gamma rays. In Fig. 1 we report a preliminary result of the present
measurement. In the lower part of the figure we show the results of statistical model
calculations (CASCADE) showing that no significant differences in the line shape are
expected for the two systems in this framework. GDR width and centroid energy taken
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from the existing systematics in Sn region have been assumed4). On the contrary, an
increase in the gamma ray yield above 8 MeV is evidenced in the experimental spectra
when the O-induced reaction is compared to the Ti-induced one. The experimental spectra
were normalized at 5 Mev and were obtained with a condition of a lower cut in the fold
distribution of the GASP inner ball. This condition was set in order to minimize possible
contributions coming from no complete fusion reactions.

Further investigations gating on the evaporated charged particles in the ISIS ball and
the discrete 7 lines in the Ge detectors of the GASP array to tag the fusion-evaporation
events are in progress.
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Pre-scission light particles have been proved to be a powerful probe for the investiga-
tion of the fission time-scale1"3 and in addition, charged particles can provide information
on the average deformation of the nucleus in route toward the fission using the statistical
model calculations.

We have measured energy spectra and multiplicities of the charged particles in the
fusion-fission and fusion-evaporation channels for the system 180 MeV 32S + 109Ag, leading
to the composite system 141Eu at the excitation energy E r ~90 MeV.

The experiment was carried out at the XTU Tandem using a 109Ag target ss900
/ig/cm2 thick. Light charged particles were detected in coincidence with the trigger fission
fragments (FF) and the evaporation residues by using three solid state telescopes at
laboratory angles $iab = 50°, 110° and 150°. Fission fragments were detected by two gas
telescopes both positioned at 50° with respect to the beam: one in the same plane as the
particle detectors and the other in the perpendicular plane in order to detect in-plane and
out-of-plane emitted particles.

The measured laboratory multiplicity spectra for the protons in coincidence with
the fission fragments are shown as histograms in Fig.l. The particles detected in the same
plane of the fragment trigger (in-plane configuration) are in part (a) of the figure, and the
particles detected in the plane orthogonal to the one of the fragment trigger (out-of-plane
configuration) are in part (b) of the figure. The lines are the results of the calculations
performed with the code GANES. It is possible to observe a strong dependence of the
spectrum shape upon the plane of observation. This is mainly due to the kinematic shifts
on the particles emitted from the rapidly moving fission fragments.

For a specific fragment trigger, the particle spectra can arise from several sources.
In order to extract the pre- and post-scission integrated multiplicities it is necessary to
unfold the contribution in the spectra due to the three possible evaporative sources: the
composite nucleus prior to scission, the trigger fragment, and the undetected partner
fragment. The first will be also referred to as Composite Emission (CE), and the second
and third to as Fragments Emission (FE). A large deformation of the composite system
prior to scission was necessary to fit simultaneously the energy spectra and the angular
distributions.

Although the fits are in general good, there are some important deviations which
indicate contributions from processes not accounted for in the simulations. In the out-of-
plane spectra it is quite evident a surplus of particles with energies intermediate between
those for FE and CE which is also slightly observed in the in-plane data for the protons.
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Figure 1: Fragment-proton coincidence spectra (histograms) at three laboratory angles.
(a) In-plane FF trigger, (b) Out-of-plane FF trigger. The curves are from reaction
simulation of evaporation from the trigger fragment (solid line), the undetected partner
fragment (dashed line), and the composite system prior to fragment separation (dot-
dashed line). The dark solid line is the sum of the components.

From the fitting of the experimental spectra we have derived pre-scission and post-scission
multiplicities M™E = 0.104 ±0.023 and M™ST = 0.182 ±0.041 for protons and M™E =
0.068 ± 0.015 and M£O5T = 0.080 ± 0.018 for alphas, respectively.

The proton and alpha multiplicities in the ER channel were extracted using the
statistical model code Lilita_N95. The resulting values are 1.3 ± 0.3 and 0.6 ±0 .1 for
protons and alphas, respectively.

We have analysed the measured multiplicities including a fission delay in the code
PACE2. A set of calculations has been performed for different values of the ratio of
the level density parameters for fission and evaporation decays (aj/au) and of the fission
delay TJ using a^=8.09. The best overall agreement for the multiplicities was obtained for
a;jav—\.Yl and 12 < T^ < 14 ( x 10~21s) using reduced barriers for the alpha particles
in the pre-scission channel. This result is in substantial agreement with the findings
of Lestone et al.2. As far as the particle average energies are concerned, they are well
reproduced in the ER channel.
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The fusion of the system 74Ge + 74Ge at 318 MeV has been studied with the ALPI
beams using GASP1. This reaction leads to the formation of the 148Gd compound nu-
cleus at an excitation energy of Ex=83 MeV. The same compound nucleus was in the past
populated by using the asymmetric reaction 48Ti+100Mo2. The comparison of the exper-
imental observables in the two reactions gives us the possibility of studying the so-called
entrance channel effects.

As already reported, we found an enhancement of the SD band population of 144Gd
(~30%) in the symmetric reaction1. Furthermore the analysis of the inclusive high energy
7~ray spectra does not revealed any unusual feature in the GDR lineshape3.

We have recently searched for the differences in the low energy 7-ray spectra mea-
sured by the GASP spectrometer with the two reaction channels. Yields of the final
nuclei and fold distributions from the inner ball were compared. The statistical model
suggest that, in the present case, the difference in yield of a given evaporation residue
between the two channels is relatively small, generally within ~20%, if the same sharp
cut-off limit J^R1 ' is used in both channels. On the contrary, we found in the experimental
data a surprising effect when the relative yields of the final evaporation residues in the
74Ge + 74Ge reaction are compared to those in the fusion of 48Ti and 100Mo. In fact, as
shown in Fig.l, the yield of the 145>144Gd nuclei is larger in the symmetric channel. Be-
cause the 145il44Gd nuclei are certainly those which are populated from the higher partial
waves in the fusion reaction, the evidenced effect means that the evaporation residues of
the symmetric reaction channel have a larger high spin population with respect to those
of the asymmetric one. This observation is in nice agreement with the experimentally
determined enhancement of the SD band of 144Gd in the 74Ge -f 74Ge reaction. The ex-
perimental result implies a difference in the spin distribution of the CN states populating
the ER channel which is at odds with the simple geometrical sharp cut-off point of view.
The explicit inclusion of the fusion-fission competition in statistical model calculations,
as reported in Fig.l, is not sufficient to account quantitatively for the observed effect.

We have also made some progress in the analysis of the high energy 7-ray spectra.
As shown in Fig.2, it is possible in this case to derive spectra gated on the discrete 7-
lines. Therefore, exclusive spectra can be compared with results from model simulations
using a Monte Carlo version of the CASCADE code. As shown in Fig.2, the overall
agreement obtained in this way is sufficiently good, demostrating that the model, with
some empirical parameter adjustments, is able to describe in details the production of
high energy photons in the different decay chains.

Further analysis is in progress.
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We have studied the pre-scission emission from the compound nucleus 157Ho at
Ex=85 MeV excitation energy populated in the reaction 187 MeV 37C1 on 120Sn. This
particular reaction has been recently used for the study of a candidate hyperdeformed
structure in Dy nucleili2. The description of the experimental set-up and some preliminary
results have been already presented3. We give here the final account of the experimental
findings.

The extracted post-scission neutron multiplicity per fission fragment is ^pos(=1.3lo!o6
(at a temperature of Tpos(=l.021^05 MeV), substantially in agreement with the value re-
ported by Hinde et al for the compound nucleus 158Er4. The pre-scission neutron multi-
plicity was determined to be iVe=0.87to;fij (at a temperature of Tpre=1.3!!!o;32 MeV). The
quoted overall uncertainties are associated with the change of ±10% of x2 values in the
moving sources fit to the experimental data. Protons spectra were found to be affected
by a very poor statistics, due to the strong difference with the neutron channel, as al-
ready expected from similar measurements4. Nevertheless the proton data were analysed,
determining the multiplicities ppre~0.015 and /jpojj~0.017.

Despite the uncertainty in the extracted pre-scission neutron multiplicity, the exper-
imental value is very large, when compared with the prediction of the standard PACE2
calculation which is i^'°'=0.41, at least a factor two smaller than in the experiment. As
in the neutron case, also the pre-scission proton multiplicity is strongly underestimated
by the PACE2 prediction, being ^ ' = 0 . 0 0 4 .

The discrepancies between the measured and the predicted pre-scission multiplicities
demonstrate that the standard statistical model does not describe correctly the compe-
tition between particle evaporation and fission for the compound nucleus 157Ho in the
angular momentum region around J~75ft which is associated to the fusion-fission chan-
nel. Therefore, as a first result, this discrepancy can be taken as a confirmation of the
threshold energy quoted in ref.5 for the onset of the dynamical effects in fission.

As usual in the analysis of the pre-scission emission, a fission delay TD can be intro-
duced in the statistical model simulation as a step function, hindering the fission channel
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till the lifetime of the compound system becomes longer than the selected fission de-
lay. PACE2 predictions as a function of the fission delay shows that the experimental
pre-scission multiplicities are well reproduced by using a delay of 30-40 xlO"21 s, a value
which fits rather well in the systematics of ref.6. The inclusion of the fission hindrance in
the reported model calculations, favours the particle decay from the states in the region
of angular momenta where the fission channel dominates in standard calculations with-
out fission delay. Furthermore, the increase of the pre-scission multiplicities produces a
decrease of the cross section from the fusion-fission at high spin to the advantage of the
fusion evaporation channel.

If we keep constant in PACE2 calculations the total cross section for the compound
nucleus formation, the evaporation residue cross section increases as a function of the
fission delay in the region of the very large angular momenta (in this case around J~75
h). The cross section transferred from the fission to the residues channel is of the order
of 40-50 mb (15-20% of the fission cross section estimated without delay).

The above model predictions are very crude, being based on the assumption that
the increase of the pre-scission emission reflects completely in the survival probability of
the evaporation residues. In term of statistical model this means that the emission is
confined in the pre-saddle stage of the process.

Nevertheless, we note that this effect is very large when compared with the value
~1 mb for the population of a SD band in this mass region and with the actual estimate
for the proposed hyperdeformed structure which is as low as ~30/ib [7]. Furthermore we
stress that the direct experimental test of the correlation between pre-scission emission
and final balance between ER and fission would require measurements of the cross section
with an accuracy which seems to be far from the present possibilities.
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We have recently measured high energy gamma-rays in coincidence with the GASP
spectrometer in the reaction ^Ni+^Zr at 241 MeV to study possible entrance channel
effects in low energy fusion reaction1. High energy 7-rays in coincidence with the nuclei
155Er (In evaporation) and 154Er (2n evaporation) were obtained. We have now com-
pared those spectra with results from a Monte Carlo version of the statistical model code
CASCADE2, recently modified to include the gamma-ray decay. As a first approxima-
tion we used standard statistical model parameters from our earlier work on the same
reaction3. In particular, we set the limiting angular momentum at Jm a r=46 h with a
difusseness of A=4 h. For the GDR parameters we employed strength S=l , energy E=15
MeV and width F=7 MeV, which well describe the inclusive spectra1.

The comparison between the simulations and the experimental spectra is shown in
Fig.l. It appears that the probability of emitting energetic gamma-rays in the GDR region
relatively to the statistical component, is much larger in the calculated spectrum than
in the measured one. This effect, which is already noticeable for the 2n decay (154Er),
becomes very large in the In case (155Er).

The only way to improve the agreement between the simulated and measured 7-ray
spectra is to change the initial compound nucleus (CN) spin distribution, by increasing the
diffuseness A. In such a case the excitation energy available for the decay at the highest
spins decreases and, as a result, the ratio of the high energy 7-rays to the statistical
7-rays also decreases in the In spectrum, mainly. We found that simulations employing
very large values of the diffuseness, as the case for A=12 fi reported in Fig.l, produce
spectra which fit the experimental data in a much better way.

The results reported in Fig.l, although remain qualitative, suggest that the CN spin
distribution extends beyond the maximum angular momentum predicted on the basis of
simple geometrical models, as already evidenced in the past4 and discussed in the recent
theoretical work of Aa. Winter5.

This result is strongly supported by another observation which we made using the
GASP data for the 64Ni+92Zr reaction. A superdeformed (SD) band was recently discov-
ered in the nucleus 154Er6. Despite the uncertainties in the spin assignment, this band is
supposed to be populated above the angular momentum J~46/i. We have searched for this
band in a 7-7 matrix in which the condition to have a fold k>10 was imposed. In spite of
the target thickness, which was not properly suited for this application, we found evidence
that the SD band is strongly populated in the ^Ni-f^Zr reaction, as shown in Fig.2. This
demonstrates that the 2n channel extends in a sizeable way at angular momenta larger
that the value 3=46 h previously considered as the limiting angular momentum for the
fusion-evaporation reaction.
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The investigation of subbarrier fusion is undergoing a revival after the possibility
of extracting an experimental representation of the barrier distribution from the second
derivative DB/US = d2(Ea)/d2E was suggested1'. By performing precise measurements of
fusion excitation functions one is able to extract the strength and height of the barriers,
providing important information on the coupling mechanism. As an alternative approach,
it has been recently proposed2' that the first derivative of the compound nucleus (CN)
spin distribution DBspm is equivalent to DB/U5.

In a previous experiment at GASP3' we measured 7-multiplicities for the reaction
32S-f-110Pd where a detailed peak structure has been found in DB/US

4'. This structure
has been attributed to a two-phonon plus transfer coupling. A similar coupling scheme
(one-plus-two phonon coupling) has been proposed to explain the fusion excitation func-
tion of 64Ni+100Mo measured by K.E. Rehm et al.5'. In this system fission is expected
to set in at « 15% above the Coulomb barrier. To study also the effect of fission we
measured 7-multiplicities in coincidence with evaporation residues (ER) at three energies
- E/a6 = 230 MeV, 246 MeV and 260 MeV; at the barrier, at the point where fission be-
comes important and at an intermediate energy. The experimental set-up we used was an
electrostatic deflector plus silicon strip detectors in conjunction with the Argonne/Notre
Dame-BGO-array.

At all three energies we obtained ~ 3700 counts for the total multiplicity spectrum.
This rather low statistics was basically due to a background of scattered beam through
the deflector which forced us to use a relatively low beam current. Nevertheless some
conclusions can be drawn from the obtained multiplicity data which are shown in Fig. la)-
c). Preliminar spin distributions have been computed using a simple formula of the type

£ = A / ^ n s ( M 7 - M-,s) +const, (1)

where M7 denotes the measured 7-multiplicity, A/7 n s = 2 is the spin taken away by the
yrast-transitions and const contains the spin removed by statistical 7-rays (Mys), the
particle evaporation and the ground state spin of the ER, using average values. This
procedure is not correct for the lower spin region of the distribution, because the various
evaporation channels are not equally distributed over the whole spin range. Therefore
the absolute spin-values should not be taken too seriously. The shape of the higher end
of the distribution, however, should not be affected. There we expect, on the other hand,
the influence of the barrier distribution. For a large range of barriers a long tail should
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appear which at higher energies will be cut by fission. In Fig. 2 a superposition of the spin
distributions for the two highest energies is shown. One notes clearly a change in shape
as ilustrated by the cartoon in the same figure. The spin distribution taken at the lower
energy has a relatively long tail of > 22h, whereas the other one falls over only ~ \2h
to zero. The statistical errors, however, do not allow for extracting the representation of
barrier distributions in a way to provide a detailed analysis of the coupling mechanism.
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Figure 1: 7-multiplicitv (a-c) and spin distributions (d-f) for the reaction 64Ni-(-100Mo at
three energies (see text)
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Figure 2: Comparison of the spin distributions at the two higher energies (Fig.l e and f)
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The study of cold fusion processes leading to compound nuclei with excitation energy
of the order of magnitude of few tens of MeV has revealed many interesting features of the
nuclear matter. In the case of the ^Zr + ^Zr reaction, near the threshold, an unusually
large cross section (several tens of /zb) for the radiative capture was reported1) as compared
to the neutron emission cross section (~ 1 mb).

The purpose of this measurement was to investigate the high spin structure of the
180Hg and its unknown neighbours and, also, to get an explanation of the high cross
section for the radiative capture process.

The use of GASP array in coincidence with the recoil mass spectrometer (RMS)
CAMEL and the 4n charged particle detector ISIS ensures the ideal detection complex
needed to separate 7-rays belonging to the compound nucleus 180Hg and other residues
populated through few particles emission, from the dominating sea of 7-rays emitted by
the fission fragments. The high energy ^Zr beam was delivered by the Tandem accelerator
and the ALPI booster system.

Due to some technical problems we got only few hours of very low beam intensity
which allowed to record data at two different beam energy, 374 and 396 MeV. Nevertheless,

the collected data permitted to evi-
denced the performances of the RMS in
selecting the residues formed following
the radiative capture or one-two parti-
cle emission. In Fig. la the mass spec-
tra recorded in the focal-plane detector
of the RMS are shown.
It has to be mentioned that the charged
particle ball ISIS could not ensure such
a selection only by itself but can be
used for a further separation of the
masses detected in focal-plane detector
according to the type of emitted light
particles. In Fig. lb mass spectra in
coincidence with protons are shown.
Further measurements are in progress.

EbMm-39€MeV

Fig. 1 Mass distribution from the reaction
90Zr+90Zr.
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The 7-decay from Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR) is an important tool in studying
the evolution of the shape of excited compound nuclei formed in heavy-ions reactions. The
mass region around A=200 is by now a well established area of superdeformed shapes for
high angular momenta and moderate temperature, as predicted by theoretical calculations
and confirmed by experimental detection of SD bands1). Because of the large cross section
for fission not much is known about the GDR in this mass region, and the available data
are related to inclusive or fission-fragments coincidence measurements2'. Therefore, it was
interesting to investigate the GDR decay associated with evaporation channel decay. We
report here preliminary results of a study on the GDR decay from excited 200Pb populated
in the reaction 101 MeV 19F -f 181Ta, using the GASP spectrometer coupled with two
large BGO crystals to detect the high energy 7-rays.

In fig. 1 the experimental 7 spectral distribution (dots) obtained by gating on fold
k>5 measured by the GASP inner ball is compared with the result of statistical model
calculations. The best fit to the total spectrum is obtained by using a modified version
of the statistical model code CASCADE3' in a least-squares minimization routine. The
GDR parameters are listed in fig. 1 and seem to confirm a large deformation (/? ~0.3) of
the emitting nuclei already found in the fission channel2'.

The selection of 7-rays in the BGO crystals in coincidence with known discrete
lines identified in the Ge detectors allows to study GDR emission related to a specific
evaporation decay channel. Fig. 2 shows two discrete lines belonging respectively to
196Pb and 195Pb as they appear in spectra obtained in coincidence with different cuts in
the energy released in the BGO detectors: the high energy 7-rays are emitted mainly in
the channel leading to the heavier isotope. It is therefore confirmed4' that in systems
with moderate excitation energy in which the neutron emission is the dominant decay
channel it is possible to increase substantially the experimental sensitivity to the GDR
strength function by identifying cascades with fewer neutrons emitted. This means that
in the decay sequence a neutron is replaced by a high energy 7-ray which carries energy
and angular momentum comparable to those of an evaporated neutron.

Fig. 3 shows a comparison of the experimental spectra (top) in the 196Pb e 195Pb
channels and the calculated spectra (bottom) obtained by statical model Monte Carlo
simulations with GDR parameters reported in figure 1. The drastic reduction of the GDR
yield in the 195Pb channel showed by the experimental data is qualitatively reproduced
by the calculations. Further analysis is in progress.
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Energy deposition and equilibration in (a,o') reactions at 60 MeV/u.
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The reaction 209Bi(a,a') at E.eeam=240 MeV has been studied using the Supercon-
ducting Cyclotron K500 of the Texas A&M University. The (a,a') reactions have been
used recently at MSU to study the decay of the Giant Dipole Resonance in highly excited
208Pb and 120Sn nuclei at low angular momenta ' ' . The aim of the present experiment is
to check the possibility of using the energy of the inelastically scattered alpha particles
to determine the excitation energy deposited in the target nucleus. To this end evap-
orated charged particles, neutrons, fission fragments and 7-rays have been measured in
coincidence with the inelastically scattered alpha particles.

An Hodoscope, made of four AE-E telescopes (Silicon Detectors and Csl scintilla-
tors), has been mounted in forward direction around the beam axis , to detect inelastically
scattered a particles. Six AE-E telescopes made of large area Silicon Detectors backed by
Csl crystals have been mounted, in/out of the reaction plane (Forward: 6 = 37°, -42° 4>=
0° and Backward: 9 = -123°, 132° <j> = -49°, 52°), inside the 4TT Neutron Ball calorimeter.
Evaporated charged particles (a,p,d,t) and fission fragments have been detected in these
telescopes. Furthermore, to lower the identification thresholds, the silicon detectors have
been used in 'flipped' configuration. Two Germanium detectors have also been inserted
inside the Neutron Ball and used to identify residual nuclei by discrete 7-lines.

In Fig.l we show the neutron multiplicity Mn from the Neutron Ball as a function of
the scattered a energy (black squares). Mn slowly increases, as a function of inelasticity,
up to EQ'~100 MeV, corresponding to a nominal excitation energy Ex~140 MeV. Then
it remains almost constant. In the same figure the experimental data (stars) are plotted
from the fusion reaction U B + 198Pt -+ 209Bi studied at the Tandem XTU of LNL, using
the 4n 7-rays detector GASP2', and statistical model calculations (open squares) from
CASCADE3^. CASCADE calculations reproduce well the fusion data at low excitation
energy and predict a much higher neutron multiplicity over the entire inelasticity range.
We note that the experimental values are lower of almost 10 units with respect to the
model predictions at Ea<=40 MeV.

This seems to indicate that, in the case of inelastic a scattering, not all the energy
dissipated in the collision has been deposited as thermal excitation in the target nucleus.
It is known, in fact, that other processes such as nucleon-nucleon collisions and pre-
equilibrum emission4'5^ are important in the scattering of alpha particles.
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A clear evidence for a strong pre-equilibrium component, present even at the most
backward angles, is shown in Fig.2 where the proton spectrum from the fusion of n B
on 198Pt at E,=75 MeV (open circles) is compared with proton spectra measured in
the present experiment in Forward (stars) and Backward (black squares) detectors, for
a window in energy of the scattered alpha which should correspond to the equivalent
nominal excitation energy. CASCADE calculations are also reported (line). We note that
the low energy part of the spectra, where the effect of the evaporation barrier dominate,
is very similar. On the contrary, a non equilibrated, high energy component is present in
both spectra from the (o,a') reaction. We have estimated that this component account
for ~ 20% and ~ 70% of the total spectra at backward and forward angles respectively .
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Multinucleon transfer reactions in 40Ca+124Sn studied via 7-particle co-
incidences
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The implementation of 7-particle coincidence set-up in recent years allowed to
get a deeper insight into the role played by pairing or complex degrees of freedom in
nuclei populated in a transfer reaction (see e.g ref.[l] and references therein). With
high resolution spectroscopic methods, one can generally follow the cross sections as a
function of spin and excitation energy (I,E*) of the residual nuclei, and try to deduce how
much the correlation strenght between nucleons changes with I and E*. In experiments
done with spin spectrometers, for instance, it has been evidenced in various systems
that two-nucleon transfer feeds mainly two regions of excitation energy and spin of the
residual nuclei, attributed to the selective population of the "cold" yrast band and the
2-quasiparticle band 2*. The extracted transfer probabilities corresponding to the "cold"
transfer region show interesting oscillations when plotted as function of the distance of
closest approach 3*. Also, a strong enhancement of about a factor 700-1000 for the 2-
neutron transfer probability with respect to the product of the uncorrelated 1-neutron
ones was reported 4*. In general, resolving the excited states in nuclei produced via
transfer reactions and deducing the corresponding population probabilities helps a lot
in putting stringent boundary conditions on the theoretical calculations (e.g. strength
of the form factors, level density parameters etc.).

We recently measured5* transfer reactions with 7-particle coincidences, in the sys-
tem 40Ca+124Sn. This system has been previously studied6* with the time of flight
spectrometer PISOLO and the total cross sections for all the channels populated were
therefore already available. In [6] important results have been obtained by comparing
the experimental data with calculations7* and it would be therefore interesting to test
theory at a deeper level by measuring the cross sections to the excited states. We accel-
erated a 40Ca beam at 170 MeV and with intensities of ~ 2pnA onto a 180/xp/cm2 124Sn
target nucleus. The Ge detectors + BGO array of GASP have been used in coincidence
with two particle detectors placed near to the target. These were multiwire-parallel
plate detectors8*, with an active surface of 80 cm2 each, giving X and Y position sig-
nals with a resolution of 1 mm and a timing signal with a resolution of 350 ps. They
allowed a) to make a trigger on quasi-elastic events, b) to make Doppler corrections
on the coincident 7 lines and c) to determine the dependence on the impact parameter
of the 7 intensities. The detectors have been placed at 7 cm from the target and at a
central angle of 90°, covering in plane the whole transfer angular distribution, which,
at this energy, is ~ 30° wide. This geometry allowed then to detect ~ 36% of the total
transfer yield. The BGO array has been used mainly for selecting events in particular
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regions of multiplicity and excitation energy. About the rates, with a ~ 3% photopeak
efficiency of the Ge array, we got for instance for the -2p channel (whose total cross
section is 28 mb) a rate of 1.5 7-particle coincidences per second. With these rates,
in a 4 days beam-time, we could observe with a reasonable statistics the prominent 7
lines corresponding to the transfer of 4 particles, a result of the highest quality. Fig.l
shows examples of the 7 spectra for some representative channels, doppler corrected for
the heavy partner and with the full statistics. Experimental analysis is in progress to
extract the population probabilities to the lowest excited states of the residual nuclei
and to study the total flux distribution in the multiplicity-E,um matrix.
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Fig.l - 7 - 7-particle coincidence spectra for the indicated channels and with the
indicated gates on the 7 lines.
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Presence of complex degrees of freedom in 48Ca + 124Sn
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The observation of a "drift" of the experimental isotope distributions with respect
to calculations for the weak multinucleon transfer channels in 40Ca+124Sn : \ suggested
to perform a second experiment with the 48Ca beam. The main motivation was that,
in this last case, one expects 2^ a symmetric population of pick-up and stripping of
both neutrons and protons, thus helping in principle to disentangle the role played by
nucleon evaporation from the primary fragments and other complex mechanisms in the
reaction. From the preliminary data 3\ one could already observe the main features of
the reaction, in particular the dramatic drop in cross section for the 3 neutron pick-up
channel, and the presence of a strong a channel in the +2p and -2p isotope distributions.

During 1996 the experimental data have been analyzed, and the differential and
total cross sections and the Q-value distributions for the relevant multinucleon transfer
channels have been deduced. We stress the fact that, with the except of the + ln and +2n
transfer channels, the cross sections are generally very low and a factor 3-30 less than
those of the 40Ca case, therefore the experiment would have been unfeasible without an
efficient set-up like the new time of flight magnetic spectrometer PISOLO. We focused
in a first step on the total cross sections, where the comparison between experiment and
theory is more meaningful at this stage. In Fig.l we show the results of this comparison.
The calculations have been performed, as in [1], within the model of [4] which, to our
knowledge, is the only one able to treat the full body of our data. The model considers
at this stage only independent particle transfer modes and includes the effects of neutron
evaporation from the primary fragments. Standard optical potential parameters have
been used, and no adjustments have been made on the level density parameter and
on the strength of the formfactors, whose values are those reported in the standard
parametrization5). The solid line (dashed line) in Fig.l represents the calculated yield
after (before) neutron evaporation. For pure neutron transfer channels (label -Op) we
see how theory correctly reproduces the data, in particular the big drop in cross section
for the +3n and +4n channels. Neutron evaporation contributes significantly to the
final yield, lowering the cross section by a factor 2-3. A similar agreement for the
neutron channels was also found in the 40Ca experiment. For the -lp and +lp isotope
distributions, we still have a quite good global agreement between data and theory. A
new and striking feature shows-up however for the -2p and 4-2p channels, where one
clearly observes a larger drift of the data on the neutron stripping side for the -2p case
and on the neutron pick-up side for the + 2p case, in a nearly symmetric way. The
-f2p distribution has a maximum for the nucleus 52Ti which differs from 48Ca by an
a transfer. Calculations don't reproduce at all the isotope yield, and, since neutron
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evaporation can only shift the mass distributions towards lower neutron numbers, the
discrepancies should be attributed to other effects. This supports the idea that degrees
of freedom other than single nucleon transfer modes should be taken into account in
the correct description of the reaction mechanism. In particular clusters of nucleons,
i.e. pairs of protons and/or neutrons and a clusters, are best candidates for explaining
the discrepancies. A theoretical work in this direction is in progress.

Parallel to the study of the total cross sections, also the behaviour of the differential
cross sections and of the Q-value distributions is being investigated. The experimental
Q-value distributions show, for instance, a strong dependence of the shape on angle for
1 particle channels, with a change of the strength from the region of low Q-values at
the grazing angle (~ 2-4 MeV) to the deep inelastic region, i.e. large energy losses of
15-20 MeV, at forward angles. The correct descritpion of this angle dependence and
its relation with the differential and total cross sections, especially for those channels
where cluster degrees of freedom show up, represents an important aim for low energy
heavy ion reaction mechanisms studies.
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Fig.l - Experimental (points) and calculated (histograms) angle and Q-value in-
tegrated cross sections for the transfer products (see text). Experimental errors take
into account statistics and systematic errors coming from monitor and spectrometer
solid angles determination, beam focusing, integration of the mass and charge spectra
and integration of the angular distributions.
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Multi-nucleon transfer reactions of 40Ca + 90-96Zr
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Angular distribution and Q-value spectra of the transfer reaction products have
been measured for 40Ca + 90-96Zr at two energies close to the Coulomb barrier. This
experimental investigation was triggered by the very different fusion excitation functions
recently observed in these two systems [l].The relative sub-barrier fusion enhancement
in 96Zr compared to 90Zr has been attributed to the possible role of transfer channels.
While in the case of 90Zr fusion cross sections are well described in terms of couplings
to the major phonon excitations of the target the equivalent calculation for 96Zr fails
completely to reproduce the fusion data. The peculiarity of 96Zr is to have 6 neutrons
outside the closed shell with respect to 90Zr and large positive Q-values (up to 12 MeV)
for the neutron transfer reactions that can be the key to explain the fusion enhancement.

The multinucleon transfer experiment was performed at the XTU Tandem accel-
erator which delivered 5-10 pnA of 40Ca beam. The beam-like particles were detected
by the time-of-flight PISOLO spectrometer [2] which allows to identify in charge and
mass the quasi-elastic reaction products with high resolution and efficiency. The spec-
trometer connected to a sliding-seal scattering chamber can rotate in the angular range
0°-145°.

For both targets the beam-like particles were detected in a wide angular range
around the grazing angle and angular distributions for one and two neutron transfer
channels are shown in Fig. 1. The transfer cross sections are much larger for the target
96 Zr than for 90Zr, thus confirming simple Q-value considerations. Fig. 2 shows the total
integrated cross sections for the isotopes Z=20 and Z=18 measured in both systems; it
should be noted that the yield of nearly all observed transfer channels is about one order
of magnitude higher in the case of 96Zr. The pick-up of up to six neutrons from 96Zr was
observed and the cross sections decrease exponentially with the number of transferred
neutrons, with no enhancement of neutron pairs (see Fig. 2). These observations and the
slopes of transfer probabilities (not shown here) may indicate that sequential nucleon
transfer is a large component of the whole transfer process.

The Q-value spectra show that by increasing the transferred mass the centroids
< Q > move towards more negative values and the FWHM (AQ) of the distributions
increase considerably. This behaviour was already observed in other systems at energies
close to the Coulomb barrier [3]. As an example of this, in the system 40Ca + 96Zr, which
has very positive ground state Q-values for neutron pickup channels, at the grazing angle
< Q >(+ln)= -0.5 MeV with AQ= 6 Mev while < Q >(+3n)= -5.0 MeV and AQ=
12 MeV.

Moreover a small yield at still more negative Q-values appears clearly at forward
angles in the case of 96Zr, which might be related to the presence of a very dissipative
reaction mechanism. The conclusion is that the qualitative comparison of the two
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systems shows larger transfer probabilities in the case of 96Zr than for 90Zr with evidence
of large energy losses (20-30 MeV) involved in the transfer mechanism of 40Ca + 96Zr ,
especially at forward angles.
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Multinucleon transfer in 64Ni + 238U
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In the study of multinucleon transfer in 40Ca+124Sn ! ) and 48Ca+124Sn 2), new
and important features of this reaction mechanism have been identified. The most
important outcome is perhaps the observation of a "drift" of the experimental isotope
distributions with respect to calculations 3'4*, which consider only independent nucleon
transfer modes. The phylosophy adopted was in fact to see how far one can go in the
description of the reaction mechanism by including the simplest degrees of freedom.
The need to take into account other complex mechanisms is particularly evident in the
case of the 48Ca data, where the drift is present in a near symmetric way along the
proton stripping and pick-up chains.

Following these results and with the need of collecting further data in a wider
mass region, we proposed 5^ to investigate the system 64Ni+ 238U. With these neutron
rich heavy ions, our purpose was to extract the population pattern, cross sections and
energy-loss distributions of the isotopes produced via multinucleon transfer reactions.
Since 64Ni and 238U have very different structures with respect to 40'48Ca and 124Sn, one
should better understand the role played by complex degrees of freedom (if present) in
the transfer mechanism, like correlated pairs of nucleons or even a-channels. Moreover,
it would be interesting to see how the high Coulomb field existing at the distance of
closest approach between the two ions affects the population pattern and the Q-value
distributions of the final products. The Q-value systematics indicate that proton strip-
ping and neutron pick-up processes are strongly favoured; more in detail, neutron pair
channels have rather positive Q-values (+3.8, +5.6 and +5.1 MeV for 1-, 2- and 3- pair
transfer) whereas for proton stripping, although ground state Q-values are negative, the
"effective" ones are very positive (+7.4 and +10.25 MeV for 1 and 2 pairs respectively).
Therefore we expect to observe the transfer of several pairs of neutrons and of protons,
thus populating the neutron rich Cr-Fe region of the nuclide chart.

We then accelerated a 64Ni beam at E/a6=390 MeV with the Tandem-ALPI accel-
erator complex of LNL, onto a 200/igr/cm2 n a ( U target. Light reaction products have
been detected with the PISOLO time-of-flight (TOF) magnetic spectrometer, equipped
with two microchannel-plate detectors (MCP) for TOF signals and a multiparametric
ionization chamber of AE-E type for nuclear charge and energy signals. Between the
MCP, two doublets of magnetic quadrupoles are placed, and the effective solid angle is
~ 3 msr. With this efficiency, and with the high nuclear charge and mass resolutions
of the instrument, it becomes possible to identify very weak transfer channels with rea-
sonable statistics. Angular and Q-value distributions have been measured at 12 angles
around the grazing. Preliminary data show a population of nuclei ranging from the pick
up of 6 neutrons to the stripping of 8 protons. More striking is the presence of strong
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a-like channels in the Z=26, 24 and 22 isotope distributions, with a clearly evident peak
(see Fig.l) for the nuclei 60Fe (-la), 56Cr (-2a) and 52Ti (-3a) respectively. It will be
of utmost importance to perform theoretical predictions in the same spirit of refs.[l-4]
to understand the interplay between single nucleon transfer modes and more complex
processes involving pairs and clusters of nucleons. Such an analysis is in progress.

MASS (channels)

Fig.l Mass spectra obtained for Z=22, Z=24, Z=26 and Z=28 in the reaction
64Ni+238U at E/fl6=390 MeV and at 6>,a6=80°.
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Fission of massive transfer products in 208Pb + 58Ni collisions
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We have completed the analysis of the earlier reported1) 208Pb + 345 MeV 58Ni
gamma coincidence experiment which was a part of our study of deep-inelastic heavy
ion collisions. From the product yields determined for secondary product nuclei the
distribution of primary fragments was obtained by accounting for the neutron evaporation
and analysed in terms of N/Z ratio equilibration. Comparison to model calculations
showed the importance of dynamical deformation of nuclei at the moment of collision2'.
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Fig. 1. Map of the heavy, target-like fragments
produced in 208Pb + 345 MeV 58Ni collisions.

Here we report on another aspect of the investigated reaction. We have observed
an especially large flow of neutrons and protons between the fragments ^ equalizing the
originally very large difference in the N/Z numbers of the target and projectile (1.54 and
1.07 respectively). As a consequence, the map of target-like products of Fig. 1 includes
many isotopes of elements heavier than Pb but not neutron rich (N < 126). We have
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found that a significant part of those excited fragments undergoes fission which produces
residues in the A ta 100 mass range (see Fig. 2). It is worthwhile to note that in those cases
there are three final reaction products - two fission residues and a projectile-like fragment
that was involved in the massive transfer of nucleons. This fission process complicated
the analysis of the primary, pre-evaporation fragment distribution described in Ref.2',
however did not affect the conclusion on dynamical deformation.
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Fig. 2. Mass distribution of products of the
208Pb + 345 MeV 58Ni collisions.
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Evidence of Critical Behavior in Nuclear System ?
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Looking at the similarity between the equation of state of nuclear matter and the
one of Van Der Waals, the possibility of observing in nuclear systems signatures of critical
behavior started to be a subject of intensive investigation, both from the experimental
and the theoretical point of view. The first experimental observation of critical behavior
occurred more than a decade ago *), by observing a power law in the charge distribution.
Recently, the observation of the so called "caloric curve" 2' and the determination of
critical exponents 3 ' have increased the attention of the scientific community to the liquid-
gas phase transition in finite nuclear matter.

In the analysis of Au+Au reaction at 35 MeV/A all the signals proposed to reveal
a critical behavior have been found 4). Classical Molecular Dynamics has also been used
to compare the data and to characterize the critical signatures 5*. The experiment was
performed at the NSCL Cyclotron of the Michigan State University, using the coupled
MULTICS-MINIBALL apparata (total geometrical efficiency > 87% of TT). We have ana-
lyzed the most complete peripheral events of Au+Au collision at 35 MeV/A, by selecting
those events where the velocity of the largest detected fragment was greater than 70% of
the beam velocity and the total detected charge was between 70° and 90°. The upper cut
on the total detected charge excludes the central events where a critical behavior can't
be found.

Figure 1 shows the second moment of charge distribution M2, defined by Mi =

Y^, Zf /158 where the summation runs over all particles of an event but the heaviest one.

This quantity shows a predicted behavior proposed by X. Campi in the framework of
percolation; the presence of a peak corresponds to the divergence of isothermal compress-
ibility and so it is an evidence of critical behavior. Another signal proposed by Campi is
the reduced variance 72, defined as 72 = ^ffi" where Mk — J2 Z,fc/158.

1 i

Figure 2 shows that even in this distribution a peak is present as indicator of critical
behavior. In Figure 3 another signature of the presence of critical behavior is given by the
normalized variance of the largest fragment (SNV), defined by SNV = r|m") > quantity,
which is related to the fluctuations of the order parameter.
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Fig. 1 - Second moment of charge distribution
without the heaviest fragment as a function of the of the multiplicity,
multiplicity.

Fig. 2 - Reduced variance as a function

Fig. 3 - Normalized variance of the size
of the heaviest fragment as a function of the
multiplicity.
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Figure 4 (Campi scatter plot or logarithm of the size of the heaviest fragment versus
logarithm of the second moment M2) shows a characteristic shape, with an upper branch
corresponding to undercritical events and a lower branch to overcritical events. The two
branches meet in a region (defined by the cut named 2) where the critical events are
predicted to be found. The intermittency analysis performed on events selected accord-
ing to the three cuts of Fig. 4 confirms a critical behaviour for events in cut 2, while
undercritical and overcritical behaviour are found for cut 1 and cut 3 respectively.

In conclusion the contemporary presence of all the signals proposed by models to
reveal the critical behavior has been found in the Au 4- Au reaction at 35 MeV/A.
Nevertheless even though these signatures have been associated with critical events, it
has to be stressed that the effects of finite experimental acceptance and source mixing
due to the possible contribution of projectile-like fragments and emission from the neck
region which are not yet well understood, do not allow an unambiguous conclusion of
critical behavior in the present reaction. More studies, both from the experimental and
the theoretical side are therefore still necessary to better understand if the proposed
signals are really a sufficient condition or just a necessary one, in order to characterize a
critical behavior.
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The Various Aspects of Clustering in Nuclear Matter

N. Cindro1, R. A. Ricci2-3, U. Abbondanno4, L. Vannucci3

1 Rudjer Boskovic Institute, Zagreb, Croatia
2 Dipartimento di Fisica dell'Universita' di Padova, Padova, Italy
3 INFN, Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro, Legnaro, Italy
4 INFN, sezionc di Trieste, Trieste, Italy

The aim of the work deals with the search for intermediate dinuclear structure (IDS)
in the scattering of medium-mass nuclei and the application to alpha nucleus collisions
of the geometrical models of resonances (such as the anharmonic-vibrator rotator model)
developed earlier to explain resonances observed in the collisions of lighter heavy nuclei
(C to Si).

The Search for the so-called IDS Structures was developed in the frame of the experi-
ments performed in earlier years at the Legnaro tandem facility. The measured quantities
were the angular distributions and the excitation functions of the elastic and inelastic
scattering of 58Ni+58Ni, 58Ni+62Ni, and 48Ti+46Ni at energies around the Coulomb bar-
rier. The analysis of these data has been done following a method developed recently
by S. Yu.Kun1'. We started from the fact that experiment has shown the existence of
structures of non-statistical nature in the excitation functions of the above reactions. The
phenomenology of these structures cannot be explained either by the direct, or by the
compound nucleus mechanisms.

An explanation2' more consistent with the data would be the presence of inter-
mediate dinuclear states (IDS) with an intrinsic wave function relatively stable to small
variations of the angular velocity. In these conditions overlapping levels of rotational char-
acter, even with different spins, produce a coherence effect on the angular momentum,
leading to a pole-like entity. This spin correlation produces a space-time localization of
the intermediate system and implies its rotation as a classical object in the sense of a
"macroscopic quasi molecular state"2 '.

The Application of Geometric Models on resonances of the type a+nucleus relies on
the idea that for these systems one can postulate the existence of an intermediate quasi-
molecular state. Wherefrom the possibility to apply to o+nucleus resonances models
developed to explain resonances observed in the collisions of light heavy nuclei (12C to
28Si). This application permits to understand the existence of superdeformed nuclear
shapes, rarely considered in light nuclei. An effort in this direction with a systematic
approach using experimental data recently obtained by the Abo (Finland) group, is in
progress.
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On the Role of Spherical Clusters in the Early Stage of the Fission Process

Ch. Ythier - Faculti des Sciences - University de Nice
R. A. Ricci - University di Padova - Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

The aim of this work was to find new arguments in favour of a cluster model of fission

developed by G. Mouze since 1990 (*) and in particular to discover crucial proofs showing the

eminent role of *32sn. We have analyzed critically a number of results found by german physicists

(Darmstadt T.H., Heidelberg) and reported essentially through University thesis and in

specialized workshops (2). They are centered on two distinct phenomena: the emission of the so-

called non statistical y-ray component (short: NSGC) and the emission of ternary a-particle

(short: TAP) in fission.

The mass distribution of the heavy fission fragments in coincidence with the NSGC peaks

at A=132 (Schmid-Fabian, 1988, Wiswesser, 1992). In fact, a Doppler shift analysis by Hotzel

(1994) has shown that the NSGC emanates principally from the heavy fragments with mass

A=132. However, the hope that the NSGC could be an effect connected with the fission process

itself seemed to vanish after an explanation based on the particular level density of nuclei in the

vicinity of N=82 and Z=50 was proposed by Van der Ploeg.

But we have found that the mass distribution in coincidence with the NSGC emitted in

fusion-fusion reactions (Fitzgerald, 1993) peaks at some A-values which cannot correspond to nuclei

with a special level density, e.g. at A ~ 140.

On the other hand, the mass distribution of heavy fission fragments of ^^Cf measured in

coincidence with the emission of polar a-particles (Heeg, 1990) peaks at A=132 and A=140, and the

emission of a-particles cannot be related to the level density of excited fragments.

Furthermore, the mass distribution of heavy fission fragments measured in coincidence with

the NSGC emitted in the cc-accompanied fission of 252Cf peaks at A=126, 132 and 140; and this

shows mat NSGC and TAP emissions have very similar properties.

Now, Mouze has demonstrated (DANF, Casta Papiernicka, 1996) that polar a-emission

and equatorial a-emission are very energy-rich processes. For example, 252^f needs an energy of 26

MeV for emitting an a-particle of 15.7 MeV. The similarity of the properties of the NSGC is

related to energy-rich processes, such as giant resonances. These observations constitute an

encouragement to search an explanation of the NSGC in the fission process itself. This will be the

theme of further research.

The above observations were already the subject of two papers actually in press.
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Production of strangeness in Pb-Pb and p-Pb collisions at 160 GeV per
nucleon: measurement of the ratio A/A

F. Antinori1-2, N. Carrer1-2, A. Cracco3, M. Morando1-2, F. Pellegrini1-2, R.A. Ricci2'3, G.
Segato1-2, L.Vannucci 3

1 INFN, sezione di Padova, Padova, Italy
2 Dipartimento di Fisica dell'Universita' di Padova, Padova, Italy
3 INFN, Laboratori Nazionali di Ltgnaro, Legnaro, Italy

In collaboration with the Department of Physics of the University of Padua, we
analyzed 60-106 events produced in Pb-Pb central collisions measured at CERN by the
WA97 experiment during the 1994. From these events we selected a subset of 2-105 in
which are present topologies compatible with the existence of secondary vertexes (V°)
and then compatible with the existence of neutral particles decaying into two charged
products. However, in order to have high acceptance and good reconstruction efficiency,
only events with at least a secondary vertex inside the region of the tracking telescope
(formed by pixel silicon detectors ^) were taken into account. For the same reason the
study regarded only particles in the central interval of rapidity (2.5 < y < 3.4) and with
middle traversal momentum (0.5 < p j < 2 GeV/c)

We identify a V° (decaying particle) calculating its invariant mass in four hypothesis:
A-KP,TT-) , A-+(p,7r+), K£-K7r+,7r-) and 7-J-(e+,e").

The different decaying particles can be distinguished in the Podolanski-Armenteros
plot 2* because they are associated to different loci (ellipses) because of the four-momentum
conservation. In the Podolanski-Armenteros plot (see Fig. 1) the qj coordinate is the
transversal component of the linear momentum of the particles outgoing from a V° and
the a coordinate is defined as:

a=4^4 (1)
P+P

where p£ and p~[ are the longitudinal components of the linear momentum for the positive
and the negative charged particle outgoing from a V°. Both components, qj and p^,, are
calculated with respect to the direction of the motion of the decaying particle that produce
the V°.

Thus, with geometrical cuts on the Podolanski-Armenteros plot, we separated A and
A from K°s and 7. The residual background (few percentage units) was rejected selecting,
in the invariant mass histogram, a range of 30 MeV around the A and A peaks.

As a result of the analysis we obtained a production ratio nA/nA=0.142±0.007 for
the Pb-Pb reaction and n^/nA=0.23±0.02 for the p-Pb reaction that is about twice greater
that for the Pb-Pb system.

We studied also the dependence of nA/riA on the multiplicity and then on the cen-
trality of the collision. Within the experimental uncertainties, we found a trend practi-
cally flat and substantially independent of the selecting method of the events as one can
appreciate from the Figs. 2a and 2b that were obtained with different selection criteria.
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Figure 1: Podolanski-Armenteros plot for V° identified in Pb-Pb collisions at 160 GeV/u
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Figure 2: A/A ratio as a function of multiplicity
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Study of pp and pd annihilations at rest at LEAR: activities of the LNL-
Obelk group in 1996

V.G. Ableev, C. Cavion, U. Gastaldi, M. Lombardi, G. Maron, V. Nomokonov*. F. Pe-
nayo, M. Placentino, S. Prakhov", R. A. Ricci, L. Vannucci and G. Vedovato

INFN, Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro
" Visitor from JINR, Dubna

The Obelix Collaboration has produced in 1996 results and new data in the field of
dynamics of pp annihilations at rest, of light meson spectroscopy with pp annihilations
at rest, and of p interactions at very low energies in H2 and D2~ •

The frequency of the pp—^ n+7r~E/L and pp—>A'SA'L annihilation channels have
been measured with p~ at rest in liquid H2, and in gaseous H2 at STP and at 5 mbar 2-3).

From these two frequencies, the scaling with density of the Fo-+ and F,— anni-
hilation fractions have been derived by using the model independent method developed
in LNL for the derivation of the density dependent FJPC annihilation fractions and the
density independent Bjh

PC J P C channel branching ratios 10'.
The channels 7r+7r~7r°, K+I\~n° and h'sK^ff* [h's —*• 7r+7r~) of pp annihilations

at rest have been measured at three target densities (liquid H2, STP and 5 mbar gaseous
H2 target) and preliminary results of spin parity analysis of the corresponding Dalitz
plots have been produced "~9). The shape of the three Dalitz plots change by changing
the target density reflecting the variations in the distributions of initial states which are
caused by a change of the target density.

The preliminary analysis of the Tr+ir~n°, K+K~n°, A'sA'*^ data are done by
fitting simultaneously the three Dalitz plots of each channel at the three different target
densities but do not exploit yet the constraint that the FJPC annihilation fractions, which
describe the scaling with density of all the annihilation channels, are channel independent.

The existence of mesonic structures in excess of the places available in SU (3) nonets
is out of discussion. It is instead completely open the question which among the exotic
candidates is the glueball ground state. The study of the decay channels of glueball
candidates into A'A' and aa {a —> mr) is decisive to assess the answer to this question " ' .

It has become clearer and clearer the intimate link between spectroscopy and dy-
namics and the need to determine at the target densities employed for glueball searches
the absolute values of the frequencies of annihilation channels and their decomposition
into the contributions from different J sources allowed by conservation of general sym-
metries.

A global analysis of all the existing data of pp annihilations at rest and protonium
spectroscopy has permitted to assess the existence of the effects of spontaneous polariza-
tion in pp annihilations at rest in hydrogen targets, to determine the scaling of the six
FJPC annihilation fractions, and to give criteria to assess the identification of structures
observed in different channels as the decay modes of the same glueball candidate 12'.

The data analysis in the group has been pursued along the following directions:

• Determine the trend of the dependence on the target density of the I\'+ I\~n° anni-
hilation frequency from data collected without using the vertex detector.
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• Improve the performances of the software of event reconstruction in the vertex detec-
tor in order to become able to do with ~ 4TT acceptance: i) measure the multiplicity
of charged particles, ii) the direction at the annihilation vertex of charged parti-
cles, iii) measure the momentum of low energy prongs, iv) identify by dEjdx recoil
protons in pd annihilations, v) identify by dE/dx low momentum kaons.

The data collected in H2 and D2 at STP at the end of 1995 with trigger on the
incoming antiproton have statistics sufficient in the pionic channels to motivate these
developments and we have tried to convince the collaboration to increase during 1996 the
statistics by a factor of ten in order to ensure good statistics also for the kaonic channels.

The construction of a second vertex detector, SPC #2, has been completed in the
spring 1996. The SPC #2 has been designed to surround a new liquid H2 target of small
size (<f> < 2 cm) constructed at CERN. The detector has been installed, debugged and
tested with a p beam of up to 105 p/sec and has operated successfully in all the 1996 runs
with liquid H2 target. The volume of the new target was about 103 smaller than that of
the previous one. which had been operated always without vertex detector.

During 1996 the experiment has collected the largest samples of pp data at rest
with the best target and detector configurations. The triggers and data acquisition modes
which were employed are summarized below, together with the number of collected events.

Beam

200 MeV/c
200 MeV/c
105 MeV/c
105 MeV/c
105 MeV/c
105 MeV/c
105 MeV/r
105 MeV/c

Target

LH2

LH2

D2 at STP
D2 at STP
H2 at STP

4He at STP
3He
H2

Trigger

•qirn

E/i (6 prongs)
3 prongs
5 prongs

TJ7T7T

P
2 prongs btb

E/t (6 prongs)

SPC

SPC #2
SPC #2
SPC #1
SPC #1
SPC #1
SPC #1

NO
SPC #1

SPC strips
read out

Yes
NO
NO
NO
Yes
Yes
NO
Yes

# events
collected

28 10ft

20 106

34 106

6 106

22 106

6 106

8 106

24 106

Period

June '96
June '96
July '96
July '96
Aug. '96
Sept. "96
Sept. '96
Sept. '96
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Identification of the channels of annihilation at rest pp-> TT+TT" and
pp-> K+K- with the SPC vertex detector

V.G. Ableev, C. Cavion, U. Gastaldi, M. Lombardi, G. Maron, F. Penayo, M. Placentino,
R. A. Ricci, L. Vannucci and G. Vedovato

INFN, Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

The frequencies of production of the 7r+7r~ and A'+ K~ final states of pp annihilations
at rest have been measured before LEAR in liquid H2 by bubble chamber and electronic
experiments and at several target densities by LEAR experiments.
In the reaction pp—> ir+ir~ and pp—)• K+ K~ at rest, the two mesons of opposite charge
are emitted back to back in the lab system and the direction of emission has an isotropic
distribution.
Since the particle momentum, the angular distribution of emission and the production
frequencies are known, these two channels are particularly useful to calibrate a magnetic
spectrometer in momentum, acceptance and detection efficiency, and to measure and
monitor trigger biases and efficiencies.
We have selected in a sample of pp annihilations at rest in H2 gas at STP events with
two prongs detected in the SPC and plotted in the scattergram of fig. 1 the difference
fa — fa °f the emission angles in the transverse plane versus the difference A] — A2 of the
dip angles. The accumulation of events at fa — fa = n and Ax — A2 = 7r is due to the 7r+7r~
and A*+A'~events which have the two particles emitted along the same line in opposite
directions. The n+n~/K+ K~ signal is particularly evident in the fa — fa plot of fig. 2
after a cut 3 < Ai — A2 < n.
The magnetic field in which the SPC is operated is about 0.5 Tesla. Since the most
massive part present inside the SPC is the 12 /xm thick mylar tube, which contains the
H2 gas of the target, the multiple scattering of relativistic particles is totally negligible,
and the sagitta of the trajectory defined by the two visible tracks of the back to back
events is ~ 2 mm for events with the two particles emitted normally to the SPC axis, and
increases to 4 mm for emission at 30° to the SPC axis. Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the
sagitta s in the transverse plane of back to back events selected with cuts 3 < fa — fa < n
and 3 < Ai — A2 < 7r. The two peaks at \s\ ~ 4 mm are associated to n+n~ (or
K+1\~) and •K~TT+ (or K~K+) events. Fig. 4 shows the subset of events with 7r+7r~
and A + A'~observed in the AFS tracker which surrounds the SPC. The background of
7r+7r~MM and K+ K~ MM events is removed, and the signal is reduced by a factor of
about 2 because the acceptance of the AFS is about 2TT.
The absolute accuracy in spacial localization of the hits and the existence of optical
distortions in the spacial reconstruction in the SPC is being investigated by studying
the pp—>• 7r+7r~ and pp—>• K+K~ events. We have crossed the milestone of observing
distortions of the reconstructed tracks due to the inhomogeneities of the magnetic field of
the OAFM magnet, which features differences of up to 6% between the field intensity at
the periphery of the chamber and in the centre.
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Identification of low momentum spectator protons in pd annihilations at
rest in D2 gas at STP with the LNL SPC at LEAR

V.G. Ableev. C. Cavion. U. Gastaldi, M. Lombardi, G. Maron, F. Penayo, M. Placentino,
R. A. Ricci, L. Vannucci and G. Vedovato

INFN, Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

Low energy protons emitted in pn annihilations with neutrons in a D2 gas target at
STP enter the SPC active volume if their momentum is high enough to traverse the 12/i
thick mylar that separates the D2 target volume from the AR/C^Hs gas which fills the
SPC. The minimum energy to traverse the 12/i wall with normal incidence is about 1
MeV. The energy loss of protons with momenta below 500 MeV/c is more than ten times
higher than that of pions with momenta higher than 100 MeV/c.

We expect therefore to identify easily protons by dE/dx versus momentum even
with a poor resolution of the dE/dx algorithm, because proton signals either saturate the
FADC's or give signals of very high amplitude. The momentum resolution is not critical
since the pions of momentum below 100 MeV/c are rare and the large majority of protons
is produced in the momentum window 50-500 MeV/c.

Fig. la and lb show the dE/dx versus momentum p scattergrams for positive and
negative particles produced in pd annihilations at STP. The band associated to minimum
ionizing particles is clearly visible in both the positive and negative spectra. A diffuse
accumulation of points at high dE/dx and low momenta is instead present only in the
positive spectrum. These features indicate two things:

1. we identify efficiently and easily low momentum protons

2. the momentum algorithm does not mistake the sign of protons, otherwise the high
dE/dx region of the negative spectrum would be populated

Fig. 2a and 2b show the momentum distribution after removal of the events in the
bands of positive and negative pions. The comparison of fig. 2a and 2b shows that fig.
2a gives the momentum spectrum of protons with little background. Since protons with
momentum below 300 MeV/c cannot enter the AFS tracker we do not have an absolute
calibration of the SPC momentum spectrum, nor do we have a direct mean to check
the scale linearity and existence of distortions, since there is no calibration line at low
momenta.

The reactions pp—>• n+n~ and I\+K~ give calibration lines at high momenta. Dis-
tortion of these calibration lines and differences between the positive and negative spectra
indicate that further work has to be done to improve the map of the drift cells and to take
into account the fact that the magnetic field is not constant over the full volume of the
SPC. Substantial improvements of the dE/dx algorithm are also necessary to take into
account the inclination of the tracks and the radial expantion of the cells. The motivation
of this work is that it will allow not only to identify better protons, but also to separate
charged Kaons from pions in the momentum window 50-500 MeV/c 1(.

n l \ Gastaldi. N.I.M. 188 (1981) 459 and A315 (1992) 48
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Spontaneous Polarization in pp Annihilations at Rest in H2 Targets

U. Gastaldi and M. Placentino INFN, Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

pp annihilations at rest occur from six types of initial states, which differ by their J p c

quantum numbers: the 0~+ spin singlet and 1 spin triplet S-wave initial states, and
the l+~ spin singlet and 0 + + , 1 + + , 2 + + spin triplet P-wave initial states. The density
of the target controls the distribution between these six types of initial states. A H2
target is spontaneously polarized for pp annihilations at rest since the values of the six
fractions of annihilation F(JPC), which express the relative intensities of the six J p c

sources of annihilation, can be sizably changed simply by varying the density of the
target. This effect is explained by a generalization of the Day-Snow-Sucher mechanism J)

which takes into account that the four annihilation widths of the P-wave hyperfine levels
of protonium may be not all equal 2). We have extracted the scaling with density of the
six annihilation fractions from bubble chamber and LEAR experimental data by using
a model independent approach based on the work of refs. 3) and 4). When the density
of the H2 target is increased from 5 mbar to liquid, the annihilation fractions change by
factors ranging from 3 to 8; the ratio between S-wave and P-wave annihilations increases
by more than one order of magnitude; the ratios between 0 + + , 1 + + and 2 + + annihilations
change by factors up to 3; the ratio between 0~+ and 1 " annihilations changes by a small
factor. The data available are not yet sufficient to determine completely the annihilation
fractions. The solutions for 12 Fo++ and 12/5 F2++ can be exchanged because existing
data do not permit to resolve the ambiguity whether the 7r°7r° or the A'sA's channel has
its dominant branching ratio from 0+ + initial states.

We know the scaling of Fo-+, Fx— and Fi+- but not the absolute values. Fig 1
displays the values of F(JPC). Once Obelix data will have been completely analyzed, it
should be possible to determine the absolute values of all the F{JPC)'s and to resolve
the ambiguity of the Fo++ and F2++ solutions. The use of the density dependence of
pp annihilations at rest provides two simple quantitative criteria which permit to check
the consistency of i) the interpretations of data of different final states and of ii) the
identification of structures, which appear at similar masses in different intermediate states,
as different decay channels of the same glueball candidate. The two criteria are given by
the relations

\ta(jPC\ 1F(JPC) lfX° (X°-ydecay a) 1 fX° {X°-*decay J)

2 fa I J PC \ ~ 2fljPC\ a 2fX° {X°-*decay a) ~~ 2fX° {X°-+decay 0)

between the frequencies fa(Jpc) of any channel a at two target densities 1 and 2 and
between the frequencies of production of a resonance A'0 observed in different final states
corresponding to different decay channels a and 3 of the resonance.
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An Accelerator-Based Neutron Source for BNCT
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1. INTRODUCTION

The present accelerator-based neutron source consists of an irradiation cavity, placed inside a

graphite reflector containing a heavy water moderator in turn enclosing a beryllium target bombarded

by 7 MeV deuterons1'2). This source was designed for the irradiation of the explanted liver, but its

possible use for the treatment of skin melanoma is also under investigation3). The source

characterization is performed at the CN Van De Graaff accelerator of the LNL.

2. LIVER TREATMENT

The neutron source should guarantee a uniform thermal neutron fluence of 5-1012 cm"2 in

three hours at maximum (i.e. a minimum fluence rate of 5-108 cm"2s'1) inside the irradiation cavity.

The thermal fluence rate per unit deuteron current obtained1-2) with a heavy water container of

stainless steel is (1.71 ±0.15)x106 crrr2s"1uA'1 . The tank material was later substituted with

aluminium 1050 to further reduce neutron absorption and the prompt gamma ray production.

The thermal and epithermal (0.4 eV - 10 keV) neutron fluence rates were measured with bare

and cadmium-covered indium foils and calculated with MCNP-4A4) at various positions inside the

irradiation cavity. A detailed description of the measurement techniques can be found in ref. 1. A

systematic discrepancy between the calculated and measured data can be observed in Fig. 1. The

calculated thermal neutron fluence rate is 50% higher than the measured one, whereas for the

epithermal component, the MCNP results are only 25% higher than the experimental values. This

discrepancy was initially attributed to the contamination of the heavy water. MCNP simulations were

performed by varying the light water content in the moderator. The results showed that the decrease

of the epithermal component should be steeper than that of the thermal one, thus contradicting the

behaviour of Fig. 1. Therefore, the effect of a non complete filling of the tank was investigated by

simulating different levels of pure heavy water. A linear epithermal fluence rate increase and a quasi-

constant behaviour of the thermal component were observed by decreasing the heavy water level.

Finally, the two effects were combined, considering the light water content (12.75%)

responsible for the thermal fluence rate decrease and the level (-4.5 cm) causing an epithermal

fluence increase contrasting the steeper decrease mentioned above. The results of the simulation of

the combined effect are also shown in Fig. 1 (see open and solid triangles), pointing out a better

consistency with the experimental data. While pouring heavy water out of the aluminium container,

aluminium hydroxide contamination (due to the tank corrosion) was observed. In conclusion, althuogh

the aluminium 1050 alloy should be substituted because of its non sufficient resistance to corrosion,

the use of aluminium increases the thermal fluence in the irradiation cavity up to a factor 2.6.
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3. SKIN MELANOMA TREATMENT

The irradiation field necessary for the treatmnent of skin melanoma was optimized with MCNP-

4A simulations, referring to an irradiation position laying on a lateral surface of the graphite reflector

of the structure utilized for liver irradiation. The thermal fluence rate was measured at the chosen field

position with the activation techniques mentioned in Section 2. A discrepancy with the calculated data

similar to that previously described was observed and removed by considering the combined effects

mentioned above. The average thermal fluence rate per unit deuteron current in the irradiation field

with pure heavy water is (S.OOiO.i^xiO5 cm~2s'1uA"1. Some modifications of the lateral

configuration of the moderating structure are currently under investigation to increase the thermal

component in the melanoma treatment field, without perturbing that in the irradiation cavity.
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Fig. 1 Calculated and measured neutron fluence per unit deuteron current at 45 positions inside the liver

irradiation cavity. (1) calculation with 100% D2O and full tank (level 32 cm). (2) calculation with 12.75% light

water content and D2O level 27.5 cm. The fluence rates averaged over all positions are indicated.
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Preliminary Results on Cell Inactivation Induced by Litium Ions in V79
Cells irradiated at the XTU-Tandem accelerator of the INFN-Laboratori
Nazionali di Legnaro

F. Cera, R. Cherubini, M. Dalla Vecchia, S. Favaretto and P. Tiveron

NFN-Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro, Legnaro (Padova), Italy

Systematic investigation of the biological effects caused by different ionising radiations provides

an useful approach in order to identify the physical characteristics of the radiation responsable of

injuries as well as the mechanisms involved in the interaction of radiation of different qualities with living

matter. Such information are relevant both to medical application and radiation protection but, above

all, to develop, test and validate proper biophysical models.

Accelerated charged particles, in particular, offer unique opportunities for experimental studies

on cellular and molecular effects in cultured cells.

The irradiation facility set up at the +60° beam line of the LNL XTU-Tandem accelerator1) allows

one to perform a systematic comparative analysis of the biological effectiveness of particles of different

mass, charge and energy so that the macroscopic and microscopic distribution of energy deposition in

living matter can be varied over a wide range.

For this reason, in order to extend previous studies performed at the LNL CN accelerator and to

investigate on the anomalies already observed by using Hydrogen and Helium ions2-3) in close

collaboration with ISS-Roma and CNR-FRAE-Bologna, we are studying the V79 cells inactivation

induced by 6Li and 7Li ion beams of different qualities. The characteristics of the Litium ion beams

used are reported in Table I.

TABLE I: characteristics of the ion beams used

Beam

6y

7Li

E-beam

(MeV)

60.00

52.40

48.00
60.00

55.00

49.00

E in air

(MeV)
57.5

49.6

45.00
57.1

51.9

45.6

E ion cell

(MeV)
57.0

49.1

44.5
56.7

51.4

45.1

LET j o n ce||

(keV/um)
54.6

61.6

66.6
62.1

67.1

74.5

E cell mid-
plane (3|im)

(MeV)
56.9

48.9

44.3
56.5

51.2

44.8

LET cell mid-
plane (3nm)

(keV/um)
54.7

61.7

66.9
62.2

67.3

74.8

The related preliminary radiobiological results are shown in the figs. 1 and 2. Each data point is

representative of 2-6 independent experiments.
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Fig1: Survival Curves for V-79 cells irradiated

with 6Li ions
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Fig 2: Survival Curves for V-79 cells irradiated

with 7Li ions

All individual dose-response curves have been fitted by the function S=exp(-aD). The results of

the best fittings are reported in Table II

TABLE II: results of the interpolation with the relationship S=exp(-ocD)

6-Litium

LET Ceii midplane
(3nm)

(keV/um)

54.7

61.7

66.9

results of interpolation
a

(Gy1)

0.534

0.402

0.520

7-Litium

LET ce|| midplane
(3nm)

(keV/um)
62.2

67.3

74.8

results of interpolation
a

(Gy1)

0.490

0.410

0.612

Such preliminary results, showing some anomalies in the biological effectiveness induced by

Litium ions in the LET range investigated, need to be confirmed and extended by further

experiments.
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X-Ray- and Proton-Induced Micronuclei and CREST Positive
Micronuclei in Chinese hamster Binucleated Cells.
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Recently, it has been shown that ionizing radiation, besides chemical compounds, may act as an
aneuploidy-inducing agent in mammalian cells (Krishna et al., 1992; Natarajan et al., 1993; Kirsch-
Volders et al., 1996). However, mechanism, dose-response and quality effect for radiation (high-LET
vs low-LET)- induced malsegregation are still poorly investigated.

Over the past years, the micronucleus (MN) assay has been widely used as a measure of both
structural and numerical chromosome aberrations in vivo and in vitro systems. Recently, the
introduction of innovative techniques such as the use of antikinetochore antibodies (CREST), has
offered the possibility to distinguish aneuploidy in MN.

The present study was aimed at i) evaluating the capability of low-LET X-rays and high-LET
protons (7.7 and 27.6 keV/jim) to induce MN in cytokinesis-blocked hamster cells; ii) establishing the
aneugenic potentiality of these radiation sources; iii) estimating, as comparison, the surviving fraction
of hamster cells after exposures to low- and high-LET radiations.

Chinese hamster cells (CI-1) were irradiated with different doses of X-rays (Gilardoni apparatus,
250 kV, 6 mA, 70 cGy/min). Cytochalasin-B (3 ng/ml) was added 8 hrs later and kept for further 20 hrs
before fixation.

CI-1 cells growing as a monolayer attached to the Petridish mylar foil (52 |im thick; 133 mm2 area)
(Belli et al, 1987), were irradiated at the radiobiological facility of the 7 MV Van de Graaff CN accelerator,
using 7.7 and 27.6 keV/^im monoenergetic proton beams in air, in the dose range 0-150 cGy. After 8
hrs, Cytochalasin-B (3 ng/ml) was added and kept for further 20 hrs before fixation.

MN and CREST positive MN were scored in 500 binucleated (BN) cells for each experimental
point. Irradiations were repeated at least three times during independent experiments. Cells were
processed for antikinetochore staining as previously described in Degrassi and Tanzarella (1988).
After low- and high-LET irradiation the some samples were washed in PBS buffer, trypsinized and
plated at the appropriate concentrations for cell survival investigation. After 8 days of incubation at
37°C visible colonies were fixed, stained and scored for survival evaluation.

The technique of cytokinesis-block MN assay has been used to study the induction of MN in
Chinese hamster cells after irradiation with low- and high-LET ionizing radiations. Our data show that
27.6 KeV protons were more effective in inducing MN at all the tested doses than X-rays and 7.7 KeV
protons. Interestingly both X-rays and protons were able to induce CREST positive MN in hamster
cells. Although the majority of induced MN resulted negative according to the well known clastogenic
activity of ionizing radiation, values of about 15% and 30% of MN resulted CREST-positive for X-rays
and protons respectively.

The surviving curves showed that "limited" cell inactivation occurred at low doses which were
able to strongly induce chromosomal damage evaluated as MN at the first cell division after treatment.
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Fig.1 Fig.2

Fig. 1 - Frequency of MN induced in 100 BN cells after irradiation with different doses of X-rays ( • ) ,
7.7 Kev (O) and 27.6 KeV protons ( ^ ) . MN were induced in a dose related manner for all
radiation sources. A higher rate of MN was produced by 27.6 KeV protons than with 7.7 and X-
rays.

Fig. 2 - Induction of CREST positive MN over untreated control cultures after various doses of X-rays
and protons. A dose response induction of CREST positive MN was observed only for X-rays
and 27.6 protons. At 12.5 and 25 cGy X-rays no induction of CREST positive MN over the
control was observed.
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Fig. 3 • Surviving fractions after irradiation with different doses of y-rays, X-rays and protons. Only
slight differences were detected between curves obtained for y-rays and 7.7 KeV protons. The
surviving fractions were significantly reduced for 27.6 KeV protons.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Even though it is widely accepted that DNA dsb are the major lesions responsible for

functional changes caused by ionizing radiation at cellular level, it has generally been found that the

yield of DNA dsb is quite independent on radiation type and LET. This finding is in contrast with the

results obtained for cell inactivation and mutation induction that show a clear dependence on radiation

quality1). In order to ascertain if this apparent discrepancy can be explained in terms of "quality" (and

therefore repairability) of dsb induced by different radiations, we started an investigation on the time

course of the rejoining of DNA dsb in V79 Chinese hamster cells induced by different light ions.

We have recently obtained evidence for a LET dependence of the rejoining kinetics of proton-

induced dsb as measured by the low-speed sedimentation technique1). In this report we present the

results so far obtained using the Constant Field Gel Electrophoresis (CFGE), that allows the

evaluation of the damage at lower doses.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chinese hamster V79 cell irradiations were carried out at the radiobiological facility2) of the 7

MV Van de Graaff CN accelerator of the LNL-INFN, using monoenergetic beams of protons and 4He-

ions extracted in air. The LET values, evaluated at the cell midplane, were 11 keV/u.m for protons and

52 and 104 keV/u.m for 4He-ions. Irradiations were performed at 4°C, at a dose rate of about 20

Gy/min. 60Co y-rays were used as a reference radiation..

For the rejoining experiment, the cell monolayer was kept at 37°C for different times up to 120

min. Cells were then detached by trypsin-EDTA treatment performed on ice, centrifuged, resuspended

in low gelling agarose and tysed over night in the presence of Proteinase K and detergents. CFGE has

been performed in 0.5% agarose, 0.5x TBE at 1 V/cm for 24 hours. The fraction of residual damage

has been calculated from the evaluation of the amount of DNA entering the gel (FAR).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Dose-response curves for the production of DNA dsb as measured by CFGE in V79 cells

irradiated with Y-rays, 11 keV/nm protons, 52 and 104 keV/u.m *He** ions were linear and showed

similar slope values. As a consequence, the same dose of 40 Gy has been used for following the time

course of dsb rejoining up to 120 min after irradiation.
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Figure 1. Rejoining kinetics of DNA dsb induced in V79 cells after irradiation with protons of 11 (•)
keV/, 52 and 104 keV^m 4He~ (u;t) and -^rays (s).

The results, reported in Fig.1, show that the rejoining kinetics and the different amount of dsb

remaining unrejoined after 120 min incubation are dependent on radiation type and LET, indicating

differences in the complexity of the damage induced by the different radiations used. This finding

parallels what already found with the sedimentation technique for 11 and 31 kev7u.m protons3) and

point out that there is a "damage quality" dependent on "radiation quality". High LET radiations are

very efficient in producing complex damage (i.e., clustered DNA lesions) more difficult to be repaired

that can lead to an increase in the biological effectiveness at cellular level.

Rejoining experiments have been proved to be a useful tool for giving indirect evidence of the

DNA damage complexity although they do not give any indication of the reconstttution of the correct

DNA sequence.
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There have recently been worldwide efforts to construct proton facilities for use in radiation
therapy due to the well known favorable ballistic properties of protons that allow excellent dose
distribution in the tumor region. Numerous papers on the physical characteristics of proton beams
have appeared to date in the literature (for a review see Chu W.T.et al. [1]). Less is known about the
Relative Biological Effectiveness , RBE, especially with low energy protons (for a review see Raju
M.R.[2]).

A collaboration involving various Italian Institutes has recently started aimed at determining the
RBEs for inactivating human cells of both normal and tumoral origin exposed to protons in the energy
range of radiotherapeutical interest. The groups involved are the LNL, ISS, FRAE-CNR, INT, and the
Universities of Milan and Naples. Irradiations were carried out using the radiobiological facilities set up
at the 7MV Van de Graaff accelerator at LNL and at the 3 MV HVCTT-3 Tandem accelerators in
Naples, that provide low energy protons , relevant to the therapeutical Bragg peaks .

This paper reports on preliminary data on inactivation of cultured cell lines obtained from
tumoral or normal human tissue after irradiation with monoenergetic proton beams produced at the
LNL accelerator.

Human cells cultured " in vitro " and grown as monolayers are suitable biological systems for
this type of studies. It has been reported in the literature [3] that cell lines derived from different
human tumoural or normal tissues can have a different radiosensitivity and their clinical
radioresponsiveness is correlated to the survival curve parameters. These parameters include the
surviving fraction at 2 Gy, the slope of the survival curve at low doses, and the mean dose.

The cell lines used in our study were the SCC25 and the SQ-20B derived from human
epithelium tumours of the tongue and larynx respectively and the HF19 derived from human lung
fibroblast. They were chosen on the basis of a relative simple manipulation and different intrinsic
radiosensitivity. The cells were irradiated in tog-phase growth , attached to a 52 um thick mylar base in
special 13 mm diameter stainless steel vessels. Protons with incident energies ranging from 0.9-5
MeV ( LET from 7.7 to 28 keV/um) were used. The irradiation facility, beam dosimetry and irradiation
conditions have been described elsewhere [4]. Gamma rays from *° Co or X-rays were used as
reference radiations.

When scoring irradiated samples were analysed for survival, colonies with more than 50 cells
were considered as survivors. Three to six independent experiments were performed for each LET
value, with an average of 5 dose values and 5 replating dishes at each dose in every experiment. Two
to three independent experiments were performed with y-rays from "°Co or X-rays.

The surviving fraction at each dose was evaluated as the mean of the results of all the
independent experiments and the error was determined as one standard error of this mean. The
values were fitted by the linear quadratic function S(D)= exp(-aD-pD') where S is the surviving fraction
and D the dose. Best fits were performed with the weighted least chi-square methods.The best fitted
parameters, a and (3, were used to evaluate survival at 2 Gy.
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Fig. 1 shows the surviving fraction at 2 Gy after irradiation with y or X-rays and various LET
proton beams for the various cell lines. Results with V79 cells [4] are reported for comparison.The
cells most resistant to y-rays are also the most resistant to protons although the differences in cell
sensitivity decrease with increasing LET. Survival at 2 Gy varies from 0.85 with y-rays down to 0.29
with 27.6 keV/um protons with the most radbresistant cell line, SQ20B. With the most sensitive
SCC25 the corresponding values range from 0.27 down to 0.14.

Fig. 2 shows the RBE evaluated as the ratio of the dose required to produce the inactivation
level given by 2 Gy of y-rays vs LET for the various cell lines.There are considerable differences in
RBE values in different cell lines and RBE values may be greater than the value of 1.1 normally used
in radiotherapy applications. Moreover, the RBEs of high LET protons are higher in the cells that are
most resistant to the y- rays than in the sensitive ones. This findings could be an important factor in
favour of the use of proton beams in the radiotherapy of radbresistant tumours. However, more
research is needed in order to evaluate the RBE of cells exposed to a modulated Bragg peak.
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The importance of microscopic features of particle tracks in determining biological effectiveness
was highlighted by a comparison of protons and alpha-particles at the same linear energy transfer
(LET) [1,2,3]. It has been found that proton relative biological effectiveness (RBE) for inactivation and
HPRT mutation in V79 cells are higher and rise more rapidly vs LET than those of a-particles in the
LET range of between 10-30 keWnm. The maximum value of RBE is peaked at 30 keV/um to be
compared with 100 keV/um alpha particles. Moreover a comparison with deuterons, which at the
same LET, are expected to have the same track structure as protons, has shown a difference in the
RBE, a result that cannot be explained by currently accepted concepts of track structure [4], The
biological system used was the V79 cell line. The V79 cell thickness reported in the literature is
between 6 and 8 urn so that the spread of LET in the cell traversal for LET values greater than 35
keV/ujn becomes large and track-segment conditions could not longer apply.

To investigate the effect of the cell thickness on the RBE vs LET behaviours, experiments have
been carried out using the murine fibroblast C3H10T1/2 cell line. The C3H10T1/2 cells are known to
grow uniformly flat and well attached to the mylar base. They are highly contact inhibited so that they
do not overlap and the percentage of spherical mitotic cells in a asynchronous population is only 2 %.
Thickness of living cells, under the same conditions and the same time after plating as for irradiation,
measured by a confocal fluorescence microscope, of the type laser scansion MRC 600 Bio-Rad, was
3.4 ± 0.7 urn [5]. The LET expected variation after traversal of 3.4 urn of tissue vs LET value at cell
entrance is less than 10% for LET values of less than 35 kev7u.m with protons, and less than 42 keV/^
m with deuterons.

In this paper we report a) the results of the determination of the RBE-LET relationship for cell
inactivation induced in C3H10T1/2 cells by protons in the LET interval of between 10.9 and 33 keV/(i
m; b) a comparison of cell inactivation frequencies induced in C3H10T1/2 by protons and deuterons at
the two matching LET values of 10.9,13.24 and 19.75,18.12 keV/^m.

Pre-confluent cultures of C3H10T1/2 cells were used. Due to the rapid attenuation of the proton
beams special care has been devoted to the preparation of the samples to be irradiated. At 48 h prior
irradiation 10' cells were plated on special vessels [1,2], a cilinder, 13 mm diameter, with a 52 ^m
thick mylar base. The cilinder was made of stainless-steel for irradiation with protons and of teflon-
TFE (tetrafluoro ethylene) for irradiation with y-rays. Irradiation with monoenergetic proton and
deuteron beams was performed at the radiobiological facility set up at the 7 MV Van de Graaff CN
accelerator of the National Legnaro Laboratory (LNL). The irradiation facility, beam dosimetry and
irradiation conditions have been described in detail previously [2].Two samples were irradiated at each
dose and control samples were simultaneously sham-irradiated. An average of ten replating dishes
was replated at each dose value in every experiment. The samples were examined for inactivation
partly in Milan and parity directly at the cell culture laboratories of Legnaro. Colonies with more than
50 cells were considered as survivors.

Three to four indipendent experiments were performed for each proton LET value and seven
experiments at proton LETs of 10.9 and 19.75 keV/u/n were done in parallel with deuterons at the two
matching LET of 13.24 and 18.12 keV7u.m. Four indipendent experiments were performed with y-rays
from "Co at the Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori.
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The surviving fraction at each dose was evaluated as the mean of the results of all the
independent experiments and the error as one standard error of this mean. The values were fitted by
the linear quadratic function S(D)= exp(-aD-(3D2) where S is the surviving fraction, D the dose. Best
fits were performed with the weighted least chi-square methods. The RBE was evaluated as ratio of
the fitted a values of the y-rays and that of the proton Fig 1 shows the RBE vs LET for protons in the
LET range from 10 to 35 keV/um. Proton effectiveness for inactivatipn in C3H10T1/2 cells is an
increasing function of LET in the interval 11 -35 keV/u.m. The results do not show the evidence of a
peak of effectiveness observed at about 30 keV/um [2] with V79 cells.

10 20 30

LET (keV/um)

Fig. 1 - RBE vs LET for cell inactivation induced
by protons in C3H10T1/2 cells.

Moreover no difference has been found in the inactivation effectiveness between protons and
deuterons at the two matching LET values 11 and 13, 20 and 18 keV/um. observed for the V79 cells.
Nevertheless it should be noted that with C3H10T1/2 cells no difference has been found in inactivation
effectiveness between protons and a particle of the same LET [6]. On the contrary in the same
experiment [6] with V79 cell line it has been found that protons were more effective than a particles by
a factor of about 1.6. More research is needed in order to highlight the role of the cell thickness on the
RBEs.
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Genotoxic agents in general, and ionizing radiations in particular, induce different kinds of DNA

damage which can be converted into different mutations and other effects. Recent analyses of the

genome of mammals revealed that a variety of non-coding elements are subject to very high frequency

of mutation (1). Part of these elements consists of minisatellite sequences, which in human

populations show extreme variability both in allelic repeat copy number and in interspersion patterns of

variant repeats.

DNA fingerprinting analyses at minisatellite sequences can be considered as an alternative to

the tradrtional mutagenic assay at coding sequences such as hprt locus, to screen, wrthout phenotipic

selection, the cell genome for somatic mutations. By DNA fingerprinting it is possible to detect those

DNA rearrangements which cause variations in the band pattern, affecting the number or the moblity of

DNA fragments.

Semiconfluent V79 cell cultures were irradiated with different doses of low energy protons (31

keV/jim) at the radiobiological facility (2) set up at the 7MV Van de Graaf CN of INFN-Laboratori

Nazionali of Legnaro to detect their mutagenic potency at the level of both coding {hprt locus) and

highly repeted non coding sequences (minisatellites) (3). The results are reported in Table I.

Table I: Survival Fraction (SF), Mutant Frequency (MF) at hprt locus and DNA rearrangements in

minisatellite sequences on V79 cells irradiated with 31 keV/urn of protons

dose (Gy)

0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.8

SF (%)

100

67.4

43.6

34.1

25.5

13.8

MFx10"6

16.6

40.1

42.5

71.7

93.1

54.2

alterated clones (%)

[n° of analized clones]

6.7 [30]

4.2 [24]

62.9 [35]

44.0 [25]
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Our results indicate that the regression between the irradiation doses and the mutant frequency

was significant.

The analysis carried out by DNA fingerprinting shows that the frequency of alterations induced

in minisatellite sequences is much higher than that measured at the hprt locus. In fact the clones

analysed with the probe 33.15 displayed an overall frequency of variations in the band patterns

ranging from 6 to 60%.

Fig 1. Autoradiograph of representatives clones from V79 cells irradiated with low energy protons (31

keV/(im, 1.5Gy). DNA was digested with the restriction enzyme Hinf /and hybridized with the

multilocus probe 33.15.
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Since mid-1930s Selenium (Se) was recognized as a toxic element, but Schwarz et al showed
that it can be considered as an essential trace element for the human and animal health1. Nutrition
studies then put into evidence the importance of Se on thyroid hormone metabolism2. The
importance of Se as essential trace element in human and animal nutrition, as well as the limited
concentration range between toxicity and deficiency levels, require sensitive analytical methods to
determine Se in biological samples.

In the present work two different quantification methods have been applied on Se
determination with an Energy Dispersive X-Ray Fluorescence (EDXRF) technique. Measurements
were performed using the EDXRF spectrometry apparatus manifactured by Ital Structure. The
excitation unit was composed of an X-Ray generator connected with an X-ray tube (Mo anode) in
secondary target (Mo) arrangement. Generator was operated at 30 kV and 20 mA. The source and
detector were placed at 45° relative the sample holder. The detection system was composed of a Si(Li)
detector of 150 eV resolution at 5.898 keV (Mn Ka line) and a standard electronic spectrometric track.

Se was analyzed through its Ka line, while Tellurium (Te) through La line. The measuring time
for sensibility calibration spectra was chosen long enough to ensure a statistical error less than 1%.
The time to analyze each biological sample was 5000 sec. The Se preconcentration technique used
is described elsewhere3. The samples obtained had very small thickness. With this approximation the
fundamental equation between the k line intensity of the element i (Ikj) and its concentration Cj can be
written as4 '6:

I =K C D 1
k,i k,i i

where K k,i is a parameter that characterizes not only the excitation sensibility but also the detection for
k line of element i, and D is the sample superficial density. The error introduced by using Eq.1, instead
of the general one, is less than 5% when the following equation is satisfied:

p D<0.1 2
k,m

where ( i k m stands for the absorption coefficient of matrix 'm' for the k-line.

From Eq.1 two different quantification methods can be developed: an absolute quantification
and an internal standard method. The first procedure permits to calculate the absolute mass (mj) of the
element deposited on the filter, therefore Eq.1 can be written in the following form:

I

i K

k im = —— Area

where it is necessary to know the filter area of the sample expressed in cm2 and the sensibility Kk,j in
(counts cm2)/(sec. g). The sensibility is experimentally obtained by measuring the samples of pure
metals, with known composition.
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In the second method a known quantity of Te is used as chelating agent to accomplish a
quantitative coprecipitation with the Se present in the sample. For this reason it is possible to use Te
as an internal standard for Se determination. In this way Eq.1 will be written in general form as:

I K

m _ L i m 4
i I K j

l,j k.i

where rrij is the Te mass, lk/l|,j the ratio between the k line intensity of element i and I line intensity of
element j used as internal standard and Kij/Kkj the sensibility ratio for the same elements described
before. The obtained results are reported in the following table:

Se determination (ug/g) in Bovine liver (Standard sample of IAEA) and Thyroid samples. Standard
deviation are calculated for n=3 _

Sample Absolute Internal standard
method method

Bovine liver 0.73 + 0.05 0.69 + 0.07
thyroid 4 4.55 ± 0.38 4.51 ± 0.41

thyroid 10 2.72 + 0.19 2.86 + 0,24
thyroid 12 0.60 ± 0.08 0.62 ± 0.07
thyroid 22 1.53 ±0.18 1.42 ±0.15
thyroid 24 4.11 ± 0.35 4.22 ± 0.30
thyroid 32 1.02 ±0.09 0.86 ± 0.09

To verify the accuracy of the procedures described above the standard sample from IAEA
Bovine Liver with organic matrix was utilized (certified value for Se concentration is 0.71 u.g/g). The
results obtained were compared with the "real" value. A t-Student test applied to each method
verifies that none of them shows a detectable systematic error.

The preconcentration method, used to prepare the sample, permits to reach a sensibility level
of 0.5 u.g/g in organic samples.
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This work makes a comparison between two different techniques for preparing biological
sample and quantitative analysis. The first method, namely the internal standard technique1, with low
temperature ashing2, is applied to destroy the organic matrix, obtained thereby thin samples. The
second method, called the emission-transmission technique3, is to measure intermediate thick
samples prepared without chemical treatments. The results were checked with those obtained by
using the International Standards of IAEA. Minimum detection limit and precision are reported for all
the elements considered in each of the aforesaid techniques used.

Measurements were performed using the Energy Dispersive X-Ray Fluorescence (EDXRF)
spectrometry apparatus manifactured by Ital Structure. The excitation unit was composed of an X-Ray
generator connected with the X-ray tube (Mo anode) in secondary target (Mo) arrangement. Generator
was operated at 30 kV and 20 mA. The source and detector were placed at 45° relative the sample
holder. The detection system was composed of a Si(Li) detector of 150 eV resolution at 5.898 keV
(Mn Ka line) and a standard electronic spectrometric track. The time to analyze the each biological
sample was 5000 sec.

Results and Minimum Detction Limits (MDL) are reported in table 1, 2, 3. All data are reported in
ppm (u.g/g). In tables 2,3 the concentrations reported in the first row were obtained from sample
prepared with LTA technique. In the second row are presented data from samples measured with E-T
method. Data in brackets refer to certified values from IAEA. Standard deviation, in each case, have
been calculated with n=3.

Table 1
Element

Mn
Fe
Cu
Zn
Se
Br
Rb
Sr

MDL
LTA

3
2
1
1

0.7
1

1.1
0.8

MDL
E-T
4
3
1
1

1.5
1.3
1.2
2

From table 1 it can be noticed that the MDL for sample measured with E-T are higher than the
ones obtained from sample prepared with LTA. This is due to the presence of the organic matrix. It is
possible to note in table 2,3 volatile elements (Se, Br) losses due to the sample treatment as well as K
and Ca. For the other elements comparable values between the two methods are obtained. To verify
accuracy three standard samples were measured.
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Table 2.
sample
Bovine Liver

Human Diet

Fish 177

thyroid 1

thyroid 2

thyroid 3

thyroid 4

thyroid 5

Table 3.
sample
Bovine Liver

Human Diet

Fish 177

thyroid 1

thyroid 2

thyroid 3

thyroid 4

thyroid 5

K
1046 + 200

10034 + 205
(9960)

1217+ 172
7458± 1430

(8300)
1646± 161

9452± 1390
(9320)

-
5705± 700

-
5168+650

-
4110±500

-
2985± 458

-
4487± 558

Zn
118 ± 7

130 + 10
(123)

1217+ 172
7458+ 1430

(8300)
1646+ 161

9452± 1390
(9320)

-
5705± 700

-
5168+650

4110±500

2985± 458
-

4487+ 558

Ca
20 ±5

.
(120)

284 + 61
2469 + 674

(2310)
249 + 56

3447 ± 520
(3490)

-
786 ±151

-
1948 + 329

-
1709 + 302

-
2134 + 360

-
2100 + 337

Se
<MDL
<MDL
(0.71)
<MDL
<MDL
(0.11)

1.44 + 0.29
1.52 + 0.26

(1.46)
1.91 +0.21
4.78 + 0.67

<MDL
2.93 ± 0.35

<MDL
0.82 ±0.10

<MDL
1.58 ±0.19
1.94 + 0.40
4.50 ± 0.60

Mn
8.9 ±1.2
11.2 + 2.0

(9.9)
10.8 ± 1.2
12.9 + 2.2

(11.8)
<MDL
<MDL
(2.62)
<MDL
<MDL
<MDL
<MDL
<MDL
<MDL
<MDL
<MDL
<MDL
<MDL

Br
<MDL

8.5 + 0.6
(9)

<MDL
7.5 + 1.2

(0.11)
<MDL

12.5 + 1.3
(12.8)
<MDL
40 ±3
<MDL
10 + 1
<MDL
9 ± 1
<MDL
8 ± 1
<MDL
15±2

Fe
182± 14
215+ 24

(194)
29.4+ 4.7
30.7+ 5.0

(33.5)
102.1+ 15.2

100+ 12
(95.4)

297± 29
328+ 38
149+ 15
158+13
293+ 29
275± 30
117+ 11
116+ 10
457± 45
428± 41

Rb
11.3 + 13
12.1 + 0.8

(12.5)
7.6 + 0.5
7.8 + 0.4

(8)
1.65 + 0.20
1.57 ±0.2

(1.49)
7.5 + 0.9
7.8 ±0.8
7.6 ±0.8
7.5 + 0.7
4.1 +0.5
3.9 + 0.3
2.8 + 0.2
3.4 + 0.3
2.2 ±0.2
2.5 ±0.1

Cu
152±7

165+ 25
(158)

3.9±0.7
3.9+ 0.5

(2-9)
4.10± 0.99

3.4± 0.6
(3.08)
16± 1
19± 1
21±2
20±2
10± 1
9±1
17±2
15+ 1
20±2
24±3

Sr
<MDL
<MDL
(0.14)

2.9 ±0.2
4 + 1
(3)

29.0 ±2.1
29.8 ±2.2

(29.9)
<MDL
<MDL
<MDL
<MDL
<MDL
<MDL
<MDL
<MDL
<MDL
<MDL
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Dose response of PADC neutron dosimeters used at L.N.L. for
personal monitoring
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Personal monitoring plays an important role in the concept of protection against occupational

exposure by external radiation. Its primary function is providing information on exposures of individuals

to ionizing radiation. It enables control of exposure in order to make sure that exposure limits are not

exceeded and supports measures for reduction of exposures even far below these limits.

In 1996 the new Italian radiation protection law imposed new reduced limits for occupational and

public exposure. The dose limit for occupational exposure has been reduced to 20 mSv/year

averaged over 5 years with a maximum of 50 mSv within one year. 20 mSv received by continous

occupational exposure during 12 months would results in a mean dose per month of about 1.7 mSv.

An individual dosemeter which is used monthly recording of doses should be able to register at least

about 10% of this dose. Such new limits increase the demands made on personal monitoring.

For neutron personal monitoring at the L.N.L. the poly-allyl-diglycol-carbonate (PADC)

dosimeter is used (1). The dosimeters are supplied every 8 weeks by the National Radiological

Protection Board (NRPB), UK. The PADC is a passive device for the detection of thermal, epithermal

and fast neutrons, able to give neutron radiation personal dose equivalent at a depth of 10 mm; it is

insensitive to other radiations (gamma, X, betas and alphas), has a low radon sensitivity, is relatively

unaffected by enviromental factors such as heat and humidity.

To test the realibility of such a type of dosimeter, we periodically carried out a "blind" test

consisting in irradiating a certain number of the dosemeters at the L.N.L. facilities with known doses

and returned them for reading at the NRPB. For the irradiation experiments a 100 mCi Am-Be source

and the neutron facility (2) set up at the CN 7 MV Van de Graaff Accelerator of the INFN-Laboratori

Nazionali di Legnaro were used.

During 1996, 151 dosemeters have been irradiated. In particular, 39 of them have been

irradiated with 0.570 MeV neutrons, 43 with 2.120 MeV neutrons and 53 with 4.034 MeV

neutrons.The monoenergetic neutrons were produced by using the 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction. Dosimeters

were located at 32 cm from the target and at 0' with respect to the direction of the beam in such a

condition that the neutron field can be considered homogeneous. In addition 12 dosimeters were

irradiated using the 100 mCi Am-Be source. The range of doses given in all situations was between

0.2 and 1 mSv.

Figures 1,2,3,4 and 5 report the interpolation curves of the doses given vs. read dose (as

furnished by NRPB). Each data point, reported in the graphs, is the mean of all the dosimeters

irradiated for a given dose and energy.
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source (each data point is the mean of 4 irradiations). mSv) and by different neutron energy

The PADC dosimeter when irradiated with the choosen monoenergetic neutrons, at the already

described conditions, overread the given dose, while the responses are in good agreement with the

given doses when the Am-Be source is used for the irradiations. In low doses (i.e. 0.20 mSv), and

indipentently from the energy of the incoming neutrons, the dosimeter response results satisfactory

(see fig. 6). Further experiments and in different conditions are planned.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Sublethal irradiation of eucaryotic cells causes damages to DNA leading to arrest of cell cycle

progression in S or in G2 phases and, consequently, block of ceU proliferation. It is believed that the
block in G2 allows repair of damage before cell division. Though a large number of studies on DNA
damage and repair after cell irradiation exists, only recently attention has been focused on other
damages, including membrane modifications, induced in viable cells at sublethal doses.

NMR can provide detailed information on changes in lipid metabolism. It has been shown that
tumor cells in culture display an 1H NMR spectrum characterized by signals deriving from mobile lipid
domains of plasma membrane. These signals are modulated in intensity by changes in cell growth.
Furthermore, the modulation of cellular lipid metabolism can be followed by observing differences in
relative ratios of the intensities of the NMR signals due to chemical species present in related
metabolic pathways. In particular, the behavior of phospholipid metabolites phosphocholine (PC),
gtycerophosphocholyne (GPC) and choline (Cho) are currently studied with the aim of clarifying their
role in cell proliferation. These studies led us to examine the possible use of these signals for
evaluating changes in cell cycle progression or in cell proliferation by irradiation of cells with low and
high LET particles.

We have examined 1H NMR signals from lipids and from lipid metabolites, both in intact cells
and in perchloric acid (PCA) extracts, where more accurate evaluation of peak areas is provided. We
present here some results of the effect of proton irradiation on lipid metabolism of HeLa cells in
culture.

2. METHODS
HeLa cells were grown in EMEM medium with 10% foetal calf serum, as adherent cells. PCA

extracts were prepared by treatment of cells with 15% cold perchloric acid for 30 minutes. The pH was
neutralised with K2CO3, the samples centrifuged to remove the precipitate, lyophilized and finally
resuspended in 2H2O.

Distribution of cell cycle population was analyzed by flow cytometry on a fluorescence-cell
scanner (Becton-Dickinson).

Cells were irradiated with a proton beam of 3 MeV in specially designed Petri dishes.at the Van
de Graaff CN Accelerator of INFN-Legnaro Laboratories, according to the procedures described in
ref. 1.

1 H NMR spectra of PCA extracts in 2H2O were obtained at 600 MHz on a Bruker AMX 600
spectrometer. Water signal was gated irradiated.

3. RESULTS
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Figure 1 shows the region of the choline-based metabolites GPC, PC and Cho for PCA extracts

of HeLa cells a) before irradiation and b) 60 hours after proton irradiation with a dose of 20Gy. Relative

intensities of both GPC and Cho signals with respect to PC peak changed significantly with time up to

72 hours, increasing from 0 up to 0.44 for GPC and from 0.16 up to 0.65 for Cho in different

experiments. Very similar changes were found in the same spectral region of PCA extracts from HeLa

cells after irradiation with gamma rays, but a comparable effects were attained at the higher dose of 40

Gy.

4. CONCLUSIONS

These experiments point out to an alteration of lipid metabolism by both gamma and proton

irradiation, when cells are arrested in growth after irradiation. This finding is in agreement with recent

models (2) on coordination of lipid synthesis with cell cycle.
1 H NMR spectroscopy provides new information on the complex mechanisms accompanying

the block of proliferation in radiation sensitive cells, possibly leading to identification of markers for a

future use in radiotherapy.
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Figure 1 - 1H NMR spectrum (region of Cho-based metabolites) of PCA extracts of HeLa cells, a)

control; b) 60 hours after irradiation with 3 MeV protons (20 Gy).
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A study for deuterium enriched Ti target to be used in proton micro-
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A feasibility study for micro radiotherapy treatment of small size tumors by means of protons

produced in nuclear reactions induced by tow energy light ions is under progress^1*2'3). Among the

esoenergetic, proton emitting reactions, D(3He,p)4He stands out for the cross section values (830 mb

around 645 keV *He energy W). Protons of energy ranging from 17.1 to 14.8 MeV at 0° and 90°

respectively, release their kinetic energy within a path shorter than 4 mm. It is therefore possible to

deliver a localized dose of radiation to superficial tumors; for not superficial tumors an application is

envisioned in which an evacuated needle (2 mm internal and 3 mm external diameters) sealed with a

deuterium enriched metal target is inserted close to the area to be treated similarly to the biopsy

procedure. In view of this proposed application the choice of the experimental parameters related to

the characteristics of the system beam • target has to take into account in addition to the delivered

dose rate and distribution, safety aspects such as technical performances of the target and

temperature increase in the tissues surrounding the target. The use of high 3He current beam results

in a high dose rate administered to the tumor, but the related power released in the target, increases

the temperature in an undesirable way for biological tissues. A cooling system could be utilized (5) but

the diameter of the needle should be drastically increased with related problems for the needed

practice. Therefore in order to keep the temperature increase within limits of few degrees even in the

first millimeters of tissue the beam current must be reduced, therefore the deuterium concentration in

the target is a crucial aspect to be taken into account. Titanium was chosen because its high

stoichiometric ratio with respect to D in hydride formation (6>7). The preparation of the targets and the

deuteration procedure were carried out at the LNL Target Laboratory. Both 11 um high purity Ti foils

and 2 jim Ti on a 25 um Al substrate, were deuterated. The second choice has the advantage of

better mechanical performances and more uniform distribution of deuterium. The targets were

prepared by etching with HF. The evaporation was carried out by means of an electronic gun in a

vacuum bell.

The deposition of 2 um Ti on the Al surface, was followed by a cooling period (30 min). Argon

was introduced in order to reduce the formation of aqueous vapor. The targets were deuterated in the

Hydrogen Reduction System of L N U B ) . At 6*10'6 Torr the quartz tube containing the targets was

placed in the oven at 300°C for 16 hours. This out gassing is necessary to avoid the presence of

residual water in the target. At 400 °C D was introduced with 400 g/cm2 pressure for 1 hour. This
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temperature and the following cooling time are important parameters for the optimization of deuterium

enrichment. Preliminary studies by means of electrochemical method are also going on at the

Chemical Physical Institute of Politecnico in Milano.

In order to evaluate the deuterium depth profile obtained in the targets prepared, the following

expression was used :

d Y . 8n [ do(E)(.
™5 f t —

 = N3H e J Cd(x(E)) — ^ - dE

which gives the number of protons d Y ^ ̂ / d Q emitted in a unit solid angle versus the number

of 3He ions N ^ , their incoming energy Eo, the concentration of D/cm2 Cd(x(E)) and of the

differential cross section do(E)6o/da. Targets were irradiated with ^He ions of energy ranging from

400 to 4500 keV at the CN 7 MV Van de Graaf and the number of protons emitted was measured by

means of surface barrier silicon detector 1.5 mm thick at 135° relatively to the incoming beam in the

APT scattering chamber (9). In fig 1 the obtained profiles are shown.
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Fig 1: Depth profiles for deuterium enriched target of 11 jim Ti (a) and 2 urn Ti on an Al substrate (b)
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THE RADON DOSIMETRY
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A geometrical model is presented to calculate track density distribution of radon alpha particles in the
track etch detector placed along the wall of a cylindrical dosimeter. The model calculations indicate that
diameter of the dosimeter should exceed the alpha particle range in air to get a fairly uniform
distribution

INTRODUCTION

The health risk associated with elevated radon gas concentration in air is assessed to be substantially
greater than previously thought1 . Extensive studies have been made2, but still more are required to
estimate the cancer risk associated with radon and its progeny in dwellings. The track etch detection is
an important technique for such studies. The main factors which need to be considered in developing
efficient dosimetry system with this technique are the dosimeter size, geometry and the dimensions.
We have made an attempt to develop a model for the cylindrical geometry taking into account the
range of radon alpha particles in air to decide about the dimensions.

THE MODEL

The track density of radon alpha particles in the track etch detector is a measure of radon
concentration. From theoretical point of view the track density at a given point on the surface of the
track detector is taken to be proportional to the volume of a sphere of radius 'R', comparable to range
of alpha particle in air, centred on the detector enclosed in a cylindrical dosimeter. The interesting
range is the one which maximises the volume of the sphere enclosed in the cylinder. Such is the case
for R=2a. From Fig.1 it follows that the ratio R/2a=b=sinG/2=sinG. We calculate the desired volume as a
function of 'Z' which is the distance of the centre of the sphere of radius 'R' from the edge of the
cylinder.

From Fig.2 the required volume is given by V = V + V + 2V + 2V
a 1 2 3 4

After long geometrical calculations we have obtained the following relations for V ,V ,V and V :
1 2 3 4

V =(2/3)TUR ( l -3b /2

b-2b l-2b Wl-b

1 - 4b /3 1-b -—
7I1 2

- 2 b !1 v/2b
- 1 /

cos 1
2

- 2 b

V =2/37cR[l-3b72 + b' /2J

whith b' = (Vl + b-Vl-b)/2
Range of alpha particles in air varies from 5 to 6 cm 3 . The volume Va was calculated as a function of
27R taking arbitrary values for Z>R~5 cm. The distibutions so obtained for two values of b (=R/2a),
corresponding to the cylindrical radius a=3 and 4 cm, are displayed in Fig .3. The model seems to work
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well and indicate that fairly uniform distribution of track density are obtained for the diametrical values of
the cylindrical dosimeter exceeding the range of alpha particles in air.

We intend to develop this model further in the region Z^R.and experiments are being planned to
compare the model calculations with the experimental distributions.

Rg.1: Cross section of a cylinder of
radius 'a' and a sphere of a radius 'FT.

Fig.2: Shading shoes the volume of
a sphere of radius 'R1 enclosed in a
cylinder of radius 'a'.

b»0 83

Vz/Vi***l

Fig.3: Calculated track density distributions normalizsto the total volume =f(z) where z is the distance
from the edge of dosimeter.
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RADIOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF TRACK ETCH DETECTORS
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Results are presented on the age-cum-temperature characteristic response of CR39 track etch
detectors for their application in the radiographic study of biological samples. It is found that the
response factor for proton radiography is considerably disordered on account of the age and
temperature effects.

INTRODUCTION

Charged particle radiography utilizing track etch detectors as image detection material was proposed in
the early 1970's1. Since then various techniques using heavy ions (C, O, Ne, Xe) and light (H, He)
charged particles have been developed and applied to biomedicine2"4. We performed an experiment5

to study the proton radiographic characterisitics of CR39 for different biological materials and obtained
encouraging results. New experiments therefore have been planned by us to develop this technique
for investigating the radiographic properties of various materials using proton as well as alpha particle
beams. However, since the response of track etch detectors is greatly affected by factors like age and
temperature, we have performed this experiment to study the age-cum-temperature dependence of
response factor making use of our old detectors utilized previously for proton radiography. Here we
present some results about variation of the response factor with the age and temperature.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The 7 MV Van der Graaf accelerator of Legnaro Laboratories was used as a source of monoenergetic
proton beam. A stack of CR39 (American Acrylic)bearing the rose leaf samples was irradiated with 4.5
MeV protons keeping the fluence as high as 10^ to 101 1 particle per cm^. After irradiations the
detector foils were etched in 6.25 M NaOH at 70 °C for 30 to 480 minutes. The track registration
sensitivity Y| '(r\=pity) was determined by measurement of the track density ' p 'and proton fluence
'$ The response factor 'K ' for optimum quality of the radiographic images was calculated from

K = pS
t

where' p ' is the track density and 'St ' the visible average track area. For the best radiograph the
response factor was found to be K=1, confirming the idea of Ilic and Najzer6. This experiment was
performed some years ago and the detectors preserved5 .

For this experiment the above mentioned best radiographic samples were subjected to further
etching for extended periods from 9 to 24 hours in equal steps of 6 hours to produce the effect of
over heating. After every 6 hours we stopped the etching, washed the detectors with distilled water,
and dried them before etching further in steps of 6 hours each. The response factor was then
calculated as a function of etching time. The distributions are displayed in Fig. 1 for three values of
the incoming fluence .

CONCLUSIONS

As is evident from Fig.1 there is considerable disorder in the response factor K. It is due mainly to the
age as well as temperature effects. On account of mishandling over the years the detector surface was
badly affected as well as the internal structure. The annealing effects were set in due to over heating.
Moreover, the prolonged etching also made the tracks shallower thus distorting the track area. The
calculated values of the response factor were therefore significantly varied from unity. These findings
make it sufficiently evident to conclude that detectors should not be used after very long periods of
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preservation, etching for much longer periods and subjection of the detectors to high temperatures
must be strictly avoided. Moreover, the fluence should not be kept very high as it damages the
internal structure resulting in track deformation.
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Fig.1: Response factor as a function of etching time for three values of the incoming fluence
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It is well known that the thyroid gland concentrates several essential elements, but the

composition of the human gland, especially for some essential trace elements, has not been widely

investigated'2. Especially Zinc and Selenium play an important role in the homeostasis of the thyroid

functions3. In the present work we report the concentration of Se, Zn, Fe, Rb, Cs and Co as measured

by INAA in normal and proliferating tissues of human thyroid with respect to the specific disease and

the function of thyroid.

The analyzed samples were collected in 44 patients who needed surgical removal of the gland

and, according to histology, two distinct fragments - "normal" and "proliferating" tissues - were isolated

for each. The goiter pathology was diagnosticated in 36 thyroids, 19 with prevalent cell proliferation

(Solid Multi Nodular Struma, SMNS) and 17 with prevalent accumulation of colloidal material (Colloidal

Multi Nodular Struma, CMNS). Also, 2 follicular adenoma and 6 thyroid cancers were diagnosticated.

The normal thyroid function of these patients was checked by measuring their circulating hormones in

blood (TSH, T4 and T3).

Washed and drained tissues were stored in clean polypropylene tubes and freeze dried at -15°

by standard procedure. Analytical samples of 20 to 30 mg of tissues were encapsulated in quartz

ampoules after overnight heating at 50°; successively, they were irradiated for 40 hours (long time

irradiation) together with a Standard Reference Material (NBS bovine liver 1577a and 1577b) and

chemical standard at the BER II Research Reactor of the Hahn-Meitner-lnstitut in Berlin by thermal

neutrons. Tipically, a flux density of about 2 x 1014 c m V (< 5% of variability at the irradiation position

and 3% of epithermal neutrons). The y-ray spectra were collected (2 h each using an HP Germanium

detector and a standard electronic chain) at least 10 days after the irradiation to reduce the overall

radioactivity of the short lived excited nuclei. The following radionuclides were detected: 75Se (T1/2 120

d), 65Zn (T ia 244 d). 59Fe (T1/2 45 d), MRb (T1/a 19 d), 1MCs (T,,2 2 y) MCo (T1ffl 5.3 y).

The results are reported in Table I according to their histology, i.e. CMNS, SMNS and Tumors

(thyroid adenoma and carcinoma), and in Table II as for TSH ranges. They reveal that in normal

tissue Se progressively increases from CMNS to SMNS and finally Tumors, while Co shows an

opposite trend. In proliferating tissues Rb and Cs progressively accumulate following the same trend

of Se as well as Fe and Zn. An interesting correlation between Rb and Cs in both normal (r, = 0.65, p

< 0.005; n = 44) and in proliferating tissues (r, = 0.81, p < 0.005; n = 44) can be related to a similar

behaviour of these alkaly elements as already described in mammary proliferating tissues4. In the

proliferating tissue of thyroid cancers Se and Zn are inversely correlated (r, = -0.80, p< 0.05; n = 6),

while a positive relationship reveals between TSH and Zn. The concentrations of Se and Zn in thyroid

tissues seem related to the levels of serum-TSH; in particular an high serum-TSH level seems to

regulate the shift of Se and Zn from normal to proliferating tissues. Co and Zn have similar trends, but

the TSH preferentially favours the accumulation of Co in normal tissues. It is worth of note that the
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highest concentrations of Se, Rb and Cs have been measured in the proliferating tissues of thyroid

cancer. The increasing of thyroid mass seems a necessary condition in preserving the synthesis of

thyroxin. On the other hand, we suppose that other local growth factors might influence the cell

proliferation in thyroid and that a certain influence could be inferred for some elements in the control of

protein gene expression. The Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis gave accurate and reliable

elemental concentrations, and more specific information could be achievable by coupling the

elemental distribution to the biologically active molecular species.

Table I
INAA data (mean±sem) for dry weight of samples divided by histology

Groups

n. samples

Se

(mg/Kg)

Zn

(mg/Kg)

Fe

(mg/Kg)

Co

Rb

(mg/Kg)

Cs

norm.

prol.

norm.

prol.

norm.

prol.

norm.

prol.

norm.

prol.

norm.

prol.

CMNS
17

1.80±0.14

2.61 ±0.28

127.8±12.5

185.5±29.5

223.2±28.4

193.1 ±24.6

97.2±24.9

44.4±7.2

8.53±0.70

9.60*0.73

43.7±4.2

51.1 ±4.5

SMNS

19

2.75±0.37

1.81 ±0.19

154.3±23.6

171.8±26.4

245.5±26.9

224.8±37.2

94.7±44.3

50.4*12.7

9.87±0.66

10.64±1.04

56.5±5.1

70.1 ±8.7

Tumors
8

3.22±0.62

2.73*0.17

132.1±26.9

244.8±68.2

229.9±34.3

287.4±69.3

67.6±29.0

48.3±11.0

7.60±0.81

13.08*1.85

37.9*4.3

75.2±13.5

All
44

2.47±0.22

2.29±0.16

140.0*12.2

190.2*20.1

234.1±16.9

223.9±22.5

90.7±21.7

47.7±6.4

8.94*0.43

10.68±0.64

48.2±3.0

63.7*4.9

Table II
INAA data (mean±sem) for dry weight of samples divided by TSH range (mU/l)

Groups

n. samples

Se

(mg/Kg)

Zn

(mg/Kg)

Fe

(mg/Kg)

Co

Rb

(mg/Kg)

Cs

norm.

prol.

norm.

prol.

norm.

prol.

norm.

prol.

norm.

prol.

norm.

prol.

TSH < 1.5
goiter+cancer

24

2.76*0.36

2.13±0.22

138.5±18.9

145.9*17.2

224.8±21.9

224.7±28.4

52.U10.1

45.1 ±9.8

8.39±0.67

9.81 ±0.67

47.8±4.8

60.4±6.2

1.5<TSH<4.0
goiter+adenoma

14

2.21 ±0.23

2.25±0.28

140.6±19.3

235.0±44.3

248.7±34.6

241.5*50.5

155.6*63.4

52.7*10.7

9.47±0.61

12.62*1.13

49.7±3.8

77.6*9.9

TSH > 4.0
goiter

6

1.92*0.11

2.99±0.44

144.7*22.7

263.1*68.0

236.2*41.5

179.8*32.3

98.8±18.7

46.2±7.6

9.90*0.83

9.65*1.25

46.2*6.8

44.3*7.3

TSH<1.0
cancer

6

3.31 ±0.77

3.03±0.42

114.9*18.2

156.9*13.7

208.4*22.4

278.2*71.3

72.2*39.2

52.2*14.6

7.01*0.98

11.34*1.97

36.9±5.8

59.9*9.7
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The reversed field pinch experiment RFX for fusion research is affected by control of impurity

neutrals coming out from the first wall subjected to the energy and particle fluxes escaping from the

plasma. Being the RFX Inconel vacuum vessel almost fully protected by graphite tiles, the main

impurities in the plasma are carbon and oxygen. To reduce their concentration, conditioning

procedures of the first wall are routinely used and among them boronization is particularly effective in

reducing the oxygen content. Boronization consists of the deposition on the first wall of a boron

containing film and it has been performed in RFX 1) with a radio frequency assisted Glow Discharge in a

throughflow of a mixture of He and B(CH3)3 or B2H6.

Silicon samples exposed to boronization have been analysed before and after exposure to the

hydrogen plasma by means of nuclear reaction analyses (16O(d,p)17O, 12C(d,p)13C, 11B(p,oc)8Be),

Elastic Recoil Detection and Rutherford Back-scattering Spectroscopy. In order to complete the

sample analysis Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy have also

been performed.

Areal densities of elements measured on silicon samples are summarised in the following table.
Data refer to boronization with B(CH3)3.

Sample

Boronized sample

Boronized sample

exposed to the plasma

Hf-IO^m"2]

14.3±0.9

22.1±1.7

B[1020m-2 l

10.5±0.6

10.9±0.7

C[102°m-2]

24.1+1.8

32.312.3

O[1020rn-21

3.0±0.4

5.2±0.5

The density of the boronized layer is 1.3 g/cm3. The ratio of B and C is - 0.44, while H/(B+C) is

0.41 close to the saturation level of H in graphite. The film composition as a function of depth,

measured by XPS technique, shows that B:C:O is 28.4%, 71.2% and 0.4% respectively confirming a

constant B/C ratio of 0.4, slightly enriched as compared to 0.33 in the gas phase. This is an indication

of stable conditions during the deposition process. Boron and carbon atoms form a non-stoichiometric

boron carbide, as derived by the C1s and B1s binding energies, and the presence of carbidic bonds is

best substantiated by the binding energy difference A = EB(C1S)-EB(B1S) = 94.8 eV as observed in

other experiments. The SIMS hydrogen depth profile is flat and the H/(B+C) ratio is constant and equal

to 0.4.

After exposure to the plasma hydrogen, carbon and oxygen areal densities increase. XPS

atomic concentration depth profile shows that a - 15 nm thick layer is deposited over the boronized

film. The layer is mainly made of carbon and hydrogen; a high concentration of oxygen is detected at

the interface between it and the boronized film. Chemical investigation reveals that oxygen atoms are
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bound with boron atoms giving place to non-stoichiometric boron oxides which are stable and act as

getters for oxygen.

Actually two simultaneous effects take place on the boronized layer exposed to the plasma: the

formation of boron oxides which keep the oxygen bound to the boron, and the redeposition of a

hydrogenated carbon layer. These two effects are in competition since the redeposited layer, which

grows as a function of the exposure time, creates a barrier for energetic oxygen ions to reach the

boron coating where the 'getter* effect takes place. Thus the efficiency of boronization is affected by

the growth rate of the redeposited layer, which is itself depending on the plasma current regime 2-3).

The work is still in progress and the effects of boronization with a mixture of B2H6 and He on

silicon samples and other first wall components are under investigation. On the other hand global

effects on plasma performances have been a consistent reduction of carbon and oxygen

concentration, a decrease of the total radiated power. The energy confinement time has reached 1.5

ms, with maximum values exceeding 2 ms 1>4).
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CHARACTERIZATION OF C-N THIN FILMS DEPOSITED BY REACTIVE EXCIMER LASER
ABLATION OF GRAPHITE TARGETS IN NITROGEN ATMOSPHERE

G. Barucca*. A.P. Caricato*, E.D'Anna*, G. Leggieri*, A. Luches*, G.Majni*, M.Martino*, P.Mengucci*
and A. Perrone*
* University of Ancona Department of Materials and Earth Sciences, 60131 Ancona, Italy
* University of Lecce Department of Physics, 73100 Lecce, Italy

The prediction of a covalently bound carbon nitride solid p-C3N4, with characteristics
comparable or better than those of diamond, and of a planar form of CxNy stimulated numerous
attempts to synthesize C-N films.

In the previos report we have described the characteristics of the films deposited on room-
temperature substrates by XeCI excimer laser ablation at a fluence of 6 J/cm2 of graphite in N2 and
NH3 atmospheres. N/C atomic ratios up to 0.6 were obtained without any kind of bombardment of the
growing film. At the same pressure, it resulted that the N/C atomic ratio was higher when NH3 was
used as ambient atmosphere. But angle-resolved x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ARXPS) and
infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy investigations showed in this case N-H besides N-C bonds. The
deposited films presented always an amorphous structure.

In the present work we report a study of the characteristics of thin C-N films deposited on
<111> Si substrates by XeCI laser ablation of graphite in N2 atmospheres at a higher (12 J/cm2)
fluence.

C-N films were deposited by XeCI ( X=308 nm, TFWHM=30 ns) excimer laser ablation of a
graphite target. Series of 1x104 pulses at a repetition rate of 10 Hz were directed to the target. The
laser beam was incident under an angle of about 45° on the target, which was rotating at the
frequency of 3 Hz to prevent fast drilling. The ablated materials were collected on <111> Si single
crystals, placed at a distance d=40 mm from the target. The substrate holder was not externally
heated.

Before each irradiation series, the reaction chamber was evacuated down to p<1x10"4 Pa.
Then a flux of N2 was continuously introduced into the reaction chamber to maintain a constant pres
sure during each irradiation series. The gas pressure was varied in the 1-50 Pa range.

The deposited films were characterized with different diagnostic techniques. Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) was used to study their surface morphology. Film thickness and
composition were investigated by Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) with 2.2 MeV He*
ions at 160° scattering angle and by energy dispersion microanalysis (EDS). Composition and
chemical bonding of elements in surface region (top 5-6 nm) of the deposited layers were studied by
angle-resolved x-ray induced photoelectron spectrometry (ARXPS) by using MgKa radiation at 20 eV
pass energy (ADESS-400 VG Scientific spectrometer). Infrared measurements were carried out using
a Nicolet Impact 400 FTIR spectrophotometer in a H2O-purged environment.. The crystalline structure
of the films was investigated by x-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis. The microhardness of the deposited
films was measured by using a PMT-3 apparatus provided with a diamond indenter.

1. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The deposited films are well adherent to their substrates. SEM investigations showed that the

sample surfaces are plane, without cracks or corrugations. Very few submicron droplets can be seen
at very high magnification. Their density decreases with increasing ambient pressure. Occasionally
irregular fragment-like structures are observed on the surfaces of the films.

EDS investigations showed that already at p=1 Pa a significant quantity of N atoms is
incorporated in the deposited films. The N peak intensity increases when the pressure is raised to 5
Pa, while the intensity of the C signal remains almost the same. The oxygen contamination results
very low. The N peak is well defined in the sample deposited at 10 Pa. The C and N signals are very
low in the sample deposited at 50 Pa This can be due to the very low thickness of the deposited film
at this pressure. This assertion is confirmed by the corresponding RBS spectrum.
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RBS analysis of the deposited films evidenced a quite low thickness of the deposits. In fact,
from RUMP simulations of the experimental spectra it comes out that the thickness of the deposited
films ranges from "220 nm (p=1 Pa) to "10 nm (p=50 Pa), corresponding to deposition rates varying
from 0.02 to 0.001 nm/pulse, respectively. It must be noted that the peak corresponding to N is well
defined, while the oxygen peak can be hardly detected. From RUMP simulation of the experimental
spectra, the N content results relatively high (Table 1).

Composition and chemical bonding of elements in surface region (information depth 5-6 nm)
of the films were studied by ARXPS. The surfaces of the deposited layers were found to be slightly
oxidized and contaminated by adventitious carbon. The C 1s lines, corrected for surface charging, are
peaked at binding energy of 285.0 eV. They are broad and asymmetric at the higher binding energy
side, indicating a presence of several different types of bonds of carbon atoms. As bonding of carbon
atoms is expected to be very complex, we have not performed any deconvolution analysis of the C 1s
spectral line shapes. Instead, we focused our attention on the N 1s lines. The spectra can be easily
decomposed in two gaussian peaks. The N 1s peak decomposition indicates two different bonding
states of nitrogen atoms with respect to carbon atoms. This picture is common for the majority of the
N 1s spectra recorded from amorphous carbon nitride layers.

Recently, the N 1s spectra were recorded for polycrystalline carbon nitride layers with a
dominating phase. Also first quantum chemical calculations of the N 1s chemical shift were carried
out for two systems where N atoms were surrounded by sp2-coordinated C atoms and N atoms
surrounded by sp3 coordinated C atoms. These calculations resulted in a chemical shift of 1.8 eV.
This value is close to the one observed in the present work.

The FTIR spectra are dominated by a broad asymmetric absorption band from 1000 to 1600
cm"1 where stretching vibrations of both double and simple C-N bonds are located. As demonstrated
by Kaufman et al., this band can be due to the D (disordered) and G (graphitic) Raman active modes
(centred at "1360 and "1575 cm"1 for disordered and crystalline phases of carbon, respectively), which
become IR active when nitrogen is incorporated in the sixfold carbon rings producing an asymmetric
dipole structure. The FTIR spectra do not show any evidence of the triple-bonded C-N groups with
the stretching mode at "2200 cm 1 and therefore the concentration of sp carbon must be lower than
the threshold level of IR detection.

XRD spectra indicate films with a polycrystalline structure. The interplanar distance 0.389,
0.377 and 0.347 nm were determinated by three peaks in the spectra. Since no carbon phase can be
fitted with these lines, we suppose that they are due to a C-N phase. The narrow peaks prove a quite
large crystallite size. Also a diamond phase and a new diamond-like phase, possibly a N-doped C-
diamond phase was determinated. The quite broad peaks indicate that the diamond phase is poorly
crystallized (we estimated a mean crystalline size of about 5 nm for 1 Pa and a larger crystalline size
in the film prepared at 50 Pa).

The microhardness value of the film deposited at 50 Pa (21 GPa) shows an increase of "30%
as against the value (15-16 GPa) of the samples prepare at lower pressures.

2. CONCLUSIONS
Polycrystalline carbon nitride films have been deposited on silicon wafers at room

temperature by XeCI excimer laser ablation of graphite in low-pressure N2 atmosphere. The deposited
films are well adherent to the substrate. They are smooth, without cracks or corrugations and present
very few submicron droplets. Quite high values of the N/C ratios (up to 0.5) were measured into the
films. We have deposited a very hard film. This fact may be ascribed to the presence of a diamond-
like C-N phase.

Table 1: thickness t, deposition rate d and N/C
atomic ratios of the deposited films as a function
of N2 pressure p, as inferred from RBS investiga-
tions.

p(Pa)
1
5

10
50

t(nm)
220
150
60
10

d (nm/pulse)
0.022
0.015
0.006
0.001

N/C
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.50
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PHYSICO-CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF RuO2 FILMS PREPARED BY REACTIVE

SPUTTERING
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a*INFN Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro, Italy
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Three series of electrodes of R11O2 were prepared by reactive sputtering at different temperatures

(room temperature, 350 °C and 450 °C). All films are polycrystalline (rutile structure), homogeneus in

chemical composition with the porosity (electrochemical area) increasing with the synthesis

temperature.

Reactive sputtering has been chosen as a preparation method, in order to guarantee a simpler

reaction environment and therefore electrode materials with a better defined composition and

microstructure.

These materials, to be considered as reference materials to this stage of the work, have been

studied by nuclear methods for film analysis, as elastic recoil detection (ERD) and Rutherford

backscattering (RBS); wide-angle X-ray scattering and cyclic voltammetry methods are also used.

The samples have been prepared by reactive sputtering on titanium substrates at the following

temperatures: room temperature, 350 °C and 450 °C; as target has been used a ruthenium sheet

(99.95% pur.) and the plasma was a mixture of argon (99.999% pur.), at the pressure of 1.0x10'2

mbar, and oxigen (99.995% pur.) at the pressure of 0.33x10'2 mbar, ions. The nominal films thickness

is 5000 A.

The Rutherford backscattering (RBS) measurements have been carried out using a 4He+ beam

with energy of 2.2 MeV; scattered particles were detected at 160° by a surface-barrier silicon detector.

Concentration/depth profiles for hydrogen have been studied by elastic recoil detection (ERD); in

these experiments a 4He+ ion beam, with energy of 2.2 MeV, was used in forming an angle of 15° with

respect to the sample surface. Elastically helium particles were stopped with a 9 p.m thick mylar foil.

The crystalline phase composition of the samples was studied by XRD. The spectra were

recorded in the 28 interval between 20° and 70° were the most relevant diffraction peaks of the rutile

structure of RuO2 are present. Nickel-filtered CuKa radiation (^=0.15418 nm) was used. The 26 range

was scanned in steps of 0.05° with an acquisition time of 200 s each step.

Finally, the cyclic voltammetry measurements were carried out by 1286 Solartron interface using

a three electrodes cell (SCE reference) in a HCIO4 1M solution.

Fig. 1 shows the RBS experimental and simulated spectra for the sample prepared at 450 °C; the

stoichiometry of the RuOx oxide is 1:2 (±1%) and the composition/depth profile does not show

important segregation phenomena for the oxide film. The other two electrodes, prepared at room

temperature and at 350 °C, show analogous composition properties.
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Fig. 1: experimental (broad line) and simulated (smooth line)
RBS spectra for the R11O2 electrode prepared at 450 °C

The R11O2 films are able to absorb water from the enviroment and this behaviour improves if the

electrode is submitted to anodic polarization (in HCIO4 1M solution), as showed by spectra ERD. The

amount of hydrogen in the oxide films seems to be independent from the polarization values used,

respectively 0.1 V and 1.1 V (SCE); this means that the proton injection in the RUO2 films is due only

to the water molecules and not to the solvated proton for which the diffusion coefficients should be

potential dependent.

The microstructure investigation has been carried out calculating the crystallite average size and

amount of microstrain according to Warren and Averbach method [1]. Already at room temperature

the RuO2 film is polycristalline (rutile structure) and the crystallite average size increase with the

synthesis temperature; moreover it is interesting to note that the microstrain is constant for the

electrodes prepared at 350 CC and 450°C.

In the case of the electrode prepared at room temperature the RuO2 film is removed during the

potential scanning: as far as the other samples are concerned, increasing the temperature, the total

anodic charge increases, but the peak anodic charge remains constant. In other words, increasing the

synthesis temperature increases the films porosity, as showed from the roughness factor values.

Moreover, the peak anodic charge constancy, which is a measure of the electrocatalitic activity of the

oxide films, is in agreement with the microstrain data; in fact the electrocatalitic activity increases with

the microstrain of the polycristalline film as discussed in other Papers [2], while, in our case, these

parameters are constant.
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Surface treatments of HV electrodes for superconducting cyclotron beam
extraction
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At Laboratorio Nazionale del Sud of Catania a Superconducting Cyclotron is used to produce

ion beams in an energy range between 20 and 100 MeV/amu, and a further improvement is in

progress to become possible the production of very intense light ion beams at an energy of 70-80

MeV/amu with a total power of 1 KW.

The critical component of the beam extraction system is the electrostatic deflector, which must

operate with an electric field of 140 KV/cm applied to a 6 to 8 mm gap, and with a magnetic field of 1

to 5 Tesla. In this configuration HV discharges in the gap occur giving rise to damage of the electrode

surfaces and reduction of the operation time. For improving the performance of the beam deflector

accurate choices of the electrode materials and surface treatments are needed.

In a preliminary study different materials have been tested, and with different surface

treatments. A deflector simulator, with a reduced length with respect to the original one but with the

same gap distance, was used to investigate about the electrical breakdown in presence of the electric

and magnetic field. During the analysis the current between the electrodes was monitored, allowing to

count the number of discharges per hour between the electrodes and to record the HV avalanche

discharge which produces the electrical HV breakdown. SEM analysis were performed on the surface

for studying the damages due to the discharges, namely pits and tracks which appear for the local

melting of the surface.

For the cathode fabrication Stainless Steel (AISI 316), Copper and Ti-AI-V alby were tested,

and for the anode Stainless Steel, Molybdenum, Tantalum and Tungsten. In each test different

surface treatments were performed on the electrodes. By this way we observed how the chemical and

physical state of the surface is critical for the discharge developing. At first the surface need to be

polished for reducing the roughness up to sub-micrometric dimensions, then to be cleaned with

solvents in ultrasonic bath for removing grease and microparticles from the surface, and finally to be
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vacuum outgassed at 300 C. The best performances were obtained with the Ti-AI-V alloy for the

cathode and with Molybdenum for the anode.1>

At this point gas nitridation of the Ti-AI-V cathodes surface has been performed at different

temperatures and times in Nitrogen atmosphere. This kind of treatment further improved the

performance of the electrode, suggesting the use of surface modification by thermal treatments and

thin film deposition for lowering the possibility of HV discharges.
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Growth by plasma technique and characterization of high electronic quality a-
SiC:H and a-SiN:H films.

V. Rigato " , S. Zandolin", G. Delia Mea", F. DeZan21, F. Giorgis21, F. Giuliani21, P. Mandracci21, G. Mina21,
2IC.F. Pirri, f lE. Tresso

' INFN Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro, Italy

*'Dipartimento di Fisica, Thin Film Group, section Semiconducting and Insulating Materials,

Politecnico Torino, Italy

Amorphous silicon-carbon and silicon-nitrogen alloys, due to their electronic properties which can

be tuned from semiconductor to insulator, are materials interesting for application in a variety of

electronic devices such color or radiation detectors, light emitting structures, transistors, image and

position sensors. Moreover, near stoichiometric films exhibit very high mechanical properties and are

chemically inert, so that they can be used as protective layers.

The activity of the research of Thin Film Group at Dipartimento di Fisica Politecnico of Torino,

section Semiconducting and Insulating Materials, in collaboration with Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

(Dr. V. Rigato) was focused on silicon-carbon and silicon-nitrogen films deposited by 13,56 MHz plasma

enhanced chemical vapor deposition respectively in SiH4+C2H2(CHJ and SiH4+NH3 gas mixtures at

substrate temperatures in the range 180-360°C, pressure 0,6-1 mbar, rf power 4-8W. The deposition

conditions have been chosen so to optimize film uniformity, to minimize gap state density and to improve

transport properties in semiconducting regime.

The film have been characterized in compositional properties by RBS, ERDA and nuclear

reactios, in structural properties by infrared and Raman spectroscopies, in optical properties by

transmittance-reflectance and photothermal spectroscopies, in defect densities by electron spin

resonance and spectral photoconductivies, in transport-recombination properties by electrical

conductivity and photoluminescence.

The figures show a summary of the obtained results.
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Determination and Radiation Enhanced Transport of Hydrogen in Si-rich
oxide thin films

F. Corni, R. Tonini and G.Ottaviani
Dipartimento di Fisica, Universita di Modena, via Campi 213/A, 41100 Modena, Italy

1. DETERMINATION
Quantitative in-depth distribution of the elements contained in silicon-rich oxide thin

films deposited on single crystal silicon by low temperature plasma-assisted deposition has
been performed (1) by a combination of various MeV ion beam techniques. The quantity of
oxygen and nitrogen has been measured by nuclear reactions, the silicon content has been
determined by Rutherford backscattering and elastic recoil detection was used for hydrogen.

All the samples contain not only Si and O, but also N and H, which are residuals from
the reactions involved in the deposition process. We did find that the MeV beam used in the
nuclear techniques can induce a process of hydrogen desorption, which causes the measured H
content to be a function of the He dose received by the sample. This phenomenon, not
previously reported, must be taken into account to give the correct H content. The study of the
kinetics of the He induced hydrogen desorption has been used to correct the experimental data
and to determine the original hydrogen content. The correction factor is in most of the cases
close to 2 and outside any experimental error. In the table are reported the results.

Sample (as dep)

A
B
C

H dose (not
corrected)

(101 at/cm2)
1

2.9
3.2

Hdose
(corrected)
(1017 at/cm )

2.3
4.7
7.2

AHo/o

130
60
125

Moreover the studies of the kinetics give information on the kinds of hydrogen
complexes contained in the films. The results suggest that, on the basis of the strength of the
binding energies, hydrogen is present in at least two different configurations, weakly and
strongly bonded. In the first configuration hydrogen is easily desorbed either under the action
of the ion beam or of the heat treatment at 600 °C, in the second hydrogen is lost only after
treatment at 900 °C.

2. RADIATION ENHANCED TRANSPORT
Energetic ions penetrating in a target loose their energy via elastic collisions with nuclei

(nuclear energy loss [dE/dx]n) and inelastic electronic excitations and ionizations (electronic
energy loss [dE/dx]^. The two processes are nearly independent: the first dominates in the

low energy range, typically the domain of ion implantation, and have been deeply studied , the
latter is prevalent at energies above 0.1 MeV/ amu and is much less known.

The damage produced in the target by electronic energy losses have been investigated
by using heavy ions at GeV energies with values of [dE/dx] particularly high of the order of

20-50 keV/nm . It has been found that only above a certain threshold value damage is
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observed. Independently of the main physical mechanism, coulombic explosion or thermal
spike, at the basis of the damage production the threshold is justified by the fact that the
energy involved in the interaction should be high enough to produce bonds breaking. Particles
having an ionizing coefficient particularly low are ineffective in producing damage by
electronic excitations unless materials with soft bonds are available and a suitable analytical
technique can be used.

The modern microelectronics industry make use of many films, mostly silicon oxides,
deposited by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) at low temperatures; the films contain
hydrogen. Hydrogen is particularly interesting since it can be bonded in various configurations,
as OH, SiH, NH, with different bonding energies . A previous study have shown that the
hydrogen bonding energies can be grouped in two major classes , one which can be broken
after heat treatment at 600 °C and another one which needs temperature as high as 800-900 °C
to release hydrogen. Moreover hydrogen, once unbonded, is highly mobile in oxides, as
diffusion studies have shown.

2.2 MeV 4He+(AN2000) and 7 MeV 15N++ (CN Van De Graaf) ion beams have been
used (2,3) to investigate, by in-situ measurements, the hydrogen desorbtion processes in silicon
oxide thin films deposited by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition. An effective cross
section of 3xlO'16 cm2 for He and 17xlO16 cm2 for N has been measured for the ion-thin film
interaction phenomena. With the structure Si crystal/SiO2 thermal/PECVD film has also been
investigated the hydrogen radiation enhanced diffusion in thermal S1O2. The data are consistent
with a diffusion process from a constant source Co = 2.5xlO21 at/cm3 and a diffusion coefficient
of5xlO-26cm2/ion.
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Damage profiles in as-implanted <100> Si crystals: strain by X-ray

diffractometry versus interstitials by RBS-channeling
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A detailed picture of the nature, accumulation rate and thermal stability of the defects produced

in ion implanted silicon is still subject of interesting investigations because of the fundamental and

technological aspects involved in the implant process. Aim of this work is to contribute to the

characterization of the ion damage at levels far below the formation of a continuous amorphous layer.

Strain measurements by double crystal X-ray diffractometry (XDCD) were analyzed and compared

with the evaluations of the fraction of displaced atoms obtained by Rutherford Backscattering (RBS)

channeling spectra. To our knowledge comparisons of this type published in the literature are few.

Fig.1 shows the comparison between strain and displaced atom profiles for damage level

corresponding to the lower limit for quantitative RBS-channeling damage profiles in the samples of this

work.
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Light/medium (B, N and O) and heavy (Si and As) mass ions at low (50 keV) and high (0.7 or

0.8 MeV) energy, low dose rate ( < 3 x 1012 ion/cm2sec) and fluences between 2 x 10'2 and 3 x 1015

ion/cm2 were implanted at room temperature and random incidence in <100> Si wafers. Fig. 2 shows

the trend of the strain integral versus the integrated number of displaced atoms.

Independently of the ion energy two correlations between strain and displaced atoms can be

given depending on the ion mass and damage level. For light mass ions at low damage level (< - 6%)

a linear relation exists between strain and interstitials. For heavy mass ions at any damage level and

for low mass ions at damage level > - 6% the correlation between strain and displaced atoms is

sublinear. Isochronal annealing treatments show that the predominant defects produced by high mass

ions are different from those produced by low mass ions. Once interpreted in the frame of the elastic

theory of solid, the linear relation between strain and interstitials may allow an evaluation of the

relative volume increase per interstitial in silicon.
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Columnar defects are the most effective pins in superconducting materials because, due to the
linear correlation of the defects, their shape can match the fluxon shape. Heavy ion irradiation is a
very powerful method to introduce columnar defects in HTSC compounds, mainly because the radial
dimension of the columns is close to the coherence length. Enhancements of the critical current
densities (Jc)

 1 ) as well as shifts of the irreversibility lines (IL) toward the region of higher fields and
temperatures 2 ) were observed among the effects of such irradiations, at least for anisotropic
materials as YBCO. Up to now, only heavy ion irradiations with the beam crossing the whole sample
(films, single crystals) have been tried. Due to the small range of heavy ions in the material, only a
limited part of a bulk sample can be affected. Melt-textured materials, because of their capability to
carry targe currents, are promising materials from the point of view of bulk applications. However, the
performances of these materials dramatically drop when the temperatures and the fields are increased
toward the values needed for applications.

The aim of this work is to investigate whether it is possible to increase the critical current
density and to shift the IL toward the region of higher fields and temperatures in YBCO melt-textured
samples by means of 235 MeV Au ion surface implantation. The results are compared with those
ones obtained with proton irradiations.

We irradiated the opposite surfaces of two groups of cylindrical mett textured samples, cut from
the same pellet, with 235 MeV 197Au19+ ions and with 3.5 MeV protons, respectively. Gold ion
irradiations were made at Tandem XTU accelerator while proton irradiations were made at CN Van de
Graaff accelerator. The beam direction was perpendicular to the ab-planes in both cases. The sample
thickness ranged from 0.2 to 0.5 mm. Gold ion irradiations were made at a fluence of 1.25-1011

ions/cm2. The irradiated volume ranges from 5% to 13%. Proton irradiation were made at a fluence of
1.8-1016 p/cm2. The irradiated volume ranges from 35% to 50%.

Fig.1 shows Jc enhancement factors due to proton and Au irradiation, respectively. The curves
are shown as a function of the temperature at the magnetic field of 2 T (Fig. 1a) and as function of the
field at the temperature of 75 K (Fig.1b). From these curves it emerges that the addition of point
defects by means of proton irradiation results in enhancements decreasing with the temperature and
the field. On the contrary Au ion implantation shows up enhancements in the high-temperature and
magnetic field region (Fig. 2), it means in a range interesting for bulk applications.

The addition of random point disorder does not affect the position of the IL, while columnar
defects allow vortex localization and consequently produce a significant shift of the IL toward higher
fields and temperatures, independently on the sample thickness 2). Moreover from Fig. 3 we deduce
that, in this respect, Au-irradiated samples show features characteristic of localization. The curve
obtained after Au-ion irradiation displayed a clear kink near the dose equivalent field: taking into
account also the results concerning the other samples, the IL slope as a function of (1-T/TC) is
described by a power law with an exponent increasing from the value 1.0+1.3 to the value 1.7-5-1.8 3 ).

On the basis of the trends of proton irradiated samples we speculate that in the low-
temperature region also the pins provided by ion irradiation contribute to the uncorrelated pinning just
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in proportion to the affected volume 4 ). On the contrary it is experimentally confirmed that in presence
of both columnar (ion-induced) and uncorrelated intrinsic disorder the localized phase only exists at
higher temperatures. The crossing of the two different behaviors enables us to find the "unbinding
transition temperature" Tu between 60 and 65 K at noH = 2T 5 ).

In summary by implanting 235 MeV gold ions on both surfaces of bulk melt textured samples
we obtained enhancements of the superconducting properties in a range of temperature, whose
boundaries are the threshold temperature TU(H) characteristic of the unbinding transition from one
hand and the enhanced IL from the other hand. The obtained Jc enhancements were found in the
high-temperature region and reached a factor of 10. The results were independent on the sample
thicknesses in the investigated range 2).
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Top and bottom vortex channeling in ion irradiated YBCO melt textured bulk.
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The possibility to modify the high-temperature bulk properties of melt-textured YBCO by
implanting Au ions on both surfaces of the samples has been experimentally verified .

In this report we compare the results concerning twin samples, two of them (YMTA11 and
YMTA24) with two opposite surfaces irradiated and another one (YMTA27) with just one surface
irradiated. The aim of the work is to rule out the role of vortex channeling into surface columnar
defects in order to change bulk properties. We investigated the matter by the point of view of
characteristic features of the vortex localization such as the J r enhancements increasing as a function

2 ) 3 )

of temperature and field , the shift of the irreversibility line (IL) , the kink in the IL near the dose
3) 4 )

equivalent field and the lack of scaling of the pinning forces (PF's) .
We irradiated twin cylindrical samples, cut from the same pellet, at room temperature and in

vacuum at the 15 MV Tandem XTU of the I.N.F.N.-L.N.L. (Padova, Italy). The beam direction was
perpendicular to the ab-planes. The fluence of the 0.24 GeV Au ions was 0=1.25*1011 ions/cm2,
corresponding to a dose equivalent field B$ =2.5 T. The sample thicknesses were about 0.5 mm, so
that the irradiated volume was 5% for the samples irradiated on both surfaces and 2.5% for the other
one. The measurements were performed by means of an a.c. susceptometer - d.c. magnetometer,
with magnetic fields up to 4000 kA/m. Jc's and PF's were calculated from hysteresis loops, according
to the modified Bean model. The before-irradiation Jc at 45 K was ~109 A/m2 at a field of 1.5 T. The
IL's were determined from the peak of the imaginary part of the magnetic susceptibility .

At low temperatures some slight Jc enhancements were found in both kind of samples. At 65 K
the samples YMTA11 and YMTA24 show the onset of a steady increase of the enhancements as the
temperature increases. At this temperature we can put the upper boundary for the unbinding region.
The unbinding temperature, Tu, represents a boundary between the low-temperature region
dominated by uncorrelated disorder and the high-temperature region dominated by correlated pinning:
it is worthwhile to recall that for these materials the uncorrelated pinning is mostly provided by 221
normal phase inclusions, having pinning energies quite strong with respect to other weaker point-like
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defects . In the sample YMTA27 only at 60 K we observed some Jc enhancement, followed, as the
temperature increases, by unaffected and then by damaged behaviors (Fig. 1).

The shift of the IL as well as the presence of a kink in this curve (Fig. 2) was observed only for
samples irradiated on both surfaces.

Moreover in correspondence of the unbinding transition the normalized PF scales as a function
of the reduced field for the sample YMTA27 (Fig.3), while it does not scale for the samples irradiated
on both surfaces in the high-temperature regime (Fig.4). The scaling is properly considered as a proof
of the fact that new pinning mechanisms are not introduced by the irradiation .

We conclude that, in the sample irradiated just on one side, characteristic features of strong
localization, such as noticeable Jc enhancement in the high-temperature regime, shift of the IL, kink in
this curve and finally not-scaling of the PF's were not observed, though some low Jc enhancement
was found below 65 K. Moreover the sample YMTA27 shows up damage effects: such effects, in the
specimens irradiated on both surfaces, are screened by the enhancements of the vortex channeling.

In summary, the behaviors related to vortex channeling are not linearly changing with the
irradiated volume. However, at the present status of the research, it is not possible to establish if the
lack of strong localization effects in the sample YMTA27 is due either to a under-threshold irradiated
volume or to the lack of the geometrical double boundary constraint for the vortices.
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Tilt of lattice plane in InGaAs buffer layers
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VlNFM -at the Physics Department, University of Padova, Via Marzolo 8,35131 Padova, Italy
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The growth of opto-electronic grade quality, highly mismatched semiconductor

heterostructures on commercially available substrates requires the interposition of suitable buffer

layers. Composition gradation of the alloy with continuous or step-like depth profiles represents the

state of the art for the growth of strain free buffer layers with a controlled surface lattice. In most papers

the attention is focused either on the relationship between the distribution of Misfit Dislocations (MDs)

and the relaxation of the tetragonal lattice distortion1-2 or on the influence of substrate miscut leading

to rigid lattice tilts between film and substrat3. On the contrary, in this work a position dependent tiltot

the film lattice with respect to the substrate on well cut substrates will be described . The interpretation

of the phenomenon is based on a new strain relaxation mechanism, in which the normally neglected

shear components of the strain tensor play a central role.

More than 20 lnxGai-xAs/GaAs[00i] buffer layers with different composition grading have

shown the curvature effect that shall be described. Here, we show the analyses of two of the most

representative samples. A linear composition profile (LB) and a step-like profile with 6 equal steps

(SB) have been grown by MBE at 500°C, with AS4 arsenic beam. The total thickness and the final

indium atomic concentration are respectively, tb=24 u.m and xb=0.35 for both structures. The

samples dimension are: 13x16 mm . RBS-channeling analysis have been performed with a 4He+

beam of 2MeV energy at the AN2000 VdG facility of LNL Legnaro (Padova). Channeling alignment of

the [001] axis with a triple axis goniometer has been determined for many different positions on the

sample. Rotations and translations reproducibility of the sample holder are 0.01 deg and 0.1mm

respectively.

Fig 1 .a, b represent the clearest evidence of the tilt effect. They show a map of the [001] axial

direction on the surface of the LB and SB respectively. The main features of the tilt variation are the

following : i) The tilt changes coherently on a scale of several mm with a continuous and monotonical

behavoiuor. ii) The substrate is not bent and the tilt variation increases with distance from the film-

substrate interface. Substrate curvature was found to be less than 0.01 deg cm . Therefore the tilt

variation of the film cannot be explained by a bending of the whole sample. Hi)The shape of the

curvature depends on the composition profile. Continuous compositional grading (LB) leads to

radially symmetric curvature (see Fig.1a) while step-like grading (SB) to an asymmetric curvature which

develops mainly along [110] (see Fig.1 b). iv) The tilt vs position rate (curvature) is large: For the LB:
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0.7deg cm"1, for SB: 3.2deg cm'1 (along [110]). In general, in all the other buffer samples, curvatures

in the range 0.5deg cm"1 - 3deg cm"1 have been found.

The explanation of this new phenemenon have been based on the analysis of the lateral

dependence of the shear stress induced by the vertical misfit gradient. As a result of the force

exterted on the Misfit Dislocations (MDs) by the stress field, a long range position dependent

distribution of the MDs Burgers vectors is expected in order to relax the shear components of the

strain tensor. At the same time this distribution produces the observed curvature. Work is in progress

in ordet to elucidate the specific behaviuor of the different gradings.
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Images of grain boundaries in polycrystalline silicon solar cells by electron and

ion beam induced charge collection
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Grain boundaries in a polycrystalline solar cell have been imaged by the EBIC (electron beam

induced current) technique of the scanning electron microscope and the IBIC (ion beam induced charge)

method, using a 2.0 MeV He* ion beam focused to a spot of a few microns diameter. A preliminary

comparison is made between the images obtained by the two methods.

The EBIC method relies on the measurement and display of the current that the electron beam

locally induces in the sample. Fig. 1 is the EBIC image at 25 kV of a cell region containig grain boundaries,

which appear as thick dark lines. The dark vertical band has - 50 % contrast; the fine details are due to

surface texture.

In IBIC, the charge pulses locally generated by individual incident ions are detected and the

distribution of the pulse height is recorded. By selecting windows in this spectrum, maps showing regions

of equal pulse height can be generated. Such maps display the spatial distribution of the charge collection

efficiency of the sample. Fig. 2 shows the pulse height spectrum obtained with a fluence < 0.3 ions/^m2 on

the sample region imaged in Fig. 1. Three windows, (2), (3) and (5), are indicated. Fig. 3 (a and b) shows

the IBIC maps corresponding to the the windows (2) and (5). In the map of Fig. 3a the dark regions

correspond to low collection efficiency, in Fig.3b to high.The contrast at the lower righ corner of Fig. 3b is

due to ion damage, produced by scanning the beam over a reduced area.

In these experiments, the resolution obtained by EBIC is better than by IBIC, because of the smaller

spot size used (~ 0.1 (im vs a few |i.m); the resolution of IBIC is also limited by the low ion dose employed

to reduce damage.

Studies about the quantitative evaluation of IBIC spectra and images are in progress.
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RBS-channeling characterization of continuosly graded InGaAs/GaAs
buffer layers
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In lattice-mismatched InGaAs structures grown on GaAs substrates, buffer layers are used to

reduce the propagation of threading dislocations (TD) towards the active parts of devices, to confine

misfit dislocations (MD) close to the substrate and to prevent the onset of 3D nucleation. Different

models concur to give the following picture: step-graded or continuously graded buffer structures with

increasing lattice parameter can be divided in two regions, the topmost of which is strained and void of

MDs, that are confined in the fully-relaxed, lowest region. The strain profile depends only on the

composition profile; therefore, compressive, tensile and null strain can be predetermined in structures

grown on top of buffers; this can be of great interest for engineering the electronic bands of the

devices. Moreover, by designing the composition profiles of buffers it is possible to change: i) the

thicknesses of the MD-free parts of buffers and ii) the MD concentrations and their profiles in the

relaxed parts. A model describing the density profile of the MD and therefore the relaxion rate of strain

have been developed by members of Padova's INFM group. In the framework of this model we have

designed the concentration profile for continuosly and step graded buffer structures. The aim of this

work concerns the measurement of the lattice parameter on the top the buffer layers grown

accordingly to the model design and then the comparison with its predictions.

The MBE growth of the InxGai-xAs buffers has been carried out at temperatures ranging from

400 °C to 500 °C, using both As2 and AS4 molecular beams. The buffers have compositions profile

with: i) linear, ii) square-root iii) parabolic (with the maximum at the top of the buffer) and iv) step-like

dependences . The compositions are graded up to 35% of indium atomic fraction in a thickness of

2400 nm.

RBS-channeling analyses have been performed with a 4He+ beam of energy of 2MeV or 3MeV

at AN2000 and CN VdGs facilities of LNL Legnaro (Padova). RBS and SIMS techniques have been

used to accurately measure the In composition profile which determines, following our model, the

surface strain. Channeling alignment of several lattice axes has been obtained with a triple axis

goniometer in order to measure the strain. For this kind of measurement the RBS-channeling

technique is particularly suitable because, thanks its good depth resolution, it allows to measure the

strain on the top of the buffer layer (tipically the topmost 150-200 nm).
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The strain values measured along the two ortogonal directions [110] and [1-10] are reported in

Table 1. Due to the preferential nucleation of MDs along the [1-10] direction, the rate of strain

relaxation can be greater along the perpendicular [110] direction. This effect is observed for buffer

layers grown at 500°C with AS4 molecular beam, while the strain relaxation is symmetric at 400°C. As

model doesn't take into accont asimmetries in the strain relaxion, its predictions are compared to the

average value of the experimental parallel strain along the two directions. The agreement between

experimental and computed measurement is quite satisfactory for all the analysed samples

independently of the composition profile. Work is in progress in order to consider the effect of the

asimmetries.

As for the MD distribution, channeling analysis has been compared to X-TEM characterization

confirming that non-linear continuously graded buffers, as compared to the linear grading, have: i)

wider MD-free region close to the surface and ii) higher MD concentrations near the substrates, in

regions where the composition gradients are higher. Both channeling and X-TEM show that all the

buffers have much better structural properties when they are grown at low temperature using AS2.

In conclusion InGaAs/ GaAs buffer layers with continuous or stepped composition profile have

been grown and characterized by RBS-channeling. The determinations of residual strain and of the

thickness of the top MD free region are in good agreement with the prediction of our model.

Table 1. Comparison between the strain measurement as determined by channeling and the prediction of the

model.

Sample

912 linear

998 linear

1000 linear

913 parabolic

1004 parabolic

914 square-root

1008 square-root

977 step

Growth

T=500°As4

T=400° As4

T=400° As2

T=500° As4

T=400° As2

T=500° As4

T=400° As2

T=500° As4

parallel strain
[1-10]

[%]

-0.51±0.02

-0.51±0.02

-0.51±0.02

-O.48iO.O3

-0.4010.02

-0.6110.06

-0.5010.01

-0.57+0.05

parallel strain
[110]
[%)

-0.4910.02

-0.5510.02

-0.5510.02

-0.27+0.06

-0.4110.02

0.2310.06

-0.4910.01

-0.2310.06

average
parallel
strain
[%1

-0.5010.03

-0.53i0.03

-0.5310.03

-0.3810.06

0.4110.03

-0.42+0.06

-0.50i0.02

-0.40i0.06

parallel
strain

model
\%]

-0.52

-0.52

-0.52

-0.31

-0.31

-0.42

-0.42

-0.36
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It is generally agreed that BN coatings, prepared in the amorphous state or as a mixture of

different crystalline and amorphous phases, can retain to some extent the excellent properties of the

well known homogeneous crystalline phases. Amorphous and micro-crystalline boron nitride thin films

can have a number of attractive properties because they may be highly insulating, chemically inert

and thermally stable if a suitable synthesis method is employed. Due to their high-hardness and

thermal conductivity, therefore, they can be used not only as a hard-coating film but also as an

insulating layer for passivating semiconductor devices.

We report some relevant results concerning the preparation and the micro-structure [1]of a

class of BN coatings obtained by r.f. (13.56 MHz) magnetron sputtering on r.f. biased substrates, in Ar

and Ar+N2 plasmas from a pyrolrtic boron nitride target.

The samples were put at short distances from the target in a high non-homogeneous plasma

density region in order to test the different deposition conditions generated by the presence of the

non-homogeneous static magnetic field [2].

The study of the film microstructure is performed by means of FT-IR and by Glancing Angle X-

ray Diffraction (GAXRD). The film stoichiometry and presence of contaminants like hydrogen, oxygen

and argons is determined by using nuclear techniques such as Rutherford Back Scattering

Spectrometry (RBS), Elastic Recoil Detection (ERD), (p,a) and (d,p) nuclear reactk>ns[3]. The study

of surface morphology was performed by using a Philips XL30 Scanning Electron Microscope.

Structural modelling and simulations have been performed with the Cerius2 program [4] on a IBM

Rise 6000 workstation.

Three sets of samples (set A, B, and C), differing in the deposition parameters, have been

selected for the comments. As a general finding the samples B/N ratio resulted about unitary and a

very low hydrogen concentration (< 1%) was found [5]. The selected coatings showed different

glancing angle X-ray diffraction patterns, but they all show in infra-red transmission spectroscopy

spectra the typical bands due to the planar sp2 B-N hybridization at 1380 cm"1 and 800 cm"1 (fig. 1).

At a substrate self-bias voltage of about -100 V (samples set B) the coatings microstructure shows a
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mixed phase of sp2 and sp3 bonded BN while at higher and lower bias levels a turbostratic structure

is found.
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fig. 1 FT-IR spectra for the three samples set A, B, C.

We observed that BN thin films grown with the same technique may result in several crystalline

phases depending on the deposition parameters. Coatings characterized by homogeneous coverage,

chemical stability and low strain, were synthesized in substrate regions. Disorder effects, mainly

induced by the thin film growth parameters, can strongly affect the structural properties of the films,

which, only through the combination of different experimental techniques, can be related, by

structural modelling, to the well-known BN bulk phases.
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Recent Advances In the Construction and Testing of MSGCs
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K has been shown11 that the use of coatings on standard glass allows to overcome the problems
of instability and moderate rate capability of MSGCs realized on insulating supports, at the same
time preserving all operating characteristics.

Encouraged by the satisfactory performances of MSGCs coated with DLC films2' we started a
project for construction and testing of a small but representative system of MSGCs in a high intensity
beam to check their long term operation.

We describe the experience acquired during the preparation of the detectors and the test
performed in the laboratory in order to know the characteristics of each detector to be mounted in the
beam test, as well as some preliminary results from the beam test. The steps of this procedures are
essentially the following: optical an electrical inspection of the plates, assembly of the detector,
preliminary tests in the laboratory, beam test.

Before assembly the detectors, the plates have been optically and electrically inspected in
order to check the quality of the diamond-like layer and of the strip pattern on it. Moreover it is
necessary to perform a measurement of the surface resistivity in order to know the uniformity over
the plate. For diamond-fike coated plates the value of the surface resistivity is in the range 1014-1016

o/ r j .
The technique for assembling MSGC is the following: a rectangular polymer frame (VECTRA)

is glued onto the plate, very close to the last cathode on each side, adding on the top a thin glass
cover made conductive on the inner side with evaporated gold; the drift lenght is 3 mm. To prevent
discharges in the high field regios at the end of the strips, passivation with a thin layer of epoxy for
chromium strips and of polyimide resin for gold strip is made. The aasembly is done with materials
which have been demonstrated not to outgas34'. The chamber is then mounted on a metallic frame as
a support and bonded on the electronics board allowing individual analogue readout of 128 channels
(each channel 4 anodes); connections for the gas input and output are provided.

The MSGC is operated in a gas flux of Ar-DME in equal proportions. When applying the
voltages the dark current is monitored, in order to measure its average value and the behaviour of the
gain when the surface resistivity changes. Typical voltages applied are -1000 V for the drift electrode
and up to - 600 V for the cathodes, the anodes being grounded. Using an X-ray source of "Fe or an
X-ray generator, pulse height spectra on the nodes can be recorded for moderate fluxes and the
uniformity of the response of the detector is checked. The signal is almost uniform all over the plate,
except on the edges where a decrease around 20 % is detected. This shows that the gluing of the
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frame very close to the last cathode extends the efficiency of the detector all the way to the edges. A

rate capability test has been also performed, to verify if they can stand high rates and if any failures

can appear when applying fluxes higher than 104 mm"2 s \ These measurements are necessary in

order to know exactly the correlation between failures from the production and problems that may

appear due to the voltages or the rates applied.

The chambers are than bonded on the final electronics (used only for the beam test), a 128

channels chip with multiplexed analogue output.

The beam test has been performed at CERN, on the SMC beam which provides 2-107 muons

at 190 GeV per spill; the average rate in the central part of the chamber is 104 mm"2 s"1 but the

analysis of the data collected in several month of beam runs is still on the way.
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Polyimide and platinum containing polyimide thin films obtained by vapour

deposition polymerization; effects of thermal treatments
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Polyimides are commonly used in microelectronics for their excellent thermal stability,

dielectric properties and chemical durability. The deposition of polyimide coatings by vapour

deposition polymerization has become an increasingly attractive way of synthesis of polyimides

because of the improved surface smoothness, higher resistance to hydrolitic attack, lower dielectric

costant and dissipation factor, as compared to spin-coated polyimides [1 ,2 ].

In spite of the variety of applications of polyimides, the modification of the surface properties of these

polymers is still an open field of research. In order to test a reliable approach to the surface

modification of polymers, we developed a novel technique, consisting of the simultaneous

evaporation of the PMDA-ODA polyimide precursors and suitable compounds [3 ].

The device for the films deposition consists of a stainless steel vacuum chamber, equipped

with three copper crucibles capable of reaching temperatures up to 400°C.

The curing treatments of PMDA-ODA polyimide and metal containing polyimide films, necessary to

obtain the complete condensation of the polymeric structure, were performed in a pyrex-glass tube

furnace under continuous pure Ar flow. Thermal treatments under pure H2 flow were performed at

310°C, for a time ranging from 1 to 2 hours. Infrared analysis was performed using a FT-IR Nicolet

5DCX spectrometer, while the platinum and chlorine contents of the platinum containing films were

determined by Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) using the HVEC AN2000 Van de Graaf

accelerator at the Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro with an a-particle ion beam of 2.2 MeV.

In fig. 1 the monomers deposition rates, measured by a quartz crystal sensor, are reported as a

function of the crucible temperature for both PMDA and ODA in the range from 150°C to 200°C: the

plot confirms that the deposition rate has an Arrhenius-type dependence on temperature, as reported

also by Pethe et al. [4] . For the deposition process we chose a 1:1 flux ratio between PMDA and

ODA. When both monomers are loaded in the same reservoir, this condition is satisfied at a crucible

temperature of 175°C (fig. 1). SEM micrographs evidenced a homogeneous and crack-free polymeric

surface, which indicates, according to Kowalczyk et al. [10], the achievement of a stoichiometric

precursor mixture.

The typical polyimide absorption peaks at 1725, 1380, 1169, 1122, and 725 c m 1 (imide I, II, III, III

and IV, respectively, according to Ishida et al. [5 ] ) can be seen in the FT-IR transmission spectrum

(fig. 2), in agreement with the one reported for PMDA-ODA commercial polyimide [6 ].
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The simultaneous evaporation of PMDA-ODA monomers and metal containing species was

successful only with Pt(1,5-C8H12)CI2> since other species were too volatile or thermally unstable. In

this work the deposition of platinum containing polyimide films was performed by evaporating the

organometallic compound at Tc=205°C and the PMDA-ODA monomers at 175°C.

TOD

1/TnOOMC) 3000 HOC

Figure 1 Fig. 2: a) commercial, b) VDP

The Pt/CI atomic ratio in the as-deposited films was close to the value in Pt(1,5-C8H12)CI2,

suggesting that the cleavage of the Pt-CI bonds does not occur to a great extent during the

evaporation process. After curing the R(1,5-C8H12)CI2 decomposes since chlorine is no more

revealed by RBS analysis. Moreover, IR spectroscopy shows that polyimide is formed. The samples

cured and treated under H2 flow show an unaKered R atomic dose, but the relative shrinkage can be

much more pronounced, ranging from 80% to 95%, depending on the thermal treatment temperature

and time. At temperatures higher than 200°C few minutes of treatment are enough to reduce

drastically the film thickness. This phenomenon may be related to the fact that dispersed R is a

powerful hydrogenolysis and cracking catalyst. The catalytic action of R particles, although localized

to the fragments neighbouring the R particles, leads to disruption of the original polyimide structure

with release of fragments and consequent weight loss of the organic polyimide matrix. After H2

treatment at temperatures greater than 200°C, platinum containing films display a surface electrical

conductivity much higher than PMDA-ODA samples. This phenomenon is actually under study [7 ].
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and |i-IBIL characterisation of CVD diamond films
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The "MICROEL" project is aimed to develop techniques which make use of ion microbeams to analyse

the electronic properties of semiconductor materials and devices. During 1996 two innovative

techniques (n-IBIC=micro-lon Beam Induced Charge and |i-IBIL=micro-lon Beam Induced

Luminescence) have been developed at the microbeam facility of the AN2000 accelerator in order to

characterise diamond samples obtained by Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD).

The former technique1'2', at this time available only in very few laboratories in the world, consists

essentially in measuring the charge induced at the electrodes by the motion, caused by the application

of an electric field, of free carriers produced by the energy loss of protons of 2.4 MeV kinetic energy.

For each incident proton, the response of the sample in terms of charge collected, is recorded as a

function of hitting position. By scanning the proton beam along the front surface or the cross section

of the sample, is then possible to map the charge collection efficiency r| with a spatial resolution of the

order of 1-3 urn. Since r\ is related to the charge collection length, i.e. to the mobility x lifetime x electric

field product, a punctual information on the electronic properties of the sample can be extracted. As an

example, Fig. 1 shows a typical collection efficiency map obtained from a 400 |im thick polycristalline

CVD diamond sample. This map put in evidence the inhomogeneous response of the sample due to

its polycristalline structure. In particular the columnar morphology of diamond grains as observed by

SEM can be directly related to the presence of regions with relatively high collection efficiency

whereas small and very defective grains are related to regions with poor electronic properties.

The JJ.-1BIL
 1-2i3) technique has also been developed to investigate the opto-electronic properties of

diamond. In this case, the signal comes from photons generated by the recombination of free carriers

produced by the proton beam. The resulting maps allow for individuation of regions where radiative

recombination occur. Fig. 2 shows the first luminescence panchromatic map obtained on the cross-

section of a CVD diamond sample. The large central luminescent region corresponds to a big crystal,

observed at the optical microscope, with defects and dislocations which act as recombination radiative

centres.

H-IBIC and |i-IBIL are two complementary techniques to characterise electronic and opto-electronic

properties of semiconductor and insulator materials and devices. These two techniques are currently

being integrated into the scanning analysis system at the microbeam facility of the AN2000 accelerator

which will allow for n-IBIC and n-IBIL images to be collected with PIXE and RBS maps.
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Fig.2 Jl-EBIL map of the cross section of a CVD diamond sample
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Non-linear optical materials are an essential ingredient of functional photonic devices for optical
communications, sensing, and computing. Understanding the correlation between material
processing and non-linear optical properties is especially critical to development of advanced non-
linear optical materials for photonic devices. In the last few years, composite glasses formed by
embedding semiconductor or metal nanoclusters in glass have attracted much attention as promising
materials for optoelectronics. This interest is strengthened by the general interest in strongly
quantum-confined electronic systems which exhibit quite a number of striking effects deriving from the
increased electronic density of states near the conduction-band edges. Glass researchers have
employed various ways to prepare metal-doped glasses, namely, sol-gel processes, quenching and
heat-treatments and processes which use porous glasses. More recently, ion implantation has
attracted a large interest for the possibility to pattern the materials, to overcome the doping solubility
limits, and to introduce virtually any element in the glass substrate. In this paper we present the results
obtained in our group, in cooperation with external laboratories, on metal, in particular silver,
nanocluster formation by using different techniques as sol-gel, low-mass irradiation or annealing in
hydrogen atmosphere of light-waveguides, prepared by ion-exchange technique. Thermal stabilty
and modifications induce by pulsed-laser irradiation will be also presented.

1.0 Experimental. Glass samples, preheated, were ion-exchanged in a molten salt bath of
AgNO3:NaNO3, stirred to assure uniform concentration of Ag+. Exchange temperature of 320° C and
processing time of 30 minutes were set to obtain penetration depths of several microns. Two different
experiments were performed on ion-exchanged samples. Some waveguides were irradiated by He+ or
N+ ions at energies varying from 100 keV to 2 MeV. Other waveguides were heat-treated in a quartz
tube with H2 flux at a pressure slightly greater than atmospheric pressure. Treatments times were
between 2 h and 12 h and temperature in the range 120 to 250°C. Metal (copper or silver or copper-
silver mixture) doped silica fims were deposited on silica glass substrates by the sol-gel dip-coating
methods. The sol- gel coatings were heat-treated in different atmospheres (Ar, air, 5%H2 -95% N2 ) at
different temperatures, in the range 500oC-1100°C, using soaking periods for each step in a
cumulative heating procedure. Some samples, as-exchanged and after He irradiation, were irradiated
by using a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser operated both at a wavelenght of 1064 nm and 532 nm.
Frequency doubling was obtained using a BBO crystal. Pulse duration was of 10±1 ns at 1064 nm and
532 nm of wavelength. The silver and sodium profiles were determined by Rutherford Backscattering
Spectrometry (RBS), while the hydrogen profile was obtained by Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis

(ERDA). In both techniques a 4He + beam at the energy of 2.2 MeV was used at National Laboratories
INFN-Legnaro. Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) analyses were also performed with a
CAMECA IMS-4f spectrometer. The absolute calibration of the concentration scale was set using the
experimental RBS total dose values for silver and the ERDA results for hydrogen. The effective
indices were determined by m-lines spectroscopy. Optical absorption spectra were determined in the
wavelength region from 250 to 800 nm. Samples for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were
prepared by cutting 3 mm diameter discs from the glass area with a slurry drill, mechanical grinding of
the disc from the backside to a thickness of about 20 mm. The final thinning to the electron
transparency was achieved by planar backthinning by ion milling with an Ar gun at 5 keV, at low
temperatures. Non-linear refractive index was obtained by Z-scan measurements, made with a mode-
locked cavity-dumped dye laser pumped by a Nd:YAG laser, for a pulse duration of 6 ps and in the
wavelength range from 560 to 600 nm.

2.1 Annealing of waveguides In hydrogen atmosphere. Annealing causes a near-
surface precipitation of metallic silver to form nanometer-size clusters with good uniformity in size and
spatial distribution. Clusters, of spheroidal shape, exhibit a fee structure, are randomly oriented and
their diameters are about 2-4 nm for the lower annealing temperature sample and 4-6 nm for the higher
temperature. The samples exhibit an optical absorption band peaked at about 410 nm, typical of
absorption in metallic silver nanoclusters, due to the surface plasmon resonance (SPR). Hydrogen
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permeation and ion-exchange between hydrogen and sodium, which remains in the glass matrix after
silver for sodium exchange, are steps of annealing process . A further step is the diffusion of silver
towards the surface with an activation energy, 22kcal/mole, close to that measured for silver-sodium
interdiffusion in glasses of comparable composition. Silver migration cannot be simply ascribed to a
direct interaction with hydrogen, but a to more complex process involving a charge balancing
mechanism during hydrogen-sodium ion-exchange. Hydrogen permeation presents an activation
energy of about 15 kcal/mole. The formation of hydroxyl groups is confirmed by the presence of a
band at about 3500 cm*1, in the infrared absorption spectra.

2.2 Low-mass ion Irradiation of ion-exchanged waveguides. Irradiation of
exchanged samples were performed by using He+ or N + ions. The irradiation current and irradiation
time were varied in order to study the importance of deposited energy rate and process duration. The
irradiation current density is a critical parameter for the precipitation process. At present it is not
possible to separate the contributions of the thermal effects, due to local heating, and the radiation-
enhanced silver diffusrvrty to the colloid precipitation. Certainly the silver drffusivity, the deposited
energy distribution and defect migration would play an important role in determining the final
concentration distribution of colloids. The structure of the metal nanoclusters was determined by TEM.
The mean clusters radius in the irradiated region is of about 2-3 nanometers, showing that the
irradiation effect is to promote the cluster formation, related to radiation enhanced diffusion of silver.
Third-order susceptibility measurements gave positive values of the intensity-dependent refractive
index n2 up to 10"13 m2 /W, that turn into negative values after repeated measurements. This peculiar
behavior indicates that , when exposed to high optical power densities, silver tends to modify the
chemical environment, possibly changing permanently its oxydation state. Ion-irradiated samples were
laser-treated on larger area, 3 mm in diameter, by using a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser operated at both
1064 and 532 nm of wavelength, with a pulse duration of about 10 ns. After a single pulse irradiation
above a threshold value, E*= 0.3± 0.1 J /cm2 for X= 532 nm and E*= 5±1 J /cm2 for X= 1064 nm,
irradiated region becomes nearly transparent, maintaining a faint yellow colour. The SPR optical
absorption peak is dramatically reduced. TEM micrograph of a He-irradiated silver-exchanged soda-
lime glass sample, subsequently irradiated by a laser pulse at X = 532 nm and E= 0.5 J /cm2 , shows
large reduction of the cluster size, from the mean diameter value of about 5 nm before to a mean value
of about 2.5 nm after laser irradiation. This is accompanied by a corresponding increase in the number
of clusters, being the total silver concentration constant, as determined by RBS analysis. The
increasing ratio between the number of surface and bulk atoms with decreasing cluster size favours
silver-oxygen with respect to silver-silver bonds, as evidenced by XPS and XE-AES measurements

3.0 Metal nanoclusters in silica matrix synthesized by the sol-gel technique.
Metal (copper or silver or copper-silver mixture) doped silica films were deposited on silica glass
substrates by the sol-gel dip-coating method. In the case of silver nanocrystal-doped silica films, two
types of clusters with different diameters were present in the coatings heat-treated at 300 and 450°C,
with respective average diameter of about 1 nm and 15 nm, the latter composed by much few clusters,
both with a fee structure. At 500°C and 550°C, the densification of the silica matrix favours a new
precipitation step for silver, with a final particle diameter distribution of 3 ±1 nm. The clusters formed at
and above 500°C are stable and do not exhibit any degradation of their optical properties with aging.
This degradation occurs for the porous coatings heat-treated up to 450°C. The copper-containing
films were first heated in air up to 550°C to burn out organic compounds. A broad absorption band at
about 740 nm indicate the presence of Cu 2 + ions. Subsequent annealing in reducing atmosphere
induces the formation of Cu-nanoclusters, evidenced by a broad Cu-SPR absorption band at about
570 nm, at 700°C; however the absorption band in the range 600-800 nm indicates that C u 2 + was not
yet completely reduced. As the temperature rised at 800°C, a clear SPR absorption peak grew at about
568 nm. At this temperature the increase of the annealing time causes a sharpening of the SPR
absorption band and its blue-shift to 562 nm. TEM analysis shows nearly spherical particles with an
average diameter of about 8 nm. The copper nanoclusters have a crystalline fee structure. In the case
of Ag and Cu codoped silica films, after annealing in reducing atmosphere, at 700 °C, separated Ag
and Cu nanoclusters are formed in the silica matrix. Ag and Cu SPR peaks for the codoped samples
are shifted with respect to SPR of single -metal doped silica. The size of the clusters and their
distribution are dependent on the film composition. Z-scan measurements give n2 values up to 10~13

m2/W. A study of nanocluster annealing behavior was performed in different annealing atmospheres.
Cluster growth and dissolution, as well as migration of metal atoms towards the sample surface, with a
subsequent evaporation, were observed to occur at temperatures which depend on the annealing
atmosphere.
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It has recently been demonstrated that small amounts of carbon added to strained Si-|.x Gex /Si

heterostructures can be used to modify their strain and band structure. In fact, since the lattice

parameter of C and Si are rather different, even small amounts of C can induce large strain effects in

the SiGe structure. So the determination of C concentration and its concentration profile are of crucial

importance. While good accuracy in determining the composition and concentration profiles is

achieved by Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) when target consituents are medium or

large Z elements, poor sensitivity can be reached for light elements like 1 2 C, due to the low value of

the Rutherford scattering cross section for this element. Usually nuclear reactions, mainly (d,p) , are

used to probe the amount of light elements in heavier matrices. When concentration profiles must be

obtained with a good depth resolution, a probe with a high specific energy loss, both in the ingoing

and in the outgoing path is to be used. For this reason all the reactions producing protons are not

useful and the 1 2C(a,a) 1 2C scattering seems to be the best candidate. For incident 4 He energies

greater than 2 MeV the cross section shows several resonances and becomes a nuclear rather than a

Rutherford one. This resonant elastic scattering can be used to enhance the sensitivity for C .

The scattering cross section for the 1 2C(a,a) 1 2C

reaction has been studied 1 at 8sCat=165 ° in the

energy range 2.0-9.0 MeV 4He. It displays two

energetic regions in which its value is enhanced

of about 2 orders of magnitude with respect to the

Rutherford one thus allowing, at least in principle,

the analysts of small C concentrations. At E=4265

KeV the cross section shows a large resonance

with a FWHM of about 45 KeV ( a/oRuth=120). This

resonance seems to be appealing to detect C in

silicon-based targets due to the fact that in the

energy region in which scattering from surface C is expected, the underlying silicon signal is

Rutherford. However, attempts to use it to analyze Si-|-x-yGexCy layers 2 with low C content gave

very poor results mainly for the difficulty oi obtaining a good accuracy in measuring the integrated

CE
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Figure 1
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scattering cross section. For this reason we concentrated our efforts in measuring the scattering cross

section in the range 5400-5900 KeV where a very large resonance is reported to occur 1. The

experiment was performed at the CN Van der Graaff accelerator in the usual backscattering

experimental set-up at 9sCap170°. The shape of the resonance is reported in Fig.1. The cross

section shows a region where its value is enhanced with respect to the Rutherford one of about a

factor 130. The energy width of the interval in which its value varies of ±3% is about 100 Kev,

corresponding to a silicon thickness of about 650 nm.

Fig.2 shows a portion of two silicon spectra

recorded at Ejn=5700 KeV, the scattering angle is

in both cases 170°. For normal incidence (solid

line) in the energy region where carbon is

expected the ^ S K a . a ^ S i reaction shows some

broad resonances that make difficult a background

subtraction. By using (dotted line) a grazing

incidence (8jn=60°) and emergence (8out=70°)

geometry , the RBS stopping factor is enhanced

of about a factor of 3 and the Si peaks are shifted

towards lower energies and smoothed by the

straggling of the beam, thus making easier the

background subtraction. As a preliminary example

of this analysis procedure Fig. 3 shows the

magnification of the C energy region in a Si-|.x-

yGexCy sample (y=(1.44±0.07)% ) , with a Si

capping layer of 50 nm, superimposed to the

corresponding bulk silicon (Ejn=5720 KeV). The

peak at the scattering energy, comes from C

surface contamination in both samples and it is not

accounted for in the analysis.
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Preliminary results on several Si-|-x-yGexCy heterostructures indicate strong variations from the

Vegard's low and further studies are now in progress.
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Experimental Evidence of 2O-3D Transition in The Stranski-Krastanow
Coherent Growth

M. Berti12), A.V. Drigo1), G.Torzo 1 3) and G.Rossetto3)
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InAs and InP layers were grown on (001) GaAs substrates by Metal Organic Vapor Pressure

Epitaxy (MOVPE) in order to study the 2D-3D transition, that is the limit at which the growth ceases to

be bkJimensional and tridimensional nanostructures appear on the surface1. The growth temperature

ranges from 400 to 580 °C and the growth rates range from 0.17 to 0.78 Mono Layers (ML) s-1 (1 ML

InAs- 1ML InP ~ 0.3 nm). In the case of MOVPE growths the thicknesses of the deposited layers

cannot be controlled in situ by Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) oscillations . The

combined use of Scanning Force Microscopy (SFM) and of Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry

(RBS) allowed the ex situ determination of the surface morphology of the samples and of their

equivalent layer thickness with a precision better than 0.05 ML. For depositions lower than 1ML the

surface is partially covered by the layer, as shown in Fig. 1.

r u o.3 o.' #r

"!X - - ' N

al b)

Figure 1- SFM contact mode images of a InAs/GaAs sample : rf=(0.63±0.06)ML Scan width (a) 2.8 pm

and (b) 0.4 \itn. The horizontal line-scan in the lower part of (b) shows that the dark features are 1 ML

deeper with respect to the lighter part of the image, indicating an incomplete monolayer coverage.

Before the transition takes place the sample surface appears to be completely covered by a

continuous layer, so we can conclude that the growth mode in these systems is of the Stranski-

Krastanow type. The critical thickness for the 2D-3D (dc) transition has been found to occur after a

deposition of (1.20±0.05)ML for InAs/GaAs and after a deposition of (2.20±0.19)ML for InP/GaAs,

independently of the temperature and of the growth rate. To our knowledge this it is the first time that

such values are directly measured with good accuracy. These values are smaller than those reported
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in literature both for InAs and for InP . This discrepancy can be due to the higher sensitivity of the

technique used in this work. Alternatively it may be the consequence of the post growth annealing

process during the cooling down to room temperature. In the latter case it should be concluded that

the grown sjructures are highly unstable at the growth temperature. However, for InAs samples, we

did'nt measure any dependence of dc on the growth temperature while the duration of the cooling

down is different at T= 400 and at T= 500 °C. An important result to discuss is the dependence of dc

on the misfit [f). Spencer and Vorhees2 and Snyder et al.3, on the basis of their modelizations,

suggest respectively a dependence o n ^ and on / •"* for the critical thickness. Our experimental

results, although related to only two systems, contradict these predictions and suggesting

dependence which could be roughly as f~1 .

For coverages slightly exceeding 1 ML (for InAs) and 2 ML (for InP) the surface of the samples is

partially covered by small bidimensional structures (platelets). The dimensions of the platelets appear

to be independent of the system under study and consequently of the misfit. Moreover their

distribution on the surface is strongly different from that of the islands after the 3D transition so that

they cannot strictly be viewed as island precursors, as previously suggested 4.

Figure 2- left:SFM contact mode image of a InAs/GaAs sample just before the transition:

d=(1.13±0.06)ML. The brighter features are 1 ML high. - right:SFM contact mode image of a sample

just after the transition: d=(1.17±0.11)ML The islands are the circular white spots.
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Study of Urban Aerosols by means of PIXE and Micro-PIXE

Rodolfo Cecchi, Grazia Ghermandi, Luca Lombroso and Luca Lusvarghi *)

*) Dept. Scienze deWngegneria, via Campi213/a, 1-41100 Modern University, MODENA (Italy)

The activity of FISAMB-MO group at AN 2000 accelerator of LNL was
previously centered on analysis of trace elements in liquid environmental matrices
1>2) (water, melted ice, diluted sediment); the investigation of atmospheric
composition was performed by measurements of trace inorganics in the
precipitations (snow and ice) 3).

During the last year, we began the direct analysis of aerosol samples using
both PIXE and also microbeam facility improved at AN 2000 of LNL. This research,
that is in its preliminay phase, is devoted to the study of trace inorganics
distribution in the finest fractions (between 1 and 0.05 urn) of atmospheric
aerosols collected in urban area. It is in fact increasing the interest about the
enrichment in pollutants of these finest particles, that more deeply penetrate the
breathing apparatus. In addition, depending on the difficulties in separate
significant the classes of fine particles, few studies about this topic are present in
literature.

Our first approach to the atmospheric urban aerosols investigation consisted
of the analysis of samples collected by the Provincial Department for Air Quality
Checking in Modena, that daily monitors atmospheric pollution in the town. These
samples were collected with a mono-stage impactor, provided with a PM10 inlet,
so that all the particles with diameter lower than 10 urn are collected together on
the same filter, with an deposit area of about 47 mm diameter. Even if this sampler
is not suitable to the pourpose of our research, it has been used for preliminary
measurement, to test our analytical capabilities in aerosol mesurement by PIXE in
comparison with the determination of trace inorganics performed by Modena
Provincial Dept. with other methods.

The aerosol samples were collected on Nuclepore polycarbonate filters (0.4
-2-5-8 vim pore size, 10u.m thickness), with pumping time of 2 and 4 hours
(average air flux 20 l/min), from a sampling station close to the center of Modena,
in the month of May 1996. The collection surfaces were not greased before use.
After sampling, each filter was cut in three parts in order to be submitted both to
PIXE and microPIXE analysis and also to other investigations. A pre-examination
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of the samples at SEM allowed a rough estimation of the areal density and
homogeneity of the aerosol particle deposit on the filters, and obviously confirmed
that the use of filters with different pore diameter does not provide an efficient
partition in size of aerosol particles .

The PIXE analysis were performed at AN 2000 of LNL using a diffused
proton beam (beam spot about 12 mm diameter) at 1.8 MeV, with average
irradiation time of 20 min. Even if several experimental factors to be optimized
impair the accuracy of the results in this preliminary work, the concentration of
some trace inorganics, Fe, Pb, Ni, Cr, Mn, Zn, measured by PIXE in these samples
are in good agreement (into 30%) with the average values determined with
chemical methods by the Modena Provincial Dept.

The same samples were also examined with the LNL microprobe, using a
2.4 MeV focused proton beam. Groups and single aerosol particles (whose size
ranges from tens to unity of jim) are irradiated with beam intensity of about 100 pA.
Maps of elements and spectra are obtained, that show the capabilities of
microPIXE in investigating the element distribution in atmospheric aerosols and
their enrichment versus particle size. The application of microPIXE to this research
will be obviously improved by sample collection with a cascade (multistage)
impactor, as the SDI 4) , that allows the separation of finest aerosol fractions whit
high recovery efficiency and in addition collects the sample on a low deposit area
The performance of a SDI expecially suited for our experimental set-up 2) is in
running.
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PIXE micro-beam in the evaluation of the sealing properties of some provisional
dental cements.

M.C. Buoso*, F. Campagnola*, D. Ceccato*, G. Cinque*, G.P. Egeni*, S. Galassini*, G. Moschini*,

P. Passf, P. Rossi*, V. Rudello*, A. ZadroA

"; INFN, National Laboratories of Legnaro, t} /A/FA/, Padua, %) Dental School, University of Verona,
A> Dental School, University of Padua

INTRODUCTION

The marginal fit and integrity of dental restorative materials are of primary importance in the dental

practice. Several methods had been suggested, in order io check the marginal infiltration: dye penetration,

radio-isotopyc techniques, which evaluate the leakage of markers, the control of bacterial penetration, and

electrochemical techniques (1,2,3). All these methods demonstrated that oral fluids leak through the

restorations margins, with variable amounts and patterns. Another important evaluation concerns the

water absorption of dental materials, which leads to an impairment of their surface, that may become

rough and porous with time, allowing bacterial plaque retention with the risk of secondary caries.

Micro-PIXE technique appears to be efficient in evaluating both marginal infiltration and water

absorption: indeed, with the use of a solution containing an appropriate marker, it is possible to measure

these parameters by mapping the distribution of the marking element.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The following dental cements were tested in this experiment: i) Cavit (zinc oxyde- polyvinilic

acetate); ii) Kalsogen (zinc oxyde - eugenol); iii) IRM (zinc oxyde- eugenol with acrylic particle filler; iv)

Super EBA (zinc-oxyde - ethossibenzoic acid); v) Fermit N (acrylic cement with SiO2 particle filler). Fifty

human freshly-extracted molar were stored in saline solutin for 4B h, then immersed in 10% formalin for

24 h, and subsequently re-stored in saline. Their occlusal surfaces were ground in order to prepare a

square first-class cavity, measuring 4x4 mm2, and extended apically until the pulpal chamber was reached

and opened. The prepared teeth were accurately washed with sodium hypoclorite, and the soft tissues

removed. The apical foramina and the root surfaces were sealed with soft wax, to prevent a possible

marker leakage. Teeth were filled with the above-mentioned materials (ten teeth for each material), placed

in 5% silver nitrate solution then stored. At fixed time intervals (3 days, 1, 2, 3, 4 weeks) two samples for

each cement were taken, and immersed in saline. They were subsequently embedded in epoxy, mounted

on microscope plastic glasses, sectioned in two parts along their long axis, and ground with a proper

appliance, until a thickness of about 0.5 mm was reached. After this, the samples were carbon coated and

examined with the micro-beam PIXE facility at AN2000 Lab. of INFN in Legnaro (4). Maps of Ca (dental

walls), Zn, Si (Fermit N) and Ag (indicator of leakage) were obtained, allowing to evaluate the marginal

infiltration and the water absorption of the samples.
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RESULTS

Fermit N showed the best results, without leakage and Ag absorption. Ag deposition in the

outer portion of the cement was found both with super EBA and IRM; however, only moderate leakage

of Ag at the tooth-restoration interface was detected. Kalsogen gave some worse results, because

deep interfacial infiltration of Ag was found, but the leakage did not reach the pulpal chamber, neither

after four weeks. Cavit showed the worst results, with massive and infiltration of Ag both in the ce-

ment layer and at the interface. After four weeks, Ag was found also in the pulpal chamber, indicating

poor sealing properties (Fig.1).

Fig. 1. Map of Ca (right, corresponding to
dental wall), Zn (left, grey-dottled, corre-
sponding to Cavit cement), and Ag, which
infiltrates both the cement and the cement-
tooth interface. Scanned area = 2 x2 mm

CONCLUSIONS

Micro-PIXE is a technique very fit in evaluating the marginal seal of dental materials and their

fluid absorption in the same time. In the present work, interesting results were found: Cavit, which is

one of the most utilized provisional cements in the dental practice, owns poor sealing capabilities,

even in the short time. Moreover, it absorbs a lot of water, with fast impairment of its surface smooth-

ness. Zinc-oxyde eugenol and cements (as Super EBA) may be employed for provisional sealing, at

least for one month. Fermit N, that gave the best results, is very similar in composition to composite

resins for long-term aesthetic restorations. This can explain its excellent seal and its lack of water

absorption in the short time.
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Tropospheric aerosol at Terranova Bay (Antarctica): a systematic study during
the summer season
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In the framework of a multiannual research program, four (3+4 month each) summer

(November to February) sampling campaigns (90/91, 93/94, 94/95 e 95/96) have been performed in a

coastal site (lat. 74°42'43", long. 164°06'58"E), near the Italian base at Terranova Bay, with 12 hrs

time resolution whereas another campaign (97/98) is planned. Important reasons of interest are

connected with the roles of natural aerosols in the climatic system and biogeochemical cycles, as well

as with aerosol transport, origin and chemical interactions. Despite low concentration levels, three

basic ingredients (a specially designed "Inertial Impactor for Antarctica": IIA; PIXE multielemental

absolute measurements; Principal Components Analysis: PCA) allow (93/94 data) identification of

several PC's, which explain most variance of the data.

A systematic analysis of 93/94 data displays several important features of general character.

The 93/94 data are based on PIXE analysis of 198 aerosol samples for each dimensional fraction,

moreover, three independent PIXE measurements are performed on distinct pieces of the same

fraction. The resulting redundancy of the data turns out to be very useful both in rejecting anomalous

data (fine fraction) and in enriching the variety of physical and chemical data (coarse fraction). The

above mentioned use of redundancy, as well as systematic use of blanks, turn out to be essential in

an experiment characterized by a low signal to background ratio.

Groups of elements highly correlated with each PC are substantially different (within each

dimensional fraction). This fact, together with the intrinsic values of the geochemical elemental ratios

and the low number of the main aerosol families present on the site maximizes the efficient use of

PIXE and PCA. In particular, well defined elements can be used as good tracers of each individual

component, so that (quasi-) continuos time distributions can be obtained for the intensity of each

individual PC, over the overall sampling period.

P.C.A. analysis of 93/94 data shows that "non-sea salt sulphates" component dominate the fine

(0aer < 2u.m) aerosol fraction, and that a "sea-salt" and a "crustal" component are also well detected

in the same fraction. A "sea-salt" component dominates the "coarse" aerosol fraction, but a "crustal"

P.C. is also present.

Time distributions of the fine fraction tracers (S, Na, Al respectively) display the following

properties: a) a strong intra-seasonal increase of sulphates, within the sampling period, a fact which

may turn out to be of climatic interest; b) the existence of some peaks (2-3 days duration each) in the

various time distributions, whose possible interpretation may be connected to particular aerosol

transport and/or origin episodes. Coarse fraction time distributions also displays particular time

structures.

Use of meteorological models at different scales (20, 200, 2000 Km) is planned in order to try to

interpret the particular time structures of the various PC's. Use of the elemental ratios for monitoring
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the effects of chemical interactions is under investigation. In particular: a) a strong Cl depletion has

been found in the fine fraction sea-salt data and b) peculiar features of the Cl/Na and S/Na ratios, in

the coarse fraction, sea-salt data are under study. These ratios may monitor some interesting

interactions of "sea-salt" aerosol in the very peculiar environmental conditions. In 94/95 and 95/96

samples are now being submitted to systematic PIXE measurements and subsequent analysis. 97/98

sampling campaign is being prepared.

Fig. 1. "S" as a tracer of non-sea salt sulphates, fine fraction.
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The 1 1B(a,p)1 4C reaction from 3 to 7.7 MeV

R. Bonetti, A. Guglielmetti, G. Poli
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Various radionuclides such as radiocarbon are used in hydrology and hydrogeochemistry for

dating deep groundwaters in order to establish their residence time. A significant production of 14C

may occur in uranium rich minerals in contact with fracture fluids, affecting the water dating. This

production is related to the presence of members of uranium and thorium radioactive series within the

rock matrix, being mainly due to the 11B(<x,p)14C reaction and to direct spontaneous UC emission by

cluster (exotic) radioactivity from Ra nuclides [1]. To establish the relative importance between such

contributions a major role is played by the cross section of the 11B(a,p) reaction. Inconsistencies and

lack of complete data in the energy range of interest motivated us to measure detailed excitation

functions of the reaction 11B(a,p) in the range 3-7.7 MeV.

We performed the experiment in 1994 and 1995 at the 7 MV CN Van de Graaff accelerator

where charged 4He ions from 3 to 7.7 MeV were focused onto a 50 |ig/cm2 thick 11B target deposited

on a carbon backing. Three surface-barrier silicon detectors were used to measure the emitted

protons angular distributions. Their angular position was such that a 9 points angular distribution, from

20° to 140° could be measured in 3 runs with a given energy. To obtain the total cross section, angular

distribution have been fitted by means of Legendre polynomials up to the fifth order and integrated

using a standard procedure. The final result is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Angle-integrated cross section as a function of the incident alpha-particle energy

for the "B(a,p)l4C reaction.
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As stated before, our aim was to realistically calculate 14C production due to boron content in

uranium rich minerals and to compare it with the one due to cluster radioactivity [2,3]. The former

contribution has been calculated by using the present result and the latter by means of the decay rates

reported in ref. [1]. The result come out to be respectively [4]:
14C/g (B)=211853 X(U) X(B) and 14C/g (cl)=192416 X(U)

where X(B) and X(U) are the B and U fractions (in mass) in the mineral.

The two contributions are graphically represented in Fig. 2.

"B(«P)UC
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decay
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Fig. 2. Number of aloms of '*C per gram of mineral as a function of the Boron content.

The straight line shows the contribution due to the "B(oc,p)l4C reaction, while the dashed

line represents the exotic decay contribution. A concentration of 50% of uranium in the

mineral is assumed.

It is clear that cluster radioactivity gives a contribution comparable with the one due to boron content

only at very low (about 1 ppm) B concentration.
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The AURIGA Project for the Search of Gravitational Waves
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The AURIGA detector1 was designed to look for gravitational waves bursts from the Local Group

of galaxies. The detector consists of a resonant bar of 2300 Kg equipped with a resonant capacitive

transducer and a dc SQUID amplifier. The detector working temperature can be maintained below 100

mK by means of a 3He-4He dilution refrigerator. The cryogenic run, started on may 1995, has been

continued during 1996; it has been dedicated to measure the noise of the antenna and to perform

diagnostic tests on the cryogenics and the mechanical suspensions, the transduction chain, and finally

the data acquisition and analysis system2.

The antenna has been first cooled to = 2 K by operating the 1 K pot stage of the dilution

refrigerator. Then we could operate the dilution refrigerator for about two weeks and the bar

temperature has reached 0.14 K but, due to the plugging problems, the cryogenic working point has

not been sufficiently stable to allow a complete experimentation. The average liquid helium

consumption of the cryostat was about 90 liters/day.

The typical bias field of the capacitive transducer was =0.3 + 0.6 MVI m and the electric charge

showed a negligible leakage over 2 months of operation.

In figure 1 we report the quality factors of the antenna-transducer resonances as a functions of

the bar temperature; it is worth to notice that at 0.14 the Q-values are 4 and 6 millions respectively for

the 913 Hz and 931 Hz modes.

The noise of the antenna has been measured by a room temperature FET amplifier connected to

the transducer through the test port. The FET noise temperature is Tn =(0.1±0.05) K and its noise

resistance is Rn =(2.4±1.2) AfQ. The typical contribution of the amplifier to the antenna noise

temperature in our experimental conditions was =0.5 K from the wideband and =0.1 K from the

narrowband noises respectively. During the operation of the 1 K pot of the dilution refrigerator, the

noise temperature of the antenna approached the thermodynamic temperature (- 2 K) for 1.5 day,

giving - 3 K. Therefore, we can conclude that the antenna noise was quite close to a thermal

behaviour. Also the energy innovation, as calculated by a Zero Order Prediction (ZOP) filter of the data,
showed a Boltzmann distribution and with effective temperatures T^ =(0.9±0.2) K and

Teff = (0.7± 0.2) K for the + and - modes respectively as can be seen in Figure 2.
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Fig 1: Mechanical quality factors of mode - (squares), 913 Hz, and mode +, 931 Hz

(circles), as a function of temperature.
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Fig 2: Hystograms of the energy distribution measured for mode + at a bar temperature

of ~ 2 K during 1.5 day. Circles stand for the direct noise of antenna; triangles for the energy

innovation as calculated by the ZOP filter.
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Measuring the Arrival Time of an Impulsive Signal
with a Resonant Detector
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As we have already demonstrated in a previous paper1, a very accurate timing of impulsive
gravitational wave signals is possible even if resonant detectors are narrowband devices: the phase part
of the arrival time of a burst can be determined with a statistical error given by o, - T/(2nSNR), where

SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio and T is the period of the bar. This error reduces to the total error on the

arrival time estimate when SNR £ 10 and the detector effective bandwidth is about 50 Hz1.

To check the timing resolution capabilities of a resonant detector, we set up a full scale replica of

the AURIGA detector at room temperature. Although our room temperature detector has a very poor

sensitivity, the resonant frequencies and effective bandwidth of such apparatus happen to be of the

same order of the expected bandwidth of ultracryogenic detectors.

The measurement of the arrival time consists of two steps: exciting the bar with an impulsive force

to mimic the effect of a gravitational wave burst and then applying the data processing algorithms to

measure its amplitude and arrival time. In this way one can have both the true and the estimated arrival

time and an error analysis can be performed. To generate an impulsive force on the bar we used a

capacitive electromechanical transducer (calibrator) mounted on a side of the bar and driven in voltage

by a programmable signal generator. On the other side of the bar, opposite to the calibrator, is placed a

similar capacitive transducer, to convert the mechanical oscillation back into an electrical signal. The

outcoming electrical signal is fed to an FET preamplifier and then amplified by a commercial low noise

amplifier. The linearity of the system (excitation and read out) has been tested over the entire range of

measurements performed. In figure 1 we report the scheme of the excitation and readout systems

devised for the time of arrival measurements. The signal generator is triggered by an external TTL signal

which is also sent to a GPS clock that returns the Universal Time (UT) to the acquisition workstation2. In

this way we are able to tag each impulsive signal with an accuracy of few hundreds of ns. Because of

the presence of analog and digital filters on the acquisition line, a delay is introduced, which has been

accurately measured to be (1.976 ± 0.001) ms. The gravitational wave arrival time is estimated by filtering

the data and looking for the absolute maxima of the resulting data stream. We have then separated the
uncertainty in the estimate of the arrival time into the phase error t^ and the peak error k by writing

to = t,+kT, where it is the nearest integral value to the ratio /„ / T1. There is no ambiguity in assigning

an event to the corresponding peak order, since peaks are well separated from each other. In figure 2
we have reported the experimental values of the phase error evaluated for the events in the central
peak (which is the peak with the highest statistics) at different SNR. The solid line represents the fit to
the experimental data of the power law PI SNR, from which we have obtained the estimate for the fit
parameter /» = (178±3) \is, very close to the expected theoretical value Pm =180 \xs. We have also
estimated the r.m.s. of the peak error distribution as a function of SNR and we have found that o t

decreases as 1 / SNR and goes below 1 when SNR > 20: the total uncertainty of the arrival time reduces
then to the phase contribution o^.
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Fig. 1 Scheme of the excitation and readout systems for timing measurements. The TTL triggering

signal is sent both to the syntetized function generator, which excites the bar trough the calibration

transducer and to the GPS clock, which provides the time tag associate with the event. The amplified

signal from the resonant capacitive transducer is digitzed by the ADC and its samples are tagged by

the same GPS clock with an accuracy of about 0.1 \ls.

1 0 0

10 r

1 0 100
SNR

Fig. 2 Fit to the experimental data of the phase standard deviation CT, as a function of SNR. The

experimental points refer to the central peak events.
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Spurious Events Rejection in Resonant Gravitational Wave Detector
AURIGA by a %2 Test on Optimal Filter
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The output of a gravitational wave detector is plagued by spurious events with non gaussian
distribution which can be vetoed by local anticoincidence Instrumentation or by coincidences with other
detectors1. At least part of these events lack the specific signature of a force pulse exciting the antenna
as a gravitational wave would do. An efficient quantitative rejection algorithm could efficiently suppress
the spurious candidate events rate. To this end we have implemented the computation of %2 time

series on the on-line data analysis of the AURIGA detector and we have checked our procedures with

the help of a numerical simulation.
In order to extract the value of the signal amplitude A, of the arrival time t0, the maximum

likelihood procedure searches, as a function of the parameter values, for the maximum of the probability
to get the given set of experimental data. It can be shown2 that this procedure gives the usual result of
the optimal Wiener filter theory. It can also be shown2 that the likelihood function attains it minimum
when the squared signal to noise ratio A2(t0)/a\ is maximum; here A(t0) is the output of the Wiener

filter matched to a 6 signal at the detector input and <s\ its variance. Then, the minimum values of the

Likelihood function can be rewritten as

and has to be distributed as a %2 w i t h N~2 degrees of freedom, in eq. 1 the y2(t,) i = i...N are the

sampled data of the detector after it has been applied a suitable whitening filter and a2 is the variance of

these data. The procedure we have devised for the spurious rejection of the AURIGA detector can then

be made in the following steps. First the data are whitened with a whitening filter and the time series

y2(t.) is generated. For resonant antennae, the whitening filter is just the causal part of the Wiener filter

matched to a Dirac 5-function at the antenna input. Second the acausal Wiener filter is set up. Notice

that both the causal and acausal part of the Wiener filter can be implemented as ARMA processes with a

drastic reduction of the number of operations required per filtered data points. As the exact arrival time

of the 5-pulse is not known, the usual procedure for this step consists of building the time series A(t0)

and to take as candidate events those values where the two following conditions occur: i) \A(to)\

exceeds some threshold value properly set to avoid too large a rate of false alarms and ii) ^ ( / p ) ] is a

local maximum in the time interval where the threshold is exceeded. Let call t. a time where both

conditions above are fulfilled. Consistency needs then that x2('.>^) & a sample of a x1 statistics with

N-2 degrees of freedom. To test for this last condition, the time series %2{t.,A) has to be generated

and a test has to be done that, in the presence of a candidate event, its value does not exceed a

threshold value property set to get the needed confidence level.
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To test the above procedure we have set up a numerical simulation of the AURIGA output. Notice

that a resonant detector can be modelled as a linear electromechanical system composed by two

coupled mechanical oscillators, the bar and the transducer, a n " LC" resonator, and a linearized SQUID

amplifier3. With this model we were able to calculate the transfer functions of gravitational and extra

noise events. We have then simulated -10 2 events from the antenna, the transducer and the electrical

port of the SQUID amplifier; the resulting reduced %2, defined as %\ s x21 (N - 2), as a function of their

signal-to-noise ratio is plotted in fig. 1. The results we have obtained are quite general: as eq. (1)
suggests the expectation value of x\ is fitted by

SNR1 (2)

where X is a numerical constant which depends on the spurious and the antenna parameters.

Obviously X = 0 for the antenna events and X for the spurious events. The value of X can be estimate

directly from the experimental apparatus by generating spurious events in the antenna obtaining an

estimate of the efficiency of the %2 test. In our numerical simulation we have found X = 9 x 1O~3 for the

transducer events and X = 4.3 x 1O~2 for the electrical events which ensures, for instance, an efficient

spurious rejection for SNR > 8 .

30

Fig. 1 Expectation value of XR as a function of SNR
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Optical transduction chain for gravitational wave bar detectors
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A new signal extraction chain for gravitational wave bar detectors is being developed in the

framework of the AURIGA experiment [1]. The chain (Fig. 1) is based on a high-finesse Fabry-Perot

cavity: one of the cavity mirrors is attached to the bar itself and the second is fixed onto a mechanical

oscillator coupled to the bar. This mechanical oscillator, which is called resonant transducer, should

have the same resonance frequency (about 1 KHz) but much lighter mass than the resonant bar.

Moreover the transducer should have high mechanical quality factor Q so not to sooil the high Q factor

of the bar, once coupled to it.

Pound-Drever
technique

Transducer
cavity

Transducer's
resonant part

Pound-Drever
technique

Sensing^, j
cavity ' -

Piezoelectric
actuator

Data acquisition]

Servo-
system Bs = Beam-splitter

Pd1,Pd2 =Photodiode

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of a gravitational wave bar detector instrumented with the opfki^ transduction chain

A gravitational wave excitation of the bar will induce a change AL of the Fabru-Perot cavity length
L which corresponds to a change Av/ of the cavity optical resonance frequency v/:

ALAv / =—v, (1)

The optical resonance frequency of this cavity, called transducer-cavity, is then compared to the
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optical resonance frequency of a second cavity, called sensing-cavity, whose characteristic frequency is

kept as stable as possible. Frequency comparison between transducer and sensing-cavity is made by

frequency-locking a Nd:YAG laser to the transducer-cavity; using a beam-splitter a fraction of the laser

beam is also diverted onto the sensing-cavity, where a signal proportional to the frequency difference

between the two cavities is obtained using the Pound-Drever technique [2].

To keep the sensing-cavity on resonance one of its mirrors is mounted onto a piezoelectric

actuator which corrects the length of the sensing-cavity using the error signal from the Pound-Drever

technique; the correction is effective only in the low frequency domain (v < 10 Hz). At frequencies

around 1 KHz the same signal is then analysed for gravitational wave detection.

Frequency stabilization of the sensing-cavity is obtained by placing it at the middle point of the bar

inside the cryostat thus exploiting the very low thermal noise and high mechanical damping. Optical

access to the cavities is accomplished by means of optical fibres.

Noises in the detection scheme are essentially due to laser power noise, electronic noise and

thermal noise. The electronic noise is due to the noise of the piezo driver and the detection noise on

photodiodes Pd1 and Pd2 of Fig. 1. With the values listed in Tab.1 the sensitivity to gravitational wave

bursts is calculated to be hm i n = 3-10~20 with a bandwith of 50 Hz. We assumed no mechanical noise

and equal resonance frequencies for bar and transducer.

Tab.1 Values of parameters used for estimating the sensitivity

Parameter

transducer mass

transducer cavity lenght

sensing-cavity lenght

temperature

Value

1.2 Kg

0.01 m

0.2 m

0.1 K

Parameter

cavities finesse

laser frequency

laser power

bar and transd. Q1 s

Value

3-105

2.82-1014Hz

0.01 W

5-106

A transducer prototype is under development. It consists of a resonant part and supports for

optics. The resonant part is a circular plate (2.7 mm thick, 90.0 mm radius) acting as a spring and

supporting a concentric 1.15 Kg load acting as a neutral mass; this is uniformly distributed over the inner

portion of the plate within a 60.0 mm radius circle. The whole construction is made out of AI5056 which

allows one to reach a high mechanical quality factor when working at low temperatures. The load holds at

its center one of the transducer-cavity mirrors. The entrance mirror of the cavity and the optical fiber

carrying the laser light to the cavity are fixed to the bar by means of two non-resonant supports, which

are designed so that both mirror and optical fiber can be tilted to fine adjust the beam entrance angle in

the cavity. The mirror and fiber supports are made out of Ergal. A (24±2) mm long, 14001200 finesse

cavity has been aligned on the transducer, showing the satisfying operation of mirror support.

Measurements have been performed on the transducer-bar assembly at room temperature. They

indicate that the transducer resonance frequency is about 13 Hz higher than the bar one (about

875 Hz); this frequency difference could be further reduced by decreasing the thickness of the circular

plate. The mechanical quality factors are comparable to those obtained with standard capacitive

transducers in similar experimental conditions.

REFERENCES
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PVLAS: An Experiment to Measure Vacuum Magnetic Birefringence
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The construction of the building, for the PVLAS experiment, was completed at the
end of the year, and the permission for its use is expected for the beginning of 1997.

The construction of the rotating cryostat, started at the beginning of 1996, was
completed just before the end of the year. The cryostat was delivered, as requested,
with the certification of the italian safety inspection institute ISPESL, for the operation
at -269 C and 7 bar. Slight modifications, with respect to the original INFN design
were agreed, mainly on the delicate construction of the special devices, which enable
the centering of the magnet, housed at the bottom of the cryostat, even at cryogenic
temperatures.

The acceptance test of the special device, which enable both the transmission of the
data and the electrical power connection from the rotating cryostat to the main building,
was successfully made using the scaled "maquette" cryostat on the rotating platform.
The transferring of the data, such as temperatures, liquid helium levels, "quenching"
signals, etc., digitalized on the rotating cryostat, takes place through a specially designed
"brushing" RS485 serial port connector.

Due to the difficulties in building, in a short time, a superconducting switch for
4000 A, enabling the magnet to work in persistent mode, the decision of using a more
conventional technology, was taken. A prototype switch1^, with spring loaded very low
resistance contacts, was built and tested. The results of the tests were very satisfactory:
0.6-10"6 ft at 300 K and 0.3-10~6 Q at 77 K, which correspond to an expected dissipation
of less than 5 W at liquid helium temperature.

Preliminary calculations have also been performed on the stray magnetic field of the
8 T dipole, to be used for the experiment, and the suitable shielding actions to be taken,
in order to have less than a milliGauss on the critical optical components.

Tests on the balancing of the rotating platform and the magnet have been also per-
formed in the late 1996. A technique has been implemented to detect and to compensate
residual unbalance. The stability of the axial displacement, of the order of 1 ~ 2 /zm, has
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been obtained in several tests performed with the magnet installed on the platform and
rotating at 1 Hz. We have also registered the spectrum of the induced seismical vibrations,
in the 0 -i-3.125 Hz range, transmitted from the beam supporting the rotating magnet to
the basement where the optical table will be located: no signal has been observed here
at the rotation frequency and at its second harmonic, resulting in a lower limit to the
attenuation of the order of 20 dB.

On the PVLAS granite optical table, we have set up a 3 m vertical Fabry-Perot (F-P)
cavity. A 10 mW Nd:YAG Non Planar Ring Oscillator (NPRO) Laser has been frequency
locked to the cavity. The measured cavity finesse was about 160000, corresponding to
an optical quality factor Q about 1012. This value is higher of our previously published
result2), which was then the highest value ever reported. With a 3 m F-P cavity of 100000
finesse we have also reached a 40% trasmission. We plan to use a 6 meter cavity similar
to this one in the final set up. Thanks to the multiplication of the birefringence effect
in a F-P cavity we could also study the coating static phase anisotropy of the cavity
mirrors. We tested two pairs of high reflectivity interferential mirrors and we found phase
anysotropies ranging from 2 • 10~6 per reflection to less than 2 • 10~7 per reflection. The
last value was found for one of the mirrors; as far as we know, this is the smallest value of
the phase anisotropy ever measured. This means that in principle one can select, within
a group of mirrors, manufactured at the same time and with the same procedure, those
with an extremely low static phase anisotropy.

The F-P cavity will be the central part of the very sensitive ellipsometer of the
PVLAS experiment. During 1996 we have begun the test of the whole apparatus to
reach a good ellipticity sensitivity. In particular we have tested a Photoelastic Ellipticity
Modulator (PEM) that we proved able to give a high, stable ellipticity carrier signal at the
frequency of about 50 KHz. In order to apply an heterodyne signal detection technique
the effect to be measured will be modulated at 2 Hz by rotating the magnet.

During 1996 we have also begun the tests of the vacuum apparatus of the experiment.
The vacuum pipe placed inside the high magnetic field region has to be made by non
conducting material. We have decided to test pipes of two different materials: quartz and
carbon fiber. In the final set-up the vacuum pipe will be 4.5 m long and 3 cm in diameter,
and the vacuum pumps will be placed at both ends of it. Tests are in progress in order
to measure the partial pressures of the residual gas for the two type of pipes considered.

References
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The CASIMIRO experiment: dynamical detection of Casimir forces
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Casimir predicted the existence of forces between macroscopic bodies attributable
to the modifications induced by their presence of the boundary conditions in the quan-
tum vacuum1. These forces are crucial to estabilish the reality of vacuum fluctuations in
quantum field theory, and their dependence on the geometry of the space-time2. After
several decades a strong evidence and a detailed study of these forces is still missing. We
have proposed the use of a dynamical detection technique in which the displacements
induced on a microre*sonator by the C&simir forces due to a second surface are detected.

During 1996 we have done several calibrations using silicon resonators and a dis-
placement sensor based on an optical fiber interferometer. This last sensor gives better
performances in terms of stability and calibration features with respect to the tunneling
transducer originally proposed3'4. A technique has been also tested to reduce the con-
tribution of the laser amplitude noise by correlating the interferometer and the reference
signals. Preliminary tests have been performed with the apparatus installed inside a
scanning electron microscope necessary to image and to monitor the gaps of the order
of 1/zm. Moreover, upper limits to the existence of other than gravitational forces in
the submillimiter range have been also given in a series of tests using the tunneling
transducer5 (see figure), with 200/im, Q < 8 • 107.

References
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2 G. Plunien, B. Miiller, and W. Greiner, Phys. Rep. 134, 87 (1986).
3 R. Onofrio and G. Carugno, Phys. Lett. A 198, 365 (1995).
4 Z. Fontana, Development and test of a tunneling electromechanical transducer for the
detection of Casimir forces on micromechanical resonators, Laurea Thesis, University
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5 G. Carugno, Z. Fontana, R. Onofrio and C. Rizzo, Limits on the existence of scalar
interactions in the submillimeter range, to be published in Physical Review D (1997).
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Excitation of Isovector Modes in Neutron-Rich Nuclei via Heavy-
Ion Isoscalar Probes

C.H. DassoQ), S.M. Lenzi6', M.A. Nagarajanr\ H.M. Sofia1*) and A. Vitturi6'

Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark
Dipartimento di Fisica and INFN, Padova, Italy
INFN, Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro, Italy
Departamento de Fisica, CNEA, Argentina

The possibility of exciting isovector giant resonances by isoscalar probes have been
considered in the past by several authors [1]. A formalism to study this was developed by
Satchler [2] who considered the effect of different shapes of the neutron and proton densi-
ties. Such a feature arises naturally in neutron-rich nuclei in the vicinity of the drip-line.
The effect of the neutron skin on the isoscalar and isovector dipole and quadrupole giant
modes via isoscalar probes is considered.

In the case of nuclei with large neutron excess, important contributions are ob-
tained from nuclear excitation, which may even dominate the corresponding contribution
from Coulomb excitation under certain kinematic conditions. At variance with the usual
situation encountered in heavy-ion inelastic scattering, where there exists a destructive
interference between Coulomb and nuclear contributions, in the case of neutron rich nuclei
with a large neutron skin, constructive interference is found.
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Dipole polarization effects on elastic scattering of weakly bound
exotic nuclei

M.V. Andres"), J. G6mez-Camachoa), J.A. Christley6* and M.A. Nagarajanc)

") Departamento de Fisica, Universidad de Setnlla, Spain
b) Department of Physics, University of Surrey, Guildford GU25XH, U.K.
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In recent publications, we had obtained an analytic expression for the dynamic
polarization potential due to the coupling of low lying dipole states in the collision of
exotic nuclei like n Li ^ and u B e 2' with heavy targets. It was shown that the effects
of the coupling at energies close to or below the barrier is very strong and the elastic
angular distribution is strongly modified due to the depletion of flux to the dipole states.
The result of the calculation with the optical potential with the inclusion of the dynamic
polarization potential was shown to agree very well with exact couple-channel calculation
in the case of n B e + 197Au system3).

The coupled channels calculation3^ also predicted a strong spin-dependence in the
polarization potential which gave rise to a vector polarization of the elastic scattered
projectile. We have now obtained an analytic expression for the dynamic "spin-orbit"
potential caused by Coulomb dipole coupling to the first excited state of "Be. The
predicted vector analyzing power using the spin-orbit potential is seen to agree well with
the predictions of the exact coupled-channels calculations. This work has been submitted
for publication.
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High spin phenomena in the I/7/2 shell
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Recently, there have been detailed experimental [1] and theoretical [2] studies of
the spectra of /7/2 shell nuclei like 48-50Cr and 46V. There have been complete l / -2p
shell model calculations of these nuclei [2] which predict the energy levels as well as the
electromagnetic transitions. However these do not allow one to see in a transparent fashion
the nature of alignment in the vicinity of backbending in these nuclei.

We have used a cranked shell model formalism [3] where the valence nucleons are
assumed to be in the /7/2 shell, coupled to a deformed core. The interaction between the
valence nucleons are treated in a seniority and reduced isospin basis in order to include
both the interactions between like nucleons (neutrons or protons) as well as those between
neutrons and protons. It is shown that in a system like 48Cr, composed of even iV and
even Z with N = Z, the first crossing corresponds to a simultaneous alignment of a pair
of neutrons and protons. In contrast, in the case of a system like 46V with N = Z =odd,
we predict a diabatic crossing between the isospin T = 0 and T = 1 states along the yrast
line.
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Collective transition densities in neutron-rich nuclei
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The effect of neutron skin in neutron-rich nuclei in the vicinity of the neutron-drip line is

expected to reveal itself in the details of the nuclear multiple response. The quadrupole response of

these nuclei has been studied in the framework of the Random Phase approximation. The contiuum is

treated by an expansion in harmonic oscillator functions. We focus on the states which contribute to

the normal Giant Quadrupole Resonance and not on the low-lying strength which is termed the soft

mode. The effect of the large neutron skin in these nuclei is shown to cause a mixing of isoscalar and

isovector modes. We show that the transition densities corresponding to the GQR states can be

reasonably well described by the collective model in terms of in-phase and out-of-phase oscillations of

the neutron and proton densities with different radii. This work has been accepted for publication in

Nuclear Physics A.
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Exact and approximate calculation of giant resonances

E. Maglione1

1 Dipartimento di Fisica, Universitd di Padova and I.N.F.N., Laboratori di Legnaro,
Legnaro (Italy)

Energies, sum rules and partial decay widths of giant resonances in Pb are
calculated solving exactly the continuum RPA equations corresponding to a central
Woods-Saxon potential. For comparison an approximate treatment of those quantities
in terms of pole expansions of the Green function (Berggren and Mittag-Leffler) is also
performed. It is found that the approximated results agree well with the exact ones.
Comparison with experimental data is made and a search for physically meaningful
resonances is carried out.
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Nucleon resonances in deformed nuclei

E. Maglione1

1 Dipartimento di Fiiica, Universitd di Padova and I.N.F.N., Laboratori di Legnaro,
Legnaro (Italy)

The eigenstates of a Woods-Saxon axially deformed potential are calculated by
solving the corresponding coupled channel Schrodinger equation with outgoing bound-
ary condition at large distances, thus providing both the bound states and the outgoing
resonances. The level energies and conditions for bound states to become narrow reso-
nances, and viceversa, are investigated as a function of the deformation. These studies
may be important to interpret future measurements with nuclei close to the nucleon
drip line.
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Euroball at Legnaro: end of 1996 Status Report

M. Pignanelli1, C. Rossi Alvarez2

1 Dipartimento di Fisica and INFN, Sezione di Milano. Milano, Italy
2 INFN, Sezione di Padova, Padova, Italy

1. Mechanics.

The installation of the mechanical platform and of the detector holding frame has
been completed in September 1996. The original project needed some slight modifica-
tions in order to properly fit the 71 anticompton shields of EUROBALL to the frame.

In an array like EUROBALL with its different type of detectors (15 Cluster. 26
Clover, 30 Tapered), a proper collimation of the anticompton shields is rather compli-
cated. Several modifications to the existing heavy metal pieces from EUROGAM and
PEX set-ups were necessary to take care of scattering from the collimators of the cluster
shields into the Clover shields which sit closer to the target.

A standard EUROBALL reaction chamber, which has been designed and machined
in Denmark is ready to be installed into the beam line.

2. BGO shields.

After completion of the holding structure, the installation of the BGO anticompton
shields could begin. As first, the 15 shields of the Cluster detectors sitting in the
backward sector of the array were mounted, cabled and partly tested.

The installation of the central Clover section started as soon as the detectors
arrived at LNL after the end of operation of EUROGAM2. By now 25 shields are
installed and cabled and the section will be completed when the 26f/i shield, being
ordered by the UK, will be delivered.

The 30 BGO shields of the forward section have also been installed and cabled.

3. Ge Detectors.

To date. 110 of the 116 encapsulated germanium crystals which have been ordered
for the 15 Cluster detectors have been delivered and tested. Of them 102 work well
while 7 (1 DK, 4 I, 2 S) have some problems and one from the UK is used for testing
the VXI electronics. In order to have a sufficient number of spares, one extra capsule
has been ordered by Danemark and two will be soon ordered by Italy.

All cryostats, manufactured by CINEL, Padova, have been delivered and success-
fully assembled. To date, 11 Clusters detectors are already mounted in the frame and
2 more are ready for test or in the cooling phase. In order to check the quality of the
grounding system and of the power supplies, 9 of the installed detectors have been tested
in the Christmas period. Using NIM electronics we found no appreciable deterioration
of the energy resolution with respect to the value obtained in the laboratory.

19 Clover and 7 EUROGAM phase one Ge detectors were mounted and cabled
and await to be tested. The final mounting of the forward section will proceed as soon
as the mechanical problem with the closure of the ball will be fixed.

Jf. Electronics.

The high voltage system for Ge and BGO detectors is based on CAEN SY527 for
the Cluster detectors while it uses LeCroy 1440 power supplies from EUROGAM for
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the Clover and the Tapered detectors. During the PEX experiments there has been a
suspicion that powering more than one Cluster (7 channels)with the same HV card on
the SY527 (which has 12 HV channels) could cause a deterioration of the resolution.
However, in the test performed at LNL and mentioned above we found no problem at
all. The low voltage power supply system which uses both new modules, developed at
Padova, and existing modules from EUROGAM, is operational.

Concerning the VXI electronics, EUROBALL will use newly developed cards for
the Cluster Ge and BGO while for the Clover and the Tapered detectors the EUROGAM
electronics will be used. In order to exploit fully the big detection efficiency of the set-up
the trigger and readout system of EUROBALL will be operated in a parallel mode. This
feature is built into the new VXI electronics for the Cluster detectors while the Clover
cards from EUROGAM must be modified in order to support it. At the VXI crate
level the parallel mode is implemented through a standard Struck STR8080 readout
engine which however needs to be fitted with an additional card, known as P3 card
manufactured by the UK.

To date (January 10, 1997) the situation of the VXI electronics is as follows:
Cluster: 5 Ge cards delivered out of 15; 7 BGO cards out of 15.
Clover: 14 cards out of 26.
Tapered: 5 cards (both Ge and BGO) out of 6.
Resource Manager: 4 out of 9.
Readout Controllers: 6 out of 9.
Trigger card: not yet ready.
The whole electronics is powered by 3 UPS systems in order to avoid problems

with power failures which are relatively frequent at LNL. A signal multiplexer, similar
to that used at GASP, for convenient inspection of the Ge signals during HV ramping
is being manufactured in Denmark.

5. Autofill system.
The liquid nitrogen autofill system has been developed following the experience

made with GASP. The system, controlled by a HP3852A microprocessor with the
graphic interface running on a Macintosh, has been successfully tested at the begin-
ning of November and is now operational routinely. In this system the temperature of
the Ge detectors is checked continuously and a refill starts automatically for all detectors
in case one of them gets warming up. Some ancillary detectors planned for EUROBALL
will use the space of the 30 individual Ge detectors in the forward part of the array,
which have then to be dismounted.
6. Data Acquisition.

The data acquisition system has been tested in July. All the basic elements (hard-
ware and software) are now in operation and ready to work. The job is still in progress
for debugging and to provide a smooth integration of those elements.

In December 1996 a full test of the system has been made using the available
Cluster cards. Data from radioactive sources has been written to magnetic tape. A
full commissioning of the DAQ is awaiting the delivery and operation of the missing
electronics.
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A new charged particle Si detector for EUROBALL

A. Gadea1', E. Farnea1, G. de Angelis1, C. Fahlander1, D. De Acufia1, M. De Poli1,
D.R. Napoli1, P. Spolaore1, D. Bazzacco2, A. Buscemi2, R. Isocrate2, P. Pavan2, CM. Petrache2,
C. Rossi Alvarez2, C. Ur2, R. Zanon2, A. Bizzeti-Sona3, P.G. Bizzeti3,

1 INFN, Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro, Legnaro, Italy
2 Dipartimento di Fisica dell'Universitd and INFN, Sezione di Padova, Padova, Italy
3 Dipartimento di Fisica dell'Universitd and INFN, Sezione di Firenze, Firenze, Italy

In the last years the interest for the use of ancillary detectors in combination with
the available large gamma detector array has increased strongly. The main application
has been investigation of exotic nuclei close to the proton drip line. The most important
features of such ancillary detectors are first to have a large efficiency for detecting the
particles being emitted in the nuclear reaction, so that one can make a good channel
selection. Second, it is very important that they don't reduce the 7-ray detection efficiency.

The ISIS Si ball l) composed of 40 AE-E telescopes of 140 /xm and 1000 /xm respec-
tively, has been used very successfully in combination with the GASP array. Some of the
results of this setup can be found in several contributions to this annual report.

With the installation of Euroball III at Legnaro, we have presented to the Euroball
design and infrastructure group the project of one improved Si ball, based on the ISIS
and on the EuroSib design 2\

The main points we want to stress in the new design are the geometrical and discrim-
ination efficiencies, the rate performances and the angular resolution for the kinematic
correction of the recoiling nuclear velocity.

The design of the new ball have been performed with the help of the Monte-Carlo
simulation code GEANT 3). The statistical model code CASCADE 4) was used to calculate
the energy distribution of the evaporated particles. The ISIS setup was also calculated in
order to have a reliability test for the simulation.

In order to increase the geometrical efficiency we have reduced the distance between
detectors by reducing the detector frame dimensions and the ball diameter. The present
detector, ISIS, has about 73% of 4n geometrical efficiency for the AE detectors. The new
design, see Fig.l, will reach «82% of Air only considering the hexagonal and pentagonal
detectors. A further improvement will be the addition of one annular detector covering
partially the forward hexagonal hole.

Since the ISIS AE-E detector distance is about 4 mm, a further increase of the
telescope efficiency by 26% can be reached by mounting both the AE and E detectors
together facing each other by the junction side. With such a setup the AE detector will
be flipped, which gives further help to the discrimination by using pulse shape analysis
2). The discrimination efficiency will therefore increase by using the combination of the
two techniques simultaneously, AE-E and pulse shape analysis.

In most of the experiments performed with the ISIS 4- GASP setup, we have observed
that the reaction rate, and therefore the beam intensity, has been limited by the counting
rate in the forward Si detector ring, which should not be much higher than 25 kHz to

•Felowship supported by the EC under contract number ERBCHBGCT940713
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avoid a sizeable pile-up. The segmentation of the detectors in the forward direction,
probably in the first and second rings, will allow us to go at higher reaction rates. In
addition the segmentation will increase the angular resolution for this section of the ball,
which in most of the reactions, due to the recoiling velocity, is covering the larger center
of mass angular range. With our simulation we have tested a reasonable set of possible
segmentations finding the best solution in the division of the pentagons in three sections
and the hexagons in four as shown in Fig.l.

Figure 1: The new Si ball. Forward view with the first and second rings segmented.
The annular forward detector design will be segmented in 4 sections.
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The Eurobail Data Acquisition System1
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1 Introduction

EurobaW^ is an European collaboration2 to build a highly efficient and powerful gamma
ray spectrometer for nuclear spectroscopy. The apparatus, installed in Legnaro (Italy),
did the first run at the end of January. The spectrometer sphere is composed of about
300 HpGe detectors. Silicon or gas based ancillary detectors can also be integrated in
the spectrometer. The main spectrometer characteristics are: energy range form 100 Kev
< E~i < 20 Mev, E7 resolution (at 1.33 Mev) | ^ = 0.006, time resolution (1.33 Mev)
At < 5ns, Total Photopeack efficiency (1.33 Mev) Pph > 0.12, Peak to total ratio (1.33
Mev) £ > 0.60. An average event length of about 300-500 Bytes and an expected trig-
ger rate of 50-100 KHz lead to a bandwith requirement up to 30 MByte/s. This paper
describes the acquisition system: the Read Out Unit architecture, the event builder pro-
cess and the back-end architecture introducing the adopted techniques and the obtained
results. We show then the ability of the system to meet the performance requirements.

2 An Overview of the System

Eurobail data acquisition system is composed of several readout branches (from 4 to 6)
reading in parallel different part of the spectrometer (tapered, cluster, clover, ancillary
detectors, etc); a set of modules called Readout Units (RU) whose task is to bridge
the readout buses, a Fibre Channel based switching network, a commercial workstation
based processor farm with about 5000 specint92 of computing power dedicated to on-line
analysis, on-line histograms production and data storage. Storage of the event streams,
after reformatting, yields an output stream up to 20-25 MByte/sec. If the contribution
to network traffic due to the data to be histogrammed is taken into account, the total
required bandwidth is about 80 MByte/sec. The main components of the system are
described below.

'This job has been partially funded by EC HCM contract n. CHRXCT930364
2Partecipant countries are: Denmark. France, Germany, Italy, Sweden and the UK
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3 The Read Out Units and the Event Builder

These collect fragments of events from the front-end crates and send them to the proces-
sor farm via the network. Euroball array uses integrated electronics based on the VXI
standard as designed for the Eurogam. Basically a RU is composed of an interface to the
readout bus, a readout engine, a dual port memory and an interface to the network. In
the present version, the Readout Unit is composed of 3 VME cards. The readout engine
is based on the Texas C40 DSP and the network interface on the Ancor VME64 VME to
FCS board. A 68040 based processor board (Motorola M162FX) running VXWorks 5.2
controls the system. The concept of the readout unit introduces a great modularity in
the system and homogenous approach that may be kept to any new front end electronics
which will be used in the future (i.e. for the ancillary detectors).
The event builder and the event distributor axe critical points of the acquisition system
and in this context the switching network plays two crucial tasks. It provides the Event
Builder function: fragments of the same event collected in different Readout Units have
to be sent to the same destination processor. Fragments are tagged in an early stage with
the event number (or trigger number), then sent to the same destination processor (in the
farm) identified as function of such tag. In this way the network acts also as a good event
distributor. The main features of the usedevent builder protocol can be summarized in
the following points:

• collection of the event fragments inside each RU in different queues available in their
DSP own memory, a queue for each destination analysis process.

• fragments in the same queue are buffered before being injected in the network both
to exploit the network performances and to optimize the accesses to the destination
processors. In this case the destination processor provides the software for the buffer
un-packing and the real merging of the event fragments contained in the received
buffer.

• utilization of the PULL technique (the farm requires data to the RUs): it simpli-
fies the software in the destination processor: no asyncronous data is input to the
processor: the demand for data is driven by the processor itself.

• "token based"2)4) implementation of a "barrel shifter'' synchronization between the
processors of the farm which avoids concurrent requests being addressed to the same
RU.

• UDP/IP protocol as the communication protocol to transport the information from
the data sources to the data destination. Over UDP a very simple acknowledge
protocol has been built: an acknowledge packet is sent back every n packets received:
if no acknowledge packet arrives the transmission is interrupted and repeated from
the beginning of the unacknowledged packets.

The described protocol has been tested running a 4 x 4 system (4 RUs and 4 processors
in the farm) over a 16 ports 266 Mbit/s (25 MB/s net point to point link) FCS switch.
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The system builds event at the rate of 80 MB/s with a global latency of about 400 ms.

4 The Back End

Owing to the distributed nature of the analysis processes over the workstation farm, the
back end software has to provide a way to collect histograms, store data to magnetic
devices and control the whole acquisition process, while hiding the complexity of the sys-
tem to end-users. Network based services have been implemented adopting a distributed
object oriented approach (CORBA)1). The description of the spectrometer configura-
tion, the association of physical channels to program variables, formatting and checking
of events is provided by Neo++ (Nuclear Experiment Oriented), a C++ template class
library. To avoid slowing down the whole acquisition process, second level analysis per-
forming slower and more sophisticated algorithms has been defined (spies). Distributed
services are also incapsulated in library classes and are available in the same way as local
objects. The distributed services implementation uses a master/slave architecture. A
master process called manager controls a set of slave processes called servers that are in
charge of the management of the resources (tapes, histograms, etc). Analysis programs
and servers communications use direct socket API to meet the required bandwith. Re-
sources setup is driven through a TCL/TK GUI connected to all the manager processes.
Analysis programs access services according to the manager defined configuration. Fol-
lowing this approach, a Tape System, an Histogram System, a Network Variables System
and a Error Logger System are defined. The Tape System provides the management of
the tape devices and allows the configuration of logical streams for performing data mir-
roring and data striping and device control functionality. The Histogram System handles
all the histograms defined in an analysis program, collecting updates coming from all the
parallel running instances of a program. The Network Variables System provides a set
of standard data types (integer, float, etc.) whose scope is network wide, to let calibra-
tion parameters be tunable without stopping the acquisition process. Last, the Error
Logging System provides a collector of all error messages generated during the acquisi-
tion phase. The control of such a distributed system is managed by Load Sharing Facility.
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EUROBALL Detector Test and Information Database

R.Menegazzo1)

1) INFN - Sezione di Padova, Italy

The large number and complexity of Germanium detectors used in the EUROBALL y-ray
spectrometer pointed out the need to extend the instrumentation available in the detector laboratory
with a dedicated HV power supply and multiparametric data acquisition system. This system should be
able to control and monitor the HV parameters and allow to test the performances of all seven
encapsulated Germanium detectors in a Cluster at the same time. Moreover, all detector experts from
the international collaboration, involved in the assembly and test of all EUROBALL detectors, as well
as applications that control EUROBALL liquid nitrogen filling system1) and detector High Voltage bias
should be able to access and update the parameters of each detector. This involves the development
of a specific database to organize all these information and share them between the detector
laboratory and EUROBALL control room.

The control of HV power supply and of the multi-parametric data acquisition system (DAQ) we
developed for the detector laboratory is based on the commercial software Kmax (Sparrow), running
on a Power Macintosh 7200/90. This software provides an environment for instrument control and
data management with high level support for modular instrumentation, event-by-event data
acquisition, data sorting, data histogramming and analysis. We have used the new features of Kmax
version 6.2.2 to create the Graphical User Interface. In the same Kmax virtual instrument is now
possible to configure independent control panels and distribute them on different pages. This allows a
better separation of specific tasks like HV control and monitor, ADC set-up, and Histogram analysis and
reduces the risk of unwanted changes of critical parameters. Each page is equipped with control
widgets such as buttons, digital displays, meters, etc., associated with Command Sequences to
execute specific funtions when the control is activated or its value modified. Figure 1 shows the
control panel for the HV power supply and the layout of the frontend electronics.

CAMAC \ l i

CAENSY127

&• n c = D

Macintosh FbwerPC

Fig. 1. The Kmax control panel for the High Voltage System and a schematic of the set-up

The Macintosh is connected to the CAMAC frontend electronics by the SCSI interface via a
SCSI bus crate controller (Jorway 73/A). The analog to digital conversion is based on commercial ADC
(SILENA 4418/V) with FERA readout. This ADC has 12 bits conversion range and a total conversion
time of 33 (is (without zero suppression). ADC readout is performed by a FERA system driver (LeCroy
4301), that transfers the events to a dual port fast memory unit (LeCroy 4302) for data buffering. The
events are successively read via the CAMAC dataway and stored into the Kmax event data stream.
This last step takes about 110 ms and represents a major limit to system performances (30% total dead
time with a trigger rate of 7 kevents/sec). An H.S. CAENET CAMAC controller (CAEN C117B), housed
in the same CAMAC crate allows to monitor arid control, via H.S. serial link and protocol the HV system
(CAENSY127H.S.).
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The detector database consists of four HyperCard stacks (one for each detector type: Tapered,
Clover, Capsule and Cluster). This layout has the advantage to allow a more rapid access to the
information and to overcome the single user access limitation of the program. To solve the problem of
inesperienced users we decided to keep the database management as intuitive as possible. Every
detector is characterized by its status, a parameter used to identify its location, the necessary work
schedule and limits the possibilities to modify detector parameters. Moreover, a set of tools,
developed with HyperTalk (the scripting language of HyperCard), allows the user to update several
database parameters at once without knowing any detail about the database structure. In this way is
possible to report all results of specific actions performed on the detector and automatically update its
status. However, as a special procedure, every parameter in the database can be modified and its new
value is automatically logged. We have identified different moments in the detector life and
characterized its status as follows:

- Detector identification (status: Delivered): a new database card is created (see Fig. 3) with the
assignment of an EUROBALL ID number; all manufacturer data sheet information and previous
detector history (annealings, tests, problems) are stored in the database.

- Detector test (status: Available): update energy resolution, efficiency, H.V. and lead resistance
values; the detector is ready to be mounted on the frame.

- Mount in the EB frame (status: Mounted): this action is allowed only from the Liquid Nitrogen
Filling System Control which is responsible to update the database with the position of the detector in
the frame and to download information on H.V. bias and lead resistance.

- Dismount from the frame (status: Available or Repair): this action is allowed only from the Liquid
Nitrogen Filling System Control; possible reasons for detector failure and remarks are reported in the
database and later used in the detector laboratory.

Moreover, we have added to the Cluster stack three special commands to enable the
Mount/Dismount operation in the detector laboratory and allow to handle the special requirements of
this detector:

- Mount the capsules on the cryostat (capsule status: Mounted): update the Cluster
configuration and the Capsule stack with the new status and the current position in the Cryostat.

- Cluster test (cluster status: Available): update pertinent parameters of all seven capsules.
- Dismount the capsules from the cryostat (capsule status: Available or Repair): report possible

reason for detector failure.
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Fig. 3. A detector card in the Cluster stack
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The EUROBALL Liquid Nitrogen Filling System

D. De AcuPia

Laboratori Nazbnali di Legnaro, INFN, Legnaro, Italy

An advanced automatic Liquid Nitrogen (LN2) Filling System has been developed at the
Legnaro National Laboratories (LNL) for the new y-ray spectrometer EUROBALL (EB). It is based on
the GASP LN2 Filling System 1 ) 2 ) that has been successfully in operation since the very beginning of
the GASP experiment (June 1992). However, significant modifications have been introduced to cope
with the increased number and diversity of the Germanium detectors in the new array. Other
differences are related to the physical location of EUROBALL and to the communication software
between different computer platforms.

The main goal of the Autofill system is to ensure the continuous cool state of a large number of
Germanium detectors with the maximum of reliability, so that user interventions can be reduced at a
minimum. This goal is achieved by developing a system that meets the following three requirements:
1) it must be autonomous; 2) it must facilitate self diagnostics; 3) user interventions or parameter
adjustments must be clear and easy to execute.

In the following figure the general architecture of the system is represented:

HP 3852A HP 3853A

HP 44788A

Digital Extender

HP91S3C GPB Cable

HV VME Control

Mmntosh PowaPC

— GPB<->RS-232 • (GPB-ENET

Serial Cable Ethernet

The EB LN2 Filling Control System is responsible for the following operations:
1) Fill periodically the Germanium detectors at the programmed time (every 12 hours), eventually

earlier if it is requested by the user or after some detector warming up. In the EB system new phases
have been added to the filling process. It now initiates with the opening of an external
electromechanical valve located near the LN2 storage tank for security reasons (the EUROBALL
experimental hall is underground). Then it continues on with the cooling of the transfer line and of the
four vertical distribution columns, and with the filling of the detectors. Once all detectors have
completed their fill, all valves are definitively closed but the external valve, which is kept opened during
5 minutes to allow the return of the LN2. After this time, the external valve is closed and the purge
valves are opened again for 3 minutes to allow the complete evacuation of the gas formed. During the
fill the data acquisition is inhibited.

2) Read out detector temperatures and, every 10 minutes, check if all of them are within the
previously defined security limits. Send warning messages to the console if some detector is warming
up (Tdusters > 110°K, TC|Overs > 105°K and Ttapered > 95°K). Force the fill if some detector is
becoming too hot (TC|USters > 115°K, TC|Overs > 110°K and Ttapered > 100°K, with a AT from the
minimum value > 10°K) or if it goes above an absolute TOO HOT limit (TC|usters > 125°K, TC|0Vers >
115°K and Tapered > 105°K). In this last case, a message is also sent to the High Voltage (HV) Control
System to immediately shut down the HV of the hot detector preventing in this way its hardware
shutoff. Inform the console about these events.
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3) During each filling process, verity flow of LN2 through the purge valves of the transfer line and
through the detector valves. In case of no flow through the purge valves at the beginning of the
process all valves are closed and the fill is aborted, postponing it for one hour and adverting people
with the corresponding warning alarms.

4) Generate and maintain a history with detector temperatures and valve temperatures for
diagnostics.

5) Check the system state. Auto restart and reboot after power failures or crashes. The ability of
auto recovering is of vital importance since the detectors are maintained at operating voltages for
months.

6) Compute individual filling time of the detectors. Compensate them in case of forced fills in
order to ensure the proper filling of each detector, and log into file the resulting times for diagnostics.

7) Read out periodically (every half an hour) the liquid nitrogen level and pressure in the storage
tank. Send warnings in case of dangerous readings (they must be: 2000 < level < 10000 lit., 1 <
pressure <3 bar). Maintain history files with the periodic refilling of the storage tank.

8) Display in a graphical format updated critical parameters such as the temperatures of the
Clusters, Clovers and Tapered Germanium detectors.

9) Integration of the "Mount/Dismount Detector" operation. The EB Autofill system performs
this action as a set of sequential operations for changing the status of the Detector in the Fill List,
updating the EB Autofill Database, the corresponding Detector Database 3) and the HV Database,
informing in this way about the new detector status.

10) Call responsible people by telephone through Modem in case of serious warnings, errors or
faults.

The EB LN2 Filling system started operation in November 1996 and at the moment almost the
85% of the Germanium detectors are already mounted. They consume approximately 450 liters of LN2
a day. The Autofill system is monitored and controlled from a user friendly graphical interface which
follows an object-oriented philosophy, with buttons to perform actions and fields containing useful
information. The following figure shows the main monitoring card:
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Progress report on the GARFIELD apparatus
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1996 has been the crucial time of the development and setting up of the GARFIELD
detector: thus, this report mainly describes the progress of various parts of the apparatus.

The mechanics of the forward drift chamber is completed. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show
the pictures of the drift chamber mounted on the stainless steel holder from the back
where the guide for the target holder is shown and the Csl holder spiderweb.

The vacuum test of the stainless steel envelope has been successfully performed;
it's now under test the sealing between the thin mylar window and the envelope of the
chamber.

Both the stesalit holders for the CsI(Tl) crystals and for the microstrip glass pads
have been constructed. All CsI(Tl) holders are mounted, while for the microstrip the
glueing of the glass pads on the holder is in progress.

The field cage is under construction in collaboration with the Laboratory for R&D
of detector materials of the LNL and with the Politecnico di Torino (Dott. Pirri). It will
consists of thin mylar windows stretched on small stesalit frames: on each window gold
strips will be evaporated and a resistive ITO (Indium Tin Oxide) layer will be sputtered
for the voltage partition.

All the CsI(Tl) for the forward drift chamber are almost ready, while the microstrip
pads, delivered by IMT and by SRON, are now under mounting and test.

As for the gas fluxing system, the final design has been carried out, and various
components have been purchased. The assembling of a test circuit is scheduled at the
beginning of 1997, the' final circuit construction will immediately follow in the case of
good results of the tests.
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Fig. 1 - Forward drift chamber: backward view with the target holder guide.

Fig. 2 - Internal view of the forward drift chamber and CsI(Tl) holder spiderweb.
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Testing the detectors of the GARFIELD apparatus
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The various detectors of the GARFIELD apparatus where prepared and tested in
order to be optimized and used in the final configuration.

First of all, microstrip prototypes in their final geometry (wedged shape) have been
tested with a-sources, showing good energy resolution (= 5%) and gain stability. The
complete set of microstrips (cromium ) necessary for the forward drift chamber have
been purchased and have been delivered by IMT Company at the end of the year. For
comparison microstrip from the SRON Company (aluminum structures) have also been
purchased. A complete testing set-up have been prepared to check all the pads; every
microstrip has to be mounted on the stesalit holders and while SRON microstrip are
already wire bonded to get the electrical contacts, soldering of the IMT detector contacts
to expecially designed boards is necessary. The test includes stability and gain check
and comparison for the four anodic regions; measurements under different conditions of
electric field parameters (drift and multiplication) and/or gas pressure in order to have a
good comparison in several operation situations. An example of the gain curves obtained
for the 4 regions with one prototype (70 Mbar, lV/cm*torr drift field, 241Am a source)
is shown in Fig. 1.

As for the residual energy detectors (CsI(Tl) crystals read by 18-18 mm2 HAMA-
MATSU photodiodes) *\ at present, about 65 of the 84 detectors of the forward hemi-
sphere have been built and tested: their energy resolution is fully compatible with the
project design. It should be noticed that the detectors with a resolution worser than 5%
will be further investigated in order to get better result (new wrapping etc.). If this will
not be obtained they will be rejected (and used in different, less problematic part) and
replaced in the drift chamber by new ones.

Beside that, finally, three square 20x20 cm2 MWPC have been assembled and tested.
The core of the MWPC consists of two gas regions with thickness of about 3mm separated
by a cathode consisting of a double-aluminized mylar foil 1.5ptm thick. The x-y position
information is obtained with a delay-line technique starting from the signals produced
on the anodes, which consist of two orthogonal grids of wires (spacing lmm) positioned
on the two sides of the cathode; the wires are electrically connected two by two. The
MWPC's, which are operated with heptane (C7H16) at 350Pa, have been tested with a
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252Cf fission-fragment source. The position resolution is better than 2mm for fission frag-
ments and the time-resolution from the fast cathode signal is locally of 700ps. Fig. 2
shows a picture of one of the MWPC.
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THE ELECTRONICS OF THE GARFIELD APPARATUS

A. Bassi(1), R. Bassini(2), C. Boiano(2), S. Brambilla"', M Malatesta(2>

(1) Dipartimento di Fisica dell'Universita' ch Milano
(2) Istituto Nazioncde di Fisica Nucleare, Sezione di Milano

Hybrid preamplifier has been designed to be used with microstrip gaseous detectors

(IMT-cromium strips, 0.4 pF/cm inter-strip capacitance, 150 pF all strips to ground capacitance)

and with CsI(Tl) crystals read by a 18x18 mm2 photodiode (Hamamatsu capacity: 80 pF). The

electronic handling of the signal from these detectors requires charge-sensitive preamplifiers,

giving an output voltage signal proportional to the charge collected by a feedback capacitor.

These preamplifiers must match the characteristics of each detector as well as the constraints of

the experimental conditions, it must have small dimensions and low power consumption (200

mW) to allow the use in vacuum chambers. The choice of the thick film tecnology offers the

advantages of the high packing density in small geometries, reliable devices in large quantity and

final low cost. Taking into account that different detector are used, this preamplifier has been

designed to have three different energy sensitivity selectable by on-board jumpers, 2, 45 and 90

mV/MeV (Si-equivalent). Only two values of voltages (+/- 12 V) are needed to operate the

preamplifier.

Beside that some particular low cost G10 flanges, each of which lodging vacuum feed

through pins (Farnel) in a "8+8 pin-double row"configuration to be used with SCI - 3M

connectors, have been expecially designed for Garfield, in order to satisfy the needs of handling

thousand of signals from the inner part of the detector (gas), passing through the scattering

chamber under vacuum , reaching the electronics on air.

'^^^m m^^m

Figure 1: Motherboard of the GARFIELD apparatus and preamplifiers.
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Besides this, a high-performances 16-channel spectroscopy amplifier has been developed

in a single width NIM unit (see Figure 2). The pole zero cancellation, the coarse and fine gain,

the shaping time, the output polarity and the output DC offset can be adjusted through a serial

interface. The selected values are stored in a non-volatile memory. Each channel has three

analog outputs. The first has a nearly gaussian shape with gain from 0.5 to 256 (2048 possible

values), the second is a similar pulse with a gain 10 times the chosen value of the first output

The last is a fast signal suitable for timing purpose. The module has an additional multiplexed

output that can be programmed to present the output of any channel for remote monitoring.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the channel.
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THE GARFIELD SCATTERING CHAMBER

L. Costa(1\C. Baiocchi(1), A. De Marchi(1), T. Van den Brink™, F. Gramegna(1), F. Tonetto(1)
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The GARFIELD scattering chamber, purchased from the Robert Van De Graaff National

Laboratory in Utrecht, has been sent to Italy at the beginning of the year. The chamber is 5.60 m

long, has a diameter of 3.50 m and a volume of about 30 m3. It has been installed during 1996 in

the Third Experimental Hall of the Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro and vacuum tests have been

performed in the Fall. The chamber is provided with an automatic PLC controlled vacuum

system. Four rotative prevacuum pumps plus a couple of Root pumps permit to reach a vacuum

of 1 • 10"4 mbar in about 50 minutes.

The high vacuum system is made by a turbo pump (1100 1/s) plus a crio-pump (RPK

10000).

Fig. 1 - The GARFIELD scattering chamber during installation.

During the test the automatic vacuum system worked properly and a vacuum of 2 1 0 s

mbar was reached in about 70 minutes, 510"6 in about 2 hours . After one night pumping down

the vacuum reached MO"7 mbar.
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A footbridge is provided all around the chamber in order to reach the upper flanges and

the crio pump and compressor system.

The final part of the beam line is in progress and the beam is thought to be sent in the

chamber before summer 1997.

Fig. 2 - The GARFIELD scattering chamber installed in the Third Experimental Hall.

The large internal mounting table will lodge the GARFIELD apparatus (drift

chambers and Multiwire Proportional Chambers) which is mounted on structures that allow the

rotation and traslation of the central detectors on one side and the MWPC holders for the time of

flight measurements on the other side.
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Status of the 871LP Spectrometer
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The 8JILP project1) is on the way to completion. This spectrometer has been designed to

detect light particles, with near-4n coverage and low energy thresholds, in coincidence with trigger

detectors for fission fragments and evaporation residues. Up to now the Wall has been assembled and

tested. The detectors of the Ring are ready and the mechanics is planned to be mounted at the

beginning of 97. The mechanical support of the Ball, which covers the other angles around the target,

is completed and the Silicon detectors are ready to be mounted. The related electronics and control

systems are under debugging.

As far as the data acquisition system is concerned, a new bus for data transfer (FAIR) and a new

acquisition architecture are under implementation2). The main hardware of the FAIR bus, the Back-

plane, the Segment and System Controller modules together with an ADC simulator, have been

made. All these parts are under test at the INFN of Napoli. Furthermore, a serial network and a new

software language (the FMDL) have been developed in order to automatically manage the front-end

modules and making the system a "plug and play" device. The design of the High density Front-End

electronics (ADC and TDC) is completed and the electronic masters are under developement.

Prototypes are planned to be ready for use in the spring of 97. After a test of the data acquisition

system with pulser and sources, we shall be ready for the final test with beam in June 97.

In the framework of the experiments planned for 96, we performed a 2 days run to test the rate

of coincidences between alpha particles and fission fragments in the reaction 366 MeV 76Ge+120Sn.

The data analisys is under way but very few coincidences were acquired due to the very low beam

intensity obtained from the LINAC ALPI. A second test with a S beam at 320 MeV was performed in

December. In this run we used a prototype of PPAC detector to select Evaporation Residues. The

PPAC was mounted at forward angles on the WALL covering angles betwen 5' and 10' and was

operated in coincidence with light particle telescopes of the Wall. Preliminary data analisys shown the

capability to roughly select residues by the TOF spectrum of the PPAC. To improve the identification

capability of this trigger detector, we are planning to add a AE stage which will follow the PPAC. Further

tests will be performed in 97.
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A brief overview of the 8?rLP Data Acquisition System.

A. Ordine1, A. Boiano\ E. Vardaci1'2, A. Zaghi1

1 I.N.F.N - Sezione di Napoli, Napoli, Italy
2 Dipartimento di Scienze Fisiche dell' Universitd di Napoli, Napoli, Italy

A schematic view of the 8TTLP data acquisition system is given in Fig. 1. The front-
end is based on the FAIR bus system [1,2]. FAIR (Fast Intercrate Readout) is a new
trigger and readout oriented bus system. It was designed from scratch in order to provide
an effective low-cost homogeneous solution to several of the readout related problems not
addressed by the general purpose standard bus systems.

Front End FAIR system

VMIV«K/rjJR

Optical link

VMESyrem
Pirn Enj

SuperUnr X Wo*S«K>n

UierXWoASonon

link

Figure 1: A schematic view of the STTLP data acquisition system.

FAIR is based on a hardware level protocol which allows both event building and
synchronous data transfer, at the same time, without the need of CPU's. The protocol
is not connected to a specific technology. The current development is via ECL; the data
transfer rate, which is progammable, can be as fast as 40 ns/longword at sustained rate.

The FAIR layout consists of a two-layer architecture: the lower and the upper layer.
The lower layer is made out of one or more crates of front-end modules (FMD). A create
is also referred to as a segment. Each segment has its own Segment Controller (SEGC).
The upper layer is represented by the link between the SEGCs and the System Controller
(SYSC). The SEGCs and the SYSC do not need CPUs.

The FAIR bus system is a natural highly extendible and scalable multi-crate system
and can manage a large number of paramaters: up to 65536 FMDs, each of them up
to 1024 channels. Furthermore, it features full pipelining by using a multi-level FIFO
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structure in a homogeneous data packing environment, and a protocol embedded method
for trigger management. The FMDs and the SEGCs are each equipped with a multi-event
FIFO. The FIFO of each SEGC stores the event fragments pertaining to its own segment.
The complete events, built during the readout, are then stored in the memory of the
SYSC.

FAIR can be used either as a stand-alone bus or in the user-defined part of the
VME V430 bus as a plug-in backplane. This last configuration corresponds to the one
used presently. The FMDs and the controllers are also equipped with a ROM, accessed
through a serial network, in which complete functional information about the module
itself is coded via the language FMDL (FAIR Module Description Language) which was
developed along with its compiler. This feature allows the automatic recognition and
configuration of the modules and eliminates the need of writing software drivers for each
different module type. The whole system is, from the point of view of the users, a "lug-
n-play" system. The SEGCs and the SYSC were designed and built at INFN Sezione
di Napoli, whereas the 32-channel ADCs and TDCs were built by Silena with the full
interface to the FAIR system.

The event buffers stored in the memory of the SYSC are passed by an optical link
to a memory mounted on the VME crate where the on-line analysis of the event buffers
is performed. We use the VMIC optical reflective memory technology. This provided us
with an effective means to separate the location of the front-end from the location of the
analysis crate.

The on-line analysis system has a Master/Slave architecture. The main task of the
Master processor is to read the event buffers from the event memory and distribute them
efficiently to the Slave processor which run in parallel the same analysis program under
the 0S9 operating system.

The Master CPU has several other tasks to perform. For instance, it controls the
Ethernet card which allows the comunication with other computers. In the Client/Server
model and via TCP/IP, the Master CPU (the server) also handles the control commands
coming from the remote workstation (the client) which performs the control and setup of
the whole system (front-end and analysis). Only SuperUsers can perform the setup. Other
users can connect to visualize the setup and to perform separate on-line visualization of
the analysed data. Raw events buffers are als-o available on request via TCP/IP for any
other purpose. A specific CPU is also dedicated to the task of writing raw event buffers on
the tape. Finally, the users interfaces, and the data visualization software were developed
in the X window environment with the OSF/Motif toolkit.
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GASP HPGe Detectors Laboratory

D.Rosso1), R.Menegazzo2), D.R.Napoli1), A.Buscemi2) and P.Pavan2)
1) INFN • Laboratori NazionaJi di Legnaro
2) INFN - Sezione di Padova

During 1996 we have performed a total of 82 repairs. The number of annealings (36) and of

other adjustments (31) has been of the same order of magnitude than in 1995. We have continued to

use the same criteria to decide when to anneal a detector than in 1995 (see LNL-Ann.Rep.1995).

In Table I, we present the cumulative statistics of repairs performed since 1992. The "Available

detectors" column shows the minimum and maximum value of mounted detectors in GASP during the

year. In the column "Repairs by the Manufacturer", the number in brackets represents the average

number of non available detectors per day because of repairs outside LNL. A similar definition is valid

for the last column, but in this case taking into account the total number of repairs (LNL plus

manufacturer). The "Detector-in-beam days" has been calculated as the GASP-in-beam days,

multiplied by the number of mounted detectors.

Year

1 9 9 2

1 9 9 3

1 9 9 4

1995

1 9 9 6

Total

Available
Detectors

24-42

42-49

49-51

51-59

58

-

Repairs

14

46

69

73

82

272

Annealings

at LNL

6

26

36

33

36

137

Other
Repairs
at LNL

8

17

27

34

43

117

Repairs
by the

Manufacturer

0

3 (2det/day)

6 ( " )

6 ( " )

4 ( " )

1 9

Detector-
in-Beam

days

1692
4080

5429

5575
5720

22496

Detectors
in Repair
(per day)

(0.5)

(4)

(5)

(7)

(5)

-

Table UStatistics of GASP detector repairs for the years 1992 - 1996. In brackets, mean value of det-

ectors in repair by the manufacturer and total in a day by day basis, respectively.

We have had 58 available detectors for GASP experiments during 1996. The electronics for 12

of them has been modified at the end of 1996 to satisfy the requirements of Euroball electronics and

will be mounted at the beginning of 1997 in the new european array. In these conditions, GASP will be

run next year with 40 detectors, plus 6 spares, which is the limit for the normal operation because, as

can be seen in Table I, normally we had an average of 5 detectors in repair per day.

Most of the annealings (29) had been done blowing hot air into the dewar because of break-

down of the internal heater. The energy resolution obtained after the annealing was always better than

2.3 keV at 1333 keV. The average energy resolution of the detectors mounted in GASP in 1996 was

around the same values than in the precedent year, 2.36 keV at 0.25 keV per channel.

We have observed an increment of HV filters substitution (12 against 2 in 1995 and 5 in 1994).

The replaced filters had shown very small discharges that affects the resolution. This year, we have

changed also 2 Fet. In order to repair the new cluster detectors for Euroball we have prepared a new

pumping unit and a test station which is described in a separate report and we have constructed a new

annealing station for the tapered detectors. The station to anneal the clusters will be ready next year.
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Further results with the leak microstructures

M.Lombardi, G. Prete
INFN.Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro
F.Lombardi
Osservatorio Astronomico S.Lucia-Stroncone fTerni)

The Leak Microstructures (LM in the following) are described elsewhere [1,2,3,4.]. Here we
remind briefly that a LM , fig.1, consists of a wire-point (<(>=10 up to 50 nm) or a needle, acting as
anode, well centred and perpendicular to the plane formed by two conductive and parallel strips ,
some tens microns thick, set at a distance b 100-400 urn or less (cathode).

The anodic and cathodic signals are collected by two fast wide-band pick-ups with an input
impedance Z=100Q.An electron entering the strong electric field between the wire-point and the
strips, will drift towards the anode and it experiences an avalanche multiplication close to the surface of
the wire-point.

In fig.2 is reported the gas multiplication, in 760 Torr of isobutane, as a function of the cathode
voltage (HV), for three different LM's [1: wire-point <|>=20 n.m, b=200 (im; 2: wire-point <(»=20 |im, b=300
H.m; 3: a needle (with tens of microns radius tip) of <)>=400 urn centred in a hole <|>=400 p.m]. Fig. 3
shows pulses from a type 3 LM (needle) working at 1200 V with a 55pe source in 760 Torr of
isobutane. In these experimental conditions the absorbed X ray of 5.9 KeV from the 5 5 Fe source
gives rise up to -200 electrons of primary ionization. Using for the gas multiplication the formula
G=VT/2AZnoe; where no=200, e is the electron charge, V=maximum pulses amplitude ( -80 mV),
T=duration of the ion collection process (-30 ns.), A=electronic amplification (-3) and Z=pick-up' s
input impedance (100 ft), we evaluated the gas multiplication to be about 1.25x105.

Other tests were performed with a 2 4 1 A m uncollimated alpha source. In fig. 4 is shown an
energy distribution obtained in a continuous run with a LM of type 3 (needle) working at 1000V in 500
Torr of isobutane for 86400 seconds (one day).

The source was set -16 mm above the LM; no electrode was inserted between the source
and the LM to create a drift field. The LM collected therefore only that part of the primary ionization
produced in its active volume in this energy distribution it is possible to distinguish two fluorescence
peaks: a broad peak due to the X rays ( mainly 60 KeV) and a narrow one due to alpha particles.
Super-imposed to this distribution, for sake of comparison, is the energy distribution obtained with an
uncollimated source of 55pe ;n the same working conditions. These distributions, together with the
related pulse shapes (fig.5), shown that:
a) the LM has spectroscopic capabilities
b) the narrow alpha peak (-8% FWHM) testifies the very good stability of the gas multiplication over

24 hours of continuous running.
c) considering the larger pulses in fig.5, due to alpha particles ( -400 mV and -40 ns of collection

time), it is possible to calculate the number N of electrons in the primary avalanche to be more
than 1.6x10^ (N=VT/2AZe). Looking at plot 4 in fig.2, which reports the associated gas
multiplication curve, is evident that the LM is working in the proportional region.This is an
unexpected performance, considering that the maximum size of the primary avalanche before
streamering is 5x10^ for the pin detectors [ 5] and 20x 10^ for the wires [ 6].

A further evidence of the spectroscopic capabilities of this device is reported by the spectrum in
fig 6, obtained with a collimated 5 5Fe source leaned on an aluminium foil, 50 mm thick, set -3mm
above the LMtype3 in 760 Torr of isobutane. The aluminium foil was set at -1560V, the LM worked at
-1300V with an estimated gas multiplication of 2.8x10^. In fig.6 it is possible to identify the main peak
of the 5.9 KeV x-rays, the peak due to the aluminium fluorescence and the peak (cut) due to the few
secondary electrons emitted by the surface of the aluminium foil.

With the aim to have a simple and effective electron source, we tested the capability of the LM to
detect the thermoionic electrons emerging from a heated filament. A lamp filament, 12V 3W, was set -3
mm above a LM of the type 2. in 760 Torr of isobutane The thermoionic electrons emerging from its
surface .which characteristic thermal energies are normally less than 1 eV, were detected giving rise to
a gas multiplication reported in plot 5 of fig. 2. Counting rates of the order of 5 105pulse/sec were
easily reached.

Recently we got the first two samples of the LNL structure [1,2,4]; a two-dimentional gaseous
detector-board made by CERN as a matrix of 9X9 LM's with a pitch of 1mm. This demostrate the
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possibility, using metalized holes and ball-bonding thecniques, to produce an organized sheet of LM's.
We are now proceed ing to test these samples.
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X-ray detection with a 9-points leak micro-structure gas proportional
chamber

A.Lombardi, M.Lombardi, G.Prete
INFN Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro 35020 Legnaro (Padova)
F.S.Lombardi
Osservatorio Astronomico S.Lucia 05039 Stroncone (Terni)

The Micro Leak gas proportional chamber is a novel detector which shown the capability to
work in proportional region at very high gain with a good hardness to discharges (see elsewere on this
Ann.Rep.for complete references on Leak Micro structure detector).
We report on the results obtained with a 9-micro-structures detector of 3x3 mm2 active area, built as
described in the following. Nine holes of 600 urn diameter were drilled on a sheet of G10 with copper
layer on both sides; an area of 3x3 mm2 was covered with a pitch of 1 mm. Nine needles, with a 400
lim diameter and a top point of 50 |im diameter, were carefully placed in the centre of each hole with
the top point at the same level of the upper copper layer, which was used as cathode. The nine
needles, connected together, were used as anode for this multi-micro-structure detector.

Measurements were performed with uncollimated x-ray source (^Fe) collecting the primary
ionisation created in a drift volume defined by the cathode and a grid placed 3 mm above. Ar CH4 (90-
10) and iso-C4H-|o at 600 torr were used as stopping medium. Signals from anode and cathode have
the same amplitude and shape and shown a rise-time of 20 nsec at the output of a charge sensitive
preamplifier, and a rise time of -2 nsec and a total width of 20 nsec at the output of a fast amplifier. The
gain was evaluated calibrating the electronic chain by means of alpha-particles source (2^Am), silicon
detector and a precision pulser.

From the total collected charge at the anode and taking into account that a 5.9 KeV 55pe x-ray
produces - 200 electrons, the gas gain was evaluated. The results of the gain as a function of cathode
voltage are summarised in fig. 1 for the operation with iso-C4H-|o and Ar CH4. The behaviour of the
gain curves is typical of a detector working in proportional region and gains higher than 10^ were
reached with iso-C4H-|o with stable operating conditions. Using Ar CH4 voltages higher than 700 V
result in the appearance of sparks which prevent the operation of the detector and limit the gain to ~4
104

The capability of the Leak Micro-structure gas proportional chamber to give an information on
the energy released in the active volume is shown in the spectra of figs.2 and 3, which represent the
55pe spectrum in Ar CH4 at a gain of 2.8 10^ and in iso-C4Hio at a gain of 1.9 10^ respectively.
Despite the poor resolution, in fig.2 it is possible to identify the main peak of 5.9 KeV x-rays and the Ar
escape peak . Contributions to the overall resolution come from the uncollimated source and the
different gain of each micro-structure.

A computer simulation of the detector is on the way. The aim is to understand the behaviour of
this structure with respect to the electric field, the amplification and the active volume.

Fig 4 shows a preliminary pattern of the equipotential lines. The anode wires have a diameter
of 100 (j.m and the cathode is 100 (j.m tick, the pitch is 500 |im.

In the first part of the figure, the anode wires are set at the same level of the cathode back-face
whereas in the second part they are set 100 p.m higher than the cathode front-face. The focalising
effect due to the height of the anode wires is evident.

A proper design of the detector must be performed taking into account the charge collection
efficiency and the amplification. As shown in fig. 4, it is of crucial importance in this respect the
interplay of all the geometrical parameters involved in the detector structure.
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SELT: Single Event Light Trigger

D. Bernard^1), F. Cervellera(2), G.P. Egeni<2), G. Fortuna*2), F. Parere(1), M. PegoraroO), M. Poggi(2),

P. Rossi<1), V. Rudello(2), E. Vittone(3) and M. Viviani<2)

WUniversita di Padova and INFN MLNL (3)Unh/ersha di Torino and INFN

This experiment, funded by INFN (Gr.V) and involving the Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro and

the section of Padova, is aimed to develop a single event trigger for the focused microbeam of the

Laboratori1). It will be employed in studies of single particle energy deposition on specimens as

diverse as living cells, solid state detectors and microchip devices. SELT will handle the challenging

case of protons impinging a thick sample, in which the trigger signal must be generated upstream the

sample. For protons and light ions the only way to get this signal with high efficiency is to interpose

some material. Since also the thinnest material would generate a substantial deviation due to multiple

scattering, which would degrade the microbeam, it is mandatory to place this material not more than

few dozens of microns from the sample. This is possible with thin scintillating foils.

For their properties of light yield and fast response, we took into account the organic

scintillators. The plastics have been preferred being easily workable into very thin foils. We considered

some materials, consisting essentially in doped polystirene, produced by the companies

POL.HI.TECH (L'Aquila) and BICRON, and evaluated their scintillating properties. We developed

techniques to prepare thin foils in the range from 10 to 50 microns, reaching a remarkable uniformity.

As for the light detectors, we took into account both reduced size photomultipliers and a new

kind of APD (Avalanche Photodiodes) with UV enhanced sensitivity. However, to get rid of the noise,

we intend to employ at least two light detectors in coincidence. One should note that a high

miniaturisation of the whole system is mandatory both to maximize light collection and to produce a

compact trigger setup, which could be easily housed in a scattering chamber.

We evaluated the properties of the scintillating foils and the efficiency of the trigger including a

couple of photomultipliers, by using alphas of radioactive sources (241Am with an energy of -5.5

MeV). The efficiency was found close to 100%. Recently we employed directly the protons of the LNL

microbeam. The light has been collected by two PM's inserted in the windows of the scattering

chamber. Due to the tower energy toss, the light yield per micron is about half of that of the alphas;

moreover the collection geometry has been by no means optimized. Nevertheless we reached in a

first test a trigger efficiency of 60%, which has of course to be strongly increased.
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Study of the reaction 12C + 12C for the production of 17F radioactive
beam

C.Signorini1-7), F.Borasi2), Z.H.Liu)3), Z.C.Li7), R.Bonetti2), A.Guglielmetti2), M.lvascu4),
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The fusion reaction "*2C+^2C has been studied1) in detail with the RMS spectrometer for

the possible production of a 1 7 F radioactive beam since it resulted more promising than the

1 6 Q + 1 0 B one according to the results written2) in the previous Annual Report.

The set up adopted was similar to the one previously2) utilized. In addition a movable colli-

mator (C1), with 15mm(hor)*35mm(vert) slits, could be inserted -10 cm upstream from the focal

plane in order to reduce the expected high counting rate due to the carbon ions originated from the

beam itself stopped in the anode of the first electrostatic deflector. The measurements were per-

formed with an entrance RMS solid angle of ~9msr as a compromise between maximum acceptance

and reasonable mass resolution.

The fig. 1 shows two sets of the silicon telescope results for settings of the RMS differing of

0.5% around nVq=17/8+. Within the 8 mm horizontal acceptance of the telescope it is clearely obse-

rved, in addition to 1 7F/8+ main goal of the present study, the expected 1 7O/8+ isobar contami-
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nation and the 1 9Ne/9+ plus 2 1Ne/10+ contribution. In the fig. 1a the C1 collimator is removed and

even in the small telescope surfice of 50 mm2 quite a lot of carbon particles are observed, these are

much less in the fig. 1b where the C1 collimator was inserted. This carbon background is clearely

associated to non straight, spurious trajectories non focused by the RMS; this is evidenced also by

the two unlabelad broad peaks in the fig.2a.

The fig. 2 shows several X-Y focal plane spectra with the corresponding gates, indicated

with shadows, on the telescope signals. Due to the considerable 1 2C background (several kHz) the

thresholds in the CFT units triaaerinq the data acquisition system had tn ho cot h ^ h ^no'igh to cut

most of these 1 2C signals and unfortunately also part of the O.F.Ne signals. As a consequence the

efficiency of the multiwire detector resulted to be considerably decreasing from Ne to lower Z ions

(F.O.N.C) . This has been confirmed by gating the multiwire with the various Z-signals from the

telescope. For this reason the relative intensities shown in the X position spectrum, fig. 1a, do not

reflect the real relative intensities as shown correctly by the telescope (see also fig .1) and reported

below.
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The yields, averaged over several runs, measured with 103 MeV C beam, an analysed

current of -20nA and a target of 0.5 mg cm"2 thickness are the following:
1 7 F(8 + ) 1.6 Hz, 1 7O(8 + ) 3.4 Hz, 1 9Ne(9+ ) and 2 1Ne(10+ ) 5.3 Hz, 1 5N,O(7+) 13.5 Hz. This
confirms the projections of -1000 Hz 1 7 F rate with a Tandem current of ~2uA (*100), a production
target of 1.0 mg cm' 2 thickness(—1.5) and a detector surfice of ~10*30mm2 (*6).

The problem of 1 7 F tagging is still open. A preliminary test has been done with a AE gas

detector integrated3) in the X-Y focal plane system.
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ELECTRIC FIELD GRADIENT EFFECTS IN TEPCs
P. Colautti*. M. Schroder*, G. Tornielli* , M. Muller-Veggian° and V. Conte*
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INTRODUCTION
TEPC is an acronym of tissue-equivalent proportional counter. These detectors are able to

measure absorbed energy distributions due to energy transfers in the gas cavity. Since the gas cavity

is filled with a tissue-equivalent gas mixture, energy transfers are simiar to those ones occur in human

tissue of equivalent thickness. Tissue-equivalent gas mixtures can be made with methane, propane or

other organic gases plus carbon dioxide and nitrogen in percentages calculated to mach the average

atomic composition of the human tissue. In order to simulate the energy absorbed in sub-cellular

structures, it is necessary to measure at tow gas pressure. A new TEPC has been manufactured to

study gas gain TEPC characteristics in different tissue-equivalent gas mixtures at very low pressures.

THE COUNTER
A cylindrical cavity, drilled in conductive tissue-equivalent plastic, and two field tubes define a 13

mm right cylinder sensitive volume. The anode wire is removable. Measurements have been

performed with a 100 um wire. Helical grid of 3 mm of diameter is placed around the anode wire to

control the electronic avalanche size. At the bottom of the cylindrical counter a smal alpha source can

be aligned with two holes drilled in the two cylinder ends. Behind the hole drilled in the top end, a

silicon charged particle detector triggers the TEPC acquisition. Thanks to a coincidence electronic

circuit, the TEPC pulse spectra are due only to alpha particles crossing the counter parallel to the

anode wire at midway between the helical field grid and the cylindrical cathode wall.

In figure 1 the energy distribution of the Z44Cm

alpha-beam probe is plotted (dots). In order to

improve gas gain resolution measurements, TEPC

pulse acquisition is triggered only by a narrow alpha

energy window (line in figure 1). Alpha beam is used

as an ionisation probe to produce a known number

of ionisation events in the gas cavity. Since the gas

cavity is small and filled with low gas pressure, a

fraction of long-range 5-rays escape. The energy

deposition has been therefore corrected taking

into account S-ray escape by using a traditional track model1.

GAS GAIN MEASUREMENTS
Aim of gas gain measurements is to optimise TEPC features (anode diameter, field grid dimensions,

kind of tissue-equivalent mixture) to simulate the energy absorbed in as small as possible biological

structures. This aim is part of an European scientific effort to improve the assessment of radiation risk

by studying a new class of radiation area monitor based on microdosimetric detectors able to simulate

critical biological structures (contract n° BI7-0040-C). Gas measurements were performed collecting
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FIGURE 2

TEPC pulses due to ionisation events in the drift region of the counter, namely the region between the

cathode wall and the helical grid.

The grid role is to border the electronic avalanche at low gas pressure; it would become otherwise

comparable to TEPC cavity dimension. The electronic transmission trough the helical grid depends on

the outside-grid inside-grid electric field ratio. Being helical grid and anode voltages constant, there is a

cathode voltage window which

optimise the electronic transmission.

That window corresponds to

outside-grid inside-grid electrical

field ratio of about 0.2. All gas

measurements were performed

optimising first the electronic

transmission through the helical grid.

Attention was paid to prevent gas

avalanche took place outside the

grid. In figure 2 gas gain data are

plotted against the gas pressure P

for different potential differences

between anode wire and grid. K is

defined as: K = V / l n ( r ( / r a ) . where r.and rsare anode and grid radius respectively. Maxima in

figure 2 are due to helical grid which borders the electronic avalanche at low pressures preventing

avalanche debording in the drift region. Arrows in the top border of figure 2 point out pressures at

which TEPC simulates the corresponding

biological structures.

In figure 3 the reduced gain is plotted

against the reduced electric field at the
anode surface S a = K / N r a , where N is

the number of gas molecules per cm3. Li nes

are best fits among experimental data with
the same K value. When the electron swarm

moves in equilibrium with the electric field,
the reduced gain depends only on S.2.

Figure 3 shows that at high S, values, that

means at low gas pressures, the reduced
gain depends even on K value (different K

different line). This feature is a general characteristic of TEPCs, since inside them the electric field

gradient is rather high2.
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Neutron Response of a4He Proportional Counter
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1. INTRODUCTION

The measured pulse height spectrum N(P) of a neutron spectrometer and the irradiating

neutron fluence spectrum OE(En) are related as

IN(P)= I R(P,En)<DE(En)dEn, (1)

where R(P,En) is the response function of the spectrometer. The response function R(P,En) can be

split into a transition function R^Er.En), describing the transfer of neutron energy En to charged

particle energy Er, and a subsequent function R2(P,Er), describing the transfer from Er to the detected

pulse with amplitude P. These functions can be numerically determined if basic experimental data,

e.g. nuclear cross sections, energy particle range relations, and parameters describing the gas

electronics are available. Unfortunately, the latter ones are not well known, if at all, and need to be

obtained here. Experimental response functions are compared with calculated functions R^Er.En)

obtained using GNSR1). Assuming a Gaussian for R2(P,Er), and neglecting multiple scattering, the

response function can be written as

m.aj) [ 2ai(Pm,a'i)

where OE(En) = An r|E(En), with ri(En) normalised to 1. The mean pulse height Pm(Er, a,) and its

variance o2(Pm< a'j) depend on various parameters (a,, a',). To determine the normalisation parameter

An and the parameters ai, and a', an iterative least square fit procedure is applied.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The measurements, at the Van de Graaff accelerator of the Istituto Nazionale di Fisica

Nucleare (INFN) in Legnaro (I), provided response functions for neutron energies between 450 and

4500 keV from the 7Li(p,n) reaction with a 700 (ig/cm2 thick LiF target and a 440 nA proton current.

The input spectrum OE(En) was calculated with a Monte Carlo code21 which accounts for the energy

loss of the protons in the target and the cross-sections for the 7Li(p,n)7Be and 7Li(p,n)7Be* reactions.

The matrix R, has been calculated using the GNSR code. As a first step the measured and calculated

response functions were compared using Eq. 2 imposing direct proportionality between measured

pulse height and recoil energy and a constant relative energy resolution. The measured pulse height

corresponding to the maximum recoil energy divided by this energy (Pm(Er)/Er), given in fig. 1b,

clearly indicates a non-linear relation. Such non-linear behaviour for 4He gas proportional counters

and scintillators with high fill pressure has already been observed in ref. 3 and 4. A linear fit (Pm(Er) =

a + b Er) for recoil energies Er > 1000 keV results in a 130 keV energy offset, corresponding to the
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values reported in ref. 3 and

expressions have been applied:

Pm(Er) = GEr|l-|^exp(

4. For a phenomenological description of Pm(Er) two different

aEr

Er
 r l + bEr

dE

BdE/dx'

(3)

(4)

where G, a, b, Eo, and B are adjustable parameters and dE/dx is the stopping power of the charged

particles in the detector taken from Ziegler5. Eq. 3 was suggested as a description6 of the non-linear

behaviour of ionisation chambers and surface barrier detectors. Eq. 4 has been suggested by Birks7

to describe non-linearities in scintillators due to quenching. Both formulas describe the data given in

fig. 1b within 1%, using appropriately adjusted detector parameters. The relative resolution (FWHM)

as a function of the deposited energy is given in fig. 1c. The resolution has been expressed by:

(5)

where a1 describes the electronic noise. Inserting the energy and resolution calibration into Eq. 2 the

neutron fluence rate at the detector position has been determined. In fig. 1a the measured and

calculated neutron fluence rate at the detector position are compared. After correction by a factor

1.04 all data points are within 10% of the calculated neutron fluence. For the latter, however, no

attenuation in air has been taken into account.
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Fig. 1: Results of 7Li(p,n) measurements: (a) neutron fluence rate <p as function of proton energy, (b)
pulse height corresponding to the maximum recoil energy divided by this energy, Pm(Er)/Er and (c)
relative resolution (FWHM) as function of recoil energy Er.
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IRIS: a new detection facility for charged particle decay measurements
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A new detection system for the measurement of charged particle decay of exotic nuclei, like
proton emission from nuclei at the proton drip-line, has been developed.

The system uses the Recoil Mass Spectrometer (RMS) as a mass filter to separate the recoiling
nucleiproduced in a fusion-evaporation reaction. The M/q selected nuclei are focussed at the focal
plane and monitored in the (x,y) plane (orthogonal to the RMS axis) with a Multi Wire Parallel Plate
Avalanche Counter (MWPC) which has a transparent exit window; the recoils, upon exit-out of the
MWPC detector, are implanted in a Double Sided Silicon Strip (DSSD) detector positioned about 1 m
downstream, where, subsequently, their decay is observed.

The DSSD detector is a (40x40) mm2 Si detector with 1 mm wide strips in both x and y direction,
giving 1600 cells; for the first test a 300 mm thick detector has been used. The detector granularity is
very important in order to reduce random coincidence events: with a detector like this and with a
counting rate,on the whole DSSD detector, of the order of 1 kHz, it is possible to measure decay half-
lives from 50 ms up to few seconds.

In order to reduce the leakage current the DSSD is cooled using a Peltier element1'.
Different electronic solutions have been adopted for the x and y strips, namely in the x

directions each strip has been treated individually with standard electronics, while for the y directions a
delay line with 2 ns delay per each strip has been used.

To each event an absolute time is associated with the help of a CAMAC/FERA clock21.
The whole system has been tested with a ^Ni beam. Two known cases have been reproduced.

The first case is the proton emission from 109l to 108Te with subsequent a-decay to 104Sn3), the second
one is the case of 147Tm which decays to ^Er41 via proton emission.

In the first case a 225 MeV MNi beam from the Tandem XTU accelerator of LNL bombarded a 1
mg/cm2 ^Fe target, the RMS was set for M =109 and q = 25*, these recoils, 109 l , 10^Te and 109Sb, were
first focussed on the MWPC and then implanted in the DSSD where they decayed. The only p-emitter
among these nuclei is 1O9I which decays to 108Te emitting a proton with Ep= (812 ± 2) keV and T1/2 = (107
± 6) \*s. Due to electronics problems connected with a very high low energy background coming from
electrons emitted in p decays and detected by the too thick DSSD used for this test, the proton was
not seen, while it was possible to measure the a-decay of 108Te to104Sn: it's important here to underline
that the 108Te decay events must be off-line events produced from the p-decay of 109l, because only M
=109 nuclei were implanted into the DSSD detector.

Figure 1 shows total energy spectra collected on 32 out of the 40 strips in x direction: spectrum
a displays raw data, spectrum b requires t < 5 seconds between two subsequent events in the same
cell, spectrum c is like spectrum b with an upper threshold on the energy. From this picture it becomes
evident that the system is working properly and that the time tagging is a very powerful instrument to
increase the peak to noise ratio in this kind of measurements. The energy deduced for the a peak is
E(1 = (3.28 ± 0.05) MeV in good agreement with the value given by the literature (3.23 MeV). For the
a-decay half-life a value of 2.3 ± 0.2 seconds has been deduced; this result is also in good agreement
with known values ((2.1 ± 0.1) s). Figure 2 shows the measured time curve for the a-decay.
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Fig.1: DSSD energy spectra: a raw data, b
time between implantation and decay
events in the same cell t < 5 s, c is same as
b, but with an upper energy threshold.
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Fig.2: Experimantal time curve for the a
decay of 108Te; the line represents a fit of the
data.

The second test has been performed using a 260 MeV wNi beam and a ^Mo 1 mg/cm2 thick
target. The reaction leads to the formation of 147Tm after p2n evaporation. This nucleus p-decays to
146Er with Ep = (1.051 ± 0.004) MeV and T1/2 = (560 ± 40) ms.

For problems similar to the previous case, the low energy data are cutted , but this time, on some
strips, a proton peak is emerging from the background and an half-life can be derived. Figure 3 shows
the time curve for the p-decay of 147Tm, the points are the integral over the time, while the continuos
curve represents the half-life known from literature. Our results are Ep = (1.04 ± 0.08) MeV and
T1/2 = (560 ±120) ms, they both are in good agreement with previous data.
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Calibration of LG-750 glass nuclear track detector for a cluster decay
experiment

R. Bonetti, A. Guglielmetti, G. Poli

Istituto di Fisica Generate Applicata dell' Universita di Milano

INFN, Sezione di Milano, Milano, Italy

Nuclear track detectors have been widely used in recent years by our and other groups in

cluster decay experiments. Their efficiency and selectivity meet well the requirements imposed by

such experiments in which clusters such as C, O, Ne, Mg, Si are very rarely emitted (partial half-lives

have been measured in the range 1011-1028 s) together with a very high flux of a particles (branching

ratios have been found to be between 10'16 and 10'9) [1].

In track detectors (glass or polymeric plates) [2], the competition between the etching velocity

in the unirradiated material (general etching rate) and the one along the particle range (track etching

rate) produces a cone, whose geometrical dimensions can be measured under an optical microscope

to unambiguosly identify the cluster itself.

In practice this is done by comparing the track geometrical parameters with those produced in

an accelerator simulation, in which ions of the same kind and energy (or close to) the clusters to be

studied are directed onto the track detector. Subsequent chemical etching and microscope

observation provides a calibration of the detector itself, to be used for identification of unknown ions.

In 1996 we calibrated the phosphate glass detector LG750 (Schott Glass Technology, Duryea,

PA, USA) at the XTU Tandem, using 26Mg, 28Si and ^S beams of 2.4 MeV/amu [3]. It was planned to

use this detector in an experiment aimed at measuring the ^Si emission from 242Cm. The predicted

branching ratios for this decay are among the smallest ever measured (10'16-1017); it was therefore

mandatory to use a detector with a very high alpha dose tolerance. This feature generally implies that

the sensitivity (ratio between track etching rate and general etching rate) of the detector is low.

After irradiating some samples of the detector placed in a small vacuum chamber attached to

the sliding seal scattering chamber, we tried different etching conditions, HF, HBF4 and NaOH, to

select the one which would have given a sensitivity high enough to reveal ^Si ions but sufficiently low

to get a high alpha dose tolerance. Figure 1 shows a comparison among LG750 glass, in the three

etching regimes, and other track detectors commonly used in cluster decay experiments. In this figure

the sensitivity S is plotted vs Z7p, where the effective charge Z* is given by the equation:

Z* = Z(l-exp(-130/J/Z2'3)) (1)

in which Z is the charge and p the velocity of the particle. It is evident that LG750, especially when

etched in HF, has a very low sensitivity and a quite good charge resolution. These characteristics,

together with the possibility of detecting 34Si, make it the best detector to study 242Cm cluster

radioactivity.

Last January we indeed started to expose LG750 glass detector to a very intense 242Cm source

(~1 Ci), produced at the Kurchatov Institute in Moscow.
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Calibration of a SPC imaging vertex detector by means of charged par-
ticles emitted in pp annihilations at rest

V.G. Ableev, C. Cavion, U. Gastaldi. M. Lombardi. G. Maron, F. Penayo, M. Placentino,
R. A. Ricci, L. Vannucci and G. Vedovato

INFN, Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

The SPC #2 installed in the Obelix experiment in may 1997 around the new CERN
liquid H2 target of reduced size has the internal cathode support made of 2 mm thick
insulating material. The thickness of the cathode prevents using the proven technique of
amplitude and charge division calibration based on using X-rays from a 54Mn source po-
sitioned on the axis of the SPC #1 chamber. The X-rays were entering SPC # 1 through
the internal cathode support made of 12 /jm thick mylar aluminized on the side in contact
with the SPC active volume. The 7 ray emitted in coincidence with the X-ray of 54A/n
provided the timing and trigger for collection of calibration events.

We have therefore developed a new calibration technique for SPC # 2 which exploits
charged particles emitted in pp annihilations at rest. The principle of the technique is
as follows. We localize accurately in the z direction the segment of each track which
intercepts the cylindrical region of a drift cell. This cylindrical region has a diameter
of 10 mm, defined by the pitch between the sense wires. The centre of gravity of the
signals induced on the sense wire and on the nearby contiguous strips by all the ionization
produced by the track segment is located at the z value corresponding to the intercept
of the track with the cylindrical surface which contains the sense wires. The accurate
localization of the z value of these track segments is given by the crossing of the sense
wire and the virtual strip denned by the centre of gravity of the hits on the contiguous
strips. The calibration constants which define the relative gains of the upstream and
downstream electronic chains associated to each sense wire are then derived with the
procedure used in the calibration with the X-ray pulses.

For the purpose of the calibrations we exploit tracks produced in the centre of the
SPC from annihilations in the target and which exit the SPC from the barrel region.
We histogram the leading edges of the first pulse of each track induced onto the cathode
strips. Because of the radial drift field of the SPC '* and the location of the sense wires at
the external periphery of the SPC active volume, the first pulse of each track is due to the
ionization deposited in the cylindrical part of the drift cell which surrounds the first sense
wire invested by the track. The relative timing of the distributions of the 90 sense wires
and of the 90 strips are adjusted so to have a common zero. For each of these pulses the
drift time gives the distance from the wire of the track which exits the SPC. The pulses
induced onto the strips by one track which gets out of the SPC are integrated for the
first 100 nsec. This 100 nsec corresponds to the maximum distance measurable (on the
surface which contains the sense wires) from an outgoing track and the nearest sense wire.
During this time window no other inductions from signals of a track arrive onto the strips.
and there are no tails present. Because of the geometry the sum of all the pulses induced
onto the strips in the selected time interval has its centre of gravity at the same value
of the z longitudinal coordinate of the intercept of the track with the cylindrical surface
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which contains the 90 sense wires. The centre of gravity of the strip signals associated to
the inductions caused by a track segment at the exit of the chamber is measured with an
accuracy of the order of 1 mm when more than one strip has an induced signal. If only
one strip fired, since each 60 cm long sense wire is crossed by 86 strips, the resolution
is limited by the pitch of 60/86 cm ~ 7 mm to a ~ 3 mm. Fig. 1 shows the z value
measured with the technique of strip and wire crossing of the first hit of tracks which
exit the SPC from the end caps. The distance between the two peaks corresponds to the
separation between the field shaping disks positioned in the two end caps of the SPC and
the sharp rise of the peaks illustrates the resolution of the z measurement by the crossing
method.
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HITS: a Monte Carlo Simulation Program for Ion Transport through a
Generic Optical System

A. Marozin1, F. Soramel2, F. Scarlassara3, L. Miiller3, C. Signorini3, A. Pisent4

1 Universita di Udvne, Udine, Italy
2 INFN - Sezione di Trieste - Gruppo Collegato di Udine, Udine, Italy
3 Universita di Padova and INFN - Sezione di Padova, Padova, Italy
4 INFN - Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro, Legnaro, Italy

We have developed H.I.T.S. (Heavy Ions Transport Simulation), a new Monte Carlo
code to simulate beam-target interaction and recoil transport through a generic optical
system. The main goal of the program is the realistic reconstruction of focal plane spectra
and the estimation of the system's trasmission efficiency.

The simulation of beam-target interaction considers the elastic scattering of ions in
the target1' and a detailed description of fusion process to calculate angular2', energy2'
and charge state3' distributions of residues at the optical system entrance.

Trajectories of recoils inside the optical system are then reconstructed by transfer
matrices4' (quadrupole, sextupole and dipole elements are supported up to now) including
a second order aberration. The possibility of using collimators permits to define the system
geometry with good precision.

A graphical user interface (fig. 1) has also been developed to permit an easy in-
put/output. Besides several dialogs to control input parameters, the program can display
simulated focal plane spectra and can manage user defined "virtual" detectors placed in
arbitrary points of the optical system.

Figure 1: HITS graphical user interface main window. On the top of the window, a
pulldown menu and a toolbar are present to permit an easy access to all program functions;
below the toolbar there is a clickable sketch of the optical system and a status bar.
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There are important features that
distinguish HITS from other known
optical programs like GIOS, TRANS-
PORT and RAYTRACE. The main
are: beam-target interaction simulation,
which gives a realistic distribution of
ions living the target, better trasmission
estimation, easy input/output.

A preliminary version of the pro-
gram has been successfully tested by
comparison with GIOS and with vari-
ous experimental data taken at the RMS
spectrometer of LNL5>.
In fig.2 the experimental and the simu-
lated (with a first order precision) focal
plane spectra of the febrary 1996 IRIS
experiment run are shown. In the sim-
ulated one, contributions due to differ-
ent residues are shown separately. Mass
separation and reconstruction of residue
contributions to the spectrum is well
simulated (the simulation does not take
into account background due to beam-
like scattered particles).

Now, we are working on the final
version that includes a better-looking
user interface, extra input parameters,
more complete input/output controls
(including a graphical optical system
builder which permits to specify the
geometry of an arbitrary system using
"drag&drop" functions), detectors sim-
ulation, adjusted code for better perfor-
mances.

-30 30 60

x-position (mm)

Figure 2: Focal plane spectra for
the 225 MeV 5SNi + 54Fe reaction. The
experimental spectrum is shown on top
and the simulated one on bottom (in
the simulated one, contributions due to
different residues are shown separately).
Background particles are not present in
simulated spectrum.
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Absolute EOS Measurements with Phebus: Numerical Simulations
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Pressures as high as several dozens Mbar can be generated in targets irradiated by intense

laser beams. Understanding the thermodynamics properties i.e. the Equation of State (EOS) of very

dense plasmas is an interesting issue in fundamental physics as well as in Inertial Confinement Fusion.

In the past a few different techniques have been tested to generate high pressure shock waves

with laser. Experiments using indirect drive have been perform successful111. We propose a direct

drive approach in order to get EOS data of optically thick materials!2]: this means to measure the two

unknown, fluid and shock velocity (u, D), on the Hugoniot equations:

Experimentally, we plane to use a P=P0+ PoDu : p = p 0 D / ( D - u )

smoothed laser beam to drive a flat

shock in the target. The

experiment will be done at

CEA/LIMEIL where the high

power laser Phebus: 2.5 kJ, 2.5

ns, 2co, is available. A second

Phebus beam focused on

appropriate target (Mn, Fe) will

generate the x-ray source at about

6 KeV to be used to perform X-ray

radiography. Plastic (CH) is

optically thin and Aluminium is

optically thick so that the

radiography will be able to follow

the AI-CH interface and measure

the fluid velocity u (see Fig. 3).

The shock velocity (D) will be

measured by time resolved

imaging of target rear side.

Two-dimensional numerical simulations (code DUED, developed at ENEA, Frascati) were done

in order to define target parameters. The SNOPP] code provides us the opacity tables. DUED results

were used as input for a post-processor (PPR) able to simulate the streak images. Our analysis,

working with Al and CH (2.7 and 1.05 g/cm3), produced the target design shown in Fig. 1. In order to

measure the shock breakout at the Al step the laser profile must be as plane as possible. In addition,

the radial size of the whole Al layer must be smaller of the laser plateau. This because the two edges of

the laser profile will generate a spurious shock moving at low velocity, which will destroy the
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radiographic image. To overcome such a problem it seems necessary to place same plastic around the

Al so that the shock generated by the edges will run faster than the shock on the thick zone and will

not interfere with the AI-CH interface radiographic signal.

AI-CH interfoce

£3.75

50 100
Fig. 3 Z /urn

A streak simulated image (hv = 1.85 eV)

and the X-radiography image (6 KeV) are shown

in Fig. 2 and in Fig 3 respectively. Both refer to

the laser-target set-up of fig. 1. The measure of

the shock breakout at the 20 urn Al step comes

from the streak image. We estimated a shock

transit time of 0.37 ns, which means a shock

velocity D = 54 |im/ns. Radiography provides the

interface position at several times; fig. 4 shows

the estimated position of fluid interface and its

six order polynomial fit. From the analytical

derivative of the fit, dPe/dt (dotted line), we can

evaluate a mean fluid velocity, u = 29 u.m/ns.

Using the Hugoniot relation we estimate for the

shocked region a pressure P = 42 Mbar.

More numerical work is now in progress in order to analyse the so called pre-heating effect: the

thick zone could be heated by the x-rays generated in the laser heated plasma. In this case the shock

would not find an imperturbed material and the Hugoniot equations could no longer be applied. We

aim at understanding if whether preheat plays any role in such experiments, and in case, how it can be

minimized

1) B.A. Hammel at al., Phys. Fluids B 5, 7 (1993)
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Central Computing Center and Network

L. Berti1, R. Bertoli1, D. Ceccato1, G. Maron1, N. Toniolo1, G. Vedovato1

1 INFN - Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

Computer Centre Activities

Network

During the last year a big effort has been devoted to reorganise the Local Area
Network of the LNL laboratories using a new wiring topology to give more reliability and
best performances to the network (Fig.l).

The ethernet 10Base-2 based network of the Tandem building has been substituted with
a lOBase-T ethernet.
A new LAN based on 10Base-2 ethernet has been provided for the High Energy Physics
Building.
The new experimental hall (III) and the PET building have been connected to the Com-
puter Centre room using two dedicated optical links based on the Fast Ethernet (100Base-
FX, 100 Mbps).
The Mensa building has been connected to the LAN with a 10Base-5 cable.

Computer Cluster

We have installed an AFS client to allow the access to remote files system providing
the direct access to CERN libraries.

The old Mail Server based on the Message Router and the INFN Giveme software
have been substituted with a new Unix SMTP Mail Server, based on Berkeley sendmail.
This operation was necessary because in the second semester of 1997 the DECNET pro-
tocol will be dismissed.

Euroball Data Acquisition

We continued the development of the Euroball Data Acquisition. A first test of the
data acquisition with the detector is foreseen at beginning of 1997.

Kmax Data Acquisition

The Manda data acquisition system of the CN accelerator has been substituted with
a Kmax system (Sparrow) like the one developed in 1995 for the XTU-Tandem experi-
ments. During 1996 we gave assistance and support to the experiments which used the
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Kmax system.

AURIGA Analysis and Data Acquisition

An efficient quantitative rejection algorithm has been implemented to efficiently
suppress the spurious candidate events rate. To this purpose we have implemented the
computation of x2 time series on the on-line data analysis of the AURIGA detector and
we have checked our procedures with the help of a numerical simulation *.

We have also showed that the timing provided by the AURIGA data acquisition is
in agreement with the timing resolution capabilities predicted for a resonant detector2.

VxWorks FCS driver

A VxWorks driver has been implemented for a Fibre channel system adapter using
a MIDAS 120 board with an Intel 960RP CPU. The driver uses a class 3 Fibre channel.
A protocol for error recovering has been implemented. Performances obtained are of 45
MB/s. This work was intended for testing the possibility to realize a fast I/O controller
for data acquisition.

Administration Support

In order to facilitate the access to the laboratories a new Web home page has been
provided for the Direction Secretariat Service. A backup service of the ORACLE database
is performed daily to insure the integrity of the administrative data.

PC and MAC personal computer

Support has been provided for software maintenance and backup of the disks.
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The Laboratory for Nuclear Targets

G.Manente, G.Battistello
INFN-Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

The laboratory was involved in the preparation of thin films, serf-supporting
and on different backings, to be used as targets for experiments in nuclear , solid state
and applied physics at the local accelerators and abroad.
The main methods employed were:

evaporation-condensation under vacuum by means of hot processes (Joule effect
and electron-gun), cold process (focused-ion sputtering) and pack-rolling.
reductions of several elements and isotopes from their oxides were made by using
the method of distillation-condensation under vacuum and the hydrogen flux.

In particular the following targets have been prepared :
serf-supporting 76Ge targets of 200 ptg/cm2 in thickness and 72Ge 500 jig/cm2 plus
l(ig/cm2 (floated and doubly picked-up)
sel-supporting 28Si films of 250 fig/cm2 and 5OOp.g/cm2 (floated and doubly
picked up)

- several 52Cr self-supporting films of 500 |Xg/cm2.

Many coatings were also prepared, for different purposes, of Carbon-Diamond
Like and TiN by means of the RF sputtering apparatus on different substrates like
Titanium, Stainless-steel, Alluminium.Kapton.

In addition the laboratory has also prepared the carbon foils used as strippers
in the XTU-Tandem.The sublimation of graphite in vacuum was maily used while a
new apparatus has been costructed and delivered at the end of the year, to produce
thin carbon films by means of the glow-discharge of hydrocarbon gases.The tests of
the latter, whose lifetime under the beam should be of a much longer value, are in
progress.
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Maintenance, operation and developments of the L.N.L. accelerators

B. Azzara, G. Bassato, A. Battistella, G. Battistello, M. Bellato, A. Beltramin, S. Benvegnu, L.

Bertazzo, G. Bezzon, G. Binelle , G. Bisoffi, R. Bortolami, L. Boscagli, S. Canella, D. Carlucci, M.

Cavenago, F. Cervellera, F. Chiuriotto, T. Contran, A. Dainelli, A. Dainese, M. De Lazzari, G.

Egeni, A. Facco, A. Fasolato, A. Ferrara, G. Fortune, G. Gonella, S. Gustafsson, A. Lombardi, M.F.
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Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

The Tandem -ALPI complex

In 1996 the XTU Tandem accelerator has been working (beam on target) for 5440 hours

delivering 21 different beam species, ranging from 1 1 Bto 1 9 7 Au. Beside calcium, two further

interesting beams, magnesium and zirconium were successfully produced and accelerated. The

total amount of time for conditioning and beam preparation was 2820 hours, whereas maintenance

and scheduled shut-down took 2058 hours. Unscheduled shut-downs occurred for 60 hours.

The number of hours of beam delivered onto target by the XTU Tandem together with the

time devoted for conditioning, beam preparation, scheduled and unscheduled shut-downs are

shown in fig. 1 for the last three years.
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It should be noticed that the time dedicated to the experiments reach more than 5000

hours in the last two years with a progressive reduction of unscheduled shut-downs.
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The complete remaking of the lucite rod holding system, powering the alternator housed in

the terminal, was concluded in September 1996 with positive results of reliability and life time of the

whole system. The maintenance of the lucite rods is now very simple and less time consuming

than in the past, because every individual piece can be repaired and replaced independently from

the others.

Fig. 2 illustrates the terminal voltage time distribution during 1996; the beam linac injection

conditions and most of the experiments required terminal voltages between 14.5 and 15.5 MV.
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The major failure in the Tandem accelerator occurred to the ion pumps located in the

terminal preventing the use of the gas stripping in the last three months of 1996. We decided, for

the future, to replace and regenerate the terminal ion pumps once per year, being the gas stripper

frequently used for the linac operation.

The superconducting linac ALPI, that in the first semester suffered from many failures of

the cryogenic system, ran with sufficient reliability in the last part of the year. A total number of 702

hours of beam onto target was delivered by the linac in the 1996 (see table 1).

In May 1996 the final tests required within the licensing procedure were successfully

concluded. The linac is now licensed for a maximum specific energy of 15 MeV/A and a maximum

beam current on target of 10 p-nA.
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Isotope

2^0(13+)

Ni64(12+)

S32^)
Ge76(12+)
Ni58(10+)

Zr9^! 3+)

S32pO+)

Final energy JMeV]

400

423
367

320
390

260

418

321

Energy gain [MeV]

190

247
172

125
195

95
208

156

Tab. 1

Most of the cryogenic system shut-downs were caused by cycle compressor failures and

by carbon filter choking in the liqurfier. In particular the bigger compressor, after only 14000 hours,

had the bearing system and the oil pump completely damaged. Both the compressor module and

the oil pump were replaced, "free of charge", with new units. The supplier has not yet understood

the reasons for that failure. The carbon filter was replaced during the summer maintenance

program of the cold box. This program also included a careful inspection of various components of

the liqurfier. the installation of new diagnostic devices, the improving of the superinsulation of the

tubing system operating at 4 K. Beside this, the damaged high pressure valve of the 70 K circuit

housed in the valve box serving the 80 MHz buncher, was replaced. Moreover, during the same

period, we were advised by the supplier to anticipate the replacement of the bearings of the

blowers installed in the 77 K emergency heat exchanger. That forced us to warm-up all the linac

cryostats.

For what concerns the other linac subsystems a satisfactory reliability was obtained. In

particular the resonator performance allowed us to reach an accelerating voltage bigger than 20

MeV/q.

The CN and AN2000 accelerators

In the last year the CN and AN2000 accelerators ran successfully delivering 2153 and 2685

hours of beams onto target respectively. More details on the experimental activities, new

instrumentation and performance of special devices, like the microbeam, are reported in detail

elsewhere in this report.
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The Tandem-ALPI accelerator: facility usage

S.Lunardi

Dipartimento di Fisica and INFN, Seziont di Padova, Padova, Italy

The number of experiments completed in 1996 at the Tandem-ALPI facility was
45, being those carried out by foreign groups 12. User groups with spokespersons from
17 different institutions took beam time with Padova and Legnaro using the highest
proportion of time («50%). Experiments proposed by groups outside Italy came from 10
different institutions and took »35% of the available beam time.

Beams have been accelerated to 10 different target points, with GASP in its various
configurations (with ISIS, RMS and with the BGO ball removed) taking more than 70%
of the time. In Table 1 the percentage of time used by the different set-ups is presented
(the plus/minus sign indicates the East/West experimental halls respectively).

Table 1: Beam time distribution during 1996 at the different set-ups of the Tandem Lab-
oratory

Beam line

-10°
-20° II
-40° I
+40° I
+20°

-40°
+ 10°
+30°
+60°
+50°

Set-up

GASP
PISOLO

RMS
GAMIPE
CTNAS

HRN

Sliding Seal

% of time

73.3
7.7
4.1
3.6
3.6
3.1
2.0
1.0
1.0
0.5

Two Program Advisory Committee meetings were held in 1996 in order to evaluate
the experimental proposals presented for the second semester 1996 and the first semester
1997.

In the first (second) meeting 36 (58) experimental proposals were examined, re-
questing 171 (271) days of beam time. The number of proposals approved was 20 and 31
respectively for a total of 228 days. The request for beam time has increased considerably,
because of Euroball, and only 50% of the requested time could be approved.
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The 7 MV Van de Graaff CN Accelerator Laboratory

R. Cherubini

INFN- Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro, Legnaro (Padova), Italy

The allotted beam time to the 25 active user groups of the 7 MV Van de Graaff CN accelerator

was 2084 hours (i.e., beam to experiments). The CN total operating time was 2623 hours, for the

working periods Jannuary-Jury and September-December 1996.

The experimental activities, involving researchers coming from Italian and foreign universities

and instftutions, were related to the main fields of fundamental nuclear physics, interdisciplinary and

applied nuclear physics, radiation physics and solid state physics.

The CN operating time statistics for 1996 is reported in Table I.

TABLE I - 1996 CN operating time distribution

Experimental Activities

Fundamental nuclear physics
(spectroscopy and reactions)
Interdisciplinary, applied nuclear
physics and radiation physics

Solid state physics

Technological developments
(detector developments, tests,
calibrations)
Laboratory Courses for Students
of Physics Department of Padova
University
Accelerator tests & Developments;
Radiation Protection tests

Condrtioninq

Allotted
Beam time

(hours)

185

723

748

280

148

69

470

%of
Allotted

beam time

8.9

34.7

35.9

13.4

7.1

The CN accelerator ran with all the available beams (p, d, 3He, 4He, and 15N).

The demands of ion beams in air as well as of monoenergetic neutrons produced by p-n and d-n

reactions (in the range of 100 keV to 7 MeV) went up, mainly for radiobiological studies and detector

developments.

For a large percentage of the operating time, the CN worked in the voltage range of 6.00 - 7.00 MV.
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2.5 MV Van de Graaff AN-2000 Accelerator Laboratory

G. Delia Mea*b

' INFN, Laboratori Nazionaii di Legnaro, 35020 Padova, Italy
b Dipartimento di Ingegneha dei Material!, Universita di Trento, 38050 Mesiano, Italy

The 2.5 MV Van de Graaf AN-2000 accelerator was used, during 1996, by about 20 research

groups coming from different italian and foreign institutions.

With the nuclear techniques (RBS, NRA, ERDA, PIXE) available using the AN-2000 beam

different researches have been done in the fields of applied nuclear physiscs, radiation chemistry,

solid state physics, material science, pollution control and biomedicine. In particular the allotted beam

time was about 50% dedicated to material science and solid state physics, 25% to medical and

radiation physics, 20% to environmental physics and 5% to university laboratory courses.

Concerning the material science, Elastic Scattering and Nuclear Reaction Analysis were used in

the research field of thin films for new radiation detectors. In particular were analyzed Germanium

Oxides thin films for high purity Germanium detectors, Boron Nitride and Boro-Carbo-Nitride hard

coatings, scintillator thin films, polyimides and metal modified polyimides thin films. In collaboration with

the RFX experiment of CNR, the plasma-wall interaction in thermonuclear controlled fusion reactor was

studied with nuclear techniques.

In the solid state field Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry, Nuclear Reaction Analysis and

Channeling-RBS were used for the characterization of epitaxial eterostructures of Ill-V

semiconductors, silicides for microelectronics devices and ion-implanted glasses for optoelectronic

applications. The availability of the beam allowed also the study of the energy loss of light ions in

crystalline semiconductors and the radiation damage study of semiconductors materials.

Beam facilities were used also in the field of interdisciplinary physics, in particular with the Proton

Induced X-ray Emission technique, for the trace element analysis in organic tissues, for the analysis of

the composition and the time evolution of Troposphere Antarctica aerosol, and for the trace element

analysis of city aerosol.

In the AN-2000 Laboratory a microbeam system is installed for characterizing micrometric areas

of biological, geological, solid state and envirometal samples. In particular a two-dimensional trace

element analysis was performed on Carbon Diamond like coatings, on organic tissues, on implanted

animal tissues and on ancient ceramics and rocks for archeology and geology application fields. With

this system also the ion beam induced current in poly-Silicon samples was measured.

In the laboratory experimental courses of for undergraduated students of the Physics

Department of Padova University and of the Material Engineering Department of Trento University

were also performed.

A Laboratory in the field of material science and solid state physics, involved in numerous

national and international collaborations, is also active to support new nuclear physics

experiments.The main application of the coatings realized and analyzed in the Laboratory is devoted to

the radiation detectors technology. In particular at present a study is developed for the production of

high rate micro-strip gas chambers detectors, suitable for the LHC experiment, in collaboration with the

DRD group - PPE division of CERN.
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Status of PIAVE, the Positive Ion Injector for ALPI.

G. Bassato1, A. Battistella1, M. Bellato1, L Bertazzo1, Q. Bezzon1, G. Bisoffi1, E. Bissiato1, S.
Canella1, M. Cavenago1, F. Cervellera1, F. Chiurlotto1, M. Comunian1, R. Cortese1, A. Facco1, P.
Favaron1, G. Fortuna1, A. Lombardi1, M. Lollo1, I. Kulik2, A. Kolomiets3. M.F. Moisio1, V. Palmieri1,
R. Pengo1, A. Pisent1, M. Poggi1, A.M. Porcellato1, S. Yaramishev3, L. Ziomi1

' ; INFN-LNL, via Romea 4,135020 Legnaro (PD), ITALY
*>ILTPE, Kharkov, Russia
3> ITEP, Moscow, Russia

In July 1996 the project of the new positive ion injector for the Legnaro Booster ALPI has

been approved. PIAVE ( Positive Ion Accelerator for Very-low Energy ) accelerates ions coming

out of the ECR source ALICE [1] installed on the high voltage platform capable of 350 kV to the

energy of 578 keV/u which is suitable for the injection into ALPI for beams within the mass-over-

charge ratio range of 1 + 8.5. It consists of two Superconducting RFQ and eight QWR accelerating

cavities[2].

The design figures of the accelerator are summarised in table 1.

Table 1
PIAVE parameters

Ion source
Mass to charge ratio
Input Energy
Output Energy

Average acceleration*
Max. Surface E field*

Max. stored energy/RFQ
Acceptance
Output emittance

Vanes length
Output energy

Voltage *
Average aperture Ro
Tank diameter

Max. surface B field*

Power dissipation (4K)*
Number of QWR resonators

Output energy*
Radio Frequency
Optimum P
Accelerating Reid
Power per cavity (4K)
Matching Line to ALPI
Number of bunchers
Buncher Eff. Voltage VT

ECR
8.5+1
41.2
578
2.16

25

<4
£0.9
0.5
£0.7
SRFQ1
134.7
341.7
150

0.8
46
280

£7

8
948

80
0.05
3
<.7

2
<100

14 GHz

keV/u
keV/u
MV/m

MV/m

J
mmmrad
mmmrad
ns keV/u
SRFQ2
76.3
578.3
280

1.53
62
295

<n

keV/u

MHz

MV/m
W

(room temperature)
kV

(p=.0094)
(P=.O352)

(norm.)
(norm.)

cm
keV/u
kV
cm
cm
G

W

(P=.O45)
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Figure 1 shows the layout of the accelerator including the HV platform housing the ECR
source.

•CSAHTFMKB

Ftg.l.lWPIAVE fcyoat
f T . • f

During 1996 the beam dynamics calculation was completed [3] and the magnetic elements of
the two transfer lines, from the HV platform to the SRFQ and from the SRFQ output to the ALPI
injection line including the beam transport between the QWR cryostats, were specified initiating
the procedures for the call for quotations. The magnetic elements are foreseen for late fal 1997.
The Low Energy Beam Transport Line includes the bunching system which operates at three
harmonics, 40, BO and 120 MHz [4] needed to create the proper time structure of the beam to be
injected into the SRFQ1 which has no bunching section to reduce the length of the
superconducting cavities.

Following the beam dynamic requirements the second of the two SRFQ resonators was
designed [5] and the stainless steel full scale model w i be ready before summer 1997. The
necessary equipment for the mechanical construction of the resonator have been realised in our
mechanical workshop and the required tests for the electron beam welding procedure have been
performed. The resonators are made of niobium sheets e-b welded with external reinforcements
in titanium.

The test cryostat for the SRFQ's resonator is now in its production stage. The design novelty
of this equipment is the choice of using titanium vessels for the liquid helium reservoir and for the
liquid nitrogen thermal shield. This is dictated by the size of the resonators which cal for a large
thermal contraction going from 300 to 4.2 K and we are force to use the material with the closest
characteristics with respect to the niobium in order to avoid severe mechanical stresses.

For the commissioning of the beam transfer lines and the definition of the beam
characteristics at the entrance of the SRFQ chain, a beam emittance measuring box has been
foreseen to be ready by the end of 1997 and it is now in its construction stage.

A preliminary feasibility study of the cryogenic distribution line to connect the new injector to
the ALPI refrigerating system has been done. The main peculiarity the new system is that we will
use liquid nitrogen for the thermal shielding in order not to overcharge the ALPI helium
refrigerating system.

The other aspects of the project, such as the vacuum systems, the if and computer control
system, the beam diagnostics the power distribution and the cryogenic distribution lines are
under investigation and will be, as far as posstole, a replica of the ALPI systems.

References
1) M. Cavenago, Nuclear Instruments and Methods (1996)
2) A. Lombardi et al, Proceedings of the XVIII International Linac Conference Geneva, 1996.
3) A. Pisent LNL-INFN (REP) 107/96
4) A. Facco and F. Scarpa these proceedings
5) G. Bisoffi et al, Proceedings of the Seventh Workshop on RF Superconductivity Paris,

1995.
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The DTL approach for a 100 MeV proton linac.

A.Pisent, M. Comunian, G. Fortuna, A. Lombardi, M.F. Moisio
INFN Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

1. INTRODUCTION
The national and international community is showing growing interest in high intensity linacs for

scientific, industrial, military and social applications. Proton linacs with final energies of about 1 GeV
and CW operation are proposed for secondary beams production, tritium production, nuclear waste
transmutation or energy production in sub-critical accelerator driven reactors. The beam intensities
vary for different proposed applications; in particular for the Energy Amplifier, proposed by professor
Rubbia [1] the required power, between 10 and 30 MW, is given by a 10-30 mA proton beam at 1
GeV. The tower beam power (100 kW) necessary for the next generation of Radioactive Ion Beams
(RIBs) facilities can be achieved using the tower part of the linac at reduced average current. Keeping
this application in mind we are particularly interested to the design of the first part of the linac.

In the note [2] we have considered the possibility of using a room temperature Linac up to 100
MeV, with the conventional configuration of a proton source feeding a RFQ (Radio Frequency
Quadrupole) followed by a DTL (Drift Tube Linac). The main results are here summarised.

The layout of the injector is shown in figure. The idea behind this choice is the following: the
main linac is made superconducting [3] because it has the biggest impact on capital and running
costs. For the injector instead, that has smaller economical impact, it is worth to consider the most
conservative option and to look where the problems are; as a consequence of this investigation we
decided that the superconducting option should also be studied for this linac.

352.2 MHz

Source

33 mA
1 wnmmrad

P=0.75 MW

RFQ

5.3 m

P=11MW

DTL 3MW

80 m

0.05 MeV 5 MeV 100 MeV

2. MAIN LINAC PARAMETERS
We have designed a proton linac with a final energy of 100 MeV, a beam current of 30 mA, an

input normalised RMS emittance of 0.2 n mm mrad and a duty cycle of 100% (CW operation).
The sequence RFQ-DTL is, by far, the most used scheme for proton linacs in the energy range

of 10+100 MeV. In our design both DTL and RFQ operates at the main linac frequency of 352 MHz; in
this way we avoid any frequency jump, and the bore hole inside the DTL structure can be kept large
enough to have a good margin between beam dimensions and machine acceptance .

The RFQ structure is, nowadays, the natural choice for the low energy part of any linear
accelerator. It is very efficient up to the energies of few MeV giving a transmission in excess of 90% of
the continuos beam coming from a source at energies of few tens of keV.

The DTL (called also Alvarez linac) is the downstream structure and shows a good efficiency up
to few hundreds of MeV. From the rf point of view the structure operates in TM010 mode, loaded
mainly by the capacitance between drift tubes. One important figure of merit is the shunt impedance
ZT2 which is inversely proportional to overall cavity capacitance. An efficient DTL asks therefore for
small drift tubes. Unfortunately the drift tubes have to house the quadrupoles for transverse focusing.
In order to reduce their dimensions permanent rare earth magnets or pulsed magnets (in pulsed
linacs) are used. For a CW machine neither of those solutions is possible and electromagnetic, water
cooled, magnets are necessary.

For this reason a CW DTL has a rather small shunt impedance, and the energy of the transition
between RFQ and DTL in our case had to be chosen at 5 MeV. Moreover the efficiency of this linac is
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low because of the low peak current as already mentioned. In Tab. I the main linac characteristics are
summarised. For both RFQ and DTL we have simulated the fields in the rf structures and in the
magnets, and the beam dynamics with multiparticle simulations. We used mainly LANL codes, that
give a complete chain for the structure generation, rf and beam dynamics simulations. These codes
are very well proved by the experience in many laboratories and by our experience, for RFQ's.

Table I Parameters of the Linac (30 mA current). Table II Power conversion efficiencies
RFQ DTL

Input Energy
Output Energy
RF Frequency
Total Length
Transmission
Output RMS Emittance e,
RF power dissipation
Beam loading

MeV
MeV
MHz
m
%
MeVdeg
MW
MW

0.075
5
352.2
6.0
95.8
0.17
0.7
0.15

5
100
352.2
80
100.0
0.20
8.3
2.8

Beam current

Duty cycle
Beam Power

RF power diss.
Power required
Quad.~Power

Efficiency

P.
P*
P*r.

Pn

T\

10
1
1
9
16
0.6
6

30

1
3
9
19
0.6
16

50

0.2
1

1.8
5

0.6
20

50

0.02
0.1
0.18

1
0.6
10

mA (Peak)

MW
MW
MW
MW
%

The beam dynamics for a peak current of 30 mA can be well managed in a RFQ operating at
352 MHz. The resonator type is a four vanes structure. The cavity is very long with respect of the rf
wavelength in the free space and consequently particular care has to be put in the stabilisation of the
field distribution with a suitable field stabilisation system. The most challenging aspect of the RFQ
construction design is the mechanical engineering of the structure. The machine has to operate in CW
mode and has to be able to dissipate more than 80 kW/m, generated mainly on vane surfaces with
mechanical tolerances of hundredths of mm.

The DTL section has been divided in three segments with intermediate energies of 20 and
70 MeV, in each segment the quadrupole magnets are identical and the geometrical parameters of
the rf cavity, such as the tank diameter and the bore hole radius for the beam, are kept constant.

From the constructive point of view the DTL proposed is a standard structure suitable to stand
the CW operation. The quadrupoles magnets, housed in the drift tubes, are made in soft iron with high
saturation field, with hollow conductors for water cooling (4 by 3 mm with a 2 mm hole). The drift tubes
are realised in bulk copper with an adequate cooling circuit. The dimensions of the tubes are dictated
by the quadrupole magnets and by the thickness of the copper wall that has to be large enough to
efficiently transmit the heat generated by the rf dissipation to the cooling circuit. As already mentioned
the drift tube dimensions and shape are critical for the shunt impedance. At every transition between
the DTL segments the tank diameter is reduced, so that the gap length can be decreased keeping the
resonant frequency and more space for longer quadrupoles is available. The beam dynamics has
been simulated with PARMILA code, using 1000 macroparticles and no losses have been seen.

3. CONCLUSIONS.
The performances of this linac, from the power consumption and power conversion efficiency

point of view, are summarised in Table Il.The efficiency is defined as x\=PJPAC=pJ[(p
b
+p^/rirt

+PQl with
the symbols of Table II. In all cases the RF efficiency considered is r\t =0.65.

The power consumption is high, being a good fraction of the estimated power consumption of
the 1 GeV linac. In the last two columns of the Table II we considered the pulsed mode, that is
interesting for the commissioning of the linac and for the production of exotic beams. The acceleration
of deuteron ions up to 100 MeV/u in pulsed mode should also be possible in the DTL.

It is therefore worth the investigation for the development of superconducting structures even
for this p" range, able to operate CW in an economic way both at high and intermediate intensities.

4. REFERENCES.
1. C.Rubbia and J.A. Rubio ," A tentative programme towards a full scale Energy Amplifier",

CERN/LHC/96-11 (EET)
2. A.Pisent, M.Comunian, G.Fortuna, A.Lombardi, M.F.Moisio 'The DTL approach for a 100 MeV

CW linac" LNL-INFN (REP) 111/96
3. A.G.Ruggiero," A Superconducting Proton Linac as a Driver to the Energy Amplifier", Brookhaven

National Laboratory, 17th April 1996.
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Negative ion beams at LNL

F. Scarpa, G. Binelle, A. Facco

INFNLNL

The list of beams which are available for the year 1997, reported below, includes some new

beams: Aluminum, Molybdenum, Selenium, Zinc and Zirconium in the form of ZrO for the rare isotope

"Zr. The listed intensities are not the maximum obtained values; they should be intended as average

values, obtainable in relatively stable conditions during a long term run.

Negative

Ion
1H
2H
6Li
7Li
,o B

11B

"C

"C
18O
17O
, . o

,.F

*(MgH)

"(BN)

"Al

"(CN)

"(MgH)

"Si

"Si

"•Si
MS

»s
MS

»s
"Cl

"CI
"(CaHJ
s1(CaH3)

*(TiH)

K(CrH2)
M(CrH2)
MFe
MFe

Current

ipnA]

1000

300

50

200

100

400

3000

35

2000

500

500

3000

300

800

400

300

200

1000

300

200

2000

400

200

400

2000

650

150

150

700

250

150

150

200

200

Positive

Ion

'H
2H
sLi
7Li
,o B

11B
12C
, 3 C

, . o

17O
, . o

,»F

24Mg
14N

"Al
15N

"Mg

"Si
MSi

"Si

*S

MS

»s
*a
^Cl

*°Ca

•n
« 1 V

"Cr

"Cr
MFe
MFe

Comments

*Hgasreq.

with 17O gas

with 18O gas

neac
1SN gas required

isotope required

isotope required

isotope required

isotope required

isotope required

isotope required

Negative

Ion

"Ni

"Ni
MNi

"Cu

"Cu
74Ge

"Ge

™Br

•1Br

"Se

"Se

'•Se

"Se
MSe

"(ZnO)

* (ZnO)
M (ZnO)

•1(ZrH)

"(ZrH)

«(ZrH)

"(ZrH)
112(ZrO)
107Ag

'"Ag
1"(MoO)

"°(MoO)
111(MoO)
112(MoO)

"s(MoO)
114(MoO)
116(MoO)
,27,

197Au

Current

[pnA]

1500

500

500

1000

350

800

200

800

800

180

150

500

1000

170

500

250

200

400

100

150

150

400

400

400

250

150

250

250

150

400

150

800

500

Positive

Ion

"Ni

~Ni
MNi

"Cu

"Cu

"Ge

"Ge

"Br

"Br

'•Se

"Se

'•Se

"Se
KSe
MZn

*Zn

"Zn

""•Zr

•1Zr

"Zr
MZr

"Zr
107Ag
108Ag

"Mo

•*Mo

"Mo

"Mo

"Mo

••Mo
1ooMo
127,

"7Au

Comments

isotope required

new

navy

DBDSL

new
new
new

new

new

new, isot. required

new

new

rjfiw.

new

new

new

new
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Negative Ion Source Laboratory Report

F. Scarpa, G. Binelle, A. Facco

INFNLML

1. TANDEM INJECTOR

During 1996 the injector working time was 6086 hours, the longest since the beginning of its

operation. No major intervention was done, the main activity being the maintenance and the pro-

duction of ion beams for nuclear physic experiments. A list of the delivered beams and operation time

is shown below in tab. 1 and tab.2.

The new "Zr beam, tested last year with our Ion source test bench1>, was accelerated for the first

time in our tandem and successfully delivered to users; we used both the 860C and SNICS sources for

216 hours with intensities up to 500 nA. 24Mg, ^ g , "Cr, KCr beams were also routinely produced and

accelerated with good intensity using the method of ammonia gas spray. The list of available beams for

1997 can be found in this same annual report.

Negative
Ion

eLi
7Li
ICQ

11B
12C
,« 0

, . o

"(BN)
*(MgH)

"(MgH)
"Si
MSi

"Si

*S

«(CaH,)
"(TiH)
s'V
M(CrH2)
M(CrH2)
MFe
MNi
MNi
•7(VO)

™Ge
"(ZrH)

"7Au

Total

Positive

Ion

•Li
7Li
,o B

"B
12C
,» 0

" 0
UN
MMg
MMg
"Si
"Si
MSi
3 2 S

wCa

MCr
"Cr
MFe
"Ni
MNi
5 ,v

"Ge
"Zr
197Au

SNICS
hours

17
24

42
126

13
87

183

7
52

121
877

96

259

403
126
189
139
143
47

0
949

0
5

196
30
92

4223

860C
hours

0
0

0
0
0

92
128

0
120

0
168

0

0

531
269

0
0
0
0

120
31

218
0
0

186
0

1863

Total
hours

17
24
42

126

13
179
311

7

172
121

1045
96

259

934

395
189
139
143
47

120
980
218

5
196
216

92

6086

Perc.

0,3%
0,4%
0,7%
2,1%
0,2%
2,9%
5,1%

0,1%
2,8%
2,0%

17,2%

1,6%

4,3%

15,3%
6,5%
3,1%
2,3%
2,3%
0,8%
2,0%

16,1%
3,6%
0,1%
3,2%
3,5%
1,5%

100 ,0%

Month

January
February

March
April

May

June
July

August
September

October
November
December

Total

Hours

24
693
744
540
736

560
662

0
156

739
691
541

6086

Tab.1 Negative ion
injector operation time
during 1996.

Tab.2 Beams injected in

the tandem during 1996

2. NEW BEAMS DEVELOPMENT

The Aluminum beam was intensively tested with good results. A solid Aluminum alloy target was

used, obtaining a intense, stable and durable 27AI beam of more than 500 nA for 6 days; a 5uA peak of
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S4(AI)2 and a 800nA peak of 81(AI)3 were observed too. This beam is now ready to be delivered to users.

Tests with a different technique (target made with Al powder pressed into a Cu support) coud not

reach the same good results, both in intensity and duration.

The Molybdenum beams were also successfully tested. Although Mo has a good electron

affinity, the intensity of elemental Mo beams was disappointingly low. Then we tried a mix of Mo oxide

powder and Al powder pressed in a Cu support. After several trials to find the best mixing rate, we

obtained good results with 25% in weight of Al. With such a target the extracted beams were MoO and

the behavbur of the source was stable and durable, the mass spectrum showed a cluster of 7 peaks

corresponding to the 7 Mo isotopes with intensities in agreement with the natural isotopic composition

(see the table below). A cluster of MoO2 and another of MoO3 beams with lower intensity were

observed as well.

Also the wZr beam is now available for users. This rare isotope cannot be produced as a negative

bn beam with reasonable intensity when a Zirconium hydride target with the natural isotopic

composition is used. In this case we must use the specific enriched isotope, that can be found only in

the form of zirconium oxide. So we tested the performance of this beam, finding an optimum with a

target made of ZrO powder (the cheaper, natural ZrO powder was used for the test) mixed with 33% in

weight of Al powder. The mass spectrum showed the cluster of the five peaks, having intensities in

agreement with the natural isotopic composition of the five stable isotopes (see table below).

The Selenium beam was successfully tested as well. A target made with 200 mg of CdSe

powder pressed into a Cu support was used, producing an intense, stable and durable Se beam. We

could easily detect the cluster of the 6 Se isotopes whose measured intensities are shown in Tab. 3.

We successfully tested the Zinc beam as well. Since Zn has a negative electron affinity, and it is

not possible to produce it as an elemental negative ion, we used a target made with 180 mg of ZnO

powder and we could obtain in a short time a reasonably stable and durable ZnO beam, containing the

five stable Zn isotopes as shown in the table. A second cluster of ZnO2 beams with lower intensity was

observed too. Mixing Ag powder to ZnO in order to improve the thermal stability didn't bring any

significant improvement.

Negative

Ion
108(MoO)
110(MoO)
111(MoO)
112(MoO)
113(MoO)
114(MoO)
116(MoO)

Current

[nA]

343

222

372

404

266

574

296

Negative
ion

106(ZrO)
107(ZrO)
108(ZrO)
110(ZrO)
112(Zr0)

Current
[nA]

1000

267

352

349

56

Negative

Ion
74Se

"Se

"Se

*»Se

~Se
KSe

Current

[nA]

60

657

543

1700

3592

620

Negative

Ion
"(ZnO)

«(ZnO)

"(ZnO)

"(ZnO)

"(ZnO)

Current

[nA]

653

346

65

253

9

Tab. 3 Some of the new beams produced during 1996 at our test bench with the GIC 860 source. The ZrO

beam was developed for producing the MZr beam with enriched material. The complete list of beams available for

1997 can be found in this annual report.

References
1 ) F. Scarpa, G. Binelle and A. Facco, INFN-LNL Annual Report 1995.
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Activity of the Beam Diagnostics Laboratory at LNL

A. Dainelli. M. Poggi

INFN. Laboratori Nazionali di Legnara. Legnaro (Italy)

In 1996 some improvements and new tests were performed by the beam diagnos-
tics laboratory, especially about the measurement of the longitudinal beam parameters
(energy and bunch time width). The greatest efforts were devoted to make easier for the
machine operator the use of the coaxial fast Faraday cup at the entrance of the ALPI
post-accelerator'1!, where it is important to have a bunch length smaller than 300 ps.

The problem was the remote control of the sampling HP oscilloscope that must stay
near the fast cup to not integrate the width of the bunch pulse. This was accomplished
using an HP-VEE program with HPIB interface. In this way the operator can control
all the useful functions of the scope, in particular that part of the program performing
the data analysis related to the acquired signals (width, amplitude and so on).

In conclusion the fast cup with its interface for the remote control of the sampling
scope is becoming a useful tool for the machine operator to set the beam parameters.

The beam energy can be measured using two fast cups about 8 meters apart after
the last accelerating cryostat. This time of flight method'2' gives the absolute value of
the energy peak with its own measurement instrument accuracy, not the energy spread
of the particles. A test of this method was performed with a 263 MeV (measured with
the last bending magnet) of Ni58 beam. The time position of the first scope marker
measuring the rise time of the bunch signal was taken for 10 times for both positions
of the fast cup and every measurement is the result of an average process from 128
samples. The calculated energy value was 257.36 MeY with an accuracy [SE/E) of
6 xlO~4. assuming 2 mm of accuracy in the two fast cups distance.

Measurements to characterize the beam from the point of view of its longitudinal
emittance were also performed. The longitudinal emittance was estimated at the ALPI
entrance with the rthree gradients method", using the superconductive buncher 20
meters before the fast cup. The results for two beams (Ni5S at 190 MeY and the S32 at
176 MeV) are in the range of the theoretical values foreseen'3' (about 50 ke\ x ns for
both beams). A previous analysis of the data concerning the longitudinal emittance of
the S32 beam together with a computer simulation with the code TRACE 3D had given
discrepancies between the read value and the real bunching field in the cavity. In this
way it has been possible to adjust the buncher field calibration.

A test performed with the same Ni 58 beam but accelerated at 260 MeY did
not give the same good results. The data taken (the measured width of the bunch)
disagreed with the fields of the cavity used as buncher and this can be related to a
possible mismatching at the entrance of the high energy branch of the ALPI.

References
M M. Bellato et al. Proc. of the 2nd European Workshop on Beam Diagnostics and
Instrumentation for Particle Accelerators. Lubeck (D). May 28-31. 1995, pag. 145-147

t2] M. Bellato et al, "Design and tests for the Fast Faraday Cup of the ALPI post-
accelerator". Proc. of Heavy Ion Accelerator Technology Conf.. Canberra, sept. 1995.
NIM A 382 (1996). pag. 118-120

' ' A. Facco. 1̂1 sistema di impulsamento per l'acceleratore Tandem- Linac dei Labora-
tori Nazionali di Legnaro". LNL-INFN (REP) 024/89. pag. 12 -14
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Operation of the ECR ion source Alice in 1996

M.Cavenago1, F.Cervellera1, T.Kulevoy2, M.T.Marchetti1, A.Vassiliev2

1 Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro, via Romea 4, 85020 Legnaro (PD), Italy

2 ITEP, Bolshaja Cheremushkinskaja 25, 110000, Moscow, Russia

The ECR ion source Alice, operating at 14.4 GHz, is intended to inject heavy
ions into a superconducting RFQ , which will accelerate them to a speed about 0.04 c
for further acceleration in ALPI. The ion source is housed on a high voltage platform,
so that heavy ions can be accelerated to 0.009 c before the RFQ. This year the ion
source was tested after receiving the proper authorization; resolution of the ion analysis
was proved to be slightly better than expected (peaks of 131Xe and 132Xe were partly
mixed and partly separated, while mass 129,134 and 136 was neatly resolved). Some
Mevva experiments are reported into a separated contribution1'. At the very end of the
year, the contract for building the insulation transformer was finally awarded, which
completes the expensive electrical components of the high voltage platform.

Some new hardware was designed, installed and tested, concurrently with the ion
source testing: in particular, the compact multipole corrector and the high voltage
capacitive pickup. The latter was intended to verify our estimate, obtained by beam
dynamics measurement, of a 10 V peak to peak fluctuation in the source voltage V's;
we found that fluctuation decreases with increasing Vs up to 11-12 kV. The multipole
corrector worked as designed , and its Y-steerer was capable of producing a 20 % increase
in current. Spectra of the ion current were taken from an oscilloscope, also recording the
Hall probe signal. Linearity error of the measured magnetic field (compared against ion
peak position) is generally within 2 G for Bdtp — 500 G to 2000 G, and somewhat worst
at lower fields. Automatic ion identification in spectra was possible for most peaks, even
if a greater linearity would help.

For krypton, up to charge 19+ were safely identified (respectively 57 nA , 74 nA
and 46 nA for isotope 82,84 and 86); see table I for xenon. Some peaks cannot be
measured because other lighter ions have the same magnetic rigidity: mixing gas was
oxygen or nitrogen (typically O4+ = 15 /iA), and substantial carbon impurities (as
1310 nA of C4+) and water (up to 3 /iA of OH+) were unfortunately present.

Extensive modelling of ion kinetics in ECR sources and comparison with actual
data from our ECR source were performed2^.

Table I : Current of xenon ions ^Xe' in electrical nA.
A\q 9+ 10+ 11+ 12+ 13+ 14+ 15+ 16+ 17+ 18+ 19+ 20+ 21+ 22+ 23+
129 100 160 190 200 260 340 380 - - 380 260 200 100 -
132 100 140 - 250 340 450 510 540 456 420 - 190 - - 90
134 - 56 - 80 110 140 160 170
136 - 44 - 60 100 110 160

References
^M.Cavenago,A.Vassiliev,T.Kulevoy, M.F.Moisio, this Annual Report.
2)M.T.Marchetti, thesis, Univ. Torino, 1996 (advisor F.Pegoraro, co-adv. M. Cavenago).
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Operation of nanoMevva ion source and oven development

M.Cavenago1, A.Vassiliev2, T.Kulevoy2, M.F.Moisio1

1 Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro, via Romea 4, 85020 Legnaro (PD), Italy

2 ITEP, Bolshaja Cheremunshkinskaja 25, 110000, Moscow, Russia

The Alicione experiment aims to improve and to test the nanoMevva and the oven
developed in the previous MetAlice experiment, with the purpose of feeding metal ions
into ECR ion sources. As pointed out earlier1 \ the pulsed feature of nanoMevva leads
to a completely new regime of ECR operation, which is an interesting subject of inves-
tigation in its own. This year the first prototype of high temperature resistive oven was
tested, showing the absolute need of a shield over the heating filament. Two other pro-
totypes (an inductance oven and a resistive one) were built. Three runs were performed
with the Mevva operating into Alice; third run completely overcame the technological
difficulties of the previous two2 '. From preliminary analysis of experimental results, it
seems that the Mevva ion are poorly trapped into the ECR, which calls for a proper
biasing voltage.
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Figure 1: Current measured by the scope when Al3+ ions are selected; nanomevva shot
starts at t — 0 and last about 18 /is.

In fig. 1 we show a typical response of the ECR plasma after a Mevva shot (repetition
rate v = 1 Hz) with Vs — 11072 V; displayed signal is the scope input voltage VFC,
when connected by a 5 m cable (capacitance Cc = 500 pF) to the Alice faraday cup
(FC); digital smoothing was applied. Before the measurement, we manually scan B^p
about 912 G (where Al3+ peak was expected) searching for peak in the time-averaged
VFC signal; we locate the O 2 + and Ar4+ peaks, respectively expected at 860 G and 961
G , and find tracks of the Al3+ peak at 910.8 G. After that, Bdip = 910.8 G is locked,
and VFC(0 is observed at several time scales. In fig. 1, before the mevva shot, note a
flat 12 mV signal, corresponding to an ion current / (Al3 +) = Vpc /Rscope = 12 nA in
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static conditions. At mevva shot beginning, we see a large voltage fluctuation, in most
part noise. After the mevva pulse end, a large current is detected, according to the
refined formula

J (VFC

We can preliminary conclude that an ion current of 10 /iA is received by the Faraday-
cup about t = 32 ± 3fj,s , i.e. 14 fis after Mevva shot stop. Transit time from Alice
to FC (a 2.6 m beamline) is only 5.5 /zs, while drift time inside Alice (25 cm with no
external field) ranges from 9 to 20 /is depending from mevva output energy (ranging
from 20 to 100 eV per ion).

It is therefore evident that an improved experiment should include: 1) a charge
amplifier sitting onto the FC; 2) a Mevva anode bias, to accelerate the Mevva beam into
Alice for faster transit or to decelerate it for better trapping; 3) cylindrically symmetric
mevva electrodes. Equipment acquisition for 1,2,3 is in progress.

The resistive oven tested was heated by a five turn coil, hand wound from a 0.381
mm diam tungsten wire, placed around a 10 mm diam BN crucible, sustained by a
zirconia rod. Temperature was measured with an optical pyrometer with a / = 250 mm
focal lens, having a measure spot size of 1.1 mm. After one hour from start, pressure
was less 4 x 10~7 mbar, which is low enough. Results are shown in table I; apart from
the necessity of increasing the power supply voltage, it is evident that temperature is
largely not uniform in the oven, due to poor coupling between heating element and
crucible. An improved design includes a BN cover on the filament.

The induction oven concept solves the problem of coupling heat to the sample
by generating it directly into the sample. Analytical and engineering studies of the
induction oven were reported elsewhere3'4'. During construction, we faced the problem
of achieving a good thermal contact between induction coil (at 500 ° C ) and its heat
sink. Special glue were proposed. Both the induction oven and the second generation
ohmic oven were completed at the end of the year.

Table I: Results of test oven. Tw is the hottest wire temperature, T/, is the
temperature of the hole of the melting pot, Tf> the temperature of external body of the
melting pot, / and V are the current and the voltage applied.
I [A]
V [V]
Tw
Th

Tb

References
^M.Cavenago Nucl. Instr. Meth. B98, 549 (1995)
2)A.Vassiliev, M.Cavenago, p. 1490 in EPAC96, Proceedings of the Fifth Eur. Part.
Ace. Conf, (ed S.Myers et al., Institute of Physics, London, 1996)
3)M.Cavenago, M.F.Moisio, Nucl. Instr. Meth. A382, 283 (1996)
4)M.Cavenago, M.F.Moisio, p. 1493 in Ref 2.
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Damping of mechanical resonances in superconductive resonators

A. Facco and L. Bertazzo
INFN - Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

Resonant mechanical vibrations are one of the most critical problems in low beta superconductive
cavities. A new approach to the problem seems to be very promising and capable to eliminate, in
some cases, the necessity of fast tuners.

1. THE PROBLEM
Superconductive low p resonators usually suffer of mechanical instability; this is due to the typical

shapes needed to keep the rf frequency below 100 MHz, which always include long and thin tubes. The
most problematic instabilities appear when environmental vibratbns at the mechanical eigenfrequency of
the resonator are coupled to the cryostat. The coupling can be applied through tubes, bellows, sound
waves in air and also through liquid helium; the noise is usually originated by mechanical engines like
pumps, compressors etc. In accelerators it is virtually impossible to eliminate all sources of vibratbns, and
the probability to have excitation of mechanical instability to low frequency cavities is very high. The most
common solution is to add to each resonator a fast tuner, either mechanical or electronic11; fast tuners have
some drawbacks, like construction cost, system complication, power dissipatbn at liquid helium
temperature, reliability: alternative solutbns would be desirable. The 42 Hz mechanical eigenfrequency of
the LNL, 80 MHz bw beta cavities, when installed in ALPI, causes sporadic phase instabilities due to
resonant vibration; a pump working at the same frequency is connected to the cryogenic system and, as
well as other sources of vibratbns at different frequencies, it cannot be eliminated. Increasing of the bwest
mode above 150 Hz, which is generally considered a reasonably safe level, is virtually impossible for 1m
bng quarter wave resonators. A fast tuner solution is under development; a different approach to the
problem, however, seems to give very promising results.

2. VIBRATION DAMPING
Resonant mechanical vibratbns in cavities cause the periodic change of the rf eigenfrequency and,

consequently, the change of the phase angle with respect to the reference signal. The phase lock system
can compensate for this change only within a limited band (about 8 Hz in our configuration21); the amplitude
of these oscillations, for the same forcing signal, is proportional to the square root of the mechanical quality
factor Qm of the mode; the frequency error, then, could be kept within the albwed value by proper lowering
of Qm. We have expbited this possibility by inserting a mechanical vibratbn damper in the resonator inner
conductor. The design of this device is still in evolutbn to find an optimum configuratbn; the main problems
to be solved are related with the fact that practically all materials with acceptable mechanical characteristics
have a very high Qm at 4.2 K, and traditbnal vibratbn dampers cannot be used.

3. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS
A resonator equipped with a mechanical dissipator was tested at room temperature and at liquid

helium temperature. The frequency and the amplitude of the phase error signal oscillatbns in the presence
of a forced vibratbn was measured by means of a spectrum analyser. The spectrum at room temperature
with a 42 Hz forcing signal, with and without the mechanical vibratbn damper, is shown in fig. 2 . It can be
seen that Qm is bwered by orders of magnitude by the device. A measurement in the test cryostat at 4.2 K
(see fig. 1) gave clear indbatbns of a significant improvement of the phase stability in presence of the
dissipator; further testing is needed to confirm the results in a real accelerator environment and in order to
optimise the new device for the characteristics of our linac, and a cryostat containing four low beta cavities
equipped with dissipators is going to be installed in ALPI. The new approach that we have adopted to solve
the typical problem of mechanical resonant instabilities in fow beta superconducting cavities, consisting of
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mechanical clamping at cryogenic temperatures, could reduce drastically the need of fast tuning systems
which are universally used in such kind of devices, with a significant gain in terms of reliabilrty, cost savings
and operational simplicity.
References
11 N. Added, B.E. Clifft and K.W. Shepard,"Upgraded phase control system for superconducting low-velocity
accelerating structure", Proc. Of the 16lh International Linear Accelerator Conf., Ottawa 1992.
2) A. Faccoetal., Nucl. Instr. And Meth. A 382 (1996) 107-111.
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A "soft" frequency feedback control for the low p ALPI cavities

S. Canella, G. Bassato, A. Facco

INFN - Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

During 1995 two new cryostats were installed in the tow p section of the ALPI LINAC, one

(CRB1) with a single bunching QWR (Quarter Wave Resonator), the second (CRB6) with 4

accelerating QWRs. These superconducting cavities are bulk niobium QWRs working at 80 MHz.

Due to their different design and structure (large size, needed to reach low frequency, and the

metal sheet construction) these cavities have rather good acceleration performances (up to 7 MV/m

with less than 7 W) but easily suffer of large changes in resonance frequency induced by mechanical

vibrations and by pressure changes of the liquid helium bath; this behaviour is typical of super-

conducting cavities working below 100 MHz. The wide frequency changes may cause unlocking of

the resonators even at low field and with strong overcoupling.

In December 1995 a first set of recordings of the resonance frequency drifts showed that the

most wide and dangerous variations (up to 80 Hz), are not due to mechanical resonance (whose

typical periods are in the range of ms) but take place in long periods: they need tens of seconds or

minutes to rise up or decrease the resonance frequency of 10-20 Hz. Since then a software feedback

on the mechanical tuner was developed to compensate for these slow variations. A routine was added

to the RF control system that periodically samples (every 1 second) the residual phase error of the

locked QWR; when this error exceeds 0.4 degrees an action on the tuner motor is triggered as long as

the error is forced back within the limits.This simple mechanism allowed to maintain CRB1-Q1 locked

for several hours at accelerating fields in the range 3-5 MV/m.

In May and June 1996 some very long recording of the free oscillation behaviour of the four

CR06 low-p cavities could be done. Due to dust contamination of the RF surface (lately recovered by

high pressure water rinsing) these QWRs could be operated only at rather low fields (1-2 MV/m), but,

concerning the resonance frequency, they showed the same behaviour of CRB1-Q1 (see Figure 1).

A very long test (14th June 1996) allowed us to record frequency drifts in CR06-Q4 in different

situations. According to these data the frequency variations are caused by pressure changes of the

cold helium gas sent back to the refrigerator turbines; the frequency drifts suddenly stop when the

cold helium gas is being removed from the normal cycle and sent to the recovery system which is in

stable equilibrium with the atmospheric pressure (see Figure 2).

In the same period the software was modified and improved in order to be used on the 4 cavities

of CR06. Measurements were taken of al the tuners' parameters in the range of 100 Hz around the

tuning conditions of the 4 cavities. The best tuning point for each cavity was found together with the

type of correction (clockwise/counter clockwise motion) to be adopted. At last the "soft tuning" routine

could be tested also on 3 of the CR06 cavities and the results were satisfactory: they stayed locked all

the time the system was on.

In November and December 1996 more long term testing on the CRB1-Q1 could be done. The

residual phase error signal was further low-pass filtered (down to a few Hz) in order to cut the

frequency variations induced by the'mechanical resonances. With the "soft tuning" mechanism on,
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the cavity was kept working and locked at 3.3 MV/m for 24 hours, then at 3.5 MV/m for 22 hours and, at

last, it was set at 4.0 MV/m and there it stayed locked for about 2 days.

The "soft tuner" system developed so far seems to be able to eliminate completely the

pressure induced frequency drifts of the low Q ALPI resonators; it will be installed in aH the resonators

of the ALPI low p line as well as in the RF control system of the new injector PIAVE.

CR06-Q1 free oscill. Thu Jun 14 1996
from 14:30 to 16:30
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Figure 1 - Free oscillation drifts in a recording of about two hours

CR06-Q1 free oscill. Thu Jun 14 1996
from 16:30 to 18:30
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Figure 2 - Free oscillation drifts in a recording of about two hours,
with the cryostat "in cycle" and "not in cycle"
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Validation of bead technique measurement and analysis through im-
proved precision and analytical results.

M.Cavenago1, A.M.Porcellato1, M.Morvillo2, L.Boscagli1, D.Carlucci1, G.Casa1

1 Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro-INFN

2 CERN

The bead technique measures the square of the resonator electric field E inside a
1.5 mm radius sphere, achieving therefore a basic spatial resolution well comparable to
modern 3D simulation codes1 \ With convenient mathematical tools2) the field compo-
nents, the quasi-static potential $(x, y, z) and multipoles can be obtained: moreover the
beam dynamics of a parallel ion beam can be described in the impulse approximation
by the 'kick potential' Z(x,y,kv)

,y,kv) = - fZ(x

where xyz is a Cartesian coordinate system with z the beam axis and kv — LJ/V, with
u>/27r the resonator frequency and vz the particle velocity. The physical meaning of Zvz

is the work done by the resonator fields on a heavy particle (elsewhere called the 'wake
potential'); (dxZ,dyZ) is the transverse impulse gained from that particle. Potential Z
can be decomposed in multipoles.

The result of bead techniques measurement (affected by experimental and system-
atic errors) showed clearly that dipole perturbation was minimal in ALPI cavities at
nominal velocity, while this fact was less evident from 3D simulation (affected by model
and mesh errors). It was therefore natural to push the precision of the bead technique
measurement (exploiting in full the basic Sf — 1 Hz precision of measurement), and in
parallel, to refine data analysis treatment (quadratic background instead of linear). It
was also natural to search for a third party in the comparison, namely, an analytical
estimate of Z\ a computation of Z including resonator pole misalignment (1). resonator
pole asymmetry(2), beam hole effects (3), but excluding the protuberance of beam ports
is well in advance.

The experimental setup is based upon a large plastic double walled rectangular
chamber, with a passive thermal stability better than 10~5K/s, obtained by water
filling the space between walls3). During first experiment we note that it was present a
residual thermal drift due to sunlight shining onto the chamber; to reduce it, a reflecting
coat was placed over the chamber. As shown elsewhere, the excitation frequency / of the
cavity is tuned to follow the natural frequency of the perturbed cavity by an amplified
DC signal (from a mixer) proportional to the phase shift between these oscillations. This
scheme reduces noise; the excitation frequency / follows the cavity frequency except for
fluctuation of offset of the DC amplifier and/or for the changes in the electrical length
of the cables. Care was to taken to thermalize these components and to operate the
amplifier from battery during measurement.
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Stepping motor control and frequency measurement data acquisition is performed
by a PC; we developed software to display (with optional background subtraction) up
to 8 tracks during or after measurement, for diagnostic purposes.

The cavity type used in ALPI (with protruding beam port) was measured again,
confirming previous results with Sf = 10 Hz. Due to better data, it is apparent that
data are represented by:

where the background term f\ , $2 are clearly demonstrated when bead travels inside
one of the three drift tubes (see fig. 1).

From analytical theory we saw that cavities without protruding beam port will
exhibit different features at low velocity and of course, a remarkably different field
distribution, with respect to cavities where beam ports are present. High beta sputtered
niobium cavity happen to have no protruding beam port, for design reasons, and will
be object of further studies with bead techniques.

We thank L.Bertazzo and A.Dainese for help and skillful technical assistance with
the experimental setup.
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LEBT and Three Harmonics Buncher Design for PIAVE
M. Comunian A. Pisent

INFN Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

1. ABSTRACT
As part of the new PIAVE project [1] we have studied the low energy beam line transmission

(LEBT) and the three harmonics bunchers, that prepares the beam for the Superconducting Radio
Frequency Quadrupole. In this paper details of the buncher design and results of PARMULT
simulations are presented.

Fig. 1 Beam envelopes in the LEBT Line until SRFQ1 input.

2. BUNCHING SYSTEM OF THE LEBT
The Superconducting RFQ of PIAVE, working at 80 MHz, will use an external bunching system.

We have to guide the maximum number of particles in the longitudinal acceptance of the RFQ
(AW = ±0.064 MeV , A<p = ±6 deg ). After the analysis of different options, we have selected a

three harmonics buncher, with 40 MHz as fundamental frequency, at a distance D from the RFQ
input. Indeed, since for each harmonic we use a two gaps configuration, the first and third harmonic
are applied in a first buncher, the second harmonic in a second buncher [2] The particle phase and
energy at the RFQ entrance, respectively 0 D and Wfin, as a function of the phase 0( l of the initial

continuos monoenergetic beam and initial energy Wim , are:

<pD{<po\A, B,C,d) = (po-Asin(0o) - £sin(2(0o - dAsin(0o)-

Wfl, =Win + Viqsin«pll)-V2qsin(2{<l>, - dAsin(<p{l)-

- Csin(3<A:,

with A = V{q
n D

B=V2q
n D(\-d)

ax w... C = V3q
n D

(1)

ft relativistic factor, A

wavelength and q charge. The voltage amplitudes of the three harmonics are V, , V2, V3 while d is the
distance between the first and the second buncher, in D units. These equations are valid only for small
d (in our case d is 0.0342). In general 0D is an oscillating function of 0O with dependence on A, B,

C,d. A good solution has a big phase capture in the design phase spread. This is possible by equating
the extremes of <pD that for a three harmonics system are 3 maximums and 3 minimums (see Fig.

2a). These extremes occur at 0O, with / = 1,2,3 and are determined by derivation of (1) with the

condition that <p0 = pit, where p is the fraction captured in phase of the particles bunch, therefore for

each p we get six simultaneous non-linear equations in A,B,C, 0O,:

d<pD
(<po,;A,B,C) =

(2)

The numerical solution for tpD = 3 deg. is A=1.786 B=-0.622 C=0.217, see Fig. 2a, and

correspond to a capture p=0.685.
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From the design value of the energy spread, we define in a complete way the distance from the
buncher and the input of SRFQ1 and the associate Longitudinal Phase Space, see Fig. 2b.

We obtain the numerically solutions of: V,=3.47 kV , V2=-1.24 kV , V3=0.338 kV with an energy
spread of 0.127 (MeV total), phase spread of 12 deg at 80 MHz, and D=3.513 meters.

-180 -120 -60 0 60 120 180

Initial Phase [deg]

Fig. 2a: Phase evolution at 40 MHz

-110 -100 -90 -80 -70

Final Phase [deg]

Fig. 2b: Longitudinal Phase Space at 80 MHz

3. MULTIPARTICLES SIMULATIONS
We have simulated the LEBT and the SRFQ with the multiparticles code PARMULT, as part of

the dynamics' studies for the PIAVE project. In the following table we present the comparison of the
performances of different buncher system for the nominal U236

428 beam; in all case a transverse
emittance of 0.5 mmmrad is assumed and particles outside the ±10' window at the SRFQ input are
considered lost.

System Considered

"Ideal" SRFQ Input
Double Drift Double Freq. 80-160 MHz
Double Drift Double Freq. 40-80 MHz
3H Bunc. 40MHz Drift 31-2 at 12 cm

Final Emitt. Long, at
end of SRFQ2

[MeVdeg]
2.73
9.85
8.70
3.75

Particles
Transmission

[%]
100
83
79
70

Double Drift Double frequency bunching system have in general very good performances if
small beam size are produced in both bunchers. In our case this was not possible due to our beam
optics constraint, and we have been forced to introduce a third harmonic. In the table the improvement
can be seen; the big emittance value for the second and third case is produced by the transverse
dependence of the buncher field, and can be eliminated in simulations by choosing a very low
transverse emittance.

The buncher is now under construction and the magnets of the line have been ordered, the line
will be commissioned early next year.

4. REFERENCES
1. Lombardi et al. 'The new Superconducting Positive Ion Injector for the Legnaro ALPI Booster"

Proc. XVIII LINAC conf., Geneva 26-30 August 1996.
2. Facco and F. Scarpa 'The new triple harmonic buncher for the PIAVE project", this annual report.
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The new triple harmonic buncher for the PIAVE project

A. Facco and F. Scarpa

/A/FA/ - Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

The longitudinal beam matching at the input port of the superconducting rfq1 of the PIAVE

project1) requires a 40 MHz buncher with very high efficiency and very low emittance growth. These

requirements were met in the design of a three harmonics buncher with two double gaps (fig.1).

This unusual structure has some features which cannot be obtained simultaneously by double-

drift bunchers or by single gap, gridded ones: the short spacing and the location of the buncher in a

transverse beam waist allow us to avoid non-linearities due to the radial dependance of the transit time

factor in accelerating gaps; the high number of harmonics and the absence of grids allow us to obtain a

very high efficiency (about 68 %)2). The 40 MHz and the 120 MHz harmonics will be applied to the

same drift tube (they have practically the same transit time factor in a double gap structure) and they will

be generated by the same, 1.8 m long, coaxial resonator as A/4 and 3X/4 modes. The 80 MHz

harmonic will need a second, 0.9 m long quarter wave resonator and a second drift tube.

The velocity of the beam, produced by a ECR source and accelerated by a high voltage platform,

will be p=0.009 at the buncher, and the optimum lengths of the 40 -120 MHz and 80 MHz drift tubes

are 34 mm and 17 mm, respectively. The center-to-center spacing of the drift tubes is 120 mm, fitting

well the length of the transverse waist at our disposal; the bore radius is 10 mm. The resonators will be

in air, easily removable for frequency adjustment, connected to the drift tube stem through vacuum

tight teflon rf feedthroughs. The frequency and voltage stabilization of two different harmonics in the

same resonator will be obtained by taking advantage of the different field distribution of the two modes,

and properly locating tuners, couplers and pickups. The resonators will be powered independently by

three solid state amplifiers, and the rf control will be performed by means of standard ALPI rf controllers;

the total rf power losses are expected to be below 100 W.

The buncher construction will start in march 1997; its completion and testing is expected one

year later.

References
1 ' A. Lombardi et al., The New Superconducting Positive Ion Injector for the Legnaro ALPI Booster", Proc. Of the
XVIII Int. Linear Accelerator Conference, Geneva 26-30 August 1996, vol. 1.
21 M. Comunian and A. Pisent, "Beam dynamics in the three harmonics buncher for the PIAVE injector", this
Annual Report.
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1
Fia..1 Schematic of the PIAVE
Triple Harmonic Buncher
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RF-superconducting Cavity Measurement

C. Durand , V. Palmieri, A. Porcellato, S. Stark*

ISTITUTO NAZIONALE Dl FISICA NUCLEARE, Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

* On leave from Moscow Institute of Steel and Alloys, Russia

I. INTRODUCTION

For future colliders applications, superconducting cavities using the thin film technology are on

the way to reach high accelerating fields. With niobium sputtered on copper we benefit from greater

thermal stability and material cost savings. A Radio Frequency test set-up is under development. The

performances of 1.5 GHz cavities, spun and coated at L.N.L, have already been checked. In the

present paper, we will describe the RF calibration, measure sequences and our results.

II. RF MEASURE PRINCIPLES

The cavity is tested vertically, immersed in a 4.2K liquid helium bath. The two main parameters,

the figure merit Qo, the accelerating field Eacc a r e 9° ' ' r o m ' n e measurement of incident, reflected,

transmitted powers, Pj,Pr, Pt, respectively and the resonant frequency fo- The measure sequence is

the following : a) resonance searching, b) cables calibration, c) coupling calibration, d) QQ = f (Eacc).

[Turbo- Molecular &
1 Membrane pumps

ipni—i rp.t
,PT L

i

Pr

u

Fig. 1 experimental scheme

Like the unloaded Q value, Qo = co U/Pdiss where to = 2.7t.f0; U, the stored energy; Pdiss-

dissipated power in cavity walls, we define Qjn and Qout as the quality factor of the input and output

coupling elements:

Qjn=coU/Pi Qout=coU/Pt
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a) Searching the resonance frequency : By means of a computer program developed for R.F.

testsC), the operator looks at the input-ouput phase difference versus frequencies swept by the

generator. The signal A<(>, used as a retroaction to correct the delivered frequency, shows a fast

variation around fo, following the cavity impedance variation.

Near the set frequency fo, the phase loop will keep the cavity locked. For reasons of accuracy,

we choose to work as close as possible to the critical coupling, where Pr=0. The reflected signal is

reduced down to a few percent of the incident one (1 - 20%), by adjusting manually the input antenna

from the top of the cryostat (Fig.1) and adjusting the wave phase. The cavity is ready for the two

following calibrations: cable calibration and coupling calibration.

b) Up to now, the RF cables calibration has been carried out using the transmission method.

However, the attenuation not only depends on frequency but also on temperature so that we adopted

a reflection method for cables remaining at 4.2K. It consists in measuring the power totally reflected by

the cavity acting as an open circuit outside its band-pass. This step enables further transformation of

the read powers P'x into the real powers at cavity's location Px (x= I, r, t).

c) The coupling calibration provides two parameters Qjn, QOut. invariable as long as length of

antennas is steady. However, each position I of the input antenna inside the cut-off tube leads to a

particular Q in (Fig 2-a).

The output coupler is a fixed antenna, chosen for accuracy reasons such that Pt is always very

small regarding the input power Pj (Pr /Pj <0.01). This latter choice is made before the cavity mounting

according to the experimental curves : QOut= f(') (F'9 2-b), I being the antenna length in mm.

10 7

* experimental point
r- CHn=A exp(-B.r) with A = 4.03e*" '

& B = 0 1203

20 40 60 80 100 120
I, inside length of input coupler (mm)

Fig. 2-a Q for 1.5 GHz cavities
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10
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10 '

0

r —

\

experimental
Q—= A exp(-

* \

points
B.I) with

&
A =
B =

1.852 e * " ^
0.3365 i

W 15 20 25 3D
I, antenna total length (mm)

Fig. 2-b Q for 1.5 GHz cavities
o u t

In the RF coupling calibration procedure, both parameters Qjn, Qout are also measured "in situ":

In the steady state, we minimize the reflection to measure Pj, Pr, Pt. Let us consider the cavity and the

output coupler as one element with a new quality factor:

Q ' =•
coU

+ Pdi

Q' R
and therefore a coupling factor P' = = — -

iss Qi
-. The loaded Q is obtained

in

from the power decay time constant x of the whole system: QL = cor.
A peak power analyser stores the output power as a function of time when the generator is
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switched off. The value of x, deduced from the logarithmic fit of the curve Pt=f(t), is the unique

parameter got in this transient state.

1

QL Q1 P1

hence Q in = w Q o u t = COT | ^ - P M and co U = QinR, = ©t (2P,-Pr)

At the same time we can compute the Eacc, Qo at this working point:

fij .
= J— Ir

vr
-ace in MW m

1 = 1

Q o " Q ' •*out

where r is a geometrical constant, T = 0.0128 J/(MV/m)2 (2-3). For further calculations of Eacc i t ' s

convinient to define the constant e such that Eacc = e-̂ P7 . Each RF calibration gives Qin, Qout> £•

d) The Qo - Eacc curve is then obtained by progressively increasing the input power Pi

(0-30 W) always minimizing the reflected power by a phase adjustment. So far a few cavities have

been measured at 4.2K with an uncertainty around 15% (Fig.3) and preliminary cryogenic tests have

been made to obtain results at 1 8K .

Q

« ' •

Cavity Nb/Cu C3 at 4.2K

0.0 5.0 10 15 20 25 30
Eacc (MV/m)

Fig.3 results of one 1.5 GHz cavity

We are confident to improve significantly these results and their accuracy in the coming year.
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Cryogenic equipment for 1.3 and 1.5 GHz superconducting cavities

L. Badan, C. Durand , V. Palmieri, V. Ruzinov*, S. Stark*

ISTITUTO NAZIONALE Dl FISICA NUCLEARE, Laboraton Nazionali di Legnaro

* On leave from Moscow Institute of Steel and Alloys, Russia

1. INTRODUCTION

A 350 mm diameter, 1.5 m high cryostat was designed to drive liquid Helium 4He down to 1.8K

where an R.F. superconducting monocell cavity under test can dissipate a few tens of Watt.

Constitutive cryogenic elements (Fig.1) and He transfer operative modes are described.

2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Helium vessel is thermally insulated on the sides by three successive chambers containing

respectively air, liquid nitrogen, the third one being under vacuum. From the upper part, the insulation

is ensured by four copper screens, though which go stainless steel pumping tubes, transfer lines,

passes for RF cables and the level gage. Below, we find a liquid / gas heat exchanger (a) used to

transfer He at 2K, a liquid / gas phase separator (b), two metallic valves V1 and V2, regulated from

outside. The low temperature transfer is ensured by a sinter brass plate at the middle of separator.

The liquid flows by capillarity towards the lower side where it finds the atmospheric pressure. The

gaseous phase remains on the upper part and fills the tubes atong the thermal screens (c), passing by

aperture (d3). Possible pumping from aperture (f) not only cuts down the gas overpressure but also

imposes a vapour circulation to keep the screens cold. On the external cover (Fig. 2), we also find

safety valves, a monometer, pumping or transfer apertures and cable connectors.

So far, a pumping capacity around 300 m3/h has been available with a Roots pump in the

combination of the 80 m3/h rotary pump, after a first step from atmospheric pressure to 200 mbar,

realised with rotary pumps alone (around 150 m3/h.).

3. TWO OPERATING MODES

3-1 Transfer at 4.2 K and pumping down to 1.8K

Starting from a temperature above 100 K, the first He filling is carried out through the direct

transfer line or through the phase separator (b) by aperture (e) with valves V1 open and V2 closed.

Once the level reaches 1000 mm and 4.2K RF measurement is completed, V1 and V2 are closed to

enable further pumping operation. In this case, the liquid level is not regulated; once the pressure is 16

mbar, R.F. power is set for a short measuring time providing homogeneous results in temperature.

3-2 He transfer at 2 K during pumping

The cavity immersion can be controlled while pumping around 20 mbar in order to stabilize

temperature and He level, when RF power is left for processing Ml. The cold He vapours are cooling

on their way the exchanger tubes, partly made of copper when in contact with the copper screens and

partly made of a lower thermal conductivity material, stainless steel for the interscreen space (a).

Inside tubes, the liquid flows from the separator to the expansion valve V2 through aperture (d2). V2 is

open according to the dissipated power whereas V1 remains closed. Cold vapour circulation is forced

by pumping from (0-
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We succeeded in mastering the He level (±20 mm) and temperature (± 0.06K) for one hour with

3 Watt. This test is useful for a next cryogenic transfer automatization. Our present power limitation is

the pumping speed, which should be solved with the purchase of a pumping group.
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Rg. 1 Main cryogenic elements
(a) thermal exchanger
(b) liquioVgas phase separator
(c) thermal insulation screens
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"Hollow" Cathode Gun for Electron Cooling Purpose

G. Ciullo1, A.N. Sharapa2, A.V. Shemyakin2, L. Tecchio1

1 INFN Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro, 1-35020 Legnaro, Italy
2 Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

The efficiency of the well-known electron cooling technique is strictly related to the electron

beam parameters. Moreover perturbations due to bending magnets in standard electron cooling

devices limit cooler performance. A prototype of an electron cooler with no bending magnet was

proposed and tested [1] in the frame work of CRYSTAL Storage Ring project [2]. At this moment clear

criteria required to reach a useful beam for cooling purpose are established.

Electron beam emitted by a BaO cathode is guided by the cusp magnetic field (generated by

two oppositely polarized magnets), accelerated and transported through the drift tube. The length of

the drift section is 1 m, while the minimum diameter of the electrodes is 50 mm. The magnetic system

consists of three 0.5 m long solenoids. The homogenous magnetic field in the drift section can be set

in the range 0.2 - 2 kG. The hollow cathode is located in the symmetry plane of magnetic field. The

hollow collector is located outside the solenoids and the magnetic field on its surface can be reduced

by a factor 10 - 100 with respect to Bo- High care was taken also for the potential distribution, the

relative electrical circuitry and water cooling system in order to semplify the high voltage connections

[3]. Main parameters of the prototype are given in Table 1.

Table 1 - Design parameters for the
Electron energy [keV]

Beam current [A]

Beam diameter [mm]

Magnetic field [kG]

Current losses Al/I

Vacuum [Torr]

prototype.

1 -20

0- 1

30

0.2-2

< 10'4

10-10

Measurements were performed in two steps. In the first one the apparatus was considered as a

whole. Beam production, collection and vacuum condition were analyzed and optimized. In the second

step the hollow collector was replaced by an energy analyzer [3] for current density and energy

distribution measurements. The measurements of beam characteristics show that all problems

connected wiith using this kind of gun in coolers are solved (vacuum, alignment, current density

distribution, temperature) [4]. The measured temperature is in agreement with the temperature for

standard electron beams [5]. A peculiarity of this gun, the hole in the center of the beam, has been

reduced to a diameter less than 10% of the whole beam diameter and in principle can be suppressed.
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A Radio-frequency Streak Camera in the Femtosecond Domain
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Streak cameras (SCs) are very useful tools to measure the time duration of laser pulses and

electron bunches in the picosecond domain [1]. The demand for everlower resolution limits for SCs

quite contrasts with the short, but not negligible, rise time of the high voltage on the deflecting plates.

Normally, the linearity of the voltage-versus-time curve should be preserved. Once the sweep has

been accomplished as fast as possible, the resolution limit of the SC is established by the finite spatial

resolution (about 50 p.m) of the elements of the microchammel plate image intensifier (MCPII), which

does not allow a top performance better than 1 ps. We have proposed a radio-frequency strek camera

(RF camera) to show that linearity can be mantained while considerably shortening the sweep time.

The basic idea behind the method is an angular scanning performed by the magnetic field of an

RF cavity [2] located just after the accelerating elements of the SC to replace the standard deflecting

plates where high voltage is applied. The configuration of electromagnetic fields inside the cavity is

according to the TM110 mode. The cavity is supplied by two equally powerful RF inputs, geometrically

displaced by 90° in angle. Moreover, a phase shifter imposes a difference in phase of 90° between

the two power inputs. This results in a magnetic field, constant in modulus, rotating at the RF

frequency of the cavity. The magnetic field imparts a transverse kick to the incoming electrons. The

direction of this kick depends on the time at which the individual electron enters the cavity, namely on

the RF phase that the incoming electron experiences. In this way the longitudinal structure of the

electron beam is linearly transformed into an angular distribution in the plane perpendicular to the

beam axis where a two-dimensional MCPII is located. This stage is then followed by a charge-coupled

device (CCD) camera, as in conventional SCs. The electric field is vanishing on the axis of the cavity

and for small deflecting angles, it does not enter into the dynamics of the electrons.

Because the amplitude of the deflecting force is constant, the position on the screen of the

deflected electrons will lie on a circumference at any time, so no triggering is needed for the RF

camera.

As in the case of standard SCs, the limitation to resolution of the instrument is given by the finite

resolution of the MCPII. The spatial resolution of this component is of the order of 50 jim and, for this

value, the resolution of the RF camera can be of the order of 100 fs (RMS).
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The LNL Microbeam Update: Low Current Regulators and Single Event
Prospect

F. CervelleraC), G.P. EgenK1), G. FortunaW, P. Rossi(2), V. RudelloO) and M. VivianiO)

(VLNL <2)University di Padova and INFN

The focused ion microprobe of the Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro, based on a triplet of

magnetic quadrupoles and fed by a 2.5 MV Van de Graaf accelerator (AN2000), has been in operation

for four years and has been mainly used in micro-PIXE elemental analysis1'2).

In 1995 and 1996 the apparatus has been also employed in IBIC (Ion Beam Induced Charge)

and IBIL (Ion Beam Induced Luminescence) measurements on silicon solar cells3'4) and CVD

diamond4'5). These experiments and in particular IBIC require a very low beam current, corresponding

to less than one thousand particles per second, i.e. 105-106 times smaller than the usual micro-PIXE

intensity (10-100 pA). We reached these limits by closing as much as possible the object slit, i.e. that

one which sizes the microbeam. Although IBIC and IBIL experiments have actually been performed,

and some results will be presented in these Reports, we should acknowledge that instabilities often

showed up during operation. Slight modifications in temperature or beam position were able to bring

considerable changes in beam current, the spot appeared larger and the momentum spread

worsened.

To solve these problems, we employed a small chamber, housing gold diffusive foils (current

regulator). This chamber, sandwhiched between two further bidimensional regulable slits, has been

inserted upstream to the object slit.

The slit before the current regulator is required to reduce the spot radius R on the diffusive foils

in order to lower the total flux on it, which is proportional to R2, and hence to allow a sufficient heat

dispersion and prevent foil damage. The heat dispersion in vacuum, happening only through the

diffusive foil itself, goes like R, hence the relative heat dispersion goes like 1/R, and is maximum for

minimum radius.

The slit downstream is in charge of removing the high divergence particles, deviated by the

diffusive foils, avoiding an abnormal heating of the object slits.

For the time being, the small chamber houses only two vacuum sealed holders, placed along

the beam one after the other, and holding each one a gold diffusive foil. Without opening the

chamber, it is moreover possible from outside to retract one or both the foils allowing a fast context

switching. We employed thicknesses of 1000 and 500 ^g/cm2 , which allowed to switch in few

seconds from 107 to 102 particles/s.

In the most recent IBIC measurements of polycrystalline silicon solar cells and CVD diamond,

this current regulator showed an excellent stability, being capable of keeping, during hours, a flux of

about 100 particle/s ±10% . The strength of the system is high, since no holes in the foils have been
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recorded in a week operation. The microbeam quality looks rather good, surely not worse than 3-4

micron, although no precise measurements have yet been performed. The speed of the context

switching between high and low current beam is quite high: this allowed e.g. for the first time an easy

measurements of IBIC and IBIL properties of the same CVD diamond sample.

However we aknowledge that beam allignement, carried out at beginning of a microbeam

operation, is quite slow and cumbersome, regarding now 4 regulable slits and being done manually.

Only the replacement of the present slits with a set of totally authomatized ones, with remote control,

could actually solve the problem.

Finally one should remark that this low current in a context of high stability will likely allow to

manage single event physics with no further electrostatic deflectors. In fact a rate of 100 particles/s

means that the beam deflection must happen in a time interval not bigger than 1 msec. It is something

maneageable by the acquisition software, which would perform the deflection through the DAC

driving the usual scan coils, placed before the triplet. Of course inquiries are necessary to quantify any

possible microbeam deterioration due to the diffusive foils.
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High Energy Physics Facilities

Two very large halls are available in the Laboratories for the development, testing and construction of
detectors for high energy physics experiments.

The whole construction of the barrel muon chambers for the CMS experiment (the big for the LHC
accelerator) is foreseen to take place in one hall. The chambers are large structures, up to 2.5x 4.0 m2,
assembled by gluing aluminium parts, and containing on average 800 sense wires each, positioned with a
precision of 100 urn over the full surface of the chamber. During 1996 the temperature control of the hall has
been improved, to guarantee the quality of the structural gluing and the possibility to reach the required
precision, that would be spoiled by excessive thermal dilatation. The prototypes of the complex tooling
needed to build 150 chambers in four years have been assembled and tested, and work is in progress now to
produce the first complete real size chamber, made up by 12 layers of 2.0x2.5 m2 surface each.

Another experiment whose detectors are actually under construction in the hall is CLUE2. The main
aim of this experiment is the search for variable gamma sources in or near the centre of our galaxy and the
study of the primary cosmic radiation. K uses a photosensitive gas proportional chamber placed on the focal
plane of 1.8 m diameter aluminised mirrors. Orientations of the mirrors in the space are provided by a
computer controlled step motor system. The complete construction of the 10 models is almost finished

An experiment under preparation is MUNU, foreseen for the study of the antimeutrino electron elastic
scattering at the Buqli nuclear reactor. The central detector is a 1 m3 acrylic vessel has been assembled at
Legnaro, where all the mechanical tests have been performed, as well as the construction of the gas
circulation and purification system. The transfer of the liquid scintillator has been studied and the pressure
control of the system accurately tested to maintain a pressure difference inside-outside the TPC at few
millibar level.
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Stockholm), M. Pignanelli (Univ. di Milano), D. Schwalm (Inst. fur Kernphysik, Heidelberg), J. Vervier

(Univ. Catholique de Louvain)

Pool Equipment Committee

Coordinator, G. Nebbia (INFN Sez. di Padova)

Members: U. Abbondanno (INFN Sez. di Trieste), D. Bazzacco (INFN Sez. di Padova), A. Camera (Univ.

di Padova), G. Carugno (INFN Sez. di Padova), R. Cherubini, M. De Poli, G. Delia Mea (Univ. di Trento), U.

Gastaldi, G. Lo Bianco (Univ. di Milano), S. Lunardi (Univ. di Padova), E. Maglione (Univ. di Padova), V.

Palmieri, G. Vedovato

Accelerator Coordinators

TANDEM - ALPI, S. Lunardi (Univ. di Padova)

CN, R. Cherubini

AN 2000, G. Delia Mea (Univ. di Trento)

TANDEM - ALPI User Representative, A. Pantaleo (INFN Sez. di Bari)
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Laboratory Personnel

RESEARCH DIVISION

Research & Engineering staff

V. Ableev*, M. Beldishevski*, P. Boccaccio, R. Cherubini, M. Cinausero, L. Colautti, F. Corni*.

L. Corradi, G. de Angelis, M. De Poli, G. Delia Mea*, C. Fahlander*. E. Fioretto, S. Galassini*,

U. Gastaldi, F. Gramegna, M. Lombardi, E. Maglione*, G. Maron, P. Mazzoldi*, G. Moschini*,

M.A. Nagarajan*, D.R. Napoli, A. Ortolan*, G. Ottaviani*, V. Palmieri, P. Passi', G. Prete, R.A. Ricci*,

C. Rizzo0', P. Spolaore, S. Stark*, A.M. Stefanini, P.Tiveron*, L. Vannucci, G. Vedovato

Technical staff

C. Baiocchi, Giuseppe Battistello, L. Berti, R. Bertoli, E. Bolzan*, D. Ceccato*. L. Costa,

M. Giacchini, G. Manente, S. Piva, D. Rosso*, P. Schiavon

Secretaries
M. Rossi*

ACCELERATORS DIVISION

Research & Engineering staff

G. Bassato, A. Battistella, G. Bezzon, G. Bisoffi, S. Canella, M. Cavenago, F. Cervellera, A. Dainelli,

A. Facco, G. Fortuna, S. Gustaffson*, A. Lombardi, M.F. Moisio, R. Pengo, A. Pisent, M. Poggi,

A.M. Porcellato, V. Rigato*, F. Scarpa, L. Tecchio

Technical staff

B. Azzara, L. Badan, Gennaro Battistello, M. Bellato, A. Beltramin, S. Benvegnu, L. Bertazzo,

G. Binelle, R. Bortolami, L. Boscagli*. G. Buso#, D. Carlucci*, F. Chiurlotto, T. Contran,

M. De Lazzari, G.P. Egeni, A. Fasolato, A. Ferrara*, G. Gonella, I. Motti, G. Muraro, F. Nerva, R.

Pagnin, U. Pieri*, F. Poletto, A. Rinaldi, V. Rudello, F. Stivanello*, L. Ziomi

Secretaries

M. Stefani (till 16/01/1996)

TECHNICAL DIVISION

Engineering staff

P. Favaron, A. Zanon

Technical Staff

E. Bissiato, E. Brezzi, I. Carraro, A. Dainese, N. Dainese, G. Dona, L Dona, V. Fasolo, L. Furiato,

S. Gambalonga, M. Gusella, F. Lazzaro, M. Lollo, S. Marigo, E. Morandin, M. Negrato, C. Pegoraro,

R. Pegoraro, M. Pianta, R. Ponchia, R. Precise M. Rebeschini*, M. Rigato, N. Toniolo, A. Zanetti,

E. Zecchin

Secretaries
E. Bordignon, R. Capotorto, I. Marin*0
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ADMINISTRATION SERVICE

Administrative staff

G. Barbiero, Ft. Battistella, R.M. Boscaro, M. Carraro*, P. ConconiA, S. Guerrieri, G. Eramo, F. Mazzer,

M. Venco*

SECRETARIAT SERVICE OF THE DIRECTOR

Administrative staff

C. Camporese, C. Piva§, P. Ruffo*. C. Zecchin

HEALTH PHYSICS SERVICE

Research & Engineering staff

G. Moschini*, D. Zafiropoulos

Technical staff

M. Bello*0, G. Scarabottolo

Secretaries

D. Zane

* Temporary contract, 'Associated staff members, °> On leave from INFN - Trieste, * University of

Padua staff, ^Safety and Prevention Service, AOn leave to Central INFN Administration - Frascati,

^Secretary of the SIF President and of the PAC, °PET facility.
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Scientific Guests and Fellows

J. H. He
Q. Pan
R. K. Choudhury
S. M. Carturan
M. A. Cardona
D. L. Hojman
H. Somacal
M. Spolaore
M. Viviani
G. Magrin
G.Johnson
D. Boscarino
D. Foltescu

C. Lin
J. Zhang
H. Q. Zhang
L. Zheng
L. H. Zhu
I. Dewa
M. Valdes Fuentes
A. Waheed
G. Ciullo
M. Comunian
M. Dalia Vecchia
D. De Acuna
M. De Otto
A. Diaz
C. Durand
E. Farnea
F. Fiumana
A. Gadea
I. Koulik
G. Maggioni
G. Manzin
Z. Podolyak
G. Ruoso
W. Venturini Delsolaro
A. Sorio
A. Alexandrov
A. Burov
N. Dikansky

INFN Fellow
INFN Fellow
FAI
INFN Fellow
FAI
FAI
FAI
CNR Fellow
CNR Fellow
FAI
FAI
CPR Fellow
INFN Guest
INFN Fellow
INFN Fellow
FAI
INFN Fellow
INFN Fellow
FAI
ICTP Fellow
ICTP Fellow
INFN Fellow
INFN Fellow
INFN Fellow
INFN Fellow
INFN Fellow
CEE Fellow
CEE Fellow
INFN Fellow
INFN Fellow
CEE Fellow
INFN Fellow
INFN Fellow
INFN Fellow
INFN Fellow
INFN Fellow
INFN Fellow
INFN Fellow
FAI
FAI
FAI

Academia Sinica of Sciences - Beijing, China
Academia Sinica of Sciences - Beijing, China
BARC - Bombay, India
CIMSC - Bologna
CNEA Tandar, Argentina
CNEA Tandar, Argentina
CNEA Tandar, Argentina
CNR - Padova
CNR - Roma
Columbia University, USA
Columbia University, USA
Consorzio Padova Ricerche
Found. Blanceflor Boncompagni-Ludovisi, Sweden
IAE - Bejing, China
IAE - Bejing, China
IAE - Beijing, China
IAE - Beijing, China
IAE - Beijing, China
ICR - Kyoto, Japan
ICTP - Trieste
ICTP - Trieste
INFN - LNL, Legnaro, Padova
INFN - LNL, Legnaro, Padova
INFN - LNL, Legnaro, Padova
INFN - LNL, Legnaro, Padova
INFN - LNL, Legnaro, Padova
INFN - LNL, Legnaro, Padova
INFN - LNL, Legnaro, Padova
INFN - LNL, Legnaro, Padova
INFN - LNL, Legnaro, Padova
INFN - LNL, Legnaro, Padova
INFN - LNL, Legnaro, Padova
INFN - LNL, Legnaro, Padova
INFN - LNL, Legnaro, Padova
INFN - LNL, Legnaro, Padova
INFN - LNL, Legnaro, Padova
INFN - LNL, Legnaro, Padova
INFN - LNL, Legnaro, Padova
INP - Novosibirsk, Russia
INP - Novosibirsk, Russia
INP - Novosibirsk, Russia
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E. Lisman
A. Logatchev
Y. Semenov
B. A. Skarbo
C. Cavion
V. Andreev
T. Kulevoy
V. Stolbunov
A. Vassiliev
S. Yaramishev
V. Zvianginstev
V. Nomokonov
S. V. Prakhov
J. Ero
Z. Katona
C. Ythier
V. Rouzinov
V. Tchitchkov
N. Cindro
V. Valkovic
M. Temporal
L. Bilbao
B. Rubio
V. Ricciardi
A. Quaranta
A. M. 1. Haque
S. Monaro
R. Wyss
J. Sokolowski
A. Axelsson
M. Weiszflog
T. Van Den Brink
D. Vretnar

FAI
FAI

FAI

FAI

INFN Guest
FAI

FAI

FAI

FAI

FAI

FAI

FAI

FAI

FAI

FAI

FAI

FAI

FAI

FAI

FAI

SIF - ENEA Fellow
FAI

FAI

INFN Guest
INFN Guest
INFN Guest
FAI

FAI

FAI

FAI

FAI

FAI

FAI

INP - Novosibirsk, Russia
INP - Novosibirsk, Russia
INP - Novosibirsk, Russia
INP - Novosibirsk, Russia
IPIA "A. Scotton", Vicenza
ITEP - Moscow, Russia
ITEP - Moscow, Russia
ITEP - Moscow, Russia
ITEP - Moscow, Russia
ITEP - Moscow, Russia
ITEP - Moscow, Russia
JINR - Dubna, Russia
JINR - Dubna, Russia
KFKI - Budapest, Hungary
KFKI - Budapest, Hungary
Lab. Chim. Phys. - Nice, France
Moscow Steel and Alloys Institute, Russia
Moscow Steel and Alloys Institute, Russia
Rudjer Boskovic Institute - Zagreb, Croatia
Rudjer Boskovic Institute - Zagreb, Croatia
SIF - Bologna
Universidad de Buenos Aires, Argentina
Universidad de Valencia, Spain
Universita di Perugia
Universita di Trento
Universita di Verona
University of Montreal, Canada
University of Stockholm, Sweden
University of Tel Aviv, Israel
University of Uppsala, Sweden
University of Uppsala, Sweden
University of Utrecht, The Netherlands
University of Zagreb, Croatia
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Undergraduate Students
B. Antonazzo, S. Bettio, A. Bologna, B. Fernando, R. Celentano, M. Della Negra, M. Gulmini

Graduate Students
G. Algise, G. Barazza, C. Cantaluppi, A. Capaldi, L. Conti, V. Crivelli Visconti, E. Lerose, M. T. Marchetti,

M. Schroder (Erasmus Fellow), F. Tonetto, Z. Fontana

PHD Students
L. De Nardo, M. Tonidandel, S. Zandolin

Degrees Granted during 1996

Master's Degrees

G. Algise

G. Barazza

C. Cantaluppi

A. Capaldi

L. Conti

V. Crivelli Visconti

E. Lerose

M. T. Marchetti

M. Schroder

F. Tonetto

"Analisi strutturale di una cavita RFQ superconduttiva"

"Sistema di acquisizione dati per Euroball"

"Linee guida di progetto per un centra di radioterapia a particelle

cariche della Regione Veneto"

"Sviluppo del controllo di un sistema distribuito per I'esperimento

Euroball"

"Un trasduttore ottico per il rivelatore Auriga: sensibility prevista e

misure preliminari per un prototipo"

"Realizzazione di una catena di trasduzione per I'ottimizzazione della

sensibilita dell'antenna gravitazionale Auriga"

"Automazione e sistema di controllo dell'impianto criogenico

dell'acceleratore ALPI"

"Caratterizzazione e sviluppi di sorgenti ECR"

"Characterisation of gas gain of a cylindrical proportional counter at low

pressure"

"Studio di un rivelatore per ioni pesanti a energie 5-20 MeV/U"
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USERS of LNL and Collaborating Institutions

In Italy

Consorzio Padova Ricerche

Dipartimenti di Fisica, Universita di: Ancona, Bari, Bologna, Cagliari, Camerino, Catania, Ferrara,

Firenze, Genova, Messina, Milano, Modena, Napoli, Padova, Perugia, Trieste

Dipartimento di Chimica Generate, Universita di Pavia

Dipartimento di Costruzioni Meccaniche e Nucleari, Universita di Pisa

Dipartimento di Elettrotecnica ed Elettronica, Universita di Padova

Dipartimento di Fisica Teorica, Universita di Salerno

Dipartimento di Fisica, Politecnico di Torino

Dipartimento di Genetica, Universita "La Sapienza", Roma

Dipartimento di Ingegneria dei Material!, Universita di Trento

Dipartimento di Ingegneria Nucleare - CSNEF, Politecnico di Milano

Dipartimento di Matematica, Universita di Camerino

ENEA

INFN - Laboratori Nazionali del Sud, Catania

INFN - Sezioni di: Ban, Bologna, Catania, Firenze, Genova, Messina, Milano, Napoli, Padova, Perugia,

Pisa, Roma, Torino, Trieste

International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste

Istituto di Chimica Biologica, Universita di Verona

Istituto FRAE, CNR, Bologna

Istituto Gas lonizzati, CNR, Padova

Istituto LAMEL, CNR, Bologna

Istituto per la Ricerca Scientifica e Tecnologica, Povo (Trento)

Istituto Superiore di Sanita, Roma

Istituto TESRE, CNR, Bologna

Joint Research Centre - Institute for Safety and Technology - Nuclear Fuel Cycle Unit, Ispra, Varese

Unita INFM di: Ancona, Catania, Modena, Napoli, Padova, Torino, Venezia

Outside Italy

Comisi6n Nacional de Energia Atomica (CNEA), Buenos Aires, Argentina

Laboratorio TANDAR, CNEA, Buenos Aires, Argentina

University of Canberra, Australia

Instituto de Fisica, USP, Dep.to de Fisica Nuclear, Sao Paulo, Brasil

TASCC AECL Research, Chalk River, Canada

University of Montreal, Canada

China Institute of Atomic Energy (IAE), Beijng, China

Institute of Modern Physics, Lanzhou, China

Institute of Nuclear Research, Academia Sinica, Shanghai, China

Rudjer Boskovic Institute, Zagreb, Croatia
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Niels Bohr Institute, Tandem Accelerator Laboratory, Rise, Denmark

Centre de Recherches Nucleates (CRN), Strasbourg, France

Centre d'Etudes de Saclay, DAPNIA/SPHN, France

Centre d'Etudes Nucleates, Bordeaux-Gradignan, France

Centre de Spectroscopie Nucleates et de Masse, Orsay, France

Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique, Fontenay aux Roses, France

Institut de Physique Nucleaire, IN2P3/CNRS, Orsay and Universite C. Bernard Lyon-1, France

Institut des Sciences Nucleates, Grenoble, France

Forschungzentrum Rossendorf, Institut fur Kern- und Hadronenphysik, Germany

GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

Hahns-Meitner Institut, Berlin, Germany

Institut fur Kernphysik, Universitat zu Koln, Germany

Institut fiir Kernphysik, Kernforshungszentrum GmbH KFA, Julich, Germany

Institut fur Strahlen und Kernphysik, Universitat zu Bonn, Germany

Max Plank Institut fur Kernphysik, Heidelberg, Germany

II Physikalisches Institut Universitat zu Gdttingen, Germany

Sektion Physik der Universitat, Munchen, Germany

KFKI, Department of Laboratory Automation, Budapest, Hungary

Nuclear Physics Division, BARC, Bombay, India

Institute for Chemical Research (ICR), University of Kyoto, Japan

Institute of Experimental Physics, University of Warsaw , Poland

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Cracow, Poland

Institute of Atomic Physics, Department of Heavy-Ion Physics, Bucharest, Romania

Institute of Nuclear Physics (INP), Novosibirsk, Russia

Institute for Theoretical and Experimental Physics (ITEP), Moscow, Russia

Moscow Institute of Steel and Alloys, Moscow, Russia

IFIC, Universidad de Valencia, Spain

Department of Radiation Sciences, University of Uppsala, Sweden

MSI-The Manne Siegbahn Institute of Physics, Stockholm, Sweden

The Svedberg Laboratory, Uppsala, Sweden

University of Stockholm, Sweden

CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Department of Physics, University of York, UK

Department of Physics, University of Manchester, UK

Department of Physics, University of Paisley, Scotland, UK

Department of Physics, Oliver Lodge Laboratory, Liverpool, UK

Department of Physics, University of Surrey, Guildford, UK

School of Sciences, Staffordshire University, Stoke-on-Trent, UK

SERC Daresbury Laboratory, UK

Cyclotron Laboratory, Texas A & M University, College Station, USA

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, USA

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA

University of Rochester, USA
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Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

Workshops and Meetings 1996

Meeting of Crystal Storage Ring

Legnaro, January 8, 1996

The Review Meeting on the positive ion injector for ALPI

Legnaro, March 25-28, 1996

VI Open house scientific week

Legnaro, March 27-31, 1996

Meeting of EUROBALL Joint Committee

Legnaro, May 28, 1996

Meeting of EUROBALL collaboration - electronic and data acquisition subgroup

Legnaro, July 8-9, 1996

"X corso avanzato di Radioprotezione Medica "

Bressanone, September 2-6, 1996

"La PET nella ricerca farmaceutica e clinico farmacologica"

Legnaro, September 30, 1996

Meeting of EUROBALL users

Padova, October 18-20, 1996

Meeting on Electrostatic Accelerators

Legnaro, October 23, 1996

NeXTPAGE(S} l
toft BLANK I
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Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

Seminars 1996

NiXT PAQB(S)
toft BLANK



12/1 Y. Oganessian, Flerov Laboratory for Nuclear Reactions JINR, Dubna, Russia

Exotic and excited nuclei

26/1 R.E. Packard, Physics Department, University of California, Berkeley, USA

The role of the Josephson - Anderson Equation in Superfluid Helium

29/1 A. Noda, Nuclear Science Facility, ICR, Kyoto University, Japan

Accelerator research activities at Nuclear Science Research Facility, ICR, Kyoto University

9/2 G. Logan, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, USA

Heavy ion fusion research at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

23/2 G. Carugno, INFN - Sezione di Padova

Energia di punto zero e forze di Casimir: possibile approccio sperimentale

29/2 L. Bilbao, Instituto de Fisica del Plasma, Universidad de Buenos Aires, Argentina

Simuiazioni bidimensionali di un Z-Pinch denso compresso da una rapida scarica

8/3 V. Palmieri, INFN - Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

Superconduttivita in radiofrequenza

22/3 R. Cherubini, INFN - Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

Sviluppo di micro-fasci di ioni: nuove frontiere per la fisica applicata svolta con gli acceleratori di

particelle

2712 M. De Poli, INFN - Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

Uno sguardo dentro il nucleo

28/3 R. Cherubini, INFN - Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

Attivita di fisica biomedica ai LNL

29/3 G. Prodi, Universita di Trento e INFN - Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

Onde gravitazionali

29/3 A. Dainelli, INFN - Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

Acceleratori di particelle

30/3 R. Pengo, INFN - Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

Esperimenti di fisica a temperature prossime allo zero assoluto

30/3 G. Delia Mea, Universita di Trento e INFN - Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

Applicazioni tecnologiche di material'! innovativi

31/3 U. Gastaldi, INFN - Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

Antimateria, materia, energia e campi di forza

17/4 M. Colonna, Ganil, Caen, France; INFN - Laboratori Nazionali del Sud, Catania

Dynamical evolution and fusion paths in heavy-ion collisions

MIA A.G. Ruggiero, Brookhaven National Laboratory, USA

A Superconducting Proton Linac as the driver to an energy amplifier
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19/4 N. Rostoker, University of California, Irvine, USA

Fusion reactors based on colliding beams in a field reversed configuration plasma

29/4 J. Durell, University of Manchester, UK

Design and construction of a large solid-angle heavy-ion detector

30/4 P. Rizzotti, Laboratorio di analisi chimico-cliniche e microbiologiche, USL 16, Padova

Tecniche di preparazione dei campion! nella ricerca biomedica

2/5 S.N. Wang, Institute of Atomic Energy, Beijing, China

Channel theory of fission with diffusive dynamics: a consistent statistical and dynamical

description and fission

3/5 M. Pignanelli, Dipartimento di Fisica, Universita di Milano

Euroball: un'iniziativa europea ai Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

17/5 D. Habs, LMU Munchen, Garching, Germany

REX-ISOLDE, PIAVE and the Munich fission fragment accelerator - three radioactive beam

facilities: status, physics and perspectives.

17/5 A. Poves Paredes, Dep.to de Fisica Teorica, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid, Spain

Deformation in Chromium isotopes; a shell model approach

23/5 C. Durand, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

RF measurements at CERN of 1.5 GHZ cavities

30/5 E. Anachkova, Institute of Radiation Biology, University of Munich, Germany

Variance-covariance method and its application in microdosimetric measurements at

therapeutic facilities and in radiation protection

31/5 A. Giuliani, Dipartimento di Fisica, Universita di Milano

Uso di bolometri ad alta risoluzione per la determinazione della massa dell'antineutrino

elettronico

14/6 M. A. Nagarajan, INFN - Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

Clustering in nuclei and cluster radioactivity

17/6 K. Ideno, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Japan

Symmetry properties revealed in the superfine structure of neutron resonances

20/6 R. Policroniades Rueda, Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Nucleares (ININ), Mexico

Neutron facility for radiobiological studies

28/6 L. Taffarello, INFN - Sezione di Ferrara

Recenti sviluppi nella riveiazione delle onde gravitazionali con bane risonanti

3/7 Y. Nagashima, Tandem Accelerator Centre, University of Tsukuba, Japan

Present status and Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) study at the Tsukuba Tandem

Accelerator Centre
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5/7 A. Trombini, LAL, Orsay, France
TRIPLEX: un chip preamplificatore discriminatore autotriggerante per la lettura di rivelatori a microstrips

24/7 G. Trenta, Agenzia Nazionale per la Protezione dell'Ambiente, Roma

La nuova impostazione delta Radioprotezione Medica

10/9 P. Desesquelles, Universite "Joseph Fourier", Grenoble, France

Global method for the comparison of simulated data with experimental data

26/9 S. Shchemelinin, Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel

Measurements of ion transport properties in gas, related to single ion counting nanodosimetry

11/10 D.M. Bishop, Department of Chemistry, University of Ottawa, Canada

The "optical "of Non Linear Optical processes

11/10 G. Ter-Akopian, Flerov Laboratory for Nuclear Reaction, JINR, Dubna, Russia

Radioactive beams at the JINR U400 Cyclotron, Dubna: a high resolution line

23/10 S. Kr. Mandal, Nuclear Science Centre, New Delhi, India

Quasi-elastic scattering reactions around the barrier

30/10 R. K. Choudhury, Nuclear Physics Division, BARC, Bombay, India

Fission fragment spin distributions - Probe of fusion-fission dynamics

4/11 M. Uesaka, Nuclear Engineering Research Laboratory, University of Tokio, Japan

Production and utilization of synchronized 100 fs electron and laser single pulses

8/11 W. Henning, Argonne National Laboratory, USA
Concept and development for the advanced radioactive beam facility at Argonne National Laboratory

15/11 F. A. Cucinotta, NASA, Langley Research Centre, USA

Impact of radiation physics on risk assessment for astronauts

29/11 L. Sajo Bohus, Universidad Simon Bolivar, Dep. to de Fisica, Caracas, Venezuela

Heavy-ion reaction studies using CR-39 plastic detectors

4/12 A. Pacheco, Tandar-CNEA, Buenos Aires, Argentina

Absorption and tunneling effects in one- and two- proton transfer reactions in the
12 C, 16O+ 197Au systems

6/12 C. Mandl, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

The CMS Dual Port Memory PCI Sequencer

13/12 F. De Notaristefani, Universita la Sapienza, Roma

Nuove tecniche di scintigrafia ad alta risoluzione

20/12 G. Delia Mea, Universita di Trento e INFN - Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro
La fisica dei material! per le scelte tecnologiche in nuovi sistemi di rivelazione in Fisica Nucleare

toft BLANK I
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Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

List of Pubblications 1996

NEXT PAGKSI
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Articles Published in Scientific Journals during 1996

D. Ackermann, P. Bednarczyk, L. Corradi, D.R. Napoli, CM. Petrache, P. Spolaore, A.M. Stefanini,
K.M. Varier, H. Zhang, F. Scariassara, S. Beghini, G. Montagnoli, L. Muller, G.F. Segato, F. Soramel
and C. Signorini
"Cross sections and average angular momenta in the fusion of 28Si + 94>100Mo and ss.^Ni + ^Ni"

Nucl. Phys. A609 (1996) 91

C. Anderson, G. Arnold, K. Bange, F. Baucke, P. Colombo, G. Delia Mea, J. Dran, F. Geotti-Bianchini,
H. Kawahara, P. Lehuede, A. Maddalena, A. Manocha, H. Matzke, H. Matzumoto, P. Mazzoldi, N.
Noshiro, P. Polato, G. Principi, V. Rigato
"Characterization of tin oxide films by complementary techniques"

Glass Technology, Vol. 37, (1996) n. 6

G.W. Arnold, G. Battaglin, A. Boscolo-Boscoletto, P. Mazzoldi, C. Meneghini
"The role of glass structure in the formation of implanted gold nanoclusters for enhanced nonlinear

optical properties"

Mat. Res. Symp. Proa, vol. 396 (1996) 397

G.W. Arnold, A. Boscolo-Boscoletto, P. Mazzoldi, C. Meneghini, G. Battaglin,
"Gold nanoclusters formation in silicate glasses by low fluence ion implantation and annealing"

Nucl. Instrum. Methods B116 (1996) 527

G.W. Arnold, G. De Marchi, F. Gonella, P. Mazzoldi, A. Quaranta, G. Battaglin, M. Catalano, F. Garrido,
R.F. Haglund
"Formation of nonlinear optical waveguides by using ion-exchange and implantation technique"

Nucl. Instrum. Methods B116 (1996) 507

G.W. Arnold, G. De Marchi, P. Mazzoldi, G. Battaglin
Factors affecting extended hydration depths in ion-implanted fused silica"

Nucl. Instrum. Methods B116 (1996) 364

S. Atzeni, A. R. Piriz, S. Graziadei, A. Guerrieri, M. Temporal, J.G. Wouchuk, K.H. Kang, K.J. Lutz, J.
Maruhn, J. Meyer-ter-Vehn, A. Rickert, R. Ramis and J. Ramirez
"Target design activities for the european study group Heavy-ion ignition facility "

Fusion Engineering and Design 32/33 (1996) 61

S.Atzeni and M. Temporal
"Energetics and symmetry of hohlraum targets driven by ion beam pulses with simple time shape"

Fusion Engineering and Design 32/33 (1996) 595

D. Batani, S. Bossi, A. Benuzzi, M. Koenig, B. Faral, J.M. Boudenne, N. Grandjouan, S. Atzeni and M.
Temporal

"Optical smoothing for shock-wave generation: application to measurement of equation of state"
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